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PEEFACE.

The accompanying little treatise, is, purely,

what its title page imports :—a Text-Book

in Rhetoric, for the use of the author,s own

pupils. It is, therefore, printed,—but not

PUBLISHED-

Indeed it ought to be said, that the first in

tention of the author, was to prepare a mere

syllabus, or comprehensive abstract of the prin

ciples involved in Rhetoric ; primarily with

the view, of facilitating a review of the sub

ject, as preparatory to the final examination

of the class. This should be said, in explan

ation of the heading of the work. It soon,

however, became apparent to him, that the

form first intended, would be unsatisfactory,

both to himself, and the student ; and very

early,—even in the treatment of the first Part,

—the conception of the plan, took on the form

it now wears :—not that of a Syllabus, but

that of a Text Book ;—but still, a Text Book,

that needs the full and free development,

which, as his pupils know, it constantly re

ceives in the mental gymnastics, of the Class

inducement leading to its preparation/The
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grew out of the author,s experience, in the

class room, in the use of Whately,s Rhet

oric,—and its object, is, to facilitate the me

thods of instruction there in use/;—1, with

a view to the better attainment ofthe ends of

mental discipline, especially, in the attempt

to train the student to think, under the stim

ulus of recitations on the subject of Rhetoric ;

—and 2, to impart a knowledge of the prin

ciples and laws which underlie, alike, the sci

ence, and the art of Rhetoric. The masterly

work of Whately, heretofore in use, is now

discontinued,—for the time at least—partly

for reasons growing out of its effects upon the

students, in the matter of their Belles Lettres

culture :—partly from a conviction that the

ultimate grounds of the validity of arguments,

can be set in still clearer, more forcible, and

readily remembered, relations ;—partly be

cause what seemed to be a very important

practical end, for students preparing for pro

fessional life—and treated in the First Book

of the Third Part of the present treatise,—

is not embraced in Whately,s plan at all ;—

and, still more, because the Fourth Part of

Whately,—on elocution,—is not only inferi

or in its method and handling, but positively,

and mischievously erroneous, in its theoretic

principles, and consequently in its practical

precepts.

The first two parts,—and as they lie in



Whately, incomparably the abler parts—of the

Book are formed substantially on the plan of

Whately ; though the treatment will be found

to differ very materially, in the details of the

exposition. The classes carried through the

study of Rhetoric by the author, will recog

nize the book, as substantially a condensed

reproduction of the teachings of the class

room. The author has not hesitated, how

ever, to use any materials or suggestion, sup

plied by other Books in use,—common or

otherwise— ; setting them, however, invaria

bly,—except where they may be expressly

quoted,—in new relations, which seemed to

be better adapted to meet the uses of the f

student. ^J

Besides the masterly work of Whately,

there are two others, which have render

ed so much suggestive assistance,—though

neither of them much that is express, or for

mal—as to deserve a somewhat special men

tion, in this connexion ; viz : Eloquence a

Virtue, or Outlines of a Systematic Rhet

oric, Translated from the German of Dr.

Francis Theremin, by Prof. William Gh T.

Shedd,—now of Andover:—and Elements

of the Art of Rhetoric : by Prof. Henry N.

Day : of Hudson, 0.

If the student would lay his account to

master the latter work, in its complete and ex

haustive classifications,—and especially on the
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subject of Invention,—it would prove a highly

educating Booh. For a general Text Book,

on the whole subject of Rhetoric, however, it

has proved so philosophic, and technical, and

complex, that it has been found difficult, to

induce that complete mastery of it,—at least

by a considerable portion of the Class,—on

which its value, chiefly depends. Instead,

therefore, of introducing it as a Text Book,

for the final study of the subject, we prefer

to use it, as a text-book, only in the earlier

study, of the Part, which treats of style ;

and then recommend it, in connexion with

the work of Theremin, for the careful private

study of the Class, together with the Text

Book now submitted, as a preparation for the

recitations of the Class room.
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SYLLABUS

OF THE PRINCIPLES OP RHETORIC.

n

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITION AND DISTINCTIONS.

1. A Science, regards the phenomena within

a given domain in nature, with a view of di-

termining and classifying the. laics, which rule iti

their production.

, An Art, seeks to apply these laws, in given

circumstances, with a view of re-producing, at will,

the phenomona in question, and generally with a

view to some ulterior end.

In Rhetoric we seek to lay down the art ; by

classifying and reducing to practice the scientific

.principles—i. e., the laws of human nature—which

Underlie, and account for, the special phenomena.

'Rhetoric, therefore, properly embraces both.

The phenomena Which it is the object of Rhe

toric to account for, and thus enable men to re-

produce^at will, are 1, Conviction, and 2, Per

suasion^

The instrument employed in every rhetorical process, it

Language. There are two senses of this word :—1, th«

general sense, in which it may be defined, as the embodi

ment of thought, in sensuous forms, in which it is synony

mous with art : 2, the special sense, as limited by articulatt

language :—viz : the embodiment of thought, in words,

{either spoken or written.)



The art of Rhetoric differs from other arts, 1,

in that it uses articulate language, as its proper

instrument, and 2, it has, for its special object :

1, to convince, and 2. to persuade.

The fine arts, or art in the generic sense, (as the

word is used in the singular number.) has for its object,

to develope the aesthetic element in human nature . and so

fill the soul with the joy and strength of beauty, for its own

sake : and 2, to conduce to the high collateral ends, of a

complete human culture, with its results in human life.

The difference between conviction and persua

sion is, that the former, (conviction) is an effect

upon the understanding,—the intellectual or logi

cal faculties,—the latter, (persuasion,) is an effect

upon the will, producing a change either of char

acter, or conduct ; according as the effect is either,

1, static and permanent ; or 2, dynamic and tran

sient ;—having for its object an effect, only for the

time being, on the will or conduct of the hearer.

§ 2. Collateral and Cognate Arts.

Rhetoric, (strictly speaking.) does not include literature

aud poetry. The usual term for the study, when these

are included, is Belles Lettres. This, as well as other

forms of the fine arts, especially painting, music and elocu

tion, may conduce to conviction and persuasion : but they

are in the nature of tributaries, and do not fall within the

proper sphere of Rhetoric ; any more than organic chemis

try, or botany, falls within the proper sphere of agriculture.

They are part of the study of a thoroughly cultivated man,

and are tributary to the purposes of a complete agriculture:

but the art of farming does not necessarily, or even strictly,

include them.

The bearing of these collateral arts on the ul

timate and highest product of Rhetoric,—viz :

Eloquence,—leads the authors, however, for the

sake of completeness, to include in the scope of

Rhetoric, also a discussion of the properties and

laws of, 1, style, and 2, elocution ; as tributary

to the end sougbt in Rhetoric.
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/<f:3- Rhetoric, thus enlarged, will therefore.

What Rhetoric embrace, in our treatment, (after

comprehends, the example of Whately,) these four

parts";.—

1; Conviction.

2. Persuasion.

3. Style.

4. Elocution.

In order to construct the art of Rhetoric, with

this enlargement, it is necessary to study, 1, the

laws of thought, or the process by which, from

the data given in the human reason, and the in

forming consciousness of the human senses, the

rational or logical faculty in the human mind,

passes to the certainty of unknown truth, by ne

cessary inference, from that which is known :

»nd 2, the laws of expression ; constituting the

art by which,the convictions, and mental states

of one human mind, may be conveyed to another

in the most effective way. In other words our

object will be, to analyse, with a view to it* re

production, the process, with its underlying laws,

by which the convictions of the intellect, are i: ot

only conveyed, from the speaker to his hearers,

but transferred, in the act of conveyance, from the

sphere of the intellect, to that of the active powers.

The Rhetorical process involves not only the in

ception of power in the human spirit, but its con-

I trol in the required direction, and with the required

\degree offorce to accomplish a given end.

§ 4. The laws of thought have to do with

Lo|lr:randbRSnricha1trUth for twQ distinguishable ^

Process. purposes ; viz : I, that of inves

tigating; and 2, that of proving. The one is the

work of the philosopher, the other that of the ad-

V



vacate. The one process is, predominantly, that

of Logic:—the other that of Rhetoric.

It is no part of the proper object of the Rhetorician, to

find out truth. His function is 1, to find proofs ; 2, to ar

range and express them, with a view to produce conviction.

The mental state proper to these two processes—those of

Logic and Rhetoric respectively—is wholly different ; anrt

though, practically, often co-existing in the same individ

ual ; yet it is always at the haziard of truth, for the pbrlos-.

opher to turn advocate.

PARTI. CONVICTION..

CHAPTER II.

THE RHETORICAL PROCESS. ARGUMENT.

§ 1. Supposing the truth to be definitively reac-u

ed, the function of rhetoric is to convey the con- 1

viction of that truth, in the light of its own pro

per evidence, to the mind of another party.

§ 2. The first step, in the natural order of dis-

Pirst step to course, with a view to this end, is.

determine the , , „ , . , , « '

proposition, therefore, to conceive and define pre

cisely the truth to be proved :—or in other words

to determine the Proposition-.

The Proposition, in Rhetoric, consists of the

theme of discourse, stated in relation to the ob

ject or end of the speaker. In another aspect,

it is the conclusion which the speaker aims to es

tablish, in the conviction of his hearers.

The distinction between the theme and the proposition

is the more important, because the unity of discourse so in

dispensable to its interest and effect, is due, not to unity of

theme, but unity of proposition.

§ 3. The form of the Proposition will b»

Form of the determined by the immediate ob-

Proposition. ject 0f the speaker. It is that partic
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ular aspect of the theme, which he may deem it-

wisest to present, with a view of carrying the

convictions of his hearers.

Suppose e. g., the theme of an advocate to be the crime

of murder, and the object to be the acquittal of his client :

the advocate mny attempt to disprove the fact of the kill

ing altogether, or he may admit the fact with or ntthntrt

argument, an(Mhen attempt to clear his client, by- proving

accident; necessity, insanity, adequate provocation, or gome-

thing that is not properly punishable.

§ 4. The immediate object of the speaker, must

Mode of determine not only the form of t/it-

Statement. Proposition, but also the mode of sta

ting it ; or- whether it shall be formally stated1

at all, or left to be inferred, by way of conclusion

from, the argument.

Questions like these, for which a ground will be sought?

hereafter, give wide scope for the discretion and rhetorical"

skill of the orator. In either case the ulterior object of the

orator, determining the form ot the proposition, and the

mode of statement, or, in other words, the plan of the dii.--

course, is to carry the conviction of the hearers.

§ 5. Conviction', in the wide sense of the word,

Conviction em- embrace3 two- distinguishable pro--

braces two pro- . i . * . , • -Jo

ce«se'. cesses; viz: 1, Instruction, and I.

Conviction,, in the narrow senses of . the word..

These processes agree, in being-addressed to the

understanding: the difference-lying in the state-

of the mind addressed. Instruction contemplates

the mind addressed as having no opinion or pre

vious judgment on the subject, and aims at

awakening and forming such a judgment, by

means of the discourse. Conviction proper, sup

poses the mind to bo in a state of either, 1,.

doubt or uncertainty', as to the proper judgment, .

in the case, or 2, a belief adverse, to that which

it is th&epeakex,s obj.eet to establish ;.and the ailOj
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of the discourse is either to change, or to con

firm such belief.

The essential nature of lheac processes is the same : dif-

fermg.only in the antecedent state of mind, and that chiefly

growing out of the probable presence, or absence, of preju

dice, du°e to a prior belief, and the presence of such evi

dence as that, on which that prior belief rests.

§ 6. In Instruction, the process consists, essen-

lastmction, tially, in making such a statement of

tfim truth, as will carry its own evidence with it,

t6 the unprejudiced, intuitive perception, of the

human mind.

There are five different subordinate processes,

Five distinct pro- by which this may be done,* 1,

cesses tor untrue- jr^MMr(isv wn}cn fa the reciting

or representing events as they- happened in time :

as, e. g., in nrstory.

The chief excellence of the style, for such a purpose, i3

verisimilitude : which consists, essentially, in revealing the

reasons or causes of things, simultaneously, though infor

mally, in connexion with the events which flow from them.

2, Description : which is the representation

of things, as they are related in space.

The graplrie power, en-using us; as -it -'were, to seethe

things described, is the highest quality of style, for descrip

tive" purposes; as, e.g.', in descriptive Anatomy, leaving

<Ktt every thing that is unessential, and nothing that is es

sential, io the graphic or pictoriar'conceptiou of what is

described.

3, Analysis : -whic,t is the resolving -of a com

plex whole, into its simple parts'; so that their

relation may come within our intuitive appre

hension r—

As, e. g., in geometrical reasonings. Clearness of ap

prehension and statement, is the main quality of the style,

iir analytical instruction.

4, Exemplification': which consists, essen

* See D:iy's Elemeuts of the art of Rhetoric. -



tially, in the establishing of some truth, before

unperceived, by citing phenomena with which we

are familiar, exemplifying the truth to be pro-

,ved:—as, e. g., in teaching the law of .gravity, by

an induction of particular facts.

§ 5. Comparison or Contrast : by which ob

jects or events before unknown, are conmunica-

ted and accepted, by reason of their likeness or

uulikeness, to those which are known.

The essential feature of these several processes, availa

ble for instruction, consists in making such an exposition

of truth, as will bring it within the range of the intuitional

or logical perceptive powers, of the human mind. The

higher the order of the mind, the wider the range of

these powers. ITence a clear, skilfull analytic statement

of truth, in its own light, is often, especially "to cultivated

men, the only argument needed, to establish it, in the full

acceptance of the human mind.

J §7. Conviction, in the proper tense of the word,

Conviction (as distinct from instruction,) is that

prober, process which addresses itself to some

judgment, already formed ; and which it seeks

either to change or to confirm. It supposes a

change of belief, under the stress of new or ad

ditional evidence,—collectively termed argu

ments,

Kff 8. An Argument, is the statement of an inter

mediate or middle term, by which the mind

passes, in the way of proof, from known to un

known truth, in virtue of a relation either ex

isting or introduced between them. An Argu

ment, in its fall logical form, consists of three

propositions, (in the logical sense,) so related as

to form a syllogism ; in which the major pre

miss or proposition, either formally or virtually

contains the conclusion : but in rhetoric, argu
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'ments existyTor the most part, in the form of

•what is called enthymemes, in which, with a view

to condensation and force; two of the propositions

of the formal syllogism,—termed the premises,—

are merged into one ; and the transition from

the known truth to the unknown,—though really

involving the intermediate term, as the connect

ing link of the chain of argument,—is apparently

immediate.

^Logic,—the process by which the mind passes from

known to unknown truth, in the way of inference—has to

do with arguments,—i. e. with the rhetorical process-

only in the way of judging of their Validity. The find

ing of arguments with a view to the proof of truth,—

technically termed invention,—belongs to the rhetorical

process ; and is the first great division of the art of "Rhit-

oric, viz. Conviction. This process, in order to be valid,

must, of course, be conducted in accordance with the laws

of thought, which it is the province of logic to unfold and

classify. Hence the relation of Logic to Rhetoric is very

•intimate, viz : that of judging how far arguments are valid,

or otherwise ; and, if not valid, of pointing out the reason

-of their invalidity, by showing how they cross the laws of

thought, implicated in conviction^

CHAPTER III.

CLASSIFICATINN OP ARGUMENTS.

§ 1. Arguments may, evidently, be classified

General grounds in different ways,—according to the

of classification, principle, or ground of classifica

tion which we adopt.

1, As regards the logical form of argumeut,

they may be divided into regular and irregular.

2, As regards their subject matter, they may

be either moral or probable on the one hand, or

•demonstrative or necessary, on the other.
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Necessary truth, is that, of which the opposite, is absurd,

or inconceivable,—as, e. g., the axioms of geometry and the

reasonings grounded on them : while the opposite of a moral

or probable truth, is simply an error ; or if there be a moral

intent in it, a falsehood. The demand sometimes made for

demonstrative reasoning on moral subjects, and the attempt

to represent moral reasoning as of less validity, argues a mis

apprehension of its nature. The moral nature of man has

been essentially damaged and subjected in consequence to the

warping power of passion, and prejudice ; while the logical

faculty has suffered far less, and only indirectly. But moral

reasoning freefrom passion or prejudice, is just as conclusive

as mathematical or necessary reasoning. E. G., the duty of

worshiping God, or kindly requiting a benefactor, is just as

certain as that the three angles of a triangle, are equal to

two right angles : and when the affections and passions are in

their normal state, the argument to that conclusion, is far

more effective. J

3, Arguments may be divided on still another

principle into direct and indirect. This classifica

tion depends on the convenience of the speaker.

It may be difficult, or even impossible, to prove a

conclusion by direct argument, because of the ac

cidental difficulty of finding direct argumeuts ;

while yet it may be possible or easy, to prove or

disprove a coutradictory proposition.

For example, the evidence may go strongly to implicate a

person suspected of a crime. The proof of an alibi, may be

ihe readiest, and perhaps the only method left, to disprove the

suspicion.

The validity of indirect argument rests upon the axiomatic

or intuitive conviction, that contradictory propositions cannot

be both true. The proof of a proposition is, therefore of

necessity, the refutation of its contradictory, in all its forms •

and also of every thing which depends upon it.

It is evident, however, that these are uot differ

ent classes of arguments, but only different classes

of truths, or subjects for argument. The very same

argument, substantially, may be put into several

or all these different classes, so far as they rre com-

patible:—it may be regular, it maybe demon

strative, and it may be indirect, all at the samt
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time,—(as many of Euclid's demonstrations actu

ally are,)—showing that the difference between

them, is not a thing of essence, but either of foim,

or of subject matter.

section 2.

Classification of Arguments ; as determined by

their nature as arguments?

1. The ouly philosophical classification of argu

ments, is that which founds its classes, on the dif

ferent principles, to which they owe their force, as

arguments. Without something kuown, we cannot

argue at all. In the process of argument, the truths

known are called premises ; and the truth . proved

from them, the conclusion. All argument proceeds

on the assumption, or postulate, that there is a con

nexion, in the nature of things, between the truths

known and the truth to be proved from them, such

that, the one cannot be true, without inducing the

conviction, in every rational mind,' that the other

must be true also. The degree of conclusiveness in

argument, depends on the degree of certainty, with

which, in the intuitive perception of the human ra

tional or logical faculty, the known and the un

known are thus coupled together, either immedi

ately,—l. e. by direct intuition,—or, as in the rhe

torical process, by the intervention of intermediate-

truths, holding together the separate links of the

chain of argument. All that is necessary for the

validity of argument is such a certainty of con

nexion between the premises and the conclusion,

that where one is admitted, the laws of thought, in

the rational mind, compel us to believe the other

also.

2. This necessary nexus between truths.—the

Distinct grounds known and the unknown, or the pro

of validity. mises and the conclusion,—may be of

different sorts,—i. e it may spring out of different

relations : and hence may give us a principle, by
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which wemay classify the different varieties of ar*

guments. In fact, there are only a few relations,

in the nature of things, such, that from the one we

can infer, or prove, the other, with certainty.

§ 3. The classification of arguments, on the prin-

Vaiue of a ciassi- cipies 0f wjc becomes of value to
fication of argu- , , r , , . P ' , , . ...

ments. the rhetorician, 1, because it discloses

the nature and ground of these necessary relations ;

and thus enables bim to jndge of both- the abso

lute, and comparative value, of the resulting argu

ments or proofs. 2, It puts before the mind, in

short, defined form, all the possible sources of proof,

and so facilitates the finding of arguments:—which

constitutes one of the great divisions of this part,

of Khetoric. 3, It suggests, by thus setting the va

rious principles of the arguments side by side, the

most effective order of arrangement, for the purposes

of conviction. If the force of one argument would

be augmented by the principle involved in another,

the comparison on which the classification depends,

will suggest the order most conducive to the force

of each, as well a8 to the combined force of all.

§ 4. The practical value of the classification of

Grounds of the arguments, depends chiefly upon the
classification ot „ ° . , , r i if 1

arguments, fact, that there are only a tew rela

tions, in the nature of things, such, that from the

one we can infer or prove the other, with cer

tainty.

§5. The only possible sources of proof are, 1,

Two several those contained in the terms of the pro-

proofs, position itself. This class of prools is

termed by Aristotle, and most of the Rhetoricians

who follow his system, intrinsic proofs—sometime*

mnalytical proofs. 2. Those, whose ground of cer

tainty lies in our knowledge, either actual or pos-

rible, of something outside of the terms of proposi

tion,—extrinsic proofs.
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The most familiar example of the 1st class is the ordinary

reasoning in Geometry. E. G. " the square of the hypotbe-

nuse in a right angled triangle, is equal to the sum of the

squares of the other sides." This proposition is proved by a

mere analysis of the term* of the proposition itself. It de

pends, simply, on the intuitive perception of the proportions

or properties of the right angled triangle, after the analysis

has brought them within the reach of our intuitional powers.

In other words, the proof lies in the full perception or com

prehension, of what those terms- mean :—hence the name in

trinsic. The proposition would be- intuitively true, without

any analysis, if we had the compass of mind required to grasp

it. The higher the order of mind, the more truths become-

intuitive to it. And, of course, therefore, to the Divine mind,

all truth is intuiiive.

§ 6. This class of proofs—the intrinsic—is limited

This class in its applications in Rhetoric. It belongs,

limited. jn fa^ rather to the logical process of in

ferring than to the rhetorical process of proving.

The proof of a mathematical proposition, furnishes

but little scope for eloquence. The statement of

this method of proof, is, however, necessary to a

complete classification. And then there are some

cases, where this method does fall within the pro

per sphere of rhetoric.

Suppose e. g.* the proposition to be, " duelling is a species

of murder," the proof lies simply in an analysis of the proper

meaning of the terms : and the emotional force of the argu

ment, will consist in the eloquent—i. e. impassioned—handling

of the terms.

§ 1. The other class of proofs—the Extrinsic—or

Extrinsio those not analytical—consists of arguments, •

proofs. tne proving force 0f which, lies in the re

lation of the subject matter of the premises, to that

of the conclusion :—or, in other words, their pro

ving force lies in there being a relation between

the premiss, or truth known,—whether formally

admitted, or easily susceptible of proof,_--and the

eonclusion or truth to be proved, such, that the ex

istence of the one, carries with it, of necessity, the

* See Day, p. 95.
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certainty of the other also. This classification cor

responds with that given' iu Whately, on the 4th prin-

ori-ple ; or " thockssification of arguments; as such."

§ 8. Practically the only relation, between the

Tbe causal relation subject matter of the premises and
the basis of claaala- ., t;.,,. , . r ,

tion. that ot the conclusion, ana serving

as a ground of classification, may be resolved, in

the last 'analysis, 'into the causal relation:—thus

giving us three fortns «f'^iiat relation, and conse

quently three . subclasses of argument,'viz : 1, that

from cause to effect—it"med • the tA prioHi, or ante-

dent probability, argument; or, "which ' is, practi

cally,' the same ithing,—from a law to the "uniform

Tesult«f 'that law :—or generally from the uniform

ity of an antecedent, to the uniformity of a' conse

quent. This antecedent probability class of argu

ments includes equally, and for the same reason,

the argument from the non-existence of acatsse/to

the non-existence i of ' the ' effect :—which may"be"ap

propriately termed tire negative form of the a priori

principle. The one form of the' principle ' is intui

tively scCn to be as obviously true, as the other.

• If a man charged with burglary or arson can prove

"an alibi," the refutation of the charge is as com

plete, as if it could be positively shown, who did

'commit the crime. This principle is involved in

the very definition of a cause.

'2, From the effect, as a premiss to the 'Muse, or

condition, without which such effect could not be

conceived as occurring. This "gives us the class of

proofs called, after Aristotle, "signs."

3, Example: founded on the Tela tion of resem

blance, growing out of the sameness as well as cer.

tainty of the causal relation. The ground of the

force of this argument, is, still the intuitive convic

tion, of the uniformity of nature : or if pushed back

to ite lust analysis, the intuitive conviction of -fit

3
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immutability of God, in nature, in the causal rela

tion. This conviction will be found to be at the ba

sis of all our classifications, in this, as well as in

every other sphere, in nature.

§ 9, An a priori, or anterior probability argument,

may be known, to be such, by the fact, tthat the pre

miss always contains a cause,—i, e. a i;eason, for the

conclusion,—as well as a reason for knowing its ex

istence, as a matter of certainty. Wherever there

is a cause for an event present, we intuitively be

lieve the event consequent upon it in nature, will

follow, provided the cause be unimpeded ; and pro

vided the conditions accessary to its operation, be

also present;—because it is of the nature of a cause

to produce its ,e,ffc,ct. When the cause is present,

therefore, we arg«c £0 the effect, on the gro.uju.d Mi*

this relation.

In explaining why an event should happen,—i. ev

Rationale of the jn pther words, by revealing an ade-

antenor proba- , r • . 1 1

hiiity argument. qua,t;e (cause lor it,—we are equally as-

spgnjing a proof, *'. e., a ground for belief, that it h«s

fyappe,u,ed,, o,r will happen, if the conditions for ita

occurrence are present. From the presence of prus-

sic acid, e. g,, we infer death as an eflcc.t, ,or from

good habits, we infer health and prosperity, or irup

versa. And where w,e do AQ-t know of an e.fficieuit

cause, if we know the law or order of succession, in

which the result uniformly occurs, we argue to the

.ponsequent phenomenon, with equal confidence,

.fliis may easily be resolved into the same principle

or ground of certainty : because the existence of a

law, is proof of the existence of a cause, whether w(«

know whatt that cause is, or not. All that is neces

sary to the validity of the reasoning, is the invariable

certainty, in the connection between the antecedent

and the consequent :—and the degree of force in the

argument, depends on the degree of certainty in th*
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relation,- whether ?t be a cause, in the true sense of

the word, or only a law, revealing to us the existence"

of a cause, whether known or unknown, or whether

it be any other condition, besides a cause, which, in

the nature of the case, must precede, the effect in

question.

This class of arguments is called " a priori," or

Ground nf " anterior probability,', because the con-'

the name, viction induced by it, rests not on our know-"

ledge, that the conclusion, or result in question, is

actually true, but on out assurance, grounded in the

nature of the case, and prior to any experience, or

actual knowledge of the fact, that the result in ques

tion cannot fail to happen. The force or conclu

siveness of the argument; #ill be in proportion to

our certainty of the'pfesence of a true and sufficient

Cause, if it be a cause,' or tire ascertained' certainty

of the law. by wuich. the resiflt in question is deter

mined, if it be' a law:—and in proportion to our

doubt, on either1 of these points, will the conviction

be uncertain or faint. No part of that uncertainty

is ever due to'a'dbobt, in regflrd to the uniformity

Or certainty of the causal relation,' resting as that

does, on oftr intuitive belief of the divine immuta

bility. The law' of the human reason does not ad:

mlt of a question in regard to that.

This anterior probability, or a priori, class of' ar-

Negative anted- guments, includes also, arguments ff&rft'

or probability. the absence of a cauie to"thc absence of

the effect. This is simply the converse of the' funda

mental intuitive belief, of ibe'trfW/orm or necessary

connexion, of cause and effect, in nature. An effect

idithout a cause would be as truly a contradiction of

our intuitional conviction, as a came without an effect.

The '" anterior probability'-' argument," is conclu-

Wh'-n the argument sive, where the cause is known to

^conclusive, cxist-and to be fully, sufficient to pro
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rluce the effect in question, oiy which is esscntiaJly

the same thing, where no impediment exists fn the

way of its operation.

If not fully conclusive, the force of the argument

is. in proportion as it approximates to this condition.

In that event, the result, when not fully certain,

constitutes that degree of probability, which
y' induces a general belief, that the rcsultmight

be true, provided we were fully satisfied, as to the

actual existence and sufficiency of the alleged cause.

This is all the conviction needed, to awaken au in

terest in a work of fiction ; and constituting what

.wo term naturalness in such a work. The causal

agency in such a case is assumed, or invented, or

imagined, and the only limits imposed on the inven

tion of causes, in such a case, are 1, that they shall

not be improbable; i. e. they shall be causes, not unlike

ly to occur in the. circumstances supposed ; and then,

2, that the consequences following from them shall

be such, as those causes would produce, if they were

actual. Within these , limits, fiction commands onr

general belief, sufficiently, to, induce our human inter

est in the events. If the causes feigned, strike us as

unlikely to occur, we condemn the fiction as unnatural,

or improbable ; and refuse .to become interested in it

accordingly. And if: a solor. of- probability or natu

ralness be thrown* over the existence and operation

of the causes, while yet they cither never existed, or

have ceased to exist and operate, we characterize the

form of probability thence arising, as plausible, im

plying in the term, a form of conviction, not only less

than absolute, but.intimating doubt, if not positive dis

belief, in the incidents represented as flowing from

the causes in question.

§ 10. The second form of .argument dependant,ul-

g. timately on the causal reJatioii-for its ground of

" ' certainty, is that by which, from a given effect,
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we infer, or argue to, thaf;oh which it is dependant.

Among the truths necessary to the existence of a

given effect, are, 1, the prober or efficient cause ; or,

if that be unknown, as in the previous class, the law,

or fixed antecedent, of that effect, and 2, the condi

tions, sine qua non, of that effect, even in case the

cause, otherwise adequate and operative, be known

to be present. Whatever is essential to a known

effect.—whether as a producing cause, or a condition

essential to the cause taking effect,—may be inferred

or proved, with absolute certainty, from the' exist

ence of that effeeT, to which it is a cause, or a condi

tion sine qua 'non.- There is no" 'intuitive conviction,

clearer, or more certain, thaii this. The antecedent

—or truth known—in this case, is the effect, and the

conclusion or truth proved, is either the cause or con

dition, without which 'that effec't conTd not have ex

isted.

The sequence, therefore, iff this ease, is a logical sequence, and

is the opposite of the physical' sequence : though' tlie relation

connecting the two, is still the' causal relation.' The transition

in the one case is from cauae to effect, in the other 'from effect to

cause or condition.' The intuitive. certainty in both cases is the

name. Arguments of this "latter, 'class,—from an effect to its

cai'se o1- condition,—are termed by Aristotle arid his followers in

the nomenclature of Rhetoric, "signs." ,

§11. It igr obvious', again: thafi there are two sub-'

The snb-tiass- classes of sigiis', viz : 1, causal signs, and 2,

es of signs, conditional' signs ; iiccording aa the truth

proved, is in the* nature of a cause, or only a condition,

ol the effect; by which it is proved.

The ground of validity, in either case, is that the conclusion,

•r truth proved,—whether a cause or a condition.—shall be in

dispensable to the existeiice of the effect, by which it is proved.

And the argument is doubtful, or invalid, just to the extent to

which there are different causes or different conditions, to which,

the effect in question can be conceived to be due: because if

thvrc are different causes, or conditions possible, it would be un

certain, which of the possible causes, or conditions was actual, iw

* jiven case.

irk'" -
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§ 12. A causal sign, is that by which, from a known*

casual or admitted effect, as tho premiss, wo infer, or:.

*igm. argUe to the existence of its cause, on the ground

of.our.untuiti ve conviction, of the necessary connexion

between,an effect and its cause. When there is only

one cause, capable of producing the effect in question,

the proof of its agency, is of course conclusive : and

the force of the argument will be in proportion as it. i

approximates to that condition.

If blood be found upon the dagger or the clothing' of a person

suspected of a murder, it is u sign—i. e. an argument or proof of

guilt—more or less forcible, in proportion as other causes, may,

or may not, have produced the effect in question, viz : the stain-

ingof the weapon or the clothing. The argument by which the

crime is fastened on the criminal, in such a case, must seek to

show tho impossibility of every other cau-al or conditional agen

cy, in the poesencc of the blood, than the commission of the

crime. Or if two. causes, either of them adequate to the effect,

be present, as a mortal wound and a fatal poison, in a case of

murder, the determination of the true cause of death, or, in other

words, tho conviction of the s :?pectod party, can bo effected, only

by other proofs :—the most natural or accessible of which, would

be anterior probaoility arguments, or some form qf testimony.—

"sign"—going to discriminate the actual, from anwag the possi

ble causes, or conditions, of the effect in question.

§ 13. Tho class of conditional signs admits c-Csub-

Sibuivisionof eon- division farther,. into 1 Testimony ; :

dltional signs. aucl 2 AUTHOlilTT.

§ 14., Testimony, so important as aa argument,*,

from the variety of its applications, is a conditional

" sign-" The premiss, or the effect from which wo

argue, is the giving of the testimony, and the conclu

sion, nought to be established, is the truth of that

which is testified, as the condition, sine qua non, of

the testimony being given.

Manifesily if there are other conditions than its

truth, on which a testimony might be given, its truth

cannot be implicitly relied upon or proved. T!ie

force of testimony , therefore, will vary, in proportion as
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the truth of it becomes the only possible condition, on

which we can suppose it to be given- %

The first and fundamental ground on which our

Grounds of credibiii- conviction of the truth of testimony

tyof Testimony. rcstSj ls the law of veracity, as an ele

ment of the moral constitution of man. If man were

in no sense a moral being, and recognized no sense

of moral obligation or responsibility', it would be im

possible to invest testimony with the credibility which

belongs even to the lowest forms of human testimony.

But as it is matter of absolute certainty, from experi

ence, that the moral element in man has ceased to be

a guaranU e for the truth of testimony, it has become

necessary to throw conditions, around witnesses, so

as to make the truth of their testimony the only pos

sible condition, on which this testimony could be what

it is-.-. Tdl' ensure this, despite every question that may

rest on the veracity of the witnesses, is the real ob

ject of all thoseeol lateral conditions, which go to add

confirmation ontconclusiveuess to testimony : as e. g.

1,' the sanction of an oath. The increased crediblity

of testimony, given under oath, is due to the fact, that

the moral sense in man, operates with far greater

certainty, under the sanctions of an oath : few men

being so lost to every sense of responsibility, as to

give a testimony under oath, on any other condition

than its truth.

2, Concurrence ; or agreement in the testimony of

two or more witnesses.

The augmented force of concurrent testimony is

riot due, and still less proportioned, to the increased

number of independent testimonies, or the inci cased

chances, that the testimony is veracious and trust-

Force of con- worthy. The validity and weight of two

currency, independent witnesses, is not simply double

thnfct of one witness, of equal character. It is not

simply a numerical increase of weight to testimony,
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but the addition of a new element ; which, if not viti- '

atod by some incidental flaw, renders U absolutely con- '

elusive, to the truth so witnessed. It is supposable '

that two or more witnesses might, each separately, and

all jointly, fabricate, and falsify, in their testimony;

but that two or more witnesses should concur in fab

ricating the same testimony, without collusion, is

morally impossible, except on the condition of Us truth.

Hence concurrent testimony, is not' only forcible, more

or less, according to the veracity or moral character

of the witnesses, but conclusive—beyoud'-all question

and irrespective of their character for" veracity—by'

reason, simply, of its concurrence, supposing only the'

absence of collusion.

Previous concert or cojlui'iorCof the witnesses, of course of>"

Effect of col- viates thc force due to this feature of testimony, be-

hisimi. cause it vitiates the condition, to which its peculiar

weight is due ; by supplying 'atrother ground or condition for

the agreement, than the truth of their testimony. Under this "

condition—collusion—the testimony of any number of witnesses,"

is, really, only a single testimony :' for although a character for "

veracity, and moral integrity, may lead the separate witnesses to

give independent and truthful statements, notwithstanding their "

collusion, yet it is impossible to determine when this is actually'

done; and therefore the convincing power of the testimony,'-

must be subject to the uncertainty whether that may not be true,

in a given case, which is liable to be true, in any case, viz: the

concurrence, or agreement growing out of collusion, instead of

the unity or concurrence whicn is the result and proof of the tes

timony being true.

3. Undesigned testimony,—which often takes the

L'ndesigned testimony, form of circumstantial evidence,—is'

more convincing than direct testimony, because so

Force explained, far as testimony is undesigned, the alter

nate supposition of fabrication is excluded ; inasmuch

as fabrication, presupposes a purpose, or design.

Undesigned testimony, may be open to quesjion, on \\\c ground

Undesigned tes- of error by mistake or accident : but this question

thnony. j3 met, if, ne'sTdes being undesigned, the testimony

ihould be concurrent ulA ;' becaiiste "the chances are infinite,
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ih.it the same accident will not happen to different witnessed,

or the same error occnr by mistake, to different persons. In''

other words, it is morally impossible, tha^ this should occur, and

therefore it is morally certain that the testimony is true.

4. The same principles underlie, and give convincing

Testimony in lit- pOWCl", to TESTIMONY IN LITTLE THINGS, ,

tie things. as compared with the main statements

of a -witness. If not wholly undesigned, we jndgry

intuitively, that if a witaess were intending to fabri

cate at all, he would not confine his fabrications to

little things ; the bearing of which, on his testimony,

would not be likely to occur to him ; or-which, if it

did, would seem to-be of too small value, to'bc worlfrf

fabricating.

The force of this form of testimony iidne to its diminishing'the

probability, if not excluding the possibility, of the alternate sup

position, of intentional fabrication.

5:- A* fifth ctass c&*testInTonk!S carrying,-. a special

Testimony of forCC, IS the TESTIMONY 0*> "ADVERSARIES

adversaries, xhe force of this form of "testimony may be

resolved into the moral certainty, that an adversary

woirld neither volunteer;noY yield, cven^inder pressure,

a favorable testimony, except under the constraining

power oftruth and'conscicrrcev It has, tUewfofee, the

double force of being undesigned, and poisoning that

degree of clearness, andicrtttinty, which constrain him

to give the testimony, in the -face of the natural reluct

ance, growing out of personal antagonism. •

The favorable testimony of adversaries, is, therefore, one of

the most conclusive of all tils forms of testimony, other things be

ing equal, in the way of imlifcing conviction, in impartial minds.

G.A sixth, form of- testimony involving essentially

Negative testi- the same principles of force, is what is

mony- termed negative testimony. "When im

portant testimony is allowed to remain unanswered,

and unrefuted. and more especially where the parties

having the power to contradict it, have also an in

terest in its contradiction,—combining the force of
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negative with that of the testimony of adversaries,—ft

is justly regarded as implying, in the clearest and

strongest form, the truth of such assumptions.

Notwithstanding the apparently remote, and negative form of

snfth proofs,' they yet constitute the evidence, on which mankind

receive as true, the great body of their knowledge, aside from'

that.— always comparatively trifling in amount,—which falls

within the range of personal observation or research, Nearly

all the. settled doctrines of science, in all its multiform varieties

and applications, rest, in our convictions of theif'frttth, far less

on the testimony of their discoverers, or controversial advocates,-

than upon the negative tsstimony, of those whom we regard as"

competent witnesses to their truth, and who would infallibly tes

tify against them, except on condition of their truth.

2. The second sub-class of signs, is termed author-

Authority. ity. Authority d iffers from testimony properjv

in that it is testimony to a matter of opinion, while'

Importance of testimony proper regards matters of fact.

the distinction. The importance of tire 'distraction, lies in*

the difference of qualification, dert*and*ct:to constitute'

a competent witness, in the two cases. In testimony

wHneB^tTmat- Pfoper—i. e. testimony to matters of

tors of fact- fact—the requisite qualifications on the

part of th'e" witness are, 1, correct and trustworthy/

senses; 2, adequuti opportunities of observation ; 3,

honesty and' integrity in using them, and veracity or'

moral integrityjin stating the result ; and 4, failing in/

these conditions, or any of''them, such collateral cir

cumstances as will forbid the possible suspicion of the

testimony being fabricated, or given on any other

condition than its truth,—as e. g. in concurrent or

S^'^oTla" n.egativ"e testimony. In authority or tes-

thority. • timony to matters of opinion, the prime

qualifications ©.f a Witness are, 1, co-apetency to judge

or form an intelligent and-* correct opinion, on the

subject matter of the testimony, 2, competent opportu

nities of forming such opinion, and 3, honesty in stating

it : the main point of difference being the intelligence, *
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or capability of judging on the part of the witness.

The weight of an authority, depends, like other

signs, on the authority in question deciding as it does,

only on condition of the truth or correctness of the judg-

.ment. Jn so .far as there are other conditions than its

truth, going 4© -account.for the;awthoj'ity in question,

Ueeidiug as it does, the less it weight, as an authority.

A legal precedent, e. g. owes its authority to the condition, in

which it was pronounced, " by a competent tribuhal and after

adequate discussion, on both sides, by able^nd interested parties,

•aud under the solemnities of a judicial nipt; because it is not con

ceivable, that such opinions, formed wider such circumstances,

can resi. on any other foundation than 'truth." Ignorance, par

tiality, pivjiidice, or anything other than its truth, that will ac

count for the precedent in question, will so far vitiate our confi

dence in an authority, as to justify a re-examination of the ques

tion, by a competent, intelligent, impartial judge, or even advo

cate. Otherwise a legal pre.edent, or a medical, scientific, his

torical, or other authority, may be accepted as a f'nal aud suffi

cient proof of truth, without other, or renewed investigation of

the original question.

§ 15. With a view of eliminating, all the possible

Object of cross conditions, on which testimony can be

examination, conceived to Jiest, other than its truth, it

fl?.a,y be subject to rigid scrutiny, jwdfa fotrm of cross

examination, tt'he object.of this pnoaess,is to sift, and

as far as possible eliminate the conditions, which might

pro to invalidate its force : and to this extent, it is a

perfectly fair, just, and eyen indispensable process,

with a view to obtain the highest convincing power

of testimony, and especially where that testimony is

given reluctantly, or with any suspicious design.

Sometimes the design of cross examination is to dis

credit tht testimony, .by involving the witness in self-

contradiction, or by bringing to light some feature,

incompatible with the truth or drift of the testimony.

At other times, the design is to elicit testimony, which

it may have been the desire or interest of the witnesa

U) conceal, because of its bearing on tUe interests of
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' the respective parties. In both these respects, there is

great scope for skill, and tact, in the corwhict-cf cress

examination, without passing the legitimate Kmits of

the process. But to press these legitimate objects, to

the extent of badgering and baffling, and confounding

a witness, with a view of (Wrapping him in his speech,

and so discrediting a true testimony, by apparent con

tradictions, is neither legitimate ,nvr. just.

'I lie object of MiBHpsttrtMB._ajutoifllki***) ifNV«.at>trnth, aii«1

Utiles fov.itsiiwst victory.—ishotddYlctemaive the'Tiilos'for its c«n-

...uoB'.lmit. duct: uitd whatever -is incompatible with that end,

-should neither I e practical, nonalknved. The same priticpled

apply to the processed' cross examination; whether the test niony

^regard matters of fact, or mutters «if'Opuiion :—i. e. in sifting testf-

: mouy proper, or nnllumity.

§ 1G. Tire principle of concicrrance, which indepei <1-

fCoucnrrent sfjfcs <,fvCntby«f bite .moral character or credi-

otlier kinds, aim cor- , . ...* ... ..

responding taiiaoic-.- uuli ty ot witnesses, may give tore*,

nfcnd even •conclusiveness, to testimony, may also 'be

applied to other arguments, in certain eases. The

concurrence df testimony, e. g. with a;pmori&vgnvn9nt,

far more than doubles the force of each. A witness

in whose credibility no confidence 'is i&lt, may yet

determine our convictiou, where ta strong degree .of

anterior probability is made out, independently of the

testimony; -and still more, if ^ it iswithout even the

.knowledge oil thevwitness.

( Wherever a proposition is in doubt, there are always two possi-

'Tlie alternate sup- uIu -suppositions, in regard to it: the oue is

positions in all that it may be 'true, the other that it may be

testimony, false. The object of arguments, is to deter

mine the belief or conviction of a rational mind, between these

two attenuate suppositions. That one argument should be in

error, designedly or undesignedly,. may not be improvable j but

that two independent lines of, proof, should be butn in error, and

Force of concurrence especially in the same way, would be im-

in other proofs. mensoly more improbable ; and in propor

tion to the difficulty of accounting for the concurrence, on any

other supposition than the truth of that in which they agree,

•docs the .concurrence of any number of proofs, add forcv» t«
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•fheir "convincing power j 'Critil error, 'designed or undesigned,

MIoral proba- becomes morally impossible. By moral probabili-

liility. ty or certainty, is 'meant, that degree of either,

which the rational laws of huirran'tbougbt,' compel us to receive

as such. In all such cases, therefore, there is a balance of

(Balance of probabili- probability, between the proofs in favor of

ty—bow decided, the respective suppositions, of the truth or

-falsehood of the conclusion. To strike this balance rationally,

—i. e. for adequate reasons,—is the office of the understanding

•or logical faculty : as it is the office of the' reason, to pronounce

upon such questions intuitively,—i. e. on subjective grounds.

Prejudice ir- And if any one should withhold conviction in the

rational, view of adequate grounds for such conviction, whether

furnished hy the understanding or trie reason, (as men often do,

under the force of passion or prejudice,) he is, so far forth, irra

tional, and cannot be dealt with "by argument.

It is clear, farther, that, 'in the settlement, on ra

tional grounds, of this alternate 'hypothesis, between

the truth and falsehood of a conclusion, the force of

.direct argument, in inducing conviction, may some

times be determined negatively;—i. c. by the absence

•of counter evidence, as well as positively, by the force

of direct proof. •

The process is essentially 'One of the comparison

of probabilities ; not absolutely, but as compared witi

each other.

y. § 17. Iii thus comparing probabilities, or argu

ments, with a view to a judgment, in regard to the

truth of the conclusion, the relation of concurrence,

•or contradiction, existing between them, as independ

ent probabilities, is one of the strongest incidental

proofs, in determining for or against, the contingent

Probabilities _Show truth of the conclusion. Of the con-

deteiinmed. flicting theories, involving, respective

ly, the truth or falsity of the conclusion, the one

which best includes and accounts for all the facts, is

that to which the rational constitution of the human

mind compels us to yield our conviction.

In every question on which the human mind is called to pas?.

there-are but two alternative hypotheses possible : viz, those of

4



jdcliff, and disbelief. We cannot rest in a stale of doubt, except

temporarily, and in suspense of farther evidence, implying a

readiness to form or chauge a belief, on such evidence, when of

fered ; but still implying the existence of a belief. The slighter

the evidence, the slighter the .belief induced by it ; *but if there

is any evidence at all,—and there must be evidence, where there

is knowledge,—the constitution of the human mind, .compels be

lief or disbelief, according to the evidence.

§ 18 Where there is no testimony, of any descrip

tion, and no "sign," pointing to a probability touching

the truth or falsehood of a given event, conviction may

turn upon the calculation of chances, when the proba

bility of *he event in question, admits of such calcu

lation.

F.. G. Suppose the question to be, whether a verse of peetry

might not be the product of a handful of types dashed upon the

floor, or whether it were the product of some human intelligence.

Xo mau who understands the law of gravity could accept the

hypothesis, that the combination of letters in question, was

casual ; and yet it may be argued, that the types must assume,

however casually thrown, some order ; and it might be thai par

ticular order, us well as any other. However puzzled to make

out a logical refutatioh of such an argument, every one would

instantly reject the conclusion, as an impossible supposition ; a:ui

would refuse to yield up his conviction to it, with or without a

distinct perception of the fallacy.

It is perfectly true that types must, of necessity, take some

order, however casually they may have fallen into their place :

and it is abstractly conceivable, perhaps, that they might fall in

the order of u poem. But the real question is which form is the

more probable, under the circumstances ?— viz. that of a poem, or

that of;)//. Comparing the two hypotheses together, no rational

mind could hesitate in the convictiou, that the hypotheses of

chance was not only improbable, but morally impossible.

But though sufficient, this refutation of the hypothesis of

chance, leaves gro.utid for pertinacious quibbling. A more con

clusive refutation may be made, by taking into the account, the

causal agency involved in the two hypotheses. A poem

is an effect : and tile question is, as to its cause. There are two

hypotheses :—the one, that its cause might be the law of gravi-

tation : the other that it was the work of intelligence. The na

ture of the effect, forbids us to accept the former solution, aa

totally inadequate. Even so far as it falls within the sphere u'
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natural law, there is an clement (the special or intelligent order.)

for which we find no cause whatever, in the law of gravity : wiiilo

in that law we do see an insuperable counter causu : because it

is a contradiction in terms,—e. g. a contradiction of our intui

tive law of belief,—to suppose a blind law, to. give on intelligent

result. Besides the physical phenomenon, of which gravity may

Be the cause, the poem is an effect, within the domain of intelli

gence. Iu that domaiu, tlie hypothesis falls away from every ra-'

tional or plausible solution ; and leaves us with an effect, without

a cause,—not only an- insufficient and improbable, but an impoi-

sible, and, of course therefore, incredible, solution.

The ntfalagous falidtij of composition—as it is termed in logic,

—and which consists itr inferring that what maybe true of

each of several distinct events, separately, may be equally trnii

of the whole conjointly, involves the same principles, it be

comes -a fallacy, by mis-stating the real ground of the argument :

which lies not in the signs, separately, but in the composition or,

concurrence of the signs'ctmjointly. [t doesTiot follow, because

a man may strike a mark once without design, that he may

equally sti ike the same mark, uniforrMy, without design. The

uniformity of the result, is the feature for which we are seeking

a cause, and that effect remains nnexpfaihed,' until we find a suf

ficient cause, in the admission of an intelligent design.

The fact that a squirrel finds a suitable nest in a hollow tree,

docs not refute the argument for design, fyfhished by the uniform

and mechanical construction of the comb cT a bee.

§ ID!- Tfffi ARGUMENT FROM PROGRESSIVE ArPHOACH,

ii a species of sign The effect constituting the pre

miss of the argument, is the observed fact, that the

evidence of the'trutlf df thedonclusion, becomes clearer,

the more we know of iti drift. This form of ai-gument

becomes practically necessary, and may be of great

value,- where, from the attending circumstances, com

plete* experimental certainty; is beyond our reach.

. If, so far as the proofs are within our reach,

they reveal, as tiie law of their force, a grow

ing tendency to confirm the conclusion in question,

the rational laws of the human mind compel us to

believe, that our conviction would go on to keep'

paoc with our knowledge, until the certainty of' the'

exclusion.•ghottrd" be- readied.*- If the prodfs: point1
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towards the truth of a conclusion, as far as wc have

A sien Pr0of3, it is a sign, to us, that, if continued

' far enough, they would terminate in establish

ing the conclusion. In other words, the truth of the

conclusion, is the only condition, on which all the lines

of proof would' be found' to converge towards that;

conclusion :—which is the very description of the ar

gument from progressive approach.

For example, in the ttomain of physics, if a bnll be set in mo

tion, it continues to move on, in a straight line, farther and far

ther, in proportion as the retarding element of friction, is dimin

ished ;—as c. g. on a level plain, on ice, and in a vacuum, iiv

proportion to its completeness.- H«ncc we intuitively infer, that

if all friction or resistance were withdrawn, the ball would never:

A case in moral cease its motion* Or,—to take an instance falN

reasoning. \Ug jn the sphere of moral truth ;—we find that

the longevity of men is proportioned to the absence of disturbing

or morbific causes, in their personal and hereditary habits, or

exposure : and that disease and Jeath are duo to some departure-

from the true theory of life. Are we, therefore, authorized to

conclude, tint the perfect conformity toa true regimen, physical

and moral, would ensure an earthly immortality ? The very

[.imitation of its question suggests the necessary limitation. In

applicability, protect us from a fallacy in the argiwaent. Per

fect conformity to a perfect law of life, if i tfcnt were possible,

would ensure a perfect result, within the Irmitsydctcrmirted by the

author of our life. But there may, of course, be other grounds,

going to set defined limits to longevity, besides -transgressions -of

the dietetic regimen, prescribed by the Creator. The argument

holds good, therefore, only so tfar as .if regard? the particular-

cause of mortality in question. The same principle applies to

the previous argument as-welf. If there, were auyyother cause-

tor the stoppage of the ball, tflan the resistance dde to friction,—

if, for example, it were of the nature of force to exhaust itself, and

tease by its own limitation*—the argument from progressive ap

proach would owe its whole force, to its tendency to prove that

such was not the nature of force, because so far as ex; erienco

goes, we find no such tendency revealed ; and are therefore en

titled to conclude, that no such tendency exists.

This reveals to us the fact that the argument from progressive

approach is not a pure sign ; but partakes of the nature of in

duction also;—because its conclusiveness depends on thei; being

no other,cause or la.w, bearing . e-a the. conelusio5,..tuau. those iu.-.
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tlje argument will either be invalid or fallacious.

§ 20. The second sub-division of the second general

class of arguments, on the principle of classification

we are elucidating,—viz. those founded on the intui

tive certainty of the causal relation,—and in which

that relation is traced, from a given -effect, to some

truth which necessarily follows from itV ay a 'conse

quent or conclusion,—is the augument FKoif Sample.

This form of argument, though essentially tire same

in principle as sign, differs from it in this ;—that the

truth of " a sign" depends on the certainty of the con-'

nexion between cause and effect, while that of exam

ple turns rather on the sameness of that connexion.

A-cawse not only produces its effect infallibly, but it"

infallibly produces the same effect, whenever the cause

and the conditions are the same. In sign, in other

words, we argue from an effect by means of the

certainty of the causal relation to the conclusion r1—be-;

itig cither a cause or a condition ; while in example

we argue from an effect, to the sameness of the causal

relation, the conclusion being either the existence of

an analogous effect, wherever the cause and the ' con

ditions are the same ;—or simply the existence of a

cause or law of nature, which will* certainly produce'

*uch an effect, wherever the conditions, necessary .to

that effect, are present.

The former of these gives us the class of arguments-

known by the several names of'4' Experience," " Analo

gy," " Parity 0f reasoning" &c. The latter consti

tutes what is termed "Induction"—the great instru

ment of modern science.

§21. Experience, includes all those forms of ar-

Kxucri gument, in which the premiss is some known

effect, from which we argue on the ground

of our intuitive conviction of its necessary certainty, t

tt*-lhc conclusion, that- the same phenomenon wfil *
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take place in future, whenever, a*nal :to the ext6nt iii'

•which, the same causes, and the 'same conditions, are

Rationale of the present. Strictly speaking,:'—as the very
arinnnent from r j -j. ir- • / • e

experience, word itseli imports,—experience retera

only to the past ; and its office is, therefore, merely to"

supply the premises for argument : and the process

consists in the intuitive judgment, (having for its ob

ject the uniformity of nature,) by which we pass to •

the conclusion, that the same phenomenon will inva-t-

riably occur, in the'' same conditions.- Now it is

obvious that this is essentially, in its hist analysis, an

" anterior probabilityargument," in which experience •

merely furnishes the< premises- We lcani experi

mentally, or emperically, what has been, and from

that infer, or argue, on the anterior probability prin

ciple, that the same thing will be.

In this whole class of proofs,—arguments from example—not

only is the ground principle of theiriproving force, laid in our-'

intuitive conviction of the uniformity of the causal relation, but

in each separate instance, the relation- between the cause and the

effect is traced both ways—vi-z-: starting with the effect, as the

premiss,—that being the known menibfer of the alignment-.'_-we pass

first to the knowledge of the cause, or law,- ruling in the produc

tion of that effect, and then from that 'cause or law, down again •

through our conviction of the uniform certainty of the causal

relation, to infer or prove another effect, similar to the first ;

whenever the conditions are the same.

The most important part of the argument from experience, i«'-t

that by which we reach the existence of the cause or law, from

the effect or phenomenon supplied in experience : and as the re

maining process, by which we argue to a iike ejfict in the future,

is a direct intuitive judgment, the whole argument takes its

name—Experience—from that circumstance ; because it fur

nishes the premiss or ground of that judgment.

By the term experience—which furnishes the pre-

Thetermex- miss of the argument so called—we mean,

perience. the knowledge we get of any phenomenon,

through the senses.

§ 22. But there is a very great degree of- vague- .
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Vagueness of ncss, as to what is popularly comprehended

the term. ;n the term. What is commonly regarded^

as .a simple sense perception, often really implies a

judgment and sometimes a short process of ren-softjttg-;-

cm the matter furnished in sensation.

In looking at a cube, erg. we see, strictly speaking, only linos,

surfaces and color : and yet'vVe dxt not hesitate to say we see a

ciibe; though'THir conviction that the object is a cube is, strictly

speaking, a judgment, or perhaps art • inference, from the sense-"

perception.

* " Different men who have all had eoaal, ofeven the very

same experience: i. e. have been witnesses"' or agents in the

same transactions, will often be found to resemble so many

different men, looking at the same book : one, perhaps, though

he distinctly sees black marks on while paper, has never learned*

his letters ; another can read, but is a stranger to the language

in which the book is written ; another is familiar with the lan

guage, but iaa stranger to the subject clothe book, or wants in

struction t6 tak'eVin the author's drift, whiite another, again, per

fectly comprehends the whole. The objecfis 'the same to all : :

the difference is due to their several states of mind. And this

explains the fact, that we find so much discrepancy in what are '

called experience and common-sense, as distinguished from theo- -

ry. In -former times men knew by experience that the earth

stands still and the sun rises and sets. Experience taught the

Kling of Bantam that water could not become solid. And the '

experien e of Tacitus convinced him that for a mixed govern

ment to be so framed, as to combine the elements of royalty,

aristocracy, and democracy, must be next to impossible; and-'

that if such a one could be framed, it must be very speedily dis

solved."

With this vagueness and uncertainty resting on the

Experience often real raeaning'of " experience," as involv-

mvolves juda- . «,.- *,- * • j i j

ment. mg often "an act.oi judgment, and some

times a virtual process of reasoning on the phenomena

found in sensation, and as this experience supplies

the minor premiss of the argument,—the intuitive '

conviction of the uniformity of the causal relation, in

nature, supplying the major premiss,—it is of prime *

■ importance to the validity of the argument, to deter- -

• w-hately, p. 71.
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mine definitively the essential vahie or form, of a*

given experience, in order '"to 'iiifcY with certninty

from the past, what may lie in the future. And as a

large part of human knowledge is' due to this source,

it) is all the more important to apprehend precisely,

and'Tdlly, the grounds and limits of the certainty, of

oftl" so termed experiences.

(! 23. The essential nature of trrC ptrrtcess, in reasoning frnm

Rationale of the nrgn- example, consists irfJtaWng somC'-one known

ment from example, thing, or result, as-fcil-e-Tample Of every other

thing, belonging to the same class, and then inferring that what

is true of the individual known, will be equally true of every

other individual belonging to the same class. This principle is

seen, intuithuhj, to be true and necessary. The only ground on

Ground of uucertain- which a donnt can rest, in a givtn case, is

»? iu example. whether the individuals in question do cer

tainly belong to the same class, in regard to the essential point

involved in the argument. If they do, then the argument is'

demonstrative : and, on the contrary, whatever doubt may rest:

upon that question, will, to that extent, invalidate the force? of>

the argument.

§ 24. In determining this question, so fundamental*'

:uftrerent forms of to the validity of the argument, fro rrf*

resemblance, experience, viz : whether the individuals1-'

involved—the known and the unknown—belong to -

the same class, there are two forms of resemblance or

likeness, to be looked to—viz : 1, sameness of appear

ance, or sameness of external properties or forms ;

and 2,-sameness of relations, or ratios ;—the latter

constituting what is termed analogy.

As the essential ground of all argument from ex-

, , ..,., ample, is real resemblance or identity of
around of validity. , r ,..,.. « K r

class, not similarity of appearance, it is

clear that the argument is forcible or valid, only so far

us this identity holds. And as this is determined most

ly by inherent organic causes, and not mere external

sameness of properties or forms, or appearance,' the

argument from one individual to another invidual of
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the .same class, most commonly takes on the form

of analogy.

§ 25. The argument from analogy differs from the

Argument f.om argument from example, in that the

analogy. terms of the argument—the 'premiss and

the conclusion,—are apparently; more remotely i'e-'

Mttod1: i. e: the relation* i8 not'tlkt'of oxterofffi ibvm,

or resemblance, but one of vital organic sameness,—

i. e. sameness of law.

A piece ol' marble may be cut into a resemblance to an Qgg ;

and only so far a3 the resemblance holds, one may argue I'rom the

one to the other, but no farther. An egg, on the contrary, may

be very unlike a grain of corn : and yet in virtue of the analogy,

Jlalogy, same- one may argue from the one to the other, in re-

ness of law. gard to the points in which the analogy between

fliem holds ; and in which the argument would be wholly invalid,

notwithstanding the far closer resemblance, of the marble and-.

toe egg. It is not, therefore, similarity of appearance, but same

ness of class, as determined by sameness of- law. which constitutes

the ground of valid argument, whether from experience, example;

analogy, or parity of reasoning.

As many things are analogous, where there is yet no proper

Analogy how dif- resemblance* between, them,,, the class of argu*

ferent°"from re- merits from anaUgy is much laarper, and more •

semblance, comprehensive and more frequently available,

both for inference and proof, than the arguments from experi

ence, and example, in the strict sense of the words. It frequently

happens that two things, which have no resemblance, have yet u

common relation to some third thing, thus bringing them within

the scope of the argument from analogy.

.jf §.26. The third form of the secovvd! sub-division of

r empirical proofs—i. e.-.e.rgmnersts from an

induction. effect, eind h)cludcd in tta generaV term " ex

ample," is Induction,—comprehending the forms of

process constituting, tho great instrument of modern

science.

TJio essential nature of that process, is determined

by the intuitive law of belief, in the human mind,,.thrat

* Resemblance consists in samenefs of form : analogy in sameness of

relations or proportions. A man resembles his portrait ; but a seed is

analogous to an egg.
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every effect must have a cause ; coupled with the in

herent prompting of onr rational nature, to investi

gate and determine, what that cause is, or at least to

make out the law of its operation.

As we are inhabitants of a living world, we are

uurrouuded by phenomena, of which the active and

rational constitution of our minds, is ever prompting

us toexplain the causes ; or if the causes lie deeper

than our power of penetration, then to determine the

Imv of their recurrence" fti consequence of the dif

ficulty of comprehending, even metaphysically, the

nature of causal agency, the latter, viz : the determi

nation and classification of the law*s of phenomena*.

stxtisties the requirements of positive aeienee.

% 27. Induction embraces several distinct processes

stopsiinin viz : 1. The careful and full collection of the

iiuLictiou. phenomena, referable to a'single cause or lawv

2. The careful scrutiny, and elimination of all falsi"

phenomena,—i. c. such as may be due to any mixed"

agency, or complication of laws,—and thus reducing

the far.tx, and our conceptions of them, to exactness and'

d'jiniteness.

The ordinary' method by v?fiich this end is attained, is fhaf of

repeated obsOrVutfim, under viifyilj* and diversified circumstances,

tinder the, general name of experiment, K. (.i. Newton's first

ffcnerulization of the laW'oP'gravity, was in conflict with even

the philosophical belief n? ttiKTajTft viz: that a body foil? times

ns heavy as another, would fall four times as (as*. I ;r thl5"c^ii-

duct of experiment there is h-dj*: for irjcat ingenuity. ii¥ devising

t<\sts, which cannot fail to eliminate any.-suspMHoflof error, due

t't cominon popular impressions, and destitute of the accuracy of

(scientific observation. For example, -as a feather does not fall

an fast as a stone. — as it should do according to the law of grav-

ity,—it, required ingenious arrat g Clients fur experiment, to show

that this apparent contradiction o" the law of gravity, was due

to the supporting power of the atmosphere, and that when this

support was withdrawn, a leather did actually, fall as fast as a;!

stone.

iL. Combining these phenomena, thus sifted, irndeV
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one comprehensive statement or formula : or in ether

.words, the formation and statement of the law, which

governs them :

K. G., in the case of our illustration, the law is, that all bodies

attract each other with a force, varying directly as their mass,

and inversely as the square of their distance.

The entire completeness of this step in the inductive process,

supposes the ability to explain all apparent exceptions to the

Ja.,\v, which is generally reached only at a later stage of investi

gation. Thus e. g. the winds, the .very proverb of variability,

are already reducible to 3 classes, via : 1, trade winds-, 2, mon-

jjoons, and 3, three belts <.f calms.* This gives us an exact state

ment of the phenomena, as involving the order of their recurrence,

.and all distinctly traceable to this law of gravity.

4. The fourth and final step of a complete induction

is the reference of the law or order of classified phenome

na, to some physical conception of their causal agency ;

which may bo either 1 some simple property of matter,

like its elasticity or hardness, e. g. ; or some more

elementary law, of dynamics,, as e. g. the law of the ac

tion and reaction of forces. In other words this final

step of an induction, is the discovery of the cause of.thf

phenomena, us well as ,the law or order of their recur

rence.

'1 his last stftp is essential to the completeness of an induction.

For example : the phenomenon of suction was first, generalized,

and explained., by saying,—" nature;abhors a vacuum." This was a

true statement of a well known fact, or series of facts, in nature.

Pascal completed the induction, .which the law of gravity had

given, by showing that the phenomenon of suction was a simple

and necessary result of the elasticity of the air; thus giving us

the true theory of the phenomenon, instead of a vague and fanci

ful hypothesis. This step is always one of the highest marks of

true genius.

A hypothesis differs from a theory in this ; that the one is a

Difference between statement of the order or law of recurrence, of

Jaypotliesis and classified phenomena ; the other is a statement

theory. 0j- tfie jaw w^h the cause or mode of recur

rence, as due to some more elementary force, or property of mat

ter. The mental faculty which ia employed in this final step ia

*eience, is the imagination : sometimes termed the philosophic

* Sse Earth and Man, by Prof, Gnyot.
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'imagination. One of th? widest strides in the •history of Ihe

human mind, was that by which Newton, gave us, iirthe lawof

gravitation, the true theory of the universe.

§ 28. Among the most essential characters, in the

Philosophic im- philosophic use of this faculty, is the pre-

agination, dominant love of truth, and the consequent

steadiness to abandon a hypothesis which will not in

clude all the phenomena. Kepler is said to have

tried 1G different hypotheses, before establishing the

path of Mars to be an ellipse. Science is the dis

covery and classification of laws.: and the true philoso-

a'he true phi- pher is ready to -give up hie -hypothesis,

losopher. however .plausible, the monetft it is shown

that it falls away from .undoubted facts. Newton

found, e.g., that his hypothesis required the moon to

fall from the tangent to her orbit, i. e. to vary from

a straight line to the sun, 16 feet in a second, while,

in fact, observation showed that she fell only 13 feet,

Like a true philosopher, he gave up his theory, for

that trifling discrepancy ; till he had found the cause

•of it, in the perturbations due to the attractive power

•of the other bodies of the.solar system.

It does not fellow, however, that an unconfirmed hypothesis is

Value of a hy- useless, even though it may prove ultimate,y to be

potuesis. false, because 1, it contains the phenomena classi

fied for farther study.: and 2 it leads, tentatively, to the discove

ry of the true theory.

The best test of ihe truth of a theory, is that it enables u* 1o

predict what will happen in new contingencies ; or wiiicli is prac

tically the same thing, when liuvv facts, discovered afterwards,

fall into it. If a theory were false, as e. g. Newton's law of

gravity, the discovery of the very first new planet, would proba

bly reveal the error.

From the observed facts, or phenomena, science ar

gues aposterwri to causes or laws, as conditions, of those

phenomena : and then assuming or starting from

such laws, it deduces, a priori, by analytic reasoning,

—some of the necessary consequences of those laws,

viz : some new phenomenon, which, if the law be

true, must follow from it.
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Thus e. g. from the law of gravity, science deduces the eflyp-

ticul form of the planetary orbits, and the times of their revolu

tions-; and then, conversely, taking for its starting point, or pre

miss, the observed form of ithe orbits, and the masses of the sun

and planets, it 'rises to the general law, that the motion must be

due, to a force which varies directly as the mass, and inversely ag

the square of the distance. If the one be true, then, by necessa

ry consequence, the other must be true also : and on the other

hand, unless the one be true, the other cannot be, because they

'tand in the mutual relation of antecedent and consequent, or

cause and effect, in the present constitution of nature : and the

rational faculty of man can pass with intuitive certainty, from

the one to the other, either way.

Whichever member of the argument, happens to be

known, is the premiss : and then the other follows

from it as a conclusion. In £he case of induction, ob

servation, or experience, supplies the knowledge of

the phenomena, which furnish, in that case, the pre

miss: and the existence of the law, is the conclusion.

And then conversely,—assuming the existence of the

law, and deducing from it a priori, some new phe

nomenon, as a necessary sequence of its truth, if that,

in turn, should prove to be in accordance with ob

servation, or experience, we have a conclusive test,

of the truth of the induction. If, on the other hand,

the induction be false, its falsity will bo disclosed by

a discrepancy between the phenomena found in expe

rience, and the theoretic results of the law, as pre

dicted.

§29. As the ground principle, or the connecting

Real ana fanci- link between the premises and conclusion,

fui analogues. jn arguments from example, analogy, au

thority, &c, is the relation of resemblance,—it is clear

ly essential to determine what form and degree of

resemblance, is necessary to give validity to an argu

ment from analogy.

While any degree of resemblance, however remote,

«r even playful,—provided it be obvious and striking,

—may be employed tor illustration, the analogy which
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is to serve for argument, must always be real, as dis

tinguished from fanciful: and the ground of real re

semblance, lies in the similarity or identity of the laws

ruling in the production of the analogous phenomena.

If the example argue I from,—i. e. the premiss of the

argument,—be hypothetical, M'e can of course only

argue to the hypothetical ,or conditional truth of the

conclusion. If, on the oilifix hand, the premies,—i. e.

the example argued from,—he an actual case, Ave can

argue to the conclusion as actual, so far as there is a

real analogy between the cases, irrespective of any

question growirg out of the probability, or imjy.ol'a-

bility of the example. If the example is real, it is

thereby proved to fall within the scope of the causal

relation, in the actual constitution of nature ; and

whether we can penetrate to the cause or not, we are

intuitively certain, that there is a cause, because of Hie

uniformity of the effect :—and on the strength of that

conviction, wo do not hesjtate to anticipate the same

.effect again, wherever the circumstan.ces are the same.

E. (i.—to take the common instance to illustrate this point—

the naturalist docs not hesitate to class a newly discovered ani

mal, having horns and a cleft hoof, among the ruminyvLs ; eve,n

though he may be wholly unable to perceive any causal .relation

between horns and a cleft hoof and -the habit of rtmn/iatiov.

Inasmuch as the two things are invariably found united, in

the actual constitution of nature, and however incompetent one

may be to explain the relation, and however improbable,* conse

quently, such a relation would seem to be, he cannot hesitate to

believe that a causal relation exists between them ; and it is this

which gives the required certainty and uniformity, to constitute

the basis of a valid argument from example.

We can even imagine, or invent, examples to argue

invented ex- from, in proof of our conclusion : but, of

ampies. course, the proving force of such examples,

will be in proportion to the intrinsic probability of

the example so invented. It is, in reality, an a priori

* It has been already stated, that the probability of any thing is de

termined by our ability to sec a cause or reason for it.
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or anterior probability argument, simply invested with

the interest and clearness of an imaginary case. The

exa.aple is,—strictly speaking,—in the nature of an-

illustration, rather than- an' argument from example.-

It is far easier for most minds, to see the force of an a

priori principle, under the form of a well invented,

and probable narrative, than in its naked, or abstract

form.

Thu3 e. g. wheu Socrates argues against the extreme demo

cratic policy of choosing magistrates by lot, from the invented

example of shipwreck, in case sailors should select their captairj

by lot, it is clear, 1, that the argument has far greater force

than the naked statement of the consequent liability of the gov

ernment, to fall into the hands Of ignorant and incompetent men :

—% that it' would1 be no refutation of the argument to deny that

sailors ever had selected their commander hy lot ; 3, that the

force of the argument lies in the strong, a priori probability, not

to' say certainty, that such a resttlt would follow, contingently

upon such a procedure: and-* without, such probabihty, the ar

gument would be destitute of force. Uence it is equally clear,-

1, that the argument owes its real force to its a priori or ante

rior probability character; 2, that its a priori force, is more

readily seen, and more fully apprehended, from being clothed

in the example of a hypothetical, analogous case, in which the

result of the same principle, or law of procedure, is even more'

apparent than iu the real case ; 3, that the real force of the in-

vented'examples ii not that of argument /torn example, but of

an illustration' of the a priori principle, stated under a form- 'of

greater clearness- and perhaps beauty, as well as force, than the

abstract principle itself could have put on. It is not, therefore,

in reality a case of argument from example, so much as an a

priori argument, under the form of an example. Besides its

illustrative and aesthetic force, the invented example, may give

effect to argument, by reason of the human interest, inspired by.

the incident of the tale, into which the invented example may be

woven. This* goes, largely, to explain the persuasive power

of fiction, over the moral character and conduct of men.- This-

mode of influence is well know.! to have especial potency, in

the case of those, whose sensuous and imaginative faculty is rela

tively greater',' than their power of generalization and abstrac

tion. Hence the welt known 'fascination and moulding influence'

of fiction, over the character and-acts of the youiig. Nations'

ha-vc an • analogous period 'iu* the^ eai-lief a§es of' theii1- national .
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life : when instruction* equally, and even more characteristically

than conviction, is conveyed in parabolic or allegoric forms :

when the poetic imagination is developed out of proportion to

the power of abstraction and generalization. The Iliad and

Odyssey of Homer, the fables of Aesop, the Pilgrim's Progress,

and Holy War of Banyan, are instances ; each characteristic

of the nation, and the age of the nation, .which gave them birth.'

t CHAPTER IT.

Different ends or uses op Argument.

§ 1. It has been already stated, that there are two dis-

The different ends tinguishable processes, included under

of discourse, the general objects of conviction ; both

of which involve the use of argument, either formal

or virtual, viz :—1 Instruction and 2 Conviction. Ft

has been also stated, that the one—conviction—sup

poses a previous judgment touching, the proposition

or conclusion, constituting the subject of discourse,

the other—instruction-—doe3 not.

§ 2. In employing arguments for accomplishing

these different ends, there is a difference in the pro*

cess, of due to the existence, or at least the liability to

prejudice, in the former case, affecting 1 the class of'

arguments most proper to bo selected ;^_and 2 the

whole conduct of the reasoning, in the two cases.

§ 3. In instruction, the mind is supposed to be en-

Process for tirely open to conviction, and willing to-

instruction, accept the reason—the why—of the conclu

sion. The candid mind, in instruction, is ready and

even anxious, to believe, if it can see a ground for be

lief. This it is the object of instruction to impart;

and hence the a priori class of arguments, wherever

* For a Bpccimen of this mixture of argumentative poetic allegory,

see 2 Kings XIV : 8, 9, 10, the force of which is palpably due. far less,

—if it can be said to be due at all—to any proper argument, than to the

illustration of the grounds of conviction in the poetic drapery of th»

living imagery.
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they are applicable to the case, are the most effectiva

to instruct ; because it is of the very nature of a priori

argument, to bring into view the causes or reasons of

the phenomena included in instruction. This, of

Process for con- course, is equally true, wherever one

firmation. haa to do with a candid mind, ev3n

though it may have before it a prior judgment ;—as,

e. g. in that form of conviction, which has for its ob

ject to confirm a judgment already reached.

§ 4. In conviction proper,—which supposes the mind

Process for to have already reached a judgment, which

«onviction. the speaker aims to refute or change,—the

a priori class is not Hkely to be so effective.

In reaching an adverse judgment, the mind is sup

posed to have some reason for that judgment, and is

therefore pre-occupied with different premises, justify

ing that different judgment,—which is' the very defini

tion of prejudice, viz: a pre-judgment:—and' hence the

a"priori form of argument is no longer of force. Con

viction, in that case, is possible only by a refutation

of the premises or grounds of the corresponding pro

cess, leading to the false judgment in question :—

E. *£. when the missionaries first went to the South Pacific*

Islands, they found the natives liable to be precipitated into su

perstitious terror, on the occasion of an eclipse of the moon,—

Believing it to be due to a grcat'serrierit swalfowirig the moon.

To explain the true cause of an eclipse", t. e. in other words, to

»se the a priori, argument, to 'disprove the hypothesis, would not

be likely to convince them, or cure thejr superstitious terror;

because they already had a hypothesis of their own, which if it

Hire trui, would explain the phenomenon as well. To efl'ect

•onviction, that hypothesis must be' first disproved ;—and the

appropriate means of such disproof, must be looked for in one

•r other of the extrinsic or empirical classes of proof:—via.

either testimony, or authority on the one hand, or experience,

analogy, or induction, on the other.

| 5. Besides the class of arguments, the questioned

tke candor or prejudice, of the 'mind addressed i*

6*
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conviction, will affect the wholo tenor and spirit of

the reasoning designed for conviction.

The strength or conclusiveness of arguments is not

Force of arguments absolute, but relative to the grounds of

relative, and partly belief or of action in the mind addressed.

subjective. Arguments absolutely conclusive, by

every rule of logic, go for nothing, against an appe

tite, or a ruling passion, or even against a blind pre

judice.

The intellectual and active powers,- are cou-pled 'so closely to

gether, that they act and react conclusively on each other. A-

man devoted to his appetites, cannot be argued out of his evil

habits, by any appeal grounded on reason ;—simply because,

neither his convictions nor his habits, arc determined by his-

reason. The same thing is true of his passions, wnen they as

sume the form of blind ruling principles. When the active

principles o[ our nature usurp the control of our rational grounds-

of conviction, it becomes necessary to ply them with something

which will reach the springs of belief, or action, so as to weaken

the one ; or else to implant or exalt a new and more potent prin

ciple over them. If it is an appetite, you must first drug and

disgust it, or else seek to awaken a new and more controlling

principle,—like conscience or religion e. g.—to hold it under

bonds

§ 6. Conviction, besides its clear objective ground,

Grounds of in logical argument, involves a subjective

conviction, clement, determined by the inward' mental

state of the mind to be convinced. Hence there i3

wide scope for skill, in the general conduct of the

proeess, in avoiding, prejudice on the one hand, and

finding the ground of' readiest susceptibility to im

pression, on the other. It often happens, that the

nrguments best fitted to give satisfaction to a candid

mind, are not those, which are most efficient to force-

conviction on a mind already pre-occupied with a

contrary behef. As- Whately forcibly remarks, the

internal evidences of religion, are by far the most satis

fying to an experienced christian, while the external,.

famish the great thesaurus of argument for the con^w
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lation of the sceptic. Wherever there is a prior

judgment,—as in conviction propon there alwayy

ie—it is always necessary to reflate it, by some

other form of argument, before a different judgment

can be substituted for it, by an a priori argument.

Besides, we cannot always convey to another either-

Farther difficulties the real reason—or even any satisfac-

in conviction. fory reason, at all, for our judgments.

The- more simple, direct and intuitive our perception

of truth is, the more satisfactory it is to us,—but if it

is not equally intuitive to other minds, the more dif

ficult it is, by reason of its very simplicity, to make

the ground ofi our conviction apparent to another.

Impressions, deep enough to. determine our own con

victions, are- often made by nease-na tfcaetherial, for

our clumsy logic to frame iota- arguments at all : just

as a painter or a- sculptor finds it impossible to realise-

his own ideals- And yet we cannot hesitate to accept

convictions, and1 act upon themj even, in the gravest

events of life, which rest on no more tangible grounds

than these. It is in fuct the tact and discrimination,

springing out of grounds lifce* tfiese; which* make the

difference between » good! physician or lawyer, and

an ordinary one, and' between a great, and a common

mind, in any walk of life. And yet it may be diffi

cult or even impossible, to translate such grounds for

our belief, into arguments, that would force convic

tion on a mind in a different subjective state.

CHAPTER V.

Puesumption anb- Burden op proof.

§ 1. When argument is about to be joined on any

question, the first step to be determined, is, whicln

i;nrty shall take the initiative —or in other words, o^
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whicli' party the burden of proof rests, in the discus

sion. The most obvious and common answer,—viz;

tne party sustaining the affirmative of the question,—

li really no answer at all. The question at once re

turns, with scarcely less uncertainty, which' is the

affirmative of the question. The affirmative of a

question may be expressed in negative form, without,

thereby, shifting the burden of proof from the party-

making such negative affirmation. In an ordinary

libel,—e. g. charging a man with "fraud,—the initia

tive of the arguineut, belongs to the party denying

to his honesty, and not on the party affirming the in

tegrity of the accused. The English common law

maxim, applicable to this question, is that he who

puts anyjthing in affirmation, must prove it ;—i. e.

has the responsibility of making it true ;—and if he

fails it is at his peril.

§ 2. The same principle— the question' of the initiJk-

the presumption tive of argument, oTlh'e. burden of proof

and burden of is virtually involved in the question,—

proot. often more readily determined,—viz. on

which side of a question,^ presumption lies :—the

burden of proof being always on tlie opposite side.

In every question that can be put in argument,

there is, anterior to the discussion of its merits, a

presumption of truth on one side or the other", grow

ing out of the very nature of the question and on

the ground of abstract probability ; aside from the

particular circumstances of the case. A presump*

tion, in this sense, does not imply a probability of

truth, one way or the other, in a particular case ; but

t-he side on which the presumption lies, has such an

abstract presumption in its favor, in the nature of the

«ftse, that a verdict of "not proven," is equivalent to

»_terdict of acquittal. The failure to establish the

affirmative, leaves the negative of the question, pre

sumptively established. "The great advantage of
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sucli a presumption practically, is, that ft has all the

benefit of the doubtful result"—and to raise a doubt,

—always easier than to establish an opposite convic

tion,— is to achieve a triumph.

§ 3. The rational' ground for this presumption is

Ground of pre- laid, ultimately, in the intuitive- convic-

sumption. tion that there is a uniform and: settled

constitution and order in nature : and whoever puts

in affirmation any departure from that normal con

stitution and order, thereby obligates himself to prove

it. Meantime the- presumption is against the truth

of such affirmation} became of its- abnormal character.

As there are but two possible hypotheses, vifc^ its-

truth, or untruth, and as the presumption is against

its truth, and the burden of proof consequently rests

upon the party making the affirmation, it follows,

that if such affirmation should fail to be supported,

by clear proofs, the mind must fall back on the con

viction- of the alternate hypothesis, as the normal'

order ; whether the belief of that order, be founded

on a priori or experimental grounds. This intuitive-

conviction of a uniform and settled order in nature,

springing out of,—if not identical with,—our intui

tive belief of the uniformity of nature,—and that re

solvable, again, into our intuitive conviction, of the*

immutability of its author,—such conviction lying iu-

the profoundest depths of our reason and making

part of our simplest idea of the divine nature,—will

give us grounds for determining, in most cases, the

side on which' the- presumption lies ; and, by conse

quence, the side,—always opposite to it,-—or* which

the burden- oj% proof',' falls. There is alwiys. according

ly, a presumption in favor of that, which is the normal

eonstitution of nature, and the burden of proof willfall

upon every allegation of a departure from it. As a ne-

oessary consequence, and by way of illustration, .of

this general principle, it may be remarked!
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* 1. The presumption is in favor of what already ex-

S.ieciai grounds for w*, whether in the nature of an insti-

•.<. presamption. tution, a prevalent opinion, a question

of truth or error, of right or wrong, of expediency or

inexpediency. It is incumbent always on :he pro

poser of a change ttvm-iike good the grounds for the

change proposed: and if he'fttils to do sor the ver

dict should bd'ngainst the change proposed!

'I'ftere are two subordinate gltmnds for' tbis-presumptionj deaf

tb our reason, viz :

(I.) It may be pfeaumMl'thnt what exists would not hare ex-

i*lcd. except on the condition, of its being- true, right, expedient,

or whatever the question, raised upon it, may be.

(2.) All change, of whatever nature, is, iniUr.lf. an evil; and

Mtiould* nor, therefore, be adventured on, tentatively, until a ease

ts'nnde out in its favor.

It is true that a'ehansre may.'be for the belter, as well as",/Vr

itic worse : but if change be urged on that ground, it is incum-

iK-nt on the proposer to make good his reasons first ; and if he

fails to do so, the presumption will, rationally, decide the case

uga'nst him.

It is important farther to notice, that when argu

ment is once joined, the presumption ceases, or is

shifted to' the other side, until the argument is an-

rnwed4;—when it returns again in its full force.

So true is this second ground for the presumption, that even

when the wisdom of the change is fully made out. the changers,

in itself, an evil, still ; and it may even be a question—to be de

termined by a balance of probabilities,—between the evils of the

change proposed, anij'fhe evils of persisting without a change.

Wis important, also, to add, that to refuse to hear argument

on the merits of the main question, on the ground of the pre

sumption, is to be guilty of the fallacy of turning the presump

tion into a conclusive argument.

2. The presumption is in favor of a man, in every

ease involving confidence in his moral character, till

he is first proved5 to- be unworthy of such confidence.

.fhe rationar ground' of' this prcs?mption.is? not the greater

probability that men, taken at random, are worthy of'stfrf cttnffi

donee; but, simply, that man is a moral beinsr, and therefore his

normal state is that of- trust-worthiness. VVrhatever experience
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may go to render probable, on a mem naked calcnlatioii of

chances as determimd by experience, yet in any question of jus

tice, and pop dally involving penalties, we may not presume t hnt

any man is acinally in an abnormal state,— i e. a stale rontrnry

to his moral nature,—till it is proved up.iii him. 'Phis principle

lies at Vw foundation of the common law in every civi.i7.ed na

tion, which always presumes inno ence, till guilt is proved I he

same principle is taken up, and embodied in the law of the gospel,

throughout the christian world, eiren it the ordinary personal inter

course of man with man.

This clear rational christian principle cannot, of coarse, bowev-

er, set aside, in the conduct of life, the recognition of the actual

vices—that is, the abnormal state—of human nature, which is

forced upon, ijs, ov a matter offact, in our daily experience. TIih

clear lq$i of self defence,—the highest law of our nature, ncxf to

1lje .njoryl law of love,—requires us to exercise due prudence

Sg^iiiit imposition, on our confidence : bit we have no right !••

set aside this presumption in any case, where the lack of confi

dence would infer a penalty, social or legal, except on evidence

clear and strong enough, to acquit us at the bar of eternal justice,

of cause ess injury. Charity, is, therefore, the deepest law of

reason, as well as the highest law nf the goapcl.

& The same rational ground underlies. " the prs*

sumption" expressed in the maxim—popular, perhaps,

rather than legal,—'' possession is nine points of the

law " The presumption is clear and strong, that oc

cupancy would not be permitted, except on the eondi*

tion of title. Allowed, and still more undisputed, oc

cupancy, for a eertian time, therefore, not only creates

a presumption of title, but may be construed as a

" sign," under the form of negative testimony of real

and valid title. If a claimant should subsequently

appear, the " burden of proof" would rest upon him,

and failing to make good his ri\-al claim, the title

would clearlv remain in the occupant, in default of

any other evidence than the ''presumption-1, The same

principle applies, as in both the previous cases, that

the presumption is in favor of what actually exists,

and the " burden of proof must therefore rest on the

proposer of change : no matter whether the question
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be regarded as one of tfaet, of opinion, of right, of

justice, or of expediency.

The advantage of the presumption., in disputed

cases, is very analogous to that of holding a fort,

over that of taking it by storm. It may, indeed, be

taken, but it requires vastly heavier metal to batter

down strong walls, than to conquer men on equal

terms.

§4. The evil of overlooking the advantage of the

Vaiae of a pre- presumption, is that it may expose one to

sumption. tne disadvantage of attempting to prove

a negative ;—always a difficult and often an impossi

ble thing. To prove one,s innocence, e. g. in case of

& criminal charge, except in the way of proving an

alibi,—which is not proving a negative,—infers scarce

ly less than omniscience and omnipresence ; and the

result i::ay .be a very weak argument, instead oi' a

triumphant defence.

Sec. II. Shifting the presumption and burden of

proof.

§ 1. It should be borne in mind that when argu

ment is once joined on the merits of a question, all

presuniption^eases to be of force or value, till the

argument is concluded, or it .is shifted to the other

side, until such argument is refuted. If the argument

has failed to establish any positive conclusion, counter

to the original presumption, then the presumption

returns in its full force, and determines the question

as in the first instance.

§ 2, It should be borne in mind, farther, that a prc-

a. presumption not sumption does not necessarily infer a

a probability, probability, in regard to the merits of

the question. To treat it as such is to turn it to fal

lacious account. So far as the grounds of a presump

tion are in the nature of an argument a* all, they

eease to carry that force, when the argument comes

to be joined on the merits of the qnestion. A mer«
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presumption,—wo repeat,—never involves a proba

bility of the truth or falsehood of a conclusion, so far

as the merits of the original question are concerned:;

and it is always a fallacy, so to represent it.

For instance, the presumption is always, as we have seen,

against, a paradoxical opinion and in favor of an established in

stitution. To suppose that this creates a probability against the

truth of the one, or the wisdom of a change, in the other case, is

to lay an arrest upon human progress. Improvement mplies

change as well as deterioration ; and to propose change, is simply

to open the question as to the wisdom of the change proposed ;—

which is the very subject matter in debate. In the case of para

dox, it i3 well known that the world is full of it. Paradox has

been said to be he highest form of truth : and cer-
Bxamplesol t • jt j8 tn t t]ie ],i?lHT t|ie truth the more likely it

paradox. ....,,. . * P ,. , , ..„ <

is to fall into the form ol paradox to us. I be union

of mind ami matter,—the telegraph,—force acting where there

is no evidence of its presence.—and above all, in the sphere of

moral an i spiritual truth, Christianity is made up of paradoxes :—

(rod angry with sin. yet 'loving the sinner,—infinitely just. ' et

justifying the guilty,—-(Sod in human form the greatest paradox

conceivable by man,—one or nil together, not only form no rial

argument against the truth of Christianity, but do not even con

stitute a difficulty m 'the way of its reception. In the nature of

the case we could not expect it to be otherwise.

§ 3. The presumption, so far as it rests on, or is in

Presumption how the nature of, an argument, may be re-

rebutted, fated, like any other argument ; in

which case it ceases to carry a presumption any longer.

For exampc ; in the great argument., on the truth of

the christian doctrines, the presumption, on their first

publication, lay against them, on the ground of their

.paradoxical eharacitr* This presumption might have

been refuted, so as to weaken or destroy its force,—

•on the uiMund of analogy : i. e. by quoting other

paradoxes of the same character, and, in the circum

stances, equally great, which vet proved to be true.

2. The anterior probability argument, may also avail

for the same purpose ; so far as the nature of the

truth, in high contrast with the low and limited char

6
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acter of the human faculties', would lead one to expqcjfc

paradoxes, in such a sphere of argun ent.

§ 4. The presumption may often be shifted to the

Counter pre- other side of the question, by establishing

sumption. a counter presumption, in the nature of a

s,tjll higher paradox, or even an impossibility. For

example,:—since Christianity has established itself in

the convictions of the civiiized and cultivated world,

over the prejudices and to the satisfaction of the deepest

necessities of the human spirit, th,o presnmpti.on ha8

been shifted to the other side of the argument. Though

once a stumbling block to the Jew, and folly to the

Greek, it is now become the faith of the cultivated

world, by its power and effects ; and has thusjeeased to-

be a paradox. And even to those to whom it is still a

paradox, the presumption against it, o» thin grojind,ia

overbalanced by tlte still higher presumption in its javor,

on the ground that it could not have produced such

effects, if its power and truth had not been divine,*

To refute and neutralize thjs presumption in its favor,

it will be necessary for the opponent of Christianity to

show that its truth is not the only condition upon which

that effect, viz. its general spread and influence, could

take place:—not necessarily to show how it actually

did take pla, e, but how it might ha.ve taken place.

If a house might have taken tire accidentally, there is

no longer a presumption, on that ground, that a ser

vant set it on fire : though a presumption of that sort

would instantly spring up, if there were no conceiva

ble way by which such an accident could occur.

§ 5. If there be, as there often are, conflicting pr«-

Conflicting pre- sumptions, i. e. a presumption on both

sumptions. sides,—the presumption which shall fi

nally prevail, may be arrived at, as in other doubtful

cases, by a balance of probabilities, or a calculation

of chances.

* A striking instance of this shifting of the presumption, may be sees

In the argument oi Paul at Epheeus. tee Acts 19 : 13, 20,
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For example, in the case last supposed, there may Be a pre

sumption of intention and malice growing out of the difficulty of

accounting for the fire : and there may be a presumption on the

other side -rounded on the good, character of the servant ; and

between these counter presumptions, it may be impossible to de

cide absolutely ; or otherwise than by weighing the comparative-

probabilities of the two cases, and making up a judgment, sub

ject, of course, to responsible review, at the bar of justice. In the

case of the christian argument, since its prevalence in the world,

its acceptance, o.i the supposition of fraud or falsehood.—when

Compared' wttH" the alternate hypothesis, of its prevalence by

reason of its divine truth and power,—would be far more of a

parjdox, than the greatest miracle conceivable on the christian

hypothesis. Faith in such a result, would be infinitely more

credulous, than faith in tBe divine origin and spiritual power of

the gospel, life presumption is, therefore, rationally, shifted to

the side of the christian argument.

Or suppose a churwhesniblished'by law, as ill England, should

claim the presumption oh the ground of its being an existing in

stitution, the presumption on this ground may be neutralized, 1;

by showing cause for its establishment, other than its truth :—

and 2, by putting forward the evils (wheth?r incidental or inhe

rent) in the institution in question ;—as e. g. the natural and un

avoidable infringement, on the rights of individual consciences,

in the social penalties resulting from their free exercise. If these

latter rights be conceded to be a fundamental divine gift, equally

to every individual, simply as a man, then the presumption,—

always, and everywhere in favor of the divine constitution, or

normal order of things—is clearly against any established insti

tution; in church or state, wlrichmihtates* against such funda

mental right;—and unless a positive order or permit to in

fringe upon that right, sacred to God and the human spirit, can be

shown; any established institution at war with it, may be held an

treason to both ; and sooner or later it will and must be resisted,

accordingly. Clearly, therefore, the presumption is against it.

§ 6. To complete the subject, it should be stated.

The presumption farther, that it is not necessarily or

not necessarily an always an advantage, to have the pre-

advantage. sumption on one,s 6ide in a debate. It

may lead one to presume too far, of to take his prem

ises for granted, without fully understanding their

grr-uv^Js, or being able to defend them well.

Iu the great christian argument, e. g. with the pre
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sumption on our side, we take for granted that ttio*

faith, in which we have been educated, and which*

furnishes the grounds of our argument, is well

founded ;—and when a wily opponent calls thorn into

question, and'starts sharp objections, we are liable to.

be the victim of his wily sophistry- amd our igno

rance of the real and full grounds on which our prem

ises rest, exposes us to assault from unexpected quar

ter's :—aud then defeat on these, is liable to be con

strued as evidence of weakness, on other grouuds as-

well.

But this occasional and incidental disadvantage, is-

Advantages of the far moie than made up, by the calnv

presumption. and qui0t presumption on which wo

rest secure,- while such partial breaches in our ram

parts reveal weaknesses, which stimulate us to re

construct and fortify-, anew. It by no means follows;

that a fortress is worthless, because a chance shot has

told on some unprotected spot,—even though it should*

shatter a wall or dismount a gun This is the worst.

Theattetnpt to turn the presumption against Christiani

ty, on the ground that it meets the argument in t' e form

of objections, and is therefore by implication the

weaker party, is purely and wholly fallacious. The

fact that Christianity meets the argument in the form

of objections, is the simple result of its being now the

established opinion ; and the opponent has, therefore,

of necessity, the burden of proof. Thpt it 6tan-ls- on

the defensive, no more implies a presumption that it

is the weaker party, than that a man is so, who is

defendant in a law suit.

There is one other apparent disadvantage in stand-

Apparent disadvantage of ing purelv on the defensive, and

the presumption. subject to attack from every

quarter, without the liberty of assault in return.

Controversialists well know, that " a fool may ask a

question, which ten wise men cannot answer." A.
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man who is necessarily and exclusively on the defen

sive mav easily be thrust into the posi ion of holding

opinions, involving not only difficulties, but difficul

ties which the fartnest reach of the human intellect

cannot fully resolve ;—opinions against which unan

swerable objections rest.

It may be a. perfectly rational procedure, to hold fast to

opinions against which even unanswerable difficult es he : be

cause, great as such difficulties may be, there may b far j/reater

difficulties still, ajrainst tie opposite, or contradictory opinions.

And however false a. d apparently inconsistent it may be, to hold

opinions a ain-t which unanswerable objections lie. we cannot

rationally abandon such opinions, except where there are fewer

diffi -iiit ies on the other side of ihe question.

The difficulty of comprehending and reconciling the paradoxes

of Christianity is almost infinite : but it is more rational to believe,

notwithstanding these difficulties, because the contradictory hy

pothesis,— rehiring us*tii account for the effects of Christianity,

supposing it to be false.—is'incomparably more incredible still.

The one is incomprehensible to' o.ir intellectual capacity, the

other is sell-c.ntradictoiy, ami therefore wholly incredible to any

intellectual rapacity whatever. Before yielding to the pressure

of objections we cannot answer, we should 'first inquire whether

there are fewer difficulties, on the opposite hypothesis. However

apparently (Vcble our position may be, we should consent to hold

it, uiitil we fifid' another', against which' there lie fewer or less

formidable difficulties. : his course is the more rational, where

there are but two possible hypotheses or grounds of belief or of

action,—where one of two thiii'/s' must be- trite :—and however

great the difficulties in the way of one of them may be, the dif

ficulties in the way of the otiier afe still greater, so as to be tn-

sujierable. and therefore the hypothesis" involved, is wholly in

credible.

CHAPTER VI-.

Arrangement op Arguments.

§ 1. It was stated, when treating of the difference

between the process in instruction and conviction,—

due to the presence or absence of prejudice, in the

mind addressed,—that the convincing power of argu

6*
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incnt, is not absolute, but relative to ike mind addressed :

and that this relation, renders certain kinds of proofs,

or classes or arguments, especially appropriate, to

the proof of certa n conclusions. This, again, deter

mines, not only the class of arguments most effective

for conviction, in those cases, but also, and for that

reason, determines equally the most effective order of

arrangement, for those arguments.

§2. To a mind entirely candid, a' d open to con-

Comparative weight viction, not only do proofs and ar-

ot arguments. gmneiits come with greater weight

on that account, but if addressed to a iniud pre-occu-

pied with a prcviou.- judgment, they often fail to sup

ply any groftnd for conviction at all. Conviction, in

such cases, is founded in reasons which owe their

force, to the state of the mind addressed. Minds

open to conviction, 1. c.—without prejudice—wait-only,

to see reasons for a judgment in order to be con-'

vinced. In that ca-e the two great sources of con

viction, are 1, t e disci very of a cause for the event '

or phenoineno: in question ; rendering the a priori, or

antecedent probabili y class of arguments, the most

effective to induce conviction ;—and 2, the authority

of parties in-, whose judgment we confide, as suffi

cient ground for behet ;—in the absence of reasons

for that belief, falling within our own cognizance.

From the limited reach of our personal means

of knowledge, .the couvrctions accepted on author

ity, constitute, practically, by far the largest class

of our be.icfs, in all matters of opinion : and in re

gard to matters of faot, falling outside of the sphere

of our owi , necessarily limited, experience, the most

obvious and available recourse left us, is to call in

tesjimony, having cognizance of such facts.

In cases where the subject matter of conviction,

lies beyond the reach of positive proof on either of

these grounds,—a priori, authority, or testimony,:—
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the argument from-cxample, more especially, if tin* '

example be familiar or' admitted, will often suffice, to '

turn the scale of a ddubtiul conviction—and that in

cases where the ''example" is intended to illustrate '

or make clear an a priori principle, as in parables,

fables;' or' (iotitiou* examples, as well as in real exam

ples," having proving force, by reason of their paral

lelism to some case already admitted.

§3. In determining the order, or plan of' art argu-

Three questions about mentative discourse, there are really .

arrangement. t[lree questions, which should Come

under consideration, viz : the question whether the

argument as a whole, should precede the proposition,

or the proposition precede the argument.

2. The second concerns the order of arranging the

arguments, relatively to each other: and—

3.- The third regards the place for the most effective

disposition of whatever arguments may be demanded,

in the way of refutation.

4. All these questions, however, involve essentially

the suite principles of arrangement ; depending, 1 on '

the state of the mind addressed ; and 2 on the nature

of' the arguments ;—and especially as implicating the

question of their mutual relations, and dependance on •

each other.

§ 5. In regard to the first of the three questions; -

order of the proposi- involved in the arrangement or plan

tion and the proof. 0f tjie discourse, viz. the question of

the relative Order of the proposition and' the proof,

the state of the mind addressed, will furnish such

guiding principles as these, viz :

1. The natural order of discourse, i. e. the order'

Xaturai most conducive to clearness, where there is

order. n0 special objection to its adoption.: is to state'

the proposition, or tr.ith to be proved, m-' advance,

and then proceed, in regular order,' to investigate

and array the proofs. When the- mind addressed is
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candid, and open to conviction, as,—e. g. in mathe

matical reasoning,—this order is notorly natural and

clear, but also the order most commonly pursued and

most conducive to conviction. If, on the other hand,

there is a liability to prejudice, or disturbing, blind

ing, passion, a different order inav be bet er ; with a

view of securing a c timer and'more impartial judg

ment .

§6; Frejndicc may be excited 1; simply on the

Ground, of ground of novelty. We have seen before,

i.fcjidice. that there is a-<r-oond'in reason, for a- pre

sumption atiiii'i-t, a conclusion, mfcrely on the'sCoreof

paradox. Ii may thtWfbrfe" be unwise, in
i Paradox jm|,,ttll casc^ t(j p,.OVoke*cVen the slight'

prejudice invo'ted in a presumption.

2. A seeoiid'siinjectiffi y;rooiid{ which might prove

damaging, if the proposition were put for-

rnd.fference. vvut.d ju.advaiicei j8 the liability to provoke

indifference, on fie ground of- itrinsignificance :' and;

thus fail to elicit sufficient interest to' ensure atten

tion. This, for obvious reasons, is still more preju

dicial to tie effect of oratory in conviction, than the

presumption against the truth of paradox. Indeed

Benefit of the tendency of'paradox to startle the atten-

paradox. ^j,,/t, may so far ontweigh the presumption

against its truth, as to render it wise, for an orator

to avail himself of 'the novelty of a paradox, in

awaking and stimulating the curiosity of the mind,

addressed, rather than encounter the apathy and list-

lessness, conseouen' upon indifference, to an insignifi-

cant conclusion. Indeed th*. advantage of the para

doxus a stimulus to curiosity, may more than counter

balance the disadvantage of a prejudice, even stronger

than that due to a mere presumption against the

truth of a paradox. It may even be best for an orator,

to spice his discourse with something of the antagon

ism of hostile argument, or passion, rather than risk
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an insipid dose of conviction, administered tot lie palalff",

of indifference or disgust. No absolute rule can be

laid down, for determining between such que tions.

It is the province of skill, good sense, and experience,

on the part of the orator, to weigh the advantages

of the one against the- disadvantages of the other, and

judge of their neRitive preponderance.

§ 7. In cases, therefore, where mere clenrmss is the

Arrangement With a great end sought, and there is no

view to c.eamesa. prejudice or passion to impede con

viction, that end will be best secured by a direct

enunciation of the proposition or truth to be proved,

and then proceeding to array the arguments in their

order. But where the enunciation of the proposition

in advance, would tend to rouse prejudice or pussionr

a different order may be preferable, and even neces'

sary, to induce conviction.

Section II.— Order of the Proposition and the Proof

—Three Methods of stating the proposition.

§.1. There are three several methods of staling the

proposition, with a view of obviating the prejudice,,

liable to be excited by an-obnoxious proposition, v\z r-

%. By producing the proofs first, and then deducing

the proposition from them, infercntiallv, by way of

conclusion, as flowing, necessarily, out of the argu

ment. The speaker, by this meaiis, obviates the pre

judice of an unwelcome-proposition, by assuming the

character of an investigator. He thus disarms the

prejudice of the mind addressed, by revealing the

grounds of his conviction, and claiming nothing as

proved, except in the immediate light of its own ne

cessary proofs.

2' By the gradual statement of the proposition,

only so far forth, as it is first proved :—instead of

putting the entire proposition forward, in its full ob

jectionable force, in advance of all argument. The
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eflicacy of this device, supposes the readiness of the

mind addressed, to receive the conclusion, provided

sufficient grounds for it, are first produced : and sup

poses, also, that the prejudice in question arises from

the existence of a presumption against it, grounded

on other than the proofs, which really underlie the

true conclusion.

This is" a; common device in popular eloquence,

where the proposition is commonly divided, into a

scries of resolutions; putting fdl'th'the principles in*

volved in the conclusion, in divided form, and pre

senting thO' argument for each principle, apart, until

the entire proposition becomes irresistable, as a con

clusion or summing up of the scries;—the ultimate

bearing of the argument, not being ully seen, till its

force has first become resistless.

3. The prejudice due to a counter presumption, or

passion, may sometimes be happily circumvented, by

stating the proposition clearly in advance, but waiv

ing any expression- of opinion on it, till the argument

shall have been fairly canvassed-.

It should be noted, however, 1 hat a debator may seem to be re

plying fairly to an argument, when he is only bating that ar

gument fairly. Waiving the question of a reply, for the pres

ent, he proceeds to assidne, that the argument'is fairly disposed1

of; and then adroitly forgets to resume the refutation.

On the other hand, a sophistical device is sometime- plausibly*

attempted, in refutation of this mode of argument, by represent

ing the mere waiving of a question, as a giving up of the propo

rtion, as if it were incapable of pi oof.

To avoid abuses of this description, the best remedy, is ar

clear, explicit statement of the real disign'of the orator, with1-

a caution, or a protest if necessary, against any such abuse in the

interest of sophistry.

The importance of a well considered mode of state-

importance of the meni of tlie'propdsition. involving as-

*ode of statement, it does the plan, or order of the dis

cussion, is scarcely less influential, than the selection

and marshalling of- the arguments th'efn selves,—and'
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indeed involves the latter,—in ensuring the convic

tion of the mind addressed.

Take, for example, the argument from miracles, iu support of

the evidences of Christianity.

A miracle is defined to he a suspension of some law of nature.

. The very .definition raises a presumption against

miracle * the belief of a m™c\e, making it not only im

probable, b:it unnatural, and thus tending to raise

the strongest possible presumption, against a conviction of the

truth of .Christianity, instead of an argument in its favor. The

ch?aj;er the miracle, the stronger the prejudice and the more dif

ficult of credibility. It is impossible to conceive anything more

improbable, and therefore more incredible, than the raising of a

dead man to life without an object. If now we introduce a new

element of belief, and define a miracle to be a suspension of some

law of nature, with the view of authenticating a divine revelation ;

we shift the grou d.of our argument and now have only to es

tablish the necessity of such a revelation, in order to rebut the

presumption against miracles, and refute the prejudice against

them on the score of their improbability, or unnaturahiess..

However improbable or incredible the raising of a dead man to

life without an object, might -be, yet to prove a divine revelation,

it becomes highly probable ; because it is the best, if not the only

way to authenticate a divine mission. Till such a necessity is

first maiie out, scarcely any argument can avail, against the im

probability of a miracle : but when it is made nut, and the pre

sumption is thus rebutted, it becomes a simple question, for tes

timony to decide.

The question between a genuine and a false miracle,—between

the raising of Lazarus, and the turning or tipping

True and false 0f tables,—resolves itself into a question touching

the form of the proposition, as determined by

their respective objects. The object of the one is insignificant and

frivolous, and often attended by contradictory indications. It

is impossible to yield 114) our coiwictions, to the truth of what is

objectless and contradictory, or absurd, as well as a ai st uni

versal experience. It would be irrational to do so. The object

of the other, on the contrary, i3 to achieve the highest, and most

commanding of all human results, and the most beneficent and

necessary of all human objects.

On the other hand, it is easy to see how an opponent who has

the choice of his proposition, and plan of argument, may argue

fallaciously, mainly by the employment of a different order cf

argument like the following :
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Fallacy due to 1. Miracles arc, confessedly, abstractly con-

arrangemeut. sidered,—improbable.

2. The necessity of a divine revelation, is not sufficient to

,[,rove that such a one has been given.

3. Miracles being the most unnatural tiling conceivable, arc

also the most incredible. In the light of all human experience,

it is far more probable that testimony should be false, than that

a miracle should be true. And besides i' is, at the best, a ease of

testimony against testimony :—the testimony of universal human

experience, against the testimony of a few selected, well inteu-

tiooed, but enthusiastic devotees of the system, on behalf of

which the highest of all conceivable human interests are staked.

Section III.—Order of .Arguments, relatively io each

yt/r other.

There are .two principles, or grounds, as we Ir.vc

Two principles of seen, for the arrangement of iiryuincnts

arrangement, relatively to euch other, viz : J , the

state of the mind a dressed,—especially in reference

to the question of its .openness to conviction on the

one hand, or the existence of prejudice on the other :

and 2, the natare of the arguments, as implicating;

the question of their mutual dependence :—the com

bined force of a chain of argument, requiring us to

give the priority to those, which are, in any way,

tributary to the force of others, or are presupposed

by them.

We have before seen, that the question of the pres

ence or absence of prejudice in the mind addressed,

will materially affect the class of arguments, most

effective for conviction ; and also the whole conduct

and spirit, as well as the order of the arguments,

most likely to induce conviction. The farther prin

ciple to which we now refer, regards, mainly, the

comparative strength of the several arguments.

If we regard this principle exclusively, the order

Climactic most conducive to the conclusiveness of argu-

order. ments, would be the climactic ;—beginning

with the weaker, and advancing constantly to th*
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stronger. The order, in this case, symbolizes the

law of increasing force, and suggests the probability

of the ulterior conclusiveness of the argument, in the

aggregate, as a natural result of the law.

If the mind addressed, however, be preoccupied with

prejudices, or if the first necessity be, to overcome a pre

judice, and secure an impartial hearing, to put forward

a feeble argument at the first, would be to foment pre

judice, if not provoke contempt. And as it is essential

_. . to conviction, to secure a respectful, atten-

s ' tive, and as far as possible, a candid hear

ing, it is better to put forward first an argument of

sufficient force, to command attention and respect ;

and then, if there are weaker arguments in coi.firma-

tion, they will receive a juster consideration, and

carry with them a truer force.

If the effect of this order should be, to exhaust the

stronger arguments in support of a conclusion, aud

thus necessitate an anti-climax, in the arrangement,—

naturally suggestive of a declining force in the array

of arguments, and so leaving a prejudicial impression

on the mind addressed,—it has been plausibly suggest

ed that such impression might be avoided by a recapitu

lation of the arguments in the inverse order: the ef

fect of which, of course, would be, to secure the double

force of the strongest arguments, both fust and last.

§2. But the order of arguments, determined by

Orderofde- their relative force, is quite subordinate to

pendance. tlie considerations of arrangement, spring

ing out of the nature and dependance of the several

classes, in relation to each other.

Rules for ar- The following are the rules determined

rangement. by a regard to this principle of arrange

ment, viz :

1. Intrinsic or analytic proofs, should take precedence

rf all others.

It is in the nature of this method of proof, that it

7
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.contains (in analysis and exposition of the terms of

the proposition. Whatever may be the nature and

class of the subsequent arguments, such an analysis

and exposition cannot fail to be tributary, as well as

introductory, to their augmented force.

2. A PHIOBI arguments, should take precedence of

signs and examples.

The ground of this rule, i8 also plain ; viz.—that a priori ar

guments, in their nature, tend to account for the conclusion, and

so tend to make it probable,—i. e, they assign a reason for the

existence of the event in question, as well as a ground for our

believing its existence. Aiter we have thus seen the anterior

probability of the event in question, other arguments going to

prove its actual existence, as a matter of fact, come with far

greater proving force. We believe intuitively,—i. e. by a law

of our reason,—whatever is in accordance with nature. When

we speak of anything as being unnatural, wo mean that it is

against nature ; i. e. either J. without any obvious causal agency ;—

or 2 against the settled law of the causal relation ; and then the

fundamental law of human thought, forbids us to believe it. So

also, if we do not perceive a cause, or any evidence of the exist

ence of a cause we call a thing irnproba le }—and while we nuy

not absolutely refuse to believe, it yet requires far stronger evi

dence to ensure conviction, than if, in the light of an a priori

argument, the event in question had been previously rendered

probable.

Even the most positive forms of proof, receive a

Effect of a prion great augmentation of force, by this

argument. means. In the case of a man charged

with bribery or falsehood, e. g. one witness, after " an

a priori argument, going to establish bad character,

would be more convincing than many witnesses before,

—and especially if there were evidences of previous

good character. It meets the suspicion of mistake, al

ways theoretically possible, by first calling into ques

tion the character of the criminal, and thus giving the

full force of unquestioned testimony, in confirmation of

the anterior probability of a bad man taking a bribe,

or uttering a falsehood.

However positive the sign, in proof of an eyeut, there is
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a]Ways ah advantage in accounting for a thing which'isin evi

dence ; because it excludes the suspicion of mistake,—and this, it

isthe nature of the a priori argument, to do. That argument,"

of itself, does not establish a conclusion, especially if the subject

matter of the conclusion is only moral or probable truth : but it

commands attention to the other form's of proof: and these,

coming after, are in the nature ,of concurrent proof, and hence

their force is greatly augmented.

§.3. In the^case of argument from example, there

Arrangement ofargu- are three possible sources of doubt :

ment from example, i as to the truth of the example as a

matter of fact. 2, as to the truth of the analogy be

tween the two cases: — or in other words if true.

might not the case argued from, be the exception, and

not the law ; and 3, if the cause or law be ascertained,

is it certainly unimpeded, and in force, in the case

argued to. The value of the argument from example,

lies in proving that the cause or law is actual and

operative, as well as in the nature of a true cause.

Hence the augmented force in conviction, of blending

an "a priori" argument, with an example in illustra

tion and proof of these several questions.

At the same time it is important to state clearly

Difference between ex- the purpose, for which the analogy

plaining and proving. or example is employed, in such a

Case : because a very sufficient explanation, if the event

were admitted, is often a very weak argument, where

the fact is yet unproved. Men sometimes fallacious

ly, and sometimes ignorantly, suppose themselves to

lie proving a conclusion, when they are only explain

ing that conclusion, supposing it to be already suffi

ciently in evidence.

§4. If, besides "a priori" argument, there should

Arrangement of testi- be testimony and example boih, the

mony and example, natural order of the example, would

be after loth the other forms of argument; because

it is only in the nature of concurrent confirmation.

As such, it has often great and even conclusive force ;
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but without the other proofs preceding, it has little

or none.

At the trial of a woman on the charge of having murdered

her husband, the attorney-general for t!ie commonwealth, asked

the jury for her conviction,—among other grounds—1, because

she had an interest in his death as the legal heir to his estate,

under the allegation set up, that she was his widow, as the re

sult of a clandestine marriage. 2. Oh the ground of circumstan

tial and negative testimony, going to convict her of complicity

with another party, having with her, a joint interest in his death.

*!.. The attempt was made to show that she had poisoned her

former husband, for a consideration, less than one sixth part as

great as the pecuniary interest at stake, in the present case. For

reasons-implied in what has been already said, the most forcible

arrangement of these arguments would place, first, the o priori ar

gument, going to prove a sufficient interest in the death of the

victim : 2, whatever testimony was available, in confirmation of

the murder as a matter of fact, and the complicity of parties

having a joint interest in the murder ; and 3 the example, of a

previous murder for similar, but far less inducement ;—as going

to show that the cause alleged in the a priori argument was a

true, sufficient and unimpeded cause, from which, by- a settled'

1 iw of intuitive belief, we cannot but expect a similar result, o.

fortiori, from the operation of similar but stronger causes.

The value of the concurrent confirmation of " the

example," lies in resolving any doubt as to the reality,

and efficiency, of the cause, and especially in proving

that the ordinary impediments of conscience, and the

fear of consequences, were not sufficient to hinder the

natural effect from flowing, from the causes tending,

to produce them. This was proved by the effect actu-,

ally following from the cause, in the former case.

CHAPTER VII.

Refutation.

§ 1. The remaining question, under the head of

arrangement, regards the most effective disposition ,

of arguments designed for refutation.
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JpSSr'Fhe necessity for refutation grows out of that

Necessity of law of the rational mind, which forbids the

refutation, simultaneous acceptance of contradictory

propositions. So long, therefore, as one judgment

holds possession of the mind, it is impossible to in

duce a contradictory or incompatible one : and hence,

in such a case, the necessity of refutation, prior to

conviction. As the necessity of refutation supposes

an adverse judgment, and that, again, supposes ad

verse arguments or proofs, the natural place for the

refutation of such arguments, would seem to be, at

the commencement of the opposing argument.

But as we have seen before,—in the question of

the arrangement of the proposition with reference to

the argument, as well as in the question of the ar

rangement of the arguments with reference to each

other—there is a subjective ground, which goes to

modify the question of the order most effective for

the purpose. And this is even more true in the case

of refutation, than we have found it, in the case of

direct argument.

§ 3. We have seen before, that there may be not

Refutation when only plausible, but valid arguments, on

unnecessary. botn si(jes 0f a question. It is not,

therefore, every plausible, nor even every valid arga-

gument, that demands a refutation. It is only such

arguments as are in_ the nature of objections—i. e.

such as are incompatible*with,—the acceptance of the

conclusion, which the speaker is aiming to establish,

which it is worth while to refute, at all. If the op

posing argument is not incompatible with the convic

tion of the mind addressed ; or, if the speaker can

rely upon his own argument to carry conviction to

the mind addressed, despite the force of the oppos-

sing argument, it is unnecessary, and may be unwise,

to call attention, or give consequence, to that argu

ment, by any formal refutation, and especially at the

7*
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commencement of the discourse. It often ..happens

that the result of such formal refutation, is to aug

ment, by its seeming inadequacy, in the judgment of

the mind addressed, the force of the objections sought

to be refuted : and which would otherwise, perhaps,

have yielded, to the greater force of the direct argu

ment alone.

§ 4. But supposing a formal refutation to be deemed

Place for advisable or even necessary, it may. still be

refutation, inexpedient to give it so much pro.uinence,

as to place it in the forefront of the direct argument.

The general principle in the arrangement of the refu

tation, is to place it where it will be most efficient in

allaying prejudice, and getting a candid hearing for

your argument ; and at the same time, give it the

least apparent consequence. This may sometimes re

quire it to be placed at the beginning, by way of an

ticipation ; sometimes at the end, by way of confirm

ation.

The -earnestness of refutation, espcially if it be-

Too earnest trays a want of candor in the handling,,

refutation. may nave something of the effect of the

negative testimony of adversaries, and is liable to be _

construed, as an unwilling expression of opinion, that

the argument in opposition is so formidable, as to de

mand a desperate, or even a dishonest resort, in order

to its refutation. And besides, there is nothing more

unfriendly to conviction or persuasion, than an apr,

pearance, or even a suspicion, of unfairness.

But on the other hand, where you can anticipate

Advantage of early an opponent,s arguments, it often has

refutation, an annihilating effect, to refute them

beforehand. It is like taking bread out a hungry

man,s mouth, and filling it with stones. An argu

ment which might have seemed imposing, makes a

sorry figure, when it comes halting along, after you

have lainy cut his sinews. And besides, especially
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where tire objections lie outside of your contemplated"

course of argument, and are liable to prejudice the

hearing of it, they should be answered at the eomj

mencement ; taking merely the precaution, to reserve

if possible, a conclusive view of your case for the

close ; or else to recapitulate the direct argument

already put.

If, however, the direct argumeut runs parallel with,

When . \a- be or crosses -the track of the argument in

uostponed. opposition, it may be best to postpone

the refutation, and to meet the objections as they come

up for direct discussion ; unless the effect of the delay

is deemed too prejudicial. The settlement of such

questions must be left largely to the skill and discre

tion of the orator ; depending, as they do, on cir

cumstances, which vary indefinitely in experience;

and for which, therofoHC/no absolute, or invariable'

rules can be given. . .

Section II,—Methods of Refutation.

Two modes of § 1. There are two methods of refuta-

refutation. jion .—^l,e farect^ an(j tnc indirect.

§ 2.-' -Direct refutation, consists in -answering

Rationale of direct the • arguments- on -whioh a conclusion

refutation. rests. As the validity of all argument

rests on 1, the truth of both the premises, and 2, the

correctness of the logic involved in its construction, it

is obvious that'an argument may also bedircctly refuted

Two modes of in two ways :—viz. 1 by disproving

refutation, either of the premises, or 2—granting the

truth of the premises,—by exposing the unsoundness of

its logic : or,—in other words,—granting the truth

of the premises, and then showing that from some

logical fault, in the argument, the conclusion doe3

not follow. As the premises of argument rest ulti

mately, upon cither self evident or intuitive tru'hs,
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ti+tp methods of or facts in evidence, it is clear that they"

direct refntatioa. may be cane(i in question, in reference

to either of these grounds : and farther, that this may

be done either by drretit, or indirect reasoning :—i.

e. either, by showing directly, that one or other of the

premises is at fault, in either of these ways ; or, indi

rectly, by proving its contradictory. This may be

done by showing that, if true, it would lead to a con

clusion that is either absurd, or one not admitted by

the opposing party. No matter what the mode of

argument adopted may be, if its object is to call in

question either of the premises, it classes with direct

refutation.

It should be/ noted that if one premiss of an argument be

falsi', the conclusion is necessarily invalid ; while if both prem

ises be false, the conclusion may yet be true : because it is con

ceivable that the fault of one premiss may be corrected by a cor

responding fault of the other, so that while the argument is

faulty, the conclusion may, nevertheless, be true.

§ 3. But 2, besides the direct refutation of an ar"

Second method of gunient, by the overthrow of one of its

direct retutation. premises,—whether by direct or indi

rect reasoning,—an argument may also be refuted,

directly, by denying the logical character of 'trie* reas

oning : i. e. by denying its conformity with ' tfib' ra

tional laws of the human mind in thought.

It deserves to be remarked, however, than an opponent is

sometimes/really, objecting to the premiss of au argument, when

he seems to be' fie/ding fault with its logic. If, for example, an

opponent says,—I admit your principle., but deny that yonr con

clusion follows,—it will commonly be found, that he is objecting,

—not as it might seem to the logic of the argument,—but either

to the minor premiss ; or to the suppressed premiss of an enthy-

menie. The word principle, is popularly used to' denote' the

major premiss of a syllogism.

§4. The second method of refutation—the indi-

indirect re- rect—consists in establishing the contradicto-

futation. ry to tllc conclusion to be refuted. There

are cases where one cannot impeach either the prcm
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ise3 or the logic of an argument, directly, because he

has no counter proof, directly to the point. If, howv

„ .. , ever, he should have it in his power to
Its rationale. , ' , ., ,.*,.,.

make out some other conclusion, which is

contradictory or incompatible with the conclusion

in question, the refutation is equally complete ; be

cause contradictory propositions cannot bo'h be true.

The proof of an alibi)—e. g. as wehave already had occasion

to say,—in ly be as complete a refutation, as the most direct tes-

ttmeny could mike it.

§'5. The value of this mode of refutation lies id

. the fact that it subserves its purpose, where

from ignorance, or accidental difficulty in-

obtaining proof, no other form of refutation is prac

ticable.

The indirect mode of reasoning,—consisting in the

proof of a contradictory proposition,—may, as we

have seen already, — be used to overthrow a premiss :

—thus rendering it, however, a case of direct refuta

tion, bymeans- of indirect reasoning. It is only when

it is applied to the overthrow of the conclusion, that

it constitutes indirect refutation. When applied to

the premiss of an argument, this form of refutation"

consists,—in common, parlance,—in showing that the

argument proves too much :—i. e. it proves that the

refuted premiss, would, if true, prove something else,

which is either absurd, or not admitted by the other

party, to the debate.

§ 6'. There are- also,- however, two firms of indirect '

Two modes of indi- refutation —refutation of the conclu-

rect refutation. sion by proving it's contradictory—

which are very different in their effects ;—according

as the refutation is serious, or ironical: each of these

forms having advantages and disadvantages peculiar

to itself.

§ 7. In the first place, a conclusion, as well as a

premiss,—as we hava already seen—may be 'refuted'
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by showing that if true, it would lead, equally and

l,y the same logic, to some analogous conclusion, di

rectly in conflict with the known convic'ions of the'

opponent, or the audience; There is no kind' of*' ar-"

gument which so confounds a man, as that Which the

logicians call, the argument " ad hominem.'' ft is

not o:dy a refutation, but a refutation out of his own

mout'i. It makes him either ignorant, or dishonest.

The chief advantages of ihis method are 1, that the

.vdvantasres of indi- falsity of the conclusion is made mote

i-ect refutation wiien palpable ; especially to illogical minds.

senous. jt rCqUjrc3 somc culture to enable" art

audience to apprehend the logical fallacy of false

reasoning: but every one, even without sueh train-'

ihgi-may be lud to' reject a conclusion as absurd, or

contradictory to his own convictions, even though heg

may not see the faults of its logic-

2. It damages theopponent, as well as refutes, the

argument- by showing him to be unworthy of co»Ji-'

denee, as a logician, although the audience may not

have logical knowledge enough, to detect the ground

of the fallacy.

The chief danger, in the use of this mode of refutation, is, that

, it may induce a suspicion of unfairness, just because
'l " 'of its damaging force. An audience may svJpectnW

fairness-even though they may not be abl'e to ditect' it. The

danger is all the greater, in proportion to their regard for, and

confidence in, the refuted party. What is made to seem absurd

to them, they cannot believe can be fair, to a respectable oppo .

nent.

§'8. But, in 'the second place,' -th'is mode of refuta-

indirect refutation 'tion, may be rendered ironical, if, in-

when ironical, stead of holding the analogous con-

elusion, whi:h the same principles would establish to

be absurd, and seriously rejecting it, an orator or

author, should professes to accept the absurd conchi-

*»<>», -and, oh the strength of it, go on to prove the
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o ther than they are.

§ 9. The peculiar advantages of this form of rcfu-

Ai]vantrgesof iron- tation, are 1, that it turns the refuted

,kai refutation, argument into a jest,—a piece of soph

istry got up, seemingly, in sport. 2. It makes the re

futed argument not only absurd, but ridiculous : and

thus confounds the opponent, as well as refutes his

arguments.

§ 10. But on the other hand, the .dangers are, 1,

Disadvantages and dan- that the refutation is liable to be

gers of irony. regarded, as a mere "jeu d'esprit,"

or a joke ; instead of a conclusive refutation. 2. If

it should be very complete, it may even be accepted

and believed as serious, instead of being regarded as

bald and grotesque absurdity.* 3. The conclusions,

jf thus accepted as true, may be turned to the account

of effective argument in favor, instead of redounding,

as ridicule, to the discredit, of the refuted party.

The names of parties, e. g.—whether in the political or reli

gious world, have, nearly all of them originated, in this sort of

ironical sarcasm : and have been first accepted as descriptive

and characteristic of the party, and then, afterwards, they be

come arguments for the faith and adhesion of its members. It

„ cannot be doubted that the words •' democrat,"

n^k',3 y of"whig," "liberal," .'conservative," .. unitari-

an, '• method ist, ' fie., have been mighty argu

ments in determining the convictions of millions; though origi

nally given in sarcastic scorn, as a species of reductto ad absurdum.

In order to adhere at all, nick-names must always be descriptive :f

and then these descriptive nick-names, growing out of the very

peculiarities which gave them birth and powor in society, become

* Perhaps one of the most ingenious specimens of this form of refuta

tion, ever constructed, is a pamphlet, by Archbishop Whately, profess

ing to disprove the historical existence of Napoleon, ou the principles

employed by the Deists, to disprove the life and miracles of Christ.

It is said, that the author was often congratulated on his success, in

lidding the world of the extraordinary hallucination, growing out of a

mere mythical personage.

f Hence College nick-names,—commonly descriptive of some salient

fioint of character,—are apt, like an apothecary's label, to adhere gs

ong as the jar lasts, to which they are affixed.
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arguments for the vilal adhesion of others, as well as the origi

nal members of the party.

4. This form of refutation applied to sacred things, is liable

n to hurt the feelings of serious people, by its merci-
alu'otiV Icss,—nowever just,— exposure of the absurdity of

the conclusions held up to ridicule ; while yet thev

may be held by persons deserving of respect for their goodness.

This is sometimes a serious grievance, and scandal ; because, un

fortunately, "good men are not always wise."

§ 11. Indirect refutation—-the proof of the contra-

Concinsivcness of in- dictory,—is the most conclusive form

direct refutation. 0f refutation; though the direct,—

consisting in a refutation of a conclusion by refuting

the arguments,—-is by far the most common, and is

popularly regarded as the normal, if not the only

legitimate refutation.

Section III—Fallacious Refutation.

§ 1. Perhaps the most common form of fallacious

Fallacies in refutation, consists in assuming one or

. refutation, other of two things to have been necessa

ry, and refuting the argument against one, by setting

it in favorable contrast with the other.

A Frenchman, e. g. meets the argument against the election

of Louis Napoleon, and even glories in the absolutism of the

empire, by reason of the resulting peace and order, so necessary

to the material and industrial prosperity of France. A man as

sailed for a vice of characfer, in his person or his country, re.

futes the charge, with all complacency, by olaiming credit for a

corresponding and overruling virtue. The reply to such falla

cious refutation may be put into the language of the Savior—

•'.These onght ye to have done, and not have left the other un

done."

2. Another fallacy, to be guarded against, in the use

of refutation, lies in the assumption, that a refutation of

the arguments supporting a conclusion, is necessarily

a refutation of the conclusion.

The true force of a refutation consists in set-

True force of a ting asido the arguments refuted: except

refutation. so far as there is fair ground for the pre
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sumption, that the conclusion itself 'has no other

ground than the arguments alleged in its support :—

an implication seldom warranted in fact, and never

valid in theory.

The refutation e. g. of the " a priori argument" in proof of

the probable occurrence of an equinoctial storm, does not dis

prove the probable occurrence of a storm at that period, ground-

edonthe ordinary experience of men :—nor does the refutation

of the maxim that " honesty is the best policy," set aside the true

argument in behalf of honesty, in the view of a man of high re

ligious principles. At the same time it may be fairly presumed,

in all ordinary cases, that a man's convictions rest on the true,

as well as the strongest existing arguments : and the refutation

of those arguments, would, in that case, rationally carry with it a

refutation of the conclusion also.

§ 14. A refutation is most complete, when you are

Most satisfacto- able^ not only to prove that the opposing

ry refutation, argument is erroneous, but also to show

how the error originated- There is a peculiar satis

faction in this ; because it clears away every ground

for lurking suspicion, that after all there may be some

mistake. It is like not only finding stolen goods

upon the person of a thief, but tracking him in every

step, from the spot where he stole them.

PART II.—PERSUASION.

CHAPTER I.

Analysis of the Process.

§ 1. We have already defined the distinction be

tween conviction and persuasion* :—the former being

an effect upon the understanding, the latter an effect

upon the will. We have also seen that persuasion may

contemplate two distinct results: the first, a per-

* See ch. I, § 1, p. 2.

8



manent effect on the will, or character: and the

second only a temporary influence, in determining

the acts or conduct of the parties addressed. In

either case, and in all its applications, persuasion is,

the art of influencing the will.

We thus find ourselves in the domain of ethicst:

Persuasion both because the process contemplated is

ctweai. designed to effect a change of character or

conduct, and because the agents of that change are

the active principles and powers, involving of necessity,

questions of the affections and the will ;—i. e. ques

tions of right and wrong^f Besides its ethical or

moral character, persuasion differs from philosophy

and literature in having an outward end, viz :—ran.

effect upon the character or conduct of men ;—and

which, therefore, for that reason also, gives moral

character to its processes.

/ While persuasion is thus clearly distinguishable

from conviction, in theory, it is not less distinct in

experience and fact.

§ 2. While the understanding in conviction, holds

Relation of conviction an intimate relation to the will in

to persuasion. persuasion, it is yet notorious, tha,t

men often fail, or refuse to act, whe.n convinced : and.

on the other hand, do act, without, and even against

their convictions. It is ti-ue, however, notwithstand-

Persuasion in what ing, that men are moral, as well as ra-

sense moral. tional beings, and though damaged in

his moral nature, and so rendered abnormal in his

grounds of action, man possesses still, a moral con

stitution, and acts on moral grounds. It is not meant

of course that he always acts right :—that would

suppose him to be not only a moral, but a holy, being.

Men are moral beings in the sense of acting freely,

and of choice, and in view of motives, springing out of

f See Eloquence a Virtue : or Outlines of a Systematic Rhetoric, by

Dr. Francis Theremin, translated by W. G. T. Shedd,
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their moral nature, and subject therefore to influence,

from the moral character of men. The will of men

Bhetoric a is, therefore, under the dominion of their

moraiart. morai sentiments: and is good or bad ac

cording as those sentiments,—i. e. their character,—

is good or bad. To control the will, is one end of

conviction : and so far as conviction has control of

the will cither as regards its temporary or permanent

.—its transient or static—condition, it falls within the

domain of rhetoric, to determine, 1, the latvs which'

rule in the process of persuasion ; and 2, io deter

mine the art ;—i. e. principles,—or rules, applicable,

in given circumstances, to the art of rhetoric, in per

suasion..

§3.. In the psychological analysis of persuasion,

Conditions necessary there are two conditions presup-

to persuasion. posed in the control of the will :

viz 1, that the end proposed as the ground or motive

of the action, should be desirable :—and 2 that the

means proposed for its attainment, should seem to be

conducive to the end.

In the exposition of the moral power of motives, it

Nature and power is not unusual to say that the first re-

of motives, quisite, is, that the end must seem to'

be a," good," in order to become a motive. But in the '

abnormal state of human nature, it is notorious, that

it- is not the quality of goodness, even as determined

by the perverted judgments of the depraved moral

nature, that moves the will to its attainment, but

some aspect,of it simply as desirable,—i. e. the stimulus

Pleasure a of pleasure, in some shape, even though

motive. fleeting, and brief, and sensual, sways the"

will, despite of, and even counter to, the clearest con

victions of the judgment, as to the ulterior or real

character and value of the object as " a good."

If, therefore, we adopt the idea of goodness as entering into

the institution of a motive to the will, in persuasion, we must
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at once define the term to mean,—not that which even in the

judgment of the mind itself, is really and in the end a good; but

a good, relatively to the state of the party at the time :—i. e.

an object of desire,—-for whatever reason,—at the moment of the

action. And the impulse which prompts to such desire, is com

monly, some aspect of the thing, as pleasurable : or else some pas

sion that transports the soul out of its own ordinary grounds of ac

tion,—called for that reason a rapture.

§ 4. The good,—in this denned sense, and in its re-

iu what senses a mo- lations, as a motive to the will,—

tive is a good. may take on three distinct forms

viz. 1, the sense of expedient,—i. e. desirable or pleas

ant :—2 right,—i. e. something more than expedient

as a motive, and the contrary of which would be

wrong :—3, obligatory. To these three grounds of

action or of conduct, correspond the three depart-

The threefold sphere ments of the moral sentiments, con-

of eloquence. stituting three ascending grades, or

spheres of the moral life of men :—viz 1, happiness,

2, virtue, 3, duty. A farther relation,—not perhaps

rigorously accurate, but near enough to help our con

ceptions in defining to ourselves, the nature and pro

cess of persuasion,— may be found in the threefold

sphere of oratory, as dealing with men, 1, in the

sphere of their individual activity ;—2, in their do

mestic or social life ;—3, in their civil or ecclesiasti

cal relations. The ultimate and distinctive appeal in

Three grounds of ap- each of these three cases would be,

peal in eloquence. ^ the determination or conviction

of truth, by argument or demonstration :—2, authori

ty i. e. the subjective law cf reason or conscience ;

as interpreted by either self, or others :—and 3, di

vine authority, extant for us, in the way of ultimate

appeal, only in the form of a written revelation,—in

the scriptures.

In this complex constitution of a motive,—as com-

Constitution of prising 1, a sentiment or desire, and 2,

a. motive. a conviction of the feasibility of its at
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tainment by the course of action sought to be initiated

by it,—the latter being matter of conviction, depends

essentially on argument : the former is due to a pro

cess, compr'eherisively denominated exhortation.

§ 54 This explains to us, the precise grounds and

nature, of the relation of conviction to persuasion ;

viz. that of showing, to the conviction of the mind

addressed, that the means recommended in persuasion

lead to the attainment of the end.

The object of argument, in conviction, is truth :

Troth not a but however firm the conviction of truth,

motive. it ja manifestly not in the nature of a mo

tive, until it has first stirred some emotion, or active

Emotion a principle, in the mind of the hearers, and

motive. theu sej; jj [Q^0 rclation with the object, in

peisuasion.

§ 6. The common popular impression that a wise

man should be governed by. his convictions, and not

his passions, is true in the sense intended by it, and

is therefore not so much an error, as a misuse or con-

The nse of the passions fusion of terms. The passions in

a necessity. £ae generic SCnse of the word,—

i/e. as descriptive of the emotional and active prin

ciples of our nature,—are the normal motors of the

will. To raise a question about using them, is like

raising a question about using one,s limbs. To decry

the use of them, because it is sometimes done wrongly^

is like decrying the legitimate use of the limbs'; be

cause they are sometimes used to run away from

duty. To induce action—i. c. to- move the will—the

orator must bring some end into view, adapted to se

cure attention. The end of an action, apprehended,

as desirable, is its only motive. And the motive it

self, is always some element of our active being, in the

nature of a power, in relation to the will ;—an appe

tite, emotion, passion, or desire.

To suppose an action without an end,—in the actual consfitu- •

8*
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tion of a free, rational, human being,—is to suppose an effect

v. ithout a cause. In other words, to suppose a man to act with

out a motive, is to suppose him to act irrationally. To suppose

him to act without a good motive, or not to act when there is a

good and sufficient motive, is to suppose him to be a bad man ;

or at least, morally, a blind man,—i. e. incapable of perceiviug

the force of a good motive or end. And to suppose a man to

act towards an evil, or injurious esd, knowingly, is to suppose

him to be afool. Accordingly, the bible invariably calls wicked

men, fools; and sin, is, in the scriptures,—and rightly so,—sy-

nonomous with folly : because all sin is injurious, and is there

fore an act to a bad end.

§ 7. Among the conditions necessary to give power

Argument how tribu- to an. end, as a motive to action, as

tary to persuasion. we have already seen, is the con

viction, that it is attainable, by the course of action,

to which it is a motive. And this, as we have also

seen, is the contribution made by argument, to the

result sought to be attained in persuasion. However

desirable, in theory, the end might be, it fails to

reach the will, as a motive to action, so long as the

end is felt to be beyond our reach.

However desirable it might seem to be, to fly, instead of walk"

ing, the desire is not in the nature of a motive, unless by appa"

ratus, suitable and safe, a man is first convinced, that it is feasi

ble. However strong the desire, which might prompt a man to

a course of conduct, whether in morals or religion, its power as

a-motivc, is destroyed, and the sinews of the will are effectually

cut, in proportion as the conviction of hopeless impotence prac

tically holds sway. It is precisely on this ground, that the ac

tivity of a true spiritual religious life, even to a man deeply con

vinced of its value and necessity, invariably comes to nothing ;

until the promise and gift of a divine power, supervenes, upon

the deep consciousness of utter human impotence ; transforming

the wish, into a will. And while the lofty and renewed charac

ter of the spiritual life, is the greatest ground of discouragement,

in the way of its attainment : yet, that grace which supplies a

divine power, equal to its exigencies, and always in his offer, is

yet the final and only ground, on which the human will, is ever

led to take the gracious step. Conviction is therefore the first

step towards persuasion.

§.8. But farther, it is clear that the desire for an
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end, however sincere, added to the conviction of its

feasibility, will not necessarily lead to action :—1,

inadequacy of because it may not be strong enough to

motives. overcome the obstacles in the way of the

effort required to attain the end, even though it may

be attainable :—2, because the desire for the end,

notwithstanding the conviction of its feasibility, may

conflict with some stronger desire :—which is, rather,

perhaps, the same thing, in another point of view. A

thing may cost too much, without being wholly beyond

our means.

This condition is very often verified in experience. Brutus,

„ , . . , in his defence against the argument of An-
cuynS m&SF* tony, says : " Not that l lovcd Cacsar less,

but that I loved Rome more." So in the

gravest features of human life, the great impediment in the way

of right action is, not so much, the lack of right convictions, and

desires, as the power of conflicting motives. The instincts of the

human spirit, lead men to desire eternal life : but the counter

tendencies arising from " the lusts of the flesh, the' lusts of the

eyes, and the pride of life, which is not of the father, but is of

the world," are too strong to allow any motive in persuasion, to

carry the will, except to temporary and superficial ends in the

spiritual life : and always stopping short of that permanent,

radical, and static change of character and wilt, necessary to

constitute the source of a tiue spiritual life, until the affections

afld active powers of the soul, have been transformed in a re

newed nature, described as a new spiritual birth, and effected by

a divine spiritual power.

_77 § 9. To meet a case like that, the appropriate and

E . only resort, is the rhetorical process,

vaguely, but sufficiently described, by the

term exhortation ;—an appeal, in some form, to the

passions.

This process, in its essential nature, consists in

What it con- bringing clearly into view, the object or

sists in. en,3, adapted to excite the requisite emo

tion.

The human passions rise instinctively, and only, in the view of

their appropriate objects : or by filling the mind with thoughts •
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and conceptions of those objects. Any form of cx'-

exhortatlou6 nortat*on is powerless to excite' the passions, which'

does not bring a justifying object into view. The

attempt to stir the emotions, by appeals, to the understanding,

designed to prove, by argument, the propriety of such emotions,—

the employment of the formulas of exhortation, and still more a

querulous, objurgatory, censorious, or reproachful tone, are not

only ineffectual to excite emotion, but have no tendency in that

direction. The emotions either continue in their wonted slunw

bers, or rouse themselves only to laugh to scorn, the attempt to

storm them into passions.

But lift up before them an object, or an end, adapt'

Rationale of ed by the instinctive laws of the human

exhortation. passi0ns to excite them, and the result will

be proportionate to the clearness, vividness and con

tinuance, with which the orator succeeds in filling

the mind with thoughts of- the exciting object. .

The speech of Mark Anthony in Shakspear's Julius Caesar";

(act iii, scene 2)-from-its opening words,—

" Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears,"

to the closing passage,

" Would ruffle up your spirits, and put a tongue

" In every wound of Cassar, that should move

" The stones of Rome to rise and mutiny."—

would better repay the student of the art of eloquence, for making

it a study, than any analysis, or psychological exposition of the

laws of thought, and expression, in the rise, control, and culmi

nation, of excitation, exhortation, or persuasion.

§ 10. AVe have seen before, that the popular dis-

Popuiar distrust of im- trust, with which the emotional or

passioned appeals, impassioned character of true elo-

qnence is instinct, is founded in confused notions, of

the psychology of eloquence. The distrust, it must

be admitted, however, is so general, as to raise a fair

presumption, that it is, practically, well founded : or,

at least demands a satisfactory explanation of its

general prevalence. That the distrust, of impassion

ed discourse, is a prejudice, and the employment of it,

in proper ways, and at proper times, a necessity, to-
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the higher ends of eloquence, especially in persuasion,

appears in any just or adequate apprehension of its

psychology.

The grounds of the distrust, may perhaps be found sufficient-

r r iM ty , li in tnc indirect and often covert, nature, of

"distrust. tIie approaches, by which emotion gains its ac

cess to the will. Formal appeals to the passions,

or even the avowal, in advance, of such a purpose, tends only to

defeat that purpose. The march which is to effect a successful

lodgment, especially in a hostile camp, must be a stolen march.

To give notice of an approach is to provoke defence, if not ac

tive resistance.

2. The emotional nature of man, is guarded with very great

. jealousy, and any imputation of weakness on
"weakness."5 a lllat ground, is mOT0 resented, than an impu

tation directed against his understanding. The

one invades the sphere of intellect only, the other, that of morals

also. And in proportion to our estimate of the value of the

treasure, will be the vigilance and jealousy of the watch kept

over it. Any tampering with the passions will, therefore, be

guarded against, with suspicion, if not resentment.

3. Approaches to the passions, are held to be suspicious, be

cause of the difficulty of their control. Emotional excitement is

proverbially liable to run into excess. The normal ar.d health

ful flow of the pulse, is, in our experience, always liable to rise

in such a case, to au abnormal and fevered heat. We dread the

wholesome or even necessary, tonics, and still more Vie stimulants

of the moral life, lest they should produce the uncontrolable ex

cesses of disease.

4. We distrust appeals to our passions because experience as.

. sures us of the danger not only of excitement

excitemeuT.0113 in excess' but also of false and Soundless pas

sions, carrying us to wrong and dangerous ex

tremes. Men know, by bitter knowledge, that they cannot trust

themselves, for the wisdom of their acts, under mere excitement ;

and still less, under the misguided passions and promptings of

false motives. Moreover they know, that they cannot trust

themselves, while under passion, to determine the wisdom of

their means or weigh the real worth of their motives. This lack

of confidence in themselves during their heated moments, throws

its distrust, over actions proceeding from motives, of other than

the lowest forms of excitement, or emotion : and even then, unless

the intuitive convictions of the reason and the conscience, are in

calm and full mastery of the mind.
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§ 11. The only question, under this psychological

May bad passions be analysis of motives, which really

stirred for good ends, admits of debate, is whether the

orator may stir bad passions, or seize upon them when

excited, to accomplish good ends. Does tire end, in

persuasion, in so far as it is a good end, supply a law

for its own conduct, ruled by the single considera

tion, of the means most likely to attain the end, irre

spective of the degree and nature of the passions

which may serve as motives to that end? May an

advocate, e. g. persuade a jury to acquit a criminal,

from pity, a sense of hardship to his helpless family, or

in a case where it might seem really better even for

the public, that he should be acquitted ?

The enlistment of essentially wicked passions, even"

Suppose the passion as to secure a good end, is to'O'pal-

well as the end. good. pably a wrong procedure, to be

likely to find deliberate abettors ; hut where the af

fections serving as motives, are good, as well as the

end, the propriety of persuasion grounded on them,

may admit a more plausible defence.

Id neither case, however, can the procedure be justified until

it shall be right to do evil that good may come. In the one case

m. , ... . . .. the bad passions enlisted will do more
fyn?hImeansJ.U harm- evea on the Iow gr0Und of expedien

cy, than the good end can cure. And even

in the other case, to induce a man to do violence to his moral

sense to attain an end however desirable, is to demoralize society,

so far as such a procedure can reach, and however beneficent the

result may be, in a specific case, it is,—to say the least,—taking

a wrong way to do it ; and in the end will breed, in the disor

ganization of individual and social morahty, evils inconceivably

disastrous. Great and beneficent as the power of eloquence may

be, it is so. only when it recognizes and defers implicitly, to the

higher law of religion and charity. It is the departure from

this high, ruling moral principle, for the sake of power, and es

pecially for bad ends, that has raised a question, touching the

wisdom of its culture, with a view to the augmented power of

eloquence.

It might be well to keep in^mind,-as a means of
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checking these abuses, that undue, or artificial ex-

Wroug excitement citement,—and still more excitement

soon detected, effected by wrong means—will soon

and certainly detect itself, by the mere subsidence,

which is sure to follow all unhealthy excitement.

Fallacious arguments not Fallacious arguments and false

always detected. convictions may hold their do

minion over the understanding indefinitely : butiun-

duly orjwrongly excited emotion, like the flood-tide

of the ocean exaggerated by the coincidence of a gale

setting in the same direction, will subside by its own

laws, and the higher the flood, the more complete

will be the ebb ; as well as the greater the desolation

to mark its receding pathway.

i£Jndue or false excitement is not only sure of de-

False excitement tection,—and of frustration, when de-

damaging, tected,—but is liable to recoil upon

the party employing it, with damaging, if not disas

trous effects. The detection of the attempted fraud,

provokes a resentment, proportioned to our sense of

the abuse of confidence, and the material injury liable

to accrue to us, as the result of such false or undue

excitement.

§ 12. The emotion, or passion, or other active

Means of allaying principle, which lends its force to mo-

passions, tives, in determining the human will,

is subject to control, when adverse, by a process, in

all respects the counterpart, of that by which, as we

have seen, it is to be excited :—viz. 1, by withdraw

ing the object,—depreciating the value of the end,—

or throwing doubt or disproof upon the feasibility,

of the means, recommended in the argument, with a

view to its attainment ; and 2, by the expulsive

power of a new affection :—i. e. by inducing a new

affection or desire, stronger, or more controlling,

than that which gives its power to the motive, sought

to be counteracted. This latter process,—often the
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most available, and equally effective,—is analogous

in the sphere of the active principles, to what we

have described as the indirect mode of refutation, in

the sphere of the intellect :—the inducing of a coun

ter motive, either stronger, or for some other reason

incompatible with the sway of that, which we seek to

overrule.

The motive springing out of a covetous love of money, e. g.

may be met, in its bearings on the character or conduct of a

man, either 1, by the withdrawal or by a depreciation of the

worth, of money, by some exhibition of its low value, either com

paratively or absolutely :—or 2 by insinuating, in its stead, the

love of fame, or pleasure, or some other and more dominant af

fection of the soul :—or 3, by disproving the probability of its

attainment, by the means in question.

In all cases of conflicting passions, or motives, the

strongest, for the time being,—i. e. that which, in

the state of mind prevailing at the moment.—is the

strongest, — will determine the will.

CHAPTER II.

- THE ACTIVE PRINCIPLES, TRIBUTARY TO PERSUASION.

f §1. We have now seen sufficiently, that the psycho-

conditions ia logical conditions in persuasion,—inclnd-

persuasion. jng in the term, every effect, upon the

free acts and character of men,—are 1, the presence of

some motive principle, in the active constitution of

the human spirit,—and which reaches the will, by

kindling some desire, for the attainmentof its object ;—

and 2, the conviction of the understanding, that the

means proposed in persuasion, promise to attain the

end. The resultant of these two conditions consti

tutes a motive : — it being the characteristic preroga

tive of man, to be governed by motives, or in other

words to be a free, self-moved,—i. e. a moral being. T«
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so far as man is not under the actual control of

Eloquence snpposes this species of self-activity,—i. e. acting

moral freedom. nn&er the influence of' motives,—his

proper manhood is invaded. He cannot be dealt

with, by argument, and is not, therefore, a proper

subject of persuasion, or of eloquence.

§ 2. The motive principles to human action, im-

ciassificationofac- plied in moral freedom, may be clas-

tive principles, gifted for convenient study, somewhat

as follows : viz.

1. Appetites :—which. firi4 their distinctive defini

tion, in that they have their seat in the body,—or

in what in the bible is termed " the flesh."

2. Instincts;—though usually defined as belonging

exclusively to animal nature, they yet seem to have

a place, as active principles in man, sufficiently dis

tinct ;—and in inverse proportion to the force of in

tellect.

3. Desires:—of which " the world,"—viz. general

and impersonal nature, constitute the proper object ;—

or in general whatever in it can move the will to ac

tion in order to secure possession.

4. Affections:—distinctively defined, as having

always a personal object;—either literally a fellow

human being, or a living being or other object, trans

formed in imagination, into such a being, or con

ceived as such.

5. Self interest :—which might be included under

the class of affections ; but yet is so peculiar,'—or

rather opposite—in its nature, and important in its

applications, as to justify a distinct place, in the class

of motive principles. The distinctive character is,

that they are limited by the condition, and owe their

force as motives to the fact, of their bearing on the

interests of self.

6. Conscience, or moral sense :—which has for its

object, the conviction of tight or icrong ; and implies
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a sense of obligation, one way or another,—to act, or

to abstain from action.

7.—If indeed distinct from that last mentioned,—

spiritual appetencies, and standing to the spiritnal con

stitution of man, under the gospel, in close analogy

to the appetites of the body,—over which, also, they

are almost the only principle, capable of exercising

any direct or decisive control.

§ 3. Each of these classes of active principles, is

Relation of the active capable of becoming a ground of

principles to persuasion. acti0n ; and is, therefore, availa

ble, in its way and measure, as a means of persuasion.

A complete mastery over the human will, supposes a

full acquaintance with these springs of action, and

the possession of skill and power to touch them, with

the discrimination and precision, with which a master

musician will draw music or discords, at will, from

the instrument on which he plays.

§ 4. It deserves to be stated, that the first condi-

Conditions of power tion of a successful play, upon the

in persuasion. key board of the will, is an ade

quate knowledge of the nature and capabilities of

these respective potentialities ; and skill in bringing

out the full effect in tho complex organism of the hu

man passions. And farther, it should be known that

Counteracting to counteract the influence of motives, in

motives. one sphere of human nature, it is, in or

dinary cases, necessary to ply them with treatment

adapted to that same sphere.

K. G, If the real ground of action, in a given case, is an ap

petite, or an instinct, or a habit grounded on either, it will be

futile for the most part, to address to it in the way of control or

prevention, a motive drawn from some other sphere. This is

the real import of the couplet of the satirical poet—

" A man convinced against his will,

Is of the same opiuiou still."

A motive, or an act, springing out of an appetite, e. g. can or

dinarily be met only by a remedy, addressed to the same :—uu
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less indeed the motive drawn from a different sphere, should be

stronger ;—or, involve in its nature, a reduction of the relative

force of the former : as e. g. the implanting of a new and more

controlling principle, like conscience, or religion. And even in

„ such a case, it should be borne in mind, that it is

efficiency. alwavs the severest possible test of the genuine

ness of the principle or power, thus set in antagon

ism with a motive, which is stronger than itself; except on the

single condition of its being a genuine, spiritual, and therefore all

ruling power.

§ 5. In giving effect to persuasion, .whether in vir-

Conflfct of tue of a divine power, supervening and

motives, energising motives, or calling into play new

spiritual forces, and so transforming the character,

—i. e. the permanent state of the affections, and the

will,—the result will be, a conflict of motives, each

in turn seeking for the mastery ;—the ultimate

decision turning, of course, in favor of that which is

the stronger of the two, in a practical regard.

§ 6. In settling which of these conflicting princi-

Beiative power pies of action,—motives, so called—

of motives. sj,an prevail,—whether in one,s own

experience, or in the control of other minds, by the

power of eloquence—we are required to find some

ground of classification, which shall set the various

motives in the order of their strength.

In the primitive constitution of human nature, the

Relative classiaea- relative power of motives, would be

tion of motives, determined, by the comparative eleva

tion of those principles, or elements of our nature,

out of which they spring : taking rank in the as

cending scale,—as they would,—somewhat as follows,

—viz. 1, animal or physical instincts, 2, intellectual

convictions,—including habits,—and whatever incen

tive to action may spring out of such convictions : 3,

aesthetic emotions, with their peculiar attractions for

the will, 4, moral convictions, including their pecu

liar and commanding sense of right, and obligation

and 5, spiritual appentencies and desires.
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No fact in human nature, however, is more glar-

Reiatives power of ingly apparent, than that this primi-

motives abnormal, tive and normal order of dignity and

controlling power, in the active elements of our hu

man nature, has been thrown into disorder ; and that

what were the stronger, in the true primitive design

of the Creator, have been made to servo what were

and should be the weaker, with a subjection well nigh

the reverse of the primal order.

§ 7. As persuasion is addressed to man in his actu-

Persuasion regards men al condition, it is necessary to

in their actual state, construct the art, with constant

reference to this abnormal or disordered relation of

the active principles, which actually supply the mo

tives to the human will : and, whoever trusts to the

power of eloquence, as if the active principles of hu

man nature were still normal, will soon find himself

amiss. To be effective, the treatment of the human

will, in Persuasion, must now be founded on its path

ology, rather than its physiology. We must seek to

persuade men, as they now are,—not as they were

originally created.

A motive that owes its power to control the will to a love of

pleasure, e. g., can no more be overruled by a sense

Pei-siiasion of' right or obligation, enfeebled as we now find it

'in experience, than an argument to show that one

man is taller than another, can be refuted by an argument going

to prove, that he is heavier. The two things are not in co-rela

tion ; and cannot therefore be compared or contrasted. The in

ducement to drink wine— to take another case—for the pleasure

of the stimulus, cannot be set aside by the conviction of its

wrong, or its injurious consequences to the health : and the per

suasion can be effected now, only by diminishing the force of

the motive; i. e. by diminishing the amount of pleasure,—or what

is practically the same thing,—setting over against it, a greater

amount of pain ; or else, by implanting an entirely new motive,

of greater power, drawn from the more controlling sphere, of

conscience or religion.*

• Gal. 4 : 3—16 supplies a fine study, in exemplifying the play of

conflicting motives drawn from different spheres of human nature.
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The great store bouse of instruction, in revealing the nature

and relative power of the different sources, from which motives

may be drawn, in any attempt at Persuasion,—and especially in

the commanding sphere of pulpit eloquence, in its relations to

the human spirit, and in connection with th3 highest themes,—is

the New Testament : and especially may the student

of eloquence, profitably study the speeches and

Eloquence of toe wrjtjn„s 0f the apostle Paul, as supplying models

apo* e au . ^ discourse, in the way of persuasion.

CHAPTER III.

THE LAWS OP IMPASSIONED DISCOURSE.

§ 1. It is at this point,—the relation of motives to

Eloquence a the free will of man,—that Rhetoric rises to

virtue. its own proper elevation ; and becomes not

only a power in society, but an ethical power, ruling-

over the free spirit of man, in compatibility with its

own laws of life,* and carrying its ends, not only

without destroying, but by means of, the lofty prerog

ative of man as a moral agent, made in God,s own

likeness,—i. c endowed with the power of self-con

trol ; until, in judgment, God takes away that power,

in the over mastering penalty for its abuse.

§ 2. There are various methods by which, the end

of Discourse in Persuasion, is set in its normal and

influential relation, with the human will by the inter

vention of motives.

1. The most obvious and ordinary instrument em-

Diitcrent instruments ployed in Persuasion—as before seen

of Persuasion. jn conviction also—is Language, as

organized into Discourse.

2. There are also the various methods of expres

sion, by which the orator makes over his own mental

states,—still however substantially by the medium

* See again Theremin's " Eloquence a Virtue.''

9*
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of Discourse—in what is comprised nnder the term

elocution, comprising the expressive power of the

countenance, the eye, the gesture, the attitude, and the

various physical symbols, by which thought and emo

tion are expressed, or revealed.

3. We have the potent, largely inexplicable, but

familiar methods, by which spirit communicates with

spirit, and especially one human spirit, conveys its

thoughts and emotions,—often even in their nicer and

more delicate colors and hues,—to another human

spirit, without seeming to employ, and perhaps with

out really employing, the clumsy vehicle of spoken

language at all.

We are all familiar with the fact, e. g., that the mere personal

„ . presence, of a man of decided character often

iencem^motw!'. serves t0 brace the flaecid mnscles of a feeble

will. Gifted teachers, e. g., find means to pro

pagate their character, in ways not referrable to the dogmatic

communications passing between them, and their pupils, with a

certainly and truth, admirable for good, but formidable, if not

fatal, for evil;—and, in either case, marvellous, and, seemingly, al

most miraculous. The well known power of a smile, or a tear,

however extraordinary, is not what we now mean. It is a sort of

"aura" which we call presence,—something far more penetrat

ing, and subtle, in the interaction of spirits on each other :—but

however real and potest, it is, notwithstanding, too ethereal, or

electric,—and in proper eloquence, it is of t(.o restricted applica

tion, to do more than indicate it here : and perhaps even that, may-

only provoke scepticism, especially in the case of a man of dull,

and leaden nerves.

We have to do with this topic, chiefly, in discuss-

Discourse an instru- ing the moral relations, which it is

ment of persuasion, important to establish between the

orator and the audience, in order to effective persua

sion.

Section II. Conduct of discourse, in Persua

sion.

§ 1 . The end sought to be accomplished in Persua

sion, is,—as we have now seen in its analysis,—an in

fluence on the will, in the most comprehensive sense
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of that word—leading it to take the course of action

proposed by the orator, under the impulse of adequate

motives. We have also seen, that a motive, is the re

sultant, of an appetite, instinct, desire, affection, pas

sion or other motive principle, in human nature, com

bined with the conviction of the feasibility of at-

taing to the end sought, by the employment of the

means proposed in Persuasion. In effecting Persua-

Laws tributary sion, under this analysis of its nature,

to persuasion, there are obviously laws, regulating and

determining the most efficient processes, for the at

tainment of the end proposed ; especially in the em

ployment of the emotional, or motive principle, in

volved in every successful process in persuasion.

Skill in the art of reaching and rousing the feelings, supposes

a knowledge of the laws which govern them, and tact in their ad

dress. We must therefore seek to inform ourselves, on both

these points, if we would achieve success as orators.

§ 2. We have seen already, also, that men are in

stinctively suspicious, and jealous, of every approach

to their passions, as springs of character and conduct,

—and at the same time that it is absolutely necessa

ry, to use this avenue to the will ;—1, because, in any

Emotion, the Dynamic true psychology of man, there is no

principle ot man. 0ther ; and 2, while the passions are

proverbially irregular, fitful, and difficult of wise con

trol, they are yet liable to be, and in point of fact

they generally are, below, rather than above their nor-

Necessary to stim- mal tension. To persuade is therefore

uiate the passions, generally to stimulate somemotive, or ac

tive principle, as well as, and even more than, to guide it

Asweii as guide to the attainment of its end. What then

it to the end. are the laws which regulate, and deter

mine the origin, impulse, and control of the passions,

as powers in relation to the will, whether transient

or permanent,—whether in the sphere of the statics

or dynamics of human character and conduct.

§ 3. The first and most fundamental law, ruling in
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voluntary, nature, is, that it is instinctive and involunta

ry ;—i. c., it is not the product of a distinct act of de-

Due to an liberate volition. The presence of the appro-

object, priate object,—either actually or in imagina

tion,—rouses the emotion, passion, appetite,—or what

ever the active principle may be:—and when the proper

object is set in relation to the human passions, and

Emotion cannot the emotion fails to rise, no attempt at

be forced, whipping up the languid passion, into a

foam, will be effectual ;—or if effectual for the

moment, by filling the mind with thoughts of the ob

ject, in every variety of form, it will, like foam, sub

side, and become flatter than ever, as soon as the

whipping process is suspended. Meantime if a tem-

Aiter (also excitement porary effect has been produced,

reaction and resentment. [n leading the Will to take action

in the premises, with the subsidence of the excite

ment, comes a reaction of the puivosc, and a rese?it-

ment against the agent of the false excitement, far

more damaging, as well as permanent, than any posi

tive, partial, or temporary benefit, can possibly

compensate.

§ 4. From the quiet, involuntary, almost uncoti-

Appeaisnotto scious law, ruling in the rise of emotion,

be faraded. it js an obvious practical inference, that

appeals to these motive principles, should never be

advertised, or even avowed, and still less paraded.

To do this, is to arouse in the fullest force, the pre

judice against impassioned appeals ; and put an audi

ence on their guard, against what is a legitimate and

even necessary process, as tributary to Persuasion.

The importance of this precaution, rests on the fact, that it

calls the attention off from the object, in the

S'ZS" view of whicli the appropriate emotion tends

to rise, by the constitutional law or the emo

tion?. For this reason, self-consciousness is death to passion.

Either the character, or the genuineness of the passion, is com
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promised, by whatever cuts off the supply of its life, in the view

of the object. The emotional nature differs from the rational in

this ; that self-consciousness is essential to the one and fatal to

the other.

This holds true, to a great extent, of both right and wrong

passions. It' wrong—either, as to their ground, nature, or de

gree,—the error is liable to be seen, and resisted, if not resent

ed. If well founded, it still carries the offensive implication of

inadequate sensibility, requiring some farther stimulus, than its

proper object. An address to the understanding does not imply

u claim of moral superiority, on the part of the orator; but

seeking to rouse stronger or more intense feeling, by an impas

sioned appeal, does.

AVhat should we think of a lawver, e. g. who, after having

proved a prisoner guilty of crime, should proceed to exhort the

jury to convict him ?

§ 5. A second law ruling in the rise, swell, and

Passion requires sped- propagation, of passion, is, that spe-

tic or graphic details. cific details, or graphic narration,

—if at all prolonged—in setting forth the object of

style, suitable for ar- emotion or passion, is far more effi-

gumeut and passion ro- cicnt, than generic or grouped des-

spectiveiy. Criptions. In argu.uent, the main

qualities of style, should be clearness and force, as ap

plied to the exhibition of the connexion or relation

between the truth known, and the truth to be proved,

—between the premises and the conclusion. This

quality of style is quite compatible with the greatest

brevity, if it does not absolutely demand it. Emo

tional composition, on the contrary, requires the hold

ing of the mind to the object of the passion, steadily,

and with some decree of continuousness* .

*" The following extract from Sheridan's Invective, against Warren

Hastings, will .serve to exemplify this principle. The orator, instead

of going through a:i orderly detail of the sufferings of the oppre sed

nations of India, merely presents one or two of the mo-t prominent
features in the scene of desolation and horror."' '• When we hear the de

scription of the paroxism, fever, and delirium, into which despair had

thrown the natives, when on the banks of the pollut d Gauges, pant

ing for death, they tore more widely open, the lips of their gaping

wounds, to accelerate their dissolution, and. while their blood was is

suing, presented their ghastly eyes to heaven, breathing their last and

fervent prayer, that the dry earth might not be suffered to drink their

blood, bnt that it might rise up to the throne of (Jod, and rouse the
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§ 6. For reasons now apparent, copiousness of stye,

in the way of details, especially of the most graphic

and characteristic features of the object of emotion,

—whether in description or narration, — is favorable

to impressions on the feelings.

The power of circumstances to augment emotion in narration

or description, are arranged by Campbell* in the following or

der :—viz :

(1 ) Proximity of time :—time future being more impressive.

than i he Vim* past. Possibly this may he referable to the fact,

that ihc one is ever coming nearer ; while the other is steadily

receding. There may, however, on the other hand, be something

due to the fact that the past is certain while the future, unless

specially ensured, may-be more or less uncertain, and to that ex

tent less impassioned.

(2 ) Lical connexion. Every one is aware, how much more

engrossing in interest is an event at home than one abroad,—one

in our immediate vicinity, thaji one at a distance,—and one iu

our own family, than one among- strangers.

(3 ) Personal relation. Perhaps this may be regarded rather

ns the explanation of the last, than the addition of a really new

phenomenon, in impassioned discourse. Self interest brings the

object which excites us into direct contact with us : and then

this persona! relation, may awaken an interest not only more in

tense, but even different in kind, from that which the passion

would take on, in the person of another. So true is this, that it

even gives rise to different words, to express the difference of the

emotional element of the human consciousness. We resent an in

jury, intended for our ourselves :—we are indignant at the injury

offered to another. A favor shown to U3 personally, elicits grati

tude, a favor to another, merely thanks :—while we may seek to

revenge the wrongs and requite the benefits of either.

§ 7. In impassioned discourse, sensuous or visible

Sensuous objects more im- objects, excite far more than

passioned than abstractions, abstract descriptions, or concep

tions of an object.

Shakspeare; in Julius Caesar, makes Antony take advantage

of this law to propagate and intensify, the excited passions of the

populace, by an exhibition of the gashed mantle of Caesar, and

Eternal Providence to avenge the wrongs of their country, will it be

said, that this was bi ought about by the incantations of these Begums,

in their secluded Zenana."—See Day's Rhetoric, p. 144.

* See Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric.
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by representing them as begging the very hairs of bis bead, and

then bequeathing them as heir looms, destined to be willed to

succeeding ages, as mementoes of their relation to the martyred

victim,—as he represents him,—of his devotion to the iuterests

of the Roman people.

A still more ingenious and effective application of

an analogous principle, is exemplified in the allusions,

in the same speech, to the will of Caesar, as an instru

ment to propagate excitement among the people.

Masterly as the speech of Antony is, in its know

ledge of the laws of human passion ; and complete as

was the effect, in its influence on the populace, a large

part of that effect was due to the devices, by which

the objects adapted to stir the blood of the audience,

were brought before the senses, and made to tell upon

the pulsing heart of that popular assemblage ; till it

was crazed with frenzy and fury, against the authors

of what so lately seemed the consummation of desire,

in the riddance of a tyrant :—but which is now re

garded as a foul and bloody murder, the intensified

abhorrence of every citizen of Rome.

The same principle of excitement was seized upon, by the ora

tors of the French .Revolution and turned to the account of pro

pagating the infuriate passion of resistance ; iu causing handker

chiefs, dipped in the blood of the martyred victims of the guillo

tine,-—-as they represented them,—to be circulated among the ex

cited rabble ;—a duty, by the way, in which women did most

essential service, by a device not demanding

" wit, nor words, nor worth,

"Action nor utterance, nor the power of speech,

" To stir men's blood,"

but the mere passing from hand to hand, of these bloody symbols

of the despotism, against which they sought to rouse the fury of the

mob. It is, largely, in the force of this human principle, that

the proverb has proved so uniformly true, to the confounding of

the advocates of despotic persecution in religion, that " The

blood of the maftyrs, is the seed of the Church."

§ 8. The law of impassioned appeal, by which the

Power of the ima- highest effects are sought to be at-

gination in impas- tained, is that, by which the aid ofthe

Sion«d composition. Imagimtion is invoked, to augment, by
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mysterious allusions,—dim, vague, but stimulating sug

gestions of the benefits to be conferred upon the people,

by the very "death by traitors," of a loving benefactor ;

whose life of deathkss devotion had been so foully re

paid by assassination, as to draw tears of blood, from

the lifeless statuo, of Rome,s proudest benefactor,—

great Pompey.*

The play of the imagination, aided by the intimation of super

natural agencies, elicited to testify " against the deep damna

tion of his taking off," is the final and consummate artifice—using

that word purely in its good sense—'by which the orator evokes

the furies of the populace, to cry out for vengeance against the

very parties, whom that same populace, at the commencement of

the speech, were ready to canonize as demi gods, for tne same act ;

and against whom, nothing short of the consummate art and elo

quence of the most gifted orator, would have beeu allowed to

whisper the slightest question, at the outset.

§ 9. As subordinate to the law of expression which

seeks its highest effect, in enlisting the imagination,—

whose prerogative it is, to exalt the actual in nature,

into the ideal in art,—the style ofimpassioned address,

Selection of strik- will be intensified, by a terse and tell

ing features. jng selection of the more prominent

and striking features, of a sceue, rather than an attempt

Rather than com- at continuous or complete description.

piete description. The Imagination working on a few de

tails of an exciting kind, with little of specification,

and nothing defined, will produce far more effect,

than the most elaborate and complete, detailed de*

Vagueness tributa- scription. Vagueness, is tributary to

ry to eflect. vastness of effect, in the sphere of the

emotions : very much as a moat dimly seen, swells

into a mass, by the force of imagined distance.

In this respect, terseness and condensation in the

style, terse and condensed, style of impassioned address,

and even obscure, emotional. even fa |Jie point of obscurity,

• No better contribution could be rendered to the student of elo

quence, than to make an elaborate analysis, of this great speech by one

who, it has been well said, "would have been the greatest of orators, -if

he had not been the greatest of dramatists."
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is tributary to its effect ; somewhat as a mote in the

twilight is magnified by the imagination, until it is

mistaken for a massive object in the distance.

When Nelson led his fleet into the battle of the Nile, under

the incentive,—" England expects every man to do his duty,"

and Napoleon, entrusted the critical fortunes of the Battle of the

Pyramids, to the stimulus of the admonition, " Soldiers, 40 cen

turies look down upon you from those monuments," they both

proved how truly, and profoundly, they understood the laws of

impassioned appeal, to the motive power of the human heart.

Vague and suggestive, rather than clear and ex

haustive, description, and that addressed, not to the

cool, calculating, critical, careful understanding, but

to the creative, credulous, wonder working power of

the imagination, is the law of effective, impassioned

power, in discourse.

§ 10. The same impassioned effect, is produced,—

and for the same reason—viz : that it is one mode

of enlisting and stimulating the power of the imagi

nation, and so transcending the sober verities of cri

tical narration,—by describing an object, by means

of its sensuous effects.

Thus Shakspeare makes Edgar work Gloster up

Bcscription of aa obj«ct to a pitch of excitement, which

by its effects. t[ie sympathetic pathos of our pity

for the fearful anticipations of the eyeless Gloster,

can hardly save us from feeling to be farcical, by a

description of the Cliff of Dover by means of an ima

ginary description of the effects of the dizzy height of

the cliff, upon the objects on its face, and at its foot,

" How fearful,

" And dizzy 'tis, to cast one's eyes so low !

" The crows and choughs, that wing the midway air,

" Show scarce so gross as beetles : half way down,

" Hangs one that gathers samphire ; dreadful trade !

" Methinks he seems no bigger than his head :

" The fishermen, that walk upon the beach,

" Appear like mice ; and yon tall anchoring bark,

"Diminished to her cock ; her cock, a buoy

" Almost too small for sight ; the murmuring surge

10
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" Cannot be heard so high :—I'll look no more ;

" Lest my brain turn, and the deficient sight

" Topple down headlong."

The -woman, who sought to arouse the indignant in-

other terposition of the King of Israel in the famine

cases. 0f Samaria, gives us by this indirect method of

describing the dire extremities of the seige by its de

naturalizing effects on the deepest and tenderest of

all human feelings, a far more vivid impression of its

extremities, than by any detailed description of its

horrors.*

The following passage, quoted by Dayf, from Burke's des

cription of the effects of the irruption of Hyder Ali, into the

Carnatic, is a fine study on this point of impassioned narrative.

" When," says he, " the British armies traversed the Carnatic,

—as they did for hundreds of miles in all directions—through

the whole line of their march, they did not see one man, not one

woman, not one child, not one four footed beast, of any descrip

tion whatever."

This marvellously effective passage, embodies, and

avails itself of a variety, of the principles already

stated, as contributing to effective eloquence, i. e., to

the rise and swell of passion. The imagination is

effectually evoked, and stimulated to conceive the de

solation suggestively hinted, rather than described

in detail. The s'rongest and most graphic features

of that desolation are seized, described by their ef

fects, admitting of sensuous display ;—and even the

very abnormal character of the style, the monotonous

repetitions, and pleonasms, are turned to the account

of augmenting our sense of the fearful havoc, whose

boundaries,—indefinitely stated at hundreds of miles,

—lead us to fancy an almost limitless extent of abso

lute, utter, lifeless, desolation.

§ 11. In the higher moods of the imagination,

Literal exactness, and when the passions are already ex-

faise in eflect. cited, literal exactness of statement is

liable to prove, practically,—i. e. in effect—untrue, or

* See II Kings, 6 : 26. f See Day, p. 145.
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false. Hence in impassioned moods ofmind on the part

of an audience, a degree of extravagance or exaggera

tion, is not only allowable, but demanded, in order to

secure truth of effect : very much as a painter must

lay on exaggerated contrasts of light and shade, to

give the true and full effect of form, to the flat sur

face of his canvass. This is the principle,—as we

Power of shall see hereafter—which justifies the use

Hyperbole. 0f hyperbole, in oral discourse. Not only is

the effect of a hyperbole true, provided it be properly

employed ; but it would be impossible to get the true

effect, without it- This is true, in the least impas

sioned forms of narration or description ; but still

more is it true, where the speaker,s object is to in

tensify and propagate excitement. To use the lan-

Cahn lan^aa-je unnatu- guage of calm narration, when one

ral under excitement. js bursting with passion, would be

as unnatural, as to admire the guilding of the stilet

to, by which the heart's blood of a victim has been

drawn from his bosom. Unreal pictures, by a gifted

imagination, often give a truer impression in effect,

than a literal description.

It has been said, not less justly, than wittily, that

Exaggeration the "nothing lies like figures except

law of the passions. facts." Falstaff is not the only man,

whose excited imagination has multiplied a single

imaginary highwayman, by forty ; nor yet the only

one, who has sought to propagate his own excitement

by impassioned hyperbole.

§ 12. Another principle of impassioned discourse,

Eise of Passion is, that the rise of emotion is gradual. This

gradual. jaw ruies fundamentally, in all discourse.

Unless the mind addressed lias time to feel the full

force of the grounds of excitement in a given case,

that excitement will not only fail to propagate it

self, with full effect, but the impassioned expression,

however genuine, will seem, in such a case, an extra
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vagance, and affectation. Hence the law of climax,

Hence the law is essential to the full effect of impassion

ed climax. ed appeal. The mind cannot be roused,

except by gradual, and often slow degrees. Where the

heart of an audience is already beating high, with

visible emotion, this law may be disregarded i but

that experiment is always made at hazzard.

Cicero displays his perfect mastery of the human passions in

the two diverse eircumstances_employing in his treatment of Ver-

res, the climactic method, with consumate skill and power ; white

in that of Cataliue, he breaks out in the extremest violence, in

the very first sentence, without a word of introduction or prepa

ration. The justification of these respective methods, is found

in the obvious temper of the audience in each.

§ 13. In impassioned discourse, the rise of emotion, is

Excitement and liable to be hindered by subjective rea-

transfer of passion. sons .—i, e-, reasons originating in the

reflex bearing of the passion upon the audience them

selves. To obviate this impediment as far as possible,

the orator may often avail himself of some case so fair

parallel as to involve the same principle, and lying

outside of such personal reference. By this means he

may procure a judgment on the naked principle, with

whatever of earnestness or passion the case may war

rant ; and then it is comparatively easy, to transfer

such impassioned judgment, in its full force, against

whatever object or person, can be shown to be com

prehended in its condemnation, even though it be

oneself.

An illustration of this principle, is furnished in the familiar

instance of the prophet Nathan, sent to the guilty

CaSei'rjIjhV"i king of Judah, to elicit condign self-condemnation ;

ana J\atnan. an(j bring him to repentance, in tue matter of

Bathsheba.* Not only was the right judgment of the king

evoked, by the parable of the poor man and his " one little ewe

lamb," but a just and impassioned decree of self-condemnation was

secured ; and then brought home to the self-convicted monarch,

as well by the award of conscience, as by the direct decree of a

divine tribunal, in the explicit sentence, " Thou art the maa."

* 2 Sam. 12: 1—6.
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A principle analogous, but of much wider application, is ex-

r, ,-r, * , emplified in the history of the difficulty into

Md Paul which the aPostle Paul fell, in a PoPular as

sembly at Ephesus, under the adroit conduct of

Demetrius, with the workmen who3e craft was endangered by

the preaching of the cross. The excitement stirred by appeals

to the self-interest of the mob, on grounds where any mob is

accessible to excitement, was easily turned against the person of

the accused party; when the passions of the populace, in no mood

to make a careful examination of its justice, were in the flood of

their excitement, and ready to find an object as well as & justifi

cation of their violence, with or without sufficient reason. In the

speech of Demetrius, this cardinal principle of impassioned ap

peal, receives a conclusive illustration ; to the effect that in an

excited popular assembly, it is easy, first, to play upon the pas

sions of a mob, and to rouse them to a phrensy of excitement ;

and then turn their blind, deaf, fury, against some victim, with

out caring to determine how far the vengeance so exacted, is

righteous or otherwise.*

§ 14. The speech with which the people were appeas-

Method of allay- ed by the town clerk, might also furnish a

ing passions, study to the disciple of eloquence, in re

gard to the methods of allaying excited passions,

when raging most furiously, and with the blindest

violence.

§ 15. But a discourse however masterly in its im

passioned conduct,—regarded as a discourse,—is not

complete, until it is delivered. There are signs and

Elocution tributary instruments of passion, and therefore

to passion. 0f p0wer, in tht elocution of discourse,

as well as in its structure, and equally essential to its

highest possible effect, and among these means of im

passioned expression, are some of very high potency,

the laws of which, it is essential for the consummate

orator, to understand. The tension of a muscle, the

flash of an eye, or the falling of a tear, as well as the

more usual and familiar means of impassioned ex

pression,—by quality of voice, articulation, accent,

emphasis, pause, melody, gesture, and other applian-

• See Acts, 19 : 23—11.

10*
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ces in elocution,—enter largely into our idea of a

discourse, as the instrument of power in eloquence r

but they will be best understood and appreciated

when we shall have made a study of elocution, as a

means of expressing thought and passion, in eloquence.

We pass therefore, to consider finally, the laws of

power, as involved in the various methods of expres

sion, by which the orator finds means of controlling

the thoughts and passions ofan audience,—other than

the primary and main organ,—viz : the discourse, in

cluding elocution,—in eloquence.

CHAPTER IV.

Sympathy as an Instrument op Power, in Elo

quence.

§ 1. Besides language,—organized into discourse,

sympathy a vehi- as the vehicle of conveying emotion,—

cie of power, j. e. power—from an orator to his au

dience, there are means, by which he establishes a

relation with his audience, embracing what we term,

collectively, sympathy ; and by which, the will of an

audience is controlled, through their passions, with

out the logical apprehension of any other ground for

such control, than its felt presence, in the orator. This

is a law of human nature, recognized in the psychol

ogy of persuasion, ever since men began to observe,

and philosophize on the subject :—

" Si vis me flere, dolendura est

" Primum ipsi tibi."

§ 2. A rational ground for this familiar law, may

Grounda for the power be found, no doubt, in the obvious

of sympathy. consideration, that whatever grounds

for emotion an orator may profess to furnish, by

means of his discourse, they are fatally discredited, by

the absence of the natural signs of emotion in himself.
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However well founded the reasons JHstifying emotion,

in the hearer, may seem to be, they cannot be accept

ed with the full faith, necessary to produce emotion,

in the audience ; but will be set aside, as artificial and

unfounded for the audience, if they have failed to pro

duce their proper effect, upon the speaker. Human

Checks on spun- nature is constructed with checks against

oua emotion. ^ne palming off of counterfeit, as well as

false, emotion :—and no matter how complete the im

itation, it will not often,—and never long,—impose

upon the instinctive feeling of kindred human hearts,

for more thail its worth ;—and will seldom fail to be

accepted, on the other hand, for less than its real

value.^_

Z-J' Passion, I see, is catching, for mine eyes,

" Seeing those beads of sorrow stand in thine,

" Began to water."

Emotion, not only propagates emotion, by a law of

Emotion seif-propagated, nature, but it propagates it in the

in kind and degree. same form and ag nearly to the

same extent, as does the law of propagation the case

of the outward forms of nature. Even idiosyncrasies

of passion, are to a great extent reproduced.* Hence

the orator can seldom speak, better than he is.f

§ 8. This great principle or law, ruling in the pro

pagation of passion,—i. e. the power ofeloquence,—is the

true foundation for the requisition, laid down by

rhetoricians,—ever since rhetoric became a science,—

and practically acted on by orators, with or without

a perception of its grounds in nature ; viz : that in

order to the fullest effect of an orator upon his audi

* The extent to which this law of sameness of kind and degree, holds

in the propagation of passions, is but,imperfectly understood. It un

derlies and explains the morbid forms of passion or omotion, which are

often found characterizing even religious excitements ;—like the Sha

kers or the phenomena in the early history of New England,—then

known as" the jerks," and sometimes attributed to Satanic influence.

f This principle or law of eloquence, supplies a farther important il

lustration of the great truth of Theremin ;—" Eloquence, a Virtue."
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character of an orator, ence, he must possess their unqual-

with his audience. ified confidence, as regards at least

three elements of character :—viz : 1, good will :

—2, good principles :—and 3, good sense.'/

Ability, in the line of eloquence, under the guid

ance of sound principles, and devoted to the support

of what we hold to be right, or true, or good, furn

ishes the highest guarantee an audience can have, in

resigning themselves up to the power of an orator,

and accepting his unqualified lead, in whatever di

rection he desires to carry them.

§ 4. The confidence of an audience, that the orator

possesses these elements of character, is, of course,

the thing essential to his power ; but, for reasons

lately mentioned, character has so many, and often

subtle, ways, of revealing itself,—and in point of fact

does so certainly and fully reveal itself, especially

in a public man,—that it would be safe to insist on

importance of possess- the requirement, that the orator

ing such qualities, should actually possess, and therefore

in his training should assiduously cultivate, these ele

ments of character, in order to set him in a command

ing relation over the will of an audience. As we

have said before, the influence of one human spirit

upon another, is so subtle and pervading that it is

difficult,—perhaps impossible—to trace ail the ave

nues, by which passion can be propagated from a

speaker to an audience, who are truly in sympathy

with him.

§ 5. Besides the more obvious physical signs of

Power of character, there is a pervading power,

" Presence." which, for want of a more definite term,

we call presence,— indefinite in its constituents, but

well known and positive, in its actual force,—which has

much to do with the effect in eloquence, and much

with the native endowments and capabilities of an or

ator. Some what of this composite force of charac
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Constituents of ter, no doubt, is due to intellectual force,

" Presence." somewhat to native sensibility, or refine

ment of gifts—aesthetic or otherwise,—somewhat to

strength of will or purpose, or character, somewhat,

to the spiritual qualities of the man, but either, or all

of these together, leaves a large residuum of power in

an orator, still unaccounted for, if not absolutely un

accountable ; but which we all know by familiar ex

perience, and the aggregate of which constitutes the

specific power of an individual orator,

yffl. § (5. There arc twogenerically different methods,—

Two methods of ex- aside from the means of expression,

pressing Passion, termed elocution,—by which, in the use

of discourse, the orator may reveal the nature ard

power of the passion, which it is his object to infuse

into his audience, with a view to persuasion ;—which

have been expressively termed, respectively, the ex

aggerating, and extenuating methods. These diverse

Fundamentally methods do not imply the expression of (li

the same, verse mental states, or passions ; but only

different methods of giving effective expression to the

same passion :—both of which are in accordance

with the psychological laws of expression, in the hu

man constitution.

§ 7. The direct or exaggerating method, of propa-

The direct or exag- gating passion in anaudicncc, scarcely

gcrating method, needs description. It consists iii giv

ing expression, subject to the laws already described*

to the objects, or incidents adapted to excite emotion;

relying upon direct, impassioned, narration or des-

crip'ion, to stir its appropriate passion, without the

aid of artifice or art. The process is well described by

Antony, in Julius Caosar,t though few orators, as we

Examples of the shall sec, ever better understood, or

direct methods, practiced more effectively, the indirect

or extenuating method.

♦See Ch. Ill, Section II, §1—14.

f Act III, Scene 2.
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" I am no orator as Brutus is :

" But, as you know me all, a plain blunt man,

" That love my friend ; and that they know full well,

'. That gave me public leave to speak of him,

" For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth,

'• Action nor utterance, nor the power of speech,

" To stir men's blood : I only speak right on ;—

" I tell you that whi.h you yourselves do know ;

" Show you sweet Caesar's wounds, poor, poor, dumb mouths,

" And bid them speak for me : But were I Brutus,

" And Brutns Antony, there were an Antony,

'• Would ruffle up your spirits, and put a tongue,

" In every wound of Civsar, that should move

" The stones of Home to rise and mutiny."

The spcech of Brutus, instructing the conspirators,

Modeiof thedi- how best to rouse the passions of the

rect method, populace is also an example, of the di

rect method, in the use of the most stimulating appli

ance of sensuous objects :

" Stoop, Romans, stoop,

" And let us bathe our hands in Caesar's blood,

" Up to our elbows, and besmear our swords :

•• Then walk we forth, even to the market place,

-' And waving our red weapons o'er our heads,

" Let's all cry Peace! Freedom ! and Liberty !

§ 8. The extenuating or indirect method, on the

Extenuating contrary, is artful in the highest degree,

method. and when effective, far the more impassion

ed of the two. We shall find our best example, in

th Is same consummate speech of Antony. The speech

of Brutus,—preceding,—may be studied as a model

of the direct method, in which the cause is ably ar

gued, and the conclusion set in the most favorable,

impassioned, and successful light. Brutus,—in com

plete possession of the sympathy and holding abso

lute sway over the assemblage,—introduces Antony to

the excited crowd in the forum, and stakes his own

influence to secure a hearing for him, as the friend of

Caesar, commissioned by the conspirators them

selves, to pronounce his funeral eulogy. Stimula
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ted by the speech of Brutus to hope,—they knew

not what of benefit and glory from the death of

Cassar—it was with great difficulty, and only by the

influence of Brutus, that Antony could even get a

hearing. Under all this disadvantage, Antony mounts

the rostrum in the presence of the corpse of Ccesar.

The speech with its impassioned and stimulating in

terruptions, follows,—too long to quote in this con

nexion—but most consummate in all the arts of elo

quence, and completely triumphant in its end. The

plan of the discourse, is essentially that of the exten

uating method.

He abstains not only from direct assault on the character anil

. . .. treachery of Brutus, and also from direct land-
sioned powePraS' a.tiou of Caisar, but reverts with studied repeti

tion, in a form almost suspicious as to its hon

esty, and seeming more than half sarcasti(; to the and high honora

ble character of Brutus, as a guarantee of something in the way of

a justification of the assassination, quoting in the same indirect and

suspicious way, the naked authority of Brutus, in support of the

allegation of ambition, as a justifying cause of murder. Against

this allegation, he argues only indirectly, by citing facts ©f well

known history, leaving his hearers to draw their own inferencej.

Not venturing to affirm his own opinion, he simply asks :

" He hath brought many captives home to Rome,

" Whose ransom, did the general coffers fill,

" Did this in Ciesar seem ambitious?

" When that the poor have cried, Ciesar hath wept,

" Ambition should be made of sterner stuff:

" Yet Brutus says he was ambitious ;

" And Brutus is an honorable man,

" You alj did see, that on the Lupercal,

" I thrice presented him a kingly crown,

" Which he did thrice refuse. Was this ambition ?

" Yet Brutus says, he was ambitious.

"And, sure, he is an honorable man.

" I speak not to disprove what Brutus spoke,

" But here I am, to speak what. I do know.

" You all did love him once, not without cause,

" What cause withholds you then to mourn for him ?

" O judgment, thou art fled to brutish beasts,

,; And men have lost their reason !—Bear with me :
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" My heart is in the coffin there with Cesar,

" And I must pause, till it come back to me."

The very pause, is in the extenuating method, and most effec

tive. The impassioned interlocutory exclamations, show the ex

pectations of the great dramatist, as to the effect of the speech on

fhe populace. And when the orator resumes, it is to whip into

still higher foam, the excitement now begun : but still in the use

of the same suppressed extenuating method :—

" O masters if I were disposed to stir,

" Your-hearts and minds to mutiny and rage,

" I should do Brutus wrong, and Cassius wrong :

" Who, you all know, are honorable men :

" I will not do them wrong ; I rather choose

" To wrong the dead, to wrong myself, and you,

"Than I will wrong such honorable men."

He then proceeds in the same strain, to ply the imagination

of his audience, with allusions to a parchment—the willofCajsar

—which he professes unwillingness to read, for fear of its effect

making too strongly, and,—in the excitement it would rouse,—

unjxistly, against

" The honorable men,

" Whose daggers have stabbed Cffisar,

The imagination stimulated to the highest pitch by these al

lusions, the audience—as he intended they should—raise a hue

and cry, and seek to enforce the reading of the will. Well

knowing that their expectations of its contents, already transcen

ded by far, any possible reality, the orator lets himself down

from his lofty pitch of passion, by proposing to come down, and

recite the story of the murder, over the corpse of the victim.

And then he seeks to restrain their outburst of fury, rage and

revenge, by deprecating " the sudden flood of mutiny," so art

fully and irresistably, and intentionally stirred by himself, by as-'

surinor them, with seeming composure and self-command :

" They that have done this deed, are honorable ;

" What private griefs they have, alas, I know not,

" That made them do it : they are wise and honorable,

" And will, no doubt, with reasons answer you."

He then proceeds to deprecate, farther, the idea that the ex

citement,—now breaking over all bounds;—was due to the arts of

the orator, affirming a perfect contrast, in tiiat respect, between

himself and Brutus ; and intimating that if the arts of the ora

tor,—as in the case of Brutus,—had been superadded to the

force of his cause, the very " stones of Rome, would rise and mu

tiny." The key note thus given, is at once accepted by the ex

cited populace j and the very result seemingly deprecated by the
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orator, is suggested and provoked and ensured, by the very means,

seemingly designed, to produce the opposite effect. This is the

extenuating method of excitation.

It must be now, abundantly certain, that we are

Grounds of the dealing with the art of eloquence :—what-

power in art. ever the seeming design of ihe orator may

be, it is clear that the actual effect, is the enkindling

of the passions,—and to a higher degree, than any

direct description of ihe grounds of excitement in the

case, could possibly have done. The difference in the

effect, is just the difference between the actual, and

the ideal ; and as under the power of the imagination,

the one exceeds the other, so in equal measure do

their effects. This is the very principle,-—despite the

ingenious special pleading of Mr. Ruskin,* to the con

trary—which distinguishes true art and especially

high art, from being,—as he labors to prove it,—a lite-

Art transcends ral and slavish copy of the very forms of

nature. nature :—and renders it on the contrary,

a genuine human product,—instinct with that highest

Power of power, which we call Genius. This endow-

Genius. rnent, directed by the laws of impassioned ex

pression, it is, which makes the difference between a

great orator, like Demosthenes or Pitt, or Patrick

Henry and an equally great man, in other respects than

eloquence, like Nelson, or Napoleon, or Washington.

§ 9. We have now seen, sufficiently that the differ-

Both methods ence between the direct or exaggerating,

impassioned. and the indirect or extenuating method

is,—not that the one is impassioned and the other

calm,—but it is simply and purely a question in re

gard to the most effective method of expressing, and

Rationale of the ex- so exciting, a given degree of passion :

tenuating method. and tne gr0Und of preference for the

indirect, in any given case, is, that in that case, it

promises to be the more efficient of the two.

§ 10. It must be borne in mind, that this whole

\\ * See Modern Painters by John Ruskin.
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question both of the method of exciting passion, and

the degree of vehemence proper to an orator, as well

Degree of passion as necessary to effective eloquence, in

proper. a given case, must be determined by a

reference to the state of mind of the audience at the

time. Any discourse pitched upon a widely different

Evils of a wrong key, from that of the mental state, of the

key- audience, will grate harshly on their

nerves ; and instead of carrying its point persuasive

ly, will be more likely to cause them to stop their

ears in self-defence.

§ 11. It must not be forgotten, that the great prin-

Sympathyindis- ciple by which emotion is to be propa-

pensabie. gated between human hearts, is that of

sympathy : and to break sympathy with an audience

is to detach the locomotive, from its connexion with

the moral train, in the bosom of the audience.

Of course the orator,—the normal agent in this ex

citation,—is supposed to be in advance, of his audi

ence, but to get beyond the reach of their sympathy, is

to destroy the connecting link, by which, alone, he

can hope to carry his audience, with him, in Persua

sion.
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T».A.H.T III.

CHAPTER I.

Introductory.

§ 1. We have thus sought to set the principles and

Rhetoric as a laws of Rhetoric, into relation with its two

science, fold end ;—Conviction and Persuasion. In

doing this, we have found ourselves put upon the

philosophic study of the principles or laws, 1, of

Thought,—including its Emotional accompaniment or

sequence :—and 2, of Expression—so far as they are

tributary to these two ulterior ends. The investi

gation of these principles and laws constitutes the

science of Rhetoric

§ 2. For the' construction of the art—-more espe-

Rhetovic as cially,—we are to make,—as in all the prac-

an art. tical arts—an analysis of the organism, em

ployed in Rhetoric,—viz : Discourse,—in the best

models supplied in nature; with a view of mastering

its construction farther, and discovering, if we may,

the sources and conditions of its life and power : —

and that, both in its normal, and abnormal forms ;—

or to use the analogous language of anatomy, both

physiologically and pathologically.

§ 3. The instrument employed in Rhetoric ; as we

have before seen, is language.

"We have already distinguished, between the general and spe

cific sense of the term, as limited, in the latter case, by the arti

culate character of human speech.*

§ 4. We have now, farther, to distinguish, the treat

* Part I, Chaj. I, § 1.
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ment of language,—as thus limited by articulate dis

course—into two subdivisions:—viz: 1, constructive

Rhetoric,—or the construction ofdiscourse, as anorganic

whole : and which is made up of the several parts,

Subdivided into more or less essential to a discourse ;

Discourse. and pertaining exclusively to oratory :

the part of Rhetoric,—very nearly at least,—descri

bed by the earlier Rhetoricians, under the term In

vention;—and by the Latin and mediaeval and still

later writers,—as e. g. Blair,—treated under the

name of P'loquence ;—which is the ulterior and

highest concrete form of Rhetoric, as applied in real

life :—

2. The laws of expression as implicated in the con

struction of articulate language into speech, re-

7 ' garded simply as the medium of externalizing

thought,—including, as always, of course, emotion :—

the part of Rhetoric comprehended under the term

Style.

§ 5. And then, finally,—in exposition of the art,—

as discourse does not assume its complete form, or

clothe itself in its full power, and majesty as Elo

quence, until it is delivered, pur analysis and recon

struction of Rhetoric entire, is not complete, until we

shall have studied the laws of expression in elocution;

which, therefore, forms the Fourth and final part of

Rhetoric.

B 0 0 K I .—Constructive Rhetoric :—Dis

course.

CHAPTER I.—Culture op Eloquence.

§ 1. The life and power of a discourse, reside, as

Analytic study we have already seen, in its emotional or

of Discourse, impassioned character: and are beyond the

reach of any logical analysis. And yet it by no moans
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follows, that the analytic study of a discourse is use

less. We may not be able to trace the animal life to

any particular gland, and yet, for the purposes of art, it

may be absolutely necessary, to master the organic

forms, and functions of the body. Discourse, also,

has its body, and its life,—normally found in con

junction ;—and yet admitting, if not requiring sepa

ration, if we would master the laws of either.

§ 2. The artificial separation or rending assunder

Evils of artia- of these elements of living eloquence, in

ciai analysis. tue construction of the discourse, works

a two fold mischief. It renders argument dry and

dull, and then converts the pathetic or impassioned,

into rant. Great orators inspire their arguments

with emotion ; and their pathos springs and flowers

from the ground work of their argument. The two

Blending of the dif- should be blended together, like the

ferent elements. iignt and heat of the solar beam.

Analyzed only Like them they are not identical. They

for study. can he separated : but their separation is

the work of art not of nature ; and done only with

a view to facilitate their study. It is when re-com

bined, that they constitute eloquence.

§ 3. At this point we encounter two practical ques

tions, deserving our attention, viz : 1, can eloquence

Can eloquence be cultivated? or is it purely a native

be cultivated, gift, setting at defiance all attempts at

improvement by analytic study ?

To this fundamental question we reply, 1, that theie is no

thing in eloquence which cannot be analyzed and referred to in-

telligle laws of expression.

In the mythologic ages this question might have been debated :

,,.,,.,. —when the effective powers of eloquence both

ttuetr in composition and delivery, were regarded,

mythologically, as ethereal qualities, imparted

only to a few, by some favoring genius.

But now, 2, the analytic study of the highest specimens of

_ , the art, presents us nothing which it is not in the

of imitation. power of wel1 directed labor, to imitate, attain

to, or even improve. 11*
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The qualities required in eloquence are natural

Native gifta gifts,—such as reason, taste, emotion, voice,

presupposed. &c.,—and without these gifts, no culture

can be successful : and that culture will avail in pro

portion to their excellence. The object of culture is

,....,„ to develop and to improve,—not to cre-
Object of culture. , mi jij.ii j. j-

ate. There are undoubtedly great di

versities, in the original gifts which form the orator,

in different men ; and hence the same amount of cul

ture in different men, will yield very different re

sults.

Perhaps, moreover, there are men so deficient in these requi

site gifts, that they can never become effective orators at all :

just as there are men so deficient in voice and ear for music, that

they could never become practical musicians. Experience shows,

, , however, that such cases are,—especially under

to™welL ™ time]y and sWllful cuhure,-rare. So in elo-

quence. There is no reason why the art of

art of speaking-, may not be improved into " the art of speaking

well,"—Quintilian's definition of eloquence,—within the limits

of the natural powers on the one hand, and the intellectual cul

ture and acquirements, on the other, of any individual.

§ 4. It is the property of all the endowments of the

Native powers orator, to be improveable ; and so far as

improveabie. appears,—improveable indefinitely. If this

were otherwise, all education would be a cheat- The

intellect, the reason, the taste, the sensibilities can

be developed. And the improved exercise of these

qualities, in accordance with the laws of human cul

ture, cannot but secure more effective eloquence.

§ 5. Not only are the intellectual gifts of the or

ator capable of indefinite improvement, but the affec-

Emotiouai power tions, the passions, the emotional and

improveable. moral nature,—forming the soul of el

oquence—these also are improveable.

We do not mean the wretched art of deceiving men, by feign

ing emotions which we do not feel : but the honest, hearty ex

ercise of genuine emotion, can be cultivated. If this were not

so, education would only make men monsters, by developing the

intellect, out of all proportion to the affections or the will. These
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also can be refined, chastened, strengthened, just like the memo

ry or taste or reason.

§6. Not only are the intellectual, en otional and

moral nature improveable, in quality and power, but

Material of eloquence in the fourth place, the acquisitions

may increase. 0f both, constituting the material of

effective eloquence, may be increased indefinitely.

Without these materials,—the treasures of the intel

lect, the taste, and the affections,—gleaned from all

the fields of science, literature and art, for argument,

illustration, and appeal, the orator must fail ; what

ever be his native gifts.

\ 7. It is just here, that so many men of fine gifts, actually do

Labor necessary faiL Kegarding eloquence, as a power divinely

to success. given to a few, and having no dependence on the

acquisitions of dull and plodding industry, they

despise the toil and drudgery, which are the conditions of all

success ; as if the materials with which the accomplished orator

entrances his audience, and gains his points in argument, illus

tration, or impassioned appeal, were like the

Causes of failure, jewels of a lady, capable of being paraded again

and again, on all public occasions, by merely

shifting their position : instead of being,—as they are,— like the

treasures of a mine, yielding gems in exhaustless richness and

profusion, but only in return for laborious and tireless digging.

§8. The ready use of the mental and moral, and

aesthetic faculties, and their acquisitions, admits of

great improvement by culture-

There are men who seem to have both the faculties and furn-

„.,. , iture required in eloquence, but lose the com-
oelt-command may 5 ?. ., . . \ ..' . ,

be acquired. mand ot both, just when they are most need

ed. Hence some men can write with great

readiness and power in their closet, while the merest upstart of a

demagogue can beat them, to their mortification, before a jury,

or a popular assembly.

Practice as well as training, is the panacea for this

Practice necessary. evi|- The POwer of thinking rapidly

and correctly, and reasoning tersely,

connectedly and powerfully, is capable of surprising

improvement. Even invention,—an attribute of na

tive genius,—may be cultivated and acquired, in a
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good degree- The art of handling the passions, is

also, eminently an improvable art : and supposes,—

like any other art,—a knowledge of the laws, ruling

in the domain of the emotions, and active principles

of men.

§9. The command of words, is still another com-

„ , .T pensative advantage, of the train-
Command of Language. F . ,, , ° ,

ing of the orator.

No man uses any considerable proportion of the

wealth of language, with which our noble tongue sup

plies him. Those who have taken pains to inquire into

this matter, tell us that even well cultured men, sel

dom use more than from one third, to one fifth, even

of our good vocabulary : and uneducated men do all

their business, on a still much smaller capital than

this.

Every man, often unnoticed by himself,—has sets of words,

which he impresses into service, on all occasions ; partly

from imperfect education, but mainly from mere habit. An ac

quaintance can often distinguish a man's style, by the complex

ion of his words, just as a friend is known by the color of his

coat.

This poverty of words resembles, and—what is

poverty of style, worse- generally begets, poverty of

thought.

Besides the agreeable effect, arising from a suitable

variety of words, there are a thousand of the nicer

shades of thought, which can be expressed fully and

perfectly, only,—if at all—by a wide command oi

words. Words are to the orator what colors are to

the artist. A few of the most glaring kind, are suf

ficient to execute the daub of the apprentice, but the

nicest tints of the art are required to give the flesh

touches which distinguish the productions of the

master.

Id the common judgment of men, language abounds with syn-

_ onyms—in the strict sense of the word.—In the
elonymous!yn* cultivated eye of a master of that language,

scarcely any two words are precisely alike ; and
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he constantly lays the wealth of the language under eontribu-

Powerofamaster. tio"' [a «** Jo "P™38 the blendinS UShts

and shades of thought.

§10. Finally, not only the wealth of words, but the

pkiii in style skill of their construction in discourse—

^attainable, everything comprehended in the term style,

in its largest meaning—is susceptible of culture.

Familiarity with the higher specimens of eloquence,

, ,. and judicious practice on them, for our-
Means of culture. , .' , l . ,, .,

selves, supply us with the necessary

means of training. Any man,—not deficient in men

tal and moral endowments,—can learn to speak with

good effect. And in point of fact even in the case of

those for whom nature has done most, art and culture,

have done still more.

§11. The impression that some of the greatest orators the

world has ever seen, were purely natural orators, grows largely

out of our ignorance of their early life. Pitt was accustomo(l,

from his boyhood, to match himself, in fancy, against the ablest

debators of the House of Commons ; and then compare his pri

vate answers, with those given on th6 floor of the house. Lam

ed, one of the most gifted orators this country has produced,

would take his little brothers out, when he was still a child, ami

lay wagers that he could make them cry.

The natural gifts wo may covet, and the results of

their culture, wo may admire : but the labor of their

development, we either purposely undervalue, or

shrink from enduring, under the impression of its

"being hopeless, and therefore useless.

§ 12. But there is a second question :—admitting

is eloquence worth that eloquence can be acquired, is it

cultivating. worth the labor? The argument

against its culture drown from its abuse, is not wor

thy of an answer. It is, in fact, a concession of its

power ; and therefor an argument for its attain

ment. That power under the control of bad prin

ciples is evil, is a mere truism. To use it as an

The argument from its argument against the culture and

abuse futile, ^Q use 0f power for right purposes,
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would be as absurd, as to put out all the fire in the

world, lest a stray spark should fall in the wrong

place, and burn up a few houses. The fact, that arm

ed assassins are prowling about, is the strongest rea

son, why honest men should carry weapons.

§ 13. And then it is important to remember, that

inducements^ in every fair conflict, truth is stronger

its culture, than error. It is treason, therefore, to

allow error to triumph, merely because its apostles are

clothed in better armor, and carry keener blades, and

wield, them with better skill, than the friends of

truth.

1 14. In some parts of the world, it is trne, eloquence is of no

_, . great use, because men are controlled by
Ho2ss°^ssr w f°rce ;rd£eed,oi? even of sp-eecli' is not

allowed. Of what use, e. g., is eloquence

in Italy, where no man dare advocate any other opinions than

those of the dominant authorities ; and they need not eloquence

for their support. In Austria, also, eloquence is not allowed to

exert its power, even in behalf of the oppressed ? The very

pleadings at law, are required to done in writing.

The fires of freedom must be, not only guarded, but prohibi

ted, like fire in a powder mill, lest some spark, struck out by el

oquence should blow up the old edifice, of intellectual, spiritual

and social despotism ; and so bury the owners in the ruins.

f! 15. In our own country, however, it is far otherwise. But

even here, we are far from being free from

n!Loat home?"8' danSer' of another sort. The foe, which

threatens us, is that monstrous caricature

of liberty,—licentiousness,—of opinion and of speech. The pro

tean spawn of this monster, is seen in the radicalism, upon every

subject—sacred and social,—in politics, morals and religion,

which characterizes this era of free intellectual life;—and more

-j. . .„, especially this country, where that life grows
ee oquen . ^.^ ^^ jrrepressiDie vigor, and more es

pecially still, in those wide frontier regions of this great country,

where all restraints are removed, and the inhereut power of er

ror, springs, and riots, in unrestrained excess.

The social and political, and moral conflict of the world, seems

Conflict preparing PreParing to be fonSht, uPon our great western

v "' battle field. It is to be a conflict of opinion,

—j. e. a conflict of mind. The enemies of truth and freedom,
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are mustering in force, under banners of every hue ; and lying

mottoes of every device, written, not only like the accusation

which Pilate upon the cross,—in Hebrew and Greek and Latin,

—but in almost every tongue upon the face of the earth.

As yet, there has been merely a skirmishing of outposts. But

_. , . . the onset approaches. The destiny of the human

eloquence? race' is the P.rize of the strnSgIe- I4 is a conflict of

mind,—a strife of opinion. It is, therefore the bat

tle of eloquence. The arbiter of its mighty issues, is not Mars,

but Mercury.

CHAPTER II,

Methods of Preparation,

Advantages and Disadvantages of Each.

§ It is well known that there is great diversisy

among public speakers, in this respect. The various

methods, may, however be reduced, for the purposes

of study, to Four—each having its advantages and

disadvantages.

§ 2. The first is the method of writing out the

_ ... . ,. discourse, and then reading it. This
Writing and reading. •-,•<, ^ B° .

is a device of modern refinements

It is only by courtesy, that it can be called public speaking

at all. As yet it is confined chiefly to the pulpit ; though it be

gins to make inroads upon the eloquence of deliberative bodies.

§3. The chief advantages of this method, are the

LAdvantage se-following ;—1. It ensures a thorough stu-

cures study. (jy 0f the subject.

A man may talk at random, and even talk nonsense;—nothing

is more common among public speakers,—but he cannot write

nonsense, or even write superficially ; without paying a penalty

in the shape of self-mortification, which few men are willing to

endure. And then if a man will take the time to write, it af

fords an opportunity, and furnishes a guarantee, that he will in

vestigate, and sfudy.

2. Writing secures fullness and completeness, in

1. Secures cornplete preparation, the preparation.
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Perhaps there is no one whose memory will supply, on the

spur of the moment, all that is important to a discussion,

even supposing him to be master of his subject. The calm

ness and deliberation of composition in the closet, and the

opportunity of revisal, supply all that is material. Even the

very fervor and passion, of extempore speech, are unfriendly to

the completeness which is indispensable, to effective eloquence.

In addressing a highly cultivated audieuce this is a capital ad

vantage ; and no doubt is the true reason,
A^attedgau^encCeU.1" w.h/ this method has gained ground so ra-

pidly of late, especially in the pulpit. Not

withstanding the many and great disadvantages, under which it

labors, it is not uncommon, for persons of cultivated taste, to

prefer a written discourse, with its conciseness, fullness and fin

ish, to the warmth and freshness of extempore speech, with its dif-

fuseness and other faults of style-

3. Writing secures not only fulness, but accuracy

3. Accurate and and elegance of thought and expres-

elegant style, gion.

There are very few men, who can speak with the same accu

racy, with which they write : because there are very few, who

can write with elegance, as fast as they are compelled to speak.

The creations of thought, like those of matter, are cemmonly

dark and chaotic at the first. They require to be lighted up,

and brought into form and proportion, and relation, by the plas

tic hand of after labor. This is the work of the study,—not of

the pulpit, or the platform. Every composer knows, that he is

often compelled to recast a whole sentence to escape some rhet

orical inelegance, or blunder, to which the first form of the thought,

would have compelled him. As this is impracticable, at the

moment of delivery, there is nothing left him but to correct him

self, by repeating substantially his thought, in a manner more

elegant or forcible. Hence extempore orators, are generally

wordy, diffuse, and given to repetition.

Condensation, conjoined with clearness, force, and beauty,—i.e.

excellence of style,—is the strong inducement to prepare in wri

ting.

4. A fourth advantage of this method, is that it

i. Complete ar- allows the most complete arrangement

rangement. 0f the partg of a dlSCOUrSC, SO as to

bring out the whole strength of an argument.

The heat of extempore address is as unfriendly to the logic, as

to the rhetoric of oratory. In argumentative oratory, or in nar
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ration, or wherever the effect depends upon the clearness and

coolness of the speaker, writing has greatly the advantage.

5. Writing is sometimes rendered important, where

6. Prevents misre- one has wiMy and able opponents,

presentation. ready to trip him up, if he should make

a slip,—as men are always liable to do, in the hot

haste of extempore discourse.

When we are expounding obnoxious truths, or advocating un

popular measures, or opinions and especially in the midst of

enemies ; or wherever it is important, to weigh carefully the very

words w« utter, it is well to commit them to writing :—1st, be

cause we can then say just what we mean to say ; and 2d, be

cause, if our words are tortured out of their proper meaning,

we can establish by a simple.reference^to the MS., precisely what

we did say.

6. The last specification of the advantages of wr>

6. Secnrea mental ting, is the mental culture attending

cuitur.. the process.

If we were compelled to make an unconditional defence of this

method, we should plant our strongest battery, upon this very

ground.

The abandonment of the pen ; or exclusive and habitual ex

temporizing, is incompatible with high mental culture, and pro

found and thorough scholarship. There is truth, as well as pun

gency in Macauley's remark, that " we should sooner expect a

great original work on political science, from an apothecary in

a country town; or from a minister in the Hebrides, than from

a Statesman, who, ever since he was one-and-twenty, had been a

distinguised debater in the House of Commons."

The well known saying of Lord Bacon, that " reading makes

a full man, conversation a ready man, and Writing an exaet man,"

contains a vast deal of truth : and two thirds of that truth, is in

favor of writing ; because no man will write much, without read

ing much too.

§ 4. The leading disadvantages of the method of

Disadvantages writiDg and reading speeches, are the fol

lowing :

1. It is often impracticable to prepare before hand, from the

i w ft- want of time and convenience, and then the pre-

towrite. " Paratioa which » made, is orten inappropriate to

the circumstances. It is always difficult to anti

cipate precisely the character of an audience* and the state of

12
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feeling which may happen to prevail. And besides, there is fre

quently a change in the current of discussion or emotion,

which renders that wholly inappropriate, at

in an°fudUnce. g one staSe of an assemb,7- which would have

been entirely suitable at another. The

speaker who is exclusively shut up to written preparation, gets

many a sweat, as he sees the current of thought and feeling, drift

ing away from his speech. There are few states of feeling less

enviable than that of an orator who comes to his post, all loaded

and primed ; and then finds, to his consternation, that the m»rk

has been carried far out of the range of his shot.

And then the difficulty is, that your writers cannot throw

avvav the written preparation, and get up some-

adaptation0 thinS new' on the sPur of the moment They can

not even modify it so as to accommodate a slight

change of circumstances. They are like a heavy piece of ordi

nance, well shotted and then built into the solid wall of a for

tress. It may do good execution, upon whatever may chance to

come within its range ; but is incapable of being shifted out of

the single line of direction, in which it may happen to have been

originally placed,

| 5. The second class of difficulties relates to the

the delivery or rather the reading of written speeches.

The soul of eloquence is emotion. Paper is a sad hindrance to

this. It serves very much like a non-conductor in

4. Readme 'ess the line of an electrical discharge. The current of

sympathy is seriously obstructed in its flow to an

audience, by the intervention of a MS. But may not this difficulty

be obviated by a man reading just as he would speak 1 This is eaa-

. ier said than done, it is impossible to read

Etoent f^tTaWnt ' as one would sPe*k_and for the most part,

terent from speaking. ft .g ^^^^^ ElocutioQ is the „,.

pression of emotion. Now the emotion of the closet, is one

thing:—that of the public assembly is^ another, and a very dif

ferent thing. The language of the written discourse is the ex

pression of the emotion of the closet. It is that which gave the

precise coloring to the words selected : and those words will not

express any other emotion, without doing violence either to the

one, or the other, or both. f

If one should give expression to the appropriate emotion ot

the excited popular assembly, either his emotion would, not suie

his language, or his language would not suit his emotion. Henc

the apparent inconsistency of weeping over paper.

This difference is insuperable, as far it goes. The proprieties
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of the case demand that written discourse should be pronounced

differently from those which are extempore. And not only pro

priety, but nature, demands it ; and one cannot do otherwise if

he would. But in conforming to propriety and nature, he must

sacrifice much of the power of eloquence,

DiSreandbset^kinre so far as it depends upon elocution. It

ing an spea -ing. .g j.^ two gjra;Bs 0f music on different

keys. This is a seriousdisadvantage: and more so, became it is in

curable. The cultivation of the age demands the correctness and

elegance of style, which can be secured

Correctaesa^mcompatible only by previous writing ;, and this

amounts to a complete prohibition, upon

that wild and sublime eloquence, which expresses passion in the

fresh and powerful language of nature ; regardless of the cor

rectness of educated criticism.

§ 6. The third disadvantage, of writing and read-

stimuiosofanaudi- ing, is, that the speaker loses the

ence lost in reading, benefit of the stimulus afforded cy

an audience.

We have said the emotion of the closet is one thing that of the

popular assembly is another. The same thing is still more true of

the intellectual states of the speaker. The mental stim-

creat3 lus of an assemDIy is always great—often excessive. We

have seen that in many cases it is so unfriendly to calm

clear, logical thought, as to form a prominent advantage in favor

of writing in the study ; but on the other hand, it

evasive63 sometimes contributes greatly to the vigor and power

of a speaker's thought ; if he can keep complete con

trol of himself.

There are men, whose style in the study is tame, and even

loose ; but who, under the stimulus of an audience, speak with

an energy, condensation, and power, which nothing can resist.

Loss of power §7- Another disadvantage in read-

in elocution. jBg discourses, relates to the speaker,s

elocution, especially his action.

The countenance and eye are busy in holding converse with his

notes; instead of his audience. That ma-

Losa of power in g[c instrument, so potent in transmitting the

power of sympathy, from the soul of the

speaker, to the hearer, and from the hearer

°n el(Mi?0 8ye back again witl1 re(}oubled power, to the speak-

i cu ion. ^ .g aubor(jmate(j t0 t|,e poor office, of convey

ing thoughts from the paper to the brain, of the orator, which,
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for effective eloquence, ought to be already fired 'with emotion ;

and its great office should be, to set on fire the passions of the

audience.

And even when the eyes are lifted from that menial service,

and exposed to the audience, it is only with an unmeaning gaze, as

destitute of life,—emotion,—soul—i. e. eloquence—as were the

eyes of " Banquo's ghost, in Shakspeare, where Macbeth ex

claims :

" Thou hast no speculation, in those eyes,

" Which thou dost glare with."

The hands and arms, too, are fettered unavoidably.

Action jjow can a man gegture with freedom or power,—to

lettered. t . • ,
his manuscript.

§ 8. The second method of preparation, is that of

Second method me- -writing as before, but committing the

moriter delivery, discourse to memory ; and then deliv

ering it memoriter. It will be seen that this method dif

fers, only in a few particulars, from that just describ

ed : and much of what was said in reference to that,

applies,—mutatis mutandis,—to this.

Of course it has all the advantages specified as arising from

the habit of writing, while it avoids, in some measure, the fol

lowing disadvantages.

1. The memoriter speaker has the use of his hands and arm3

for gesture, and his countenance and eye for

1. Allows action in eXpression- This, however, is apt to be more

in appearance, than in reality :—for the eye

still busy reading,—if not what is written on real the pages of the

MS. at least what is written on the ideal pages of

Appareit more ^e memoryt There is an apparent absence of

real. min(j, jn the whole manner of the memoriter speak

er, which shows that he is reciting without the book, and not

speaking with the freshness of spontaneous utterance. His elo

cution is substantially that of the reader, and not that of the

speaker ; and then he is always fettered somewhat by the dan

ger, and embarrassing apprehension, of a slip of the memory.

Allows th« stimulus 2. This method secures partially the bene-

of the audience, fits of the audience, reacting upon the speaker.

But this, of course, is confined to the mere delivery. What

ever stimulus comes from this source, comes too late to affect the

character of the discourse itself. It may improve—though for

the reason mentioned,—never fully cure, the elocution, but not

the rhetoric of his eloquence.
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3. The chief advantages of delivering a discourse memoriter,

above reading the same, may be summed up in the remark, that

r, , *,. ,. the speaker has more command both of his
CSS^rK P(*Bon, and his subject If he is fully pos-

ses3ed of his discourse, he has the benefit

of knowing precisely, the whole chain of thought or reasoning;

so as to adjust his delivery to which is to come, as well as, to

what he is uttering at the moment. This blindness of what fol

lows in reading, the necessary concentration of the attention upon

a single sentence, or part of a sentence at a time, hampers the

delivery exceedingly, and in fact constitutes one of the great dis

advantages of reading.

§ 9. Between the two methods, there can be no

— ,, _■ , doubt that the preference is altogether
Jknect greater. , i^ii,,1 r ., J? . t

due to the latter, so far as the effect, is

concerned.

The great difficulty which stands in the way of its general

n.„ adoption is, the time and labor it requires, to commit

a discourse to memory. In many cases it is far more

difficult than the original composition of the discourse; and where

one's profession requires much speaking, it is nearly or wholly

out of the question.

This difficulty is the more serious, because the time and labor

of memorizing, is so unprofitable. The improvement of the mem

ory is worth something, but not in all cases, worth what it would

cost.

It ought to be remarked, however, that practice gives wonder-

ful facility, in the matter. Many persons not

practke remarkable for their memory, can deliver a dis

course, recently written, by one or two readings.

And probably there are very few who could not acquire the

ability, to commit a speech of reasonable length, by reading it;

carefully, five or six times. "With a memory of high order, an

orator, may acquire the power of composing a discourse verba

tim, and delivering it, without writing it at all. This is a gift

worth having. But wo to the memoriter speaker, if he happens

to lose the thread of his discourse. The dread of this is per-

_ ... haps one chief reason, why so few are willing
therclewSUlg t0 trust themselves, without their notes. The

bewilderment of mind in groping after the lost

clew, unfits one for the thought necessary to go on extempore.

If he should make the attempt, he is apt to flounder desperately

in the mire, and unless he can soon regain the solid path of his

12*
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written discourse, he is no small danger of sinking entirely in the

slough.

This difficulty may, however, be obviated in some degree, by

making an abstract—or brief, as the lawyers call

Benefit of a brief, it—of the discourse, and lay it before you. This

will quiet the nervous dread of losing oneself; and

if a part of the discourse should happen to escape, he can begin

again, at the next principal thought, and so go forward unembar

rassed.

§ 10. The thibd method of preparation is not to

write at all, but to study the subject thoroughly, ar-

3d method ran8'e *n *ne mind tne tne whole train of ar

gument and even illustration ; and then trust

to the occasion, to furnish the language and supply

the form, and emotion, appropriate to the circumstan

ces.

The advantages of this method are these :—1 , It

1 Advantage is the only way of securing perfect freedom

naturalness. an(j naturalness of expression and manner

in voice, countenance and gesture.

If a man understands and feels his subject fully, and speaks

without fear, he will speek naturally and forcibly.

2. The freshness of the thoughts, or at least the

2 Fresh and vivid, language, wakes up his own feelings,

and thus stimulates Ins mind for the

effort of speaking.

Every body must have noticed that the emotions attending the

first conception and utterance of thought, are far more vivid,

than on recurring to it a second, or third, or fifth time. The

charm which novelty and freshness give, is always lost, in writ

ten discourses, and is very apt to give place to dissatisfaction, if

not disgust. To preserve some portion of the fresh emotion, a

distinguished orator, uow living, advises those who read, or com

mit their speeches, never to read them over aloud, or to allow their,

feelings to get at all excited, in conning them over, even in sil

ence. This advice is well founded. Extempore address, alone,

given us the full benefit of the reaction of what we are saying

upon our own mental activity.

3. Another grand advantage of extempore speech,

3. stimulus of the after full and careful preparation, is

oocasUn. tbe escitement of the audience, and the

occasion.
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It is well known, that the mind acts most vigorously, under

excitement:—and that no excitement is so stimulating as that of

an attentive and excited audience.

We say an attentive audience,—because the want of attention,

so far from warming up the speaker, pours cold water, upon

him, and puts out, what fire he would otherwise have had.

And then, of course, it kills the interest of the speaker, and

makes it impossible to speak well. Who could speak earnestly

with feeling and force, to men asleep ?

It may not be quite useless in this connexion to advice those

who speak in public, instead of allowing their eye to roam va

cantly and at random, over an audience, to look strongly and

iteadily into their faces,—and try to establish a sympathy of

soul between themselves, and one or more of their hearers.

Without this, much of the benefit of extempore address will

be lost to the speaker, and of course, therefore, lost to the hear

ers also.

§ 11. 1, The first great and obvious disadvantage,

l. Disadvantage inade- of speaking without writing, is the

quate preparation, difficulty of making sufficiently full,

exact, and finished preparation.

This i3 a difficulty, which experienc and labor will do much

to mitigate, and surmount. One may acquire the power, to an

astonishing degree, of laying up in his mind, the

How obviated, precise train of thought, with all its divisions, and

illustrations, which he may wish to use. He may

even revise, and enlarge or compress it, without ever com-

w Mt ftkrt mitting it to writing. Kobert Hall, it is well

Hall. known prepared his discourses in this manner,

and then if they were intended for publication

lication he wrote them out, after their delivery. If a man has

the power and industry of Hall, this is, the best method of pre

paration. It secures the exactness and completeness of writing,

along with the freedom and life, of extempore address.

2. The second disadvantage of this method, is the

t».*i. #«.. a * temptation it furnishes, to slight
Dangers of this method. ,, r ,. -, , , , . ?,.

the preparation, and trust to the

impulse of the moment, for the matter, as well as the

manner,—the thought as well as the language.

§ 12. The fourth, and last, method of speaking,

Absolute extern- is the absolute extempore;—i. e. speak-

pore method. jDg without careful preparation at all.
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This is the worst method of all, and yet, in popular assemblies

it is by no means unusual. It is strongly recommended by two

things ;—1, the aversion to hard study,—or in oth-

Temptatious. er words indolence of men. 2, the hurry and 4uj-

tle, which is the common condition of popular as

semblies.

Men in public life are very often compelled, to

Inducements, speak without preparation, or else not speak at

all.

And it is surprising what a facility may be acquired by long

p practice in the art ; and by men of no extraordinary
owcr' talents or attainments, Many men will make an effec

tive and brilliant speech, on almost any subject, and on almost

any side of any subject, who are yet incapable of discerning be

tween truth and error ; because they are incapable of conducting

a close and searching analysis. When one comes to sit down

by the side of one of our great popular orators, and discuss the fun

damental principles of any subject;—or tax the minutiae of his

knowledge, he will be surprised to find him as weak and igno

rant as a child. For philosophical processes, his mind may be

10 feeble,"as scarcely, to command respect ; while on the floor of

an assembly, he has the power of swaying the passions and con

victions, even of intelligent audiences.

J 13. This one sided development of mind, is the more certain

_,..,.,. ., to occur, but is none the less deplorable,
wroongtdeg fr.om the fact, that such men are generally

given to exerting this power, on the wrong,

as well as the right side, of questions. It is commonly thought

that it requires uncommon ability, to argue the wrong side of a

question : and under this impression, young orators are fond of

choosing the wrong side, both to cultivate and display their pow

ers. This is a mistake. A superficial man can support the

Evils of the habit. wr0?g slde better,, than a profound one. He

must not only devise arguments, which a man

•an use, who does not see their fallacy, better than one who does,

but he must seem to believe them. To do this (if he is a pro

found and logical man) he must do violence both to his intellect,

and his moral feelings ;—while the ingenious shallow man, does

neither. It is a far higher mark of abilty, to decide rightly be-

Hiehest mark of ability tween trutu anc* error. than to devise
g y' plausible arguments in support of either.

Many a man has ingenuity enough to plead eloquently for er

ror, who has not the clearness and force of mind, nectssary to see

that it ia error. The very f»ct that so m&uj men are the dupes
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of error, proves that men can easily construct fallacies, which

they cannot themselves detect or expose.

§14. It is precisely this danger of being caught in one's own

snares, that makes this practice so dangerous. The powerful

D principles of self esteem—and partiality for one's own
nger' offspring, makes the danger all the greater. Many a

man has converted himself to error, by arguing for it, when he

has convinced nobody else. There is no proposition, however

monstrous, that a man may not bring himself to believe, by this

process, if he attempts to support it in hearty earnest, and feigns

to believe it himself. The very fact that others will not believe,

makes him believe the more resolutely himself ; in order to bol

ster up his self esteem.

The habit is most injurious both to the intellect, and the mo-

_,. , ... , ,. . ral sense : and therefore operates strong-
The hatat demorabzmg. ]y to ^ diaadvantage of eloquence, in its

highest forms. It supposes the culture either of bad logic, or

moral insincerity, or both :—and the infusion of either of these

elements into eloquence, is like making an amalgum of gold and

clay. It is discreditable, as well as Injurious ; because it does

not argue, but rather disproves the presence, of the higher forms

of intellectual ability.

§ 15. This subject,—the mode of preparation for public speak

ing,—is one of chief importance. A man's ha-

suWect bits in this matter, often determ'ne his whole

future career, Men who have the powers, to

become original, clear, profound and powerful thinkers,—discover

ers in the fields of unknown truth—become superficial, wordy, and

even slovenly, declaimers ;—and incapable of writing any thing

worthy of outliving their own life time, merely by adopting bail

habits of preparation. They find that they can carry their point

by unstudied extempore effusions : and why should they go to

the trouble of laborious thought and research, only to be cough

ed down for their pains. If a cheap, spurious coin will pass cur

rent in the world, why should a man be at the expense of provi

ding the pure gold ? The ' temptation is too ttrong for most

men to resist. The consequence is, that they do a great

business upon very little capital, and even that little counterfeit :

but then, such men, commonly die poor at last.

§ 15. It is scarcely necessary to say,—what is so

Advantages com- obvious—that the merits of the differ-

parative. ent methods of preparation for speak

ing, are comparative.

One is better for one person, and another for another. Cir-
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cumstances, may alter cases. What circumstances give the pre

ference to each of the several methods, may be deduced from the

advantages, and disadvantages of each.

§ 17. If we attempt to combine writing and extern-

Difficult to combine pore speech,—as some advise,—we

different methods. siian embarrass both, and perhaps do

neither well.

The mental state necessary to compose well, is very different

from that which exists in the mere reading or reciting of a writ

ten speech. The speaker who attempts to break away from his

MS. every few sentences, will be very much like a horse in har

ness, with one foot out of the traces.

§ 18. On the other hand, one who confines him

self wholly to his pen, becomes a slave
Slavery to the pen. fo ^ . ancfcailnot eyen think, without

a pen in hand.

The orator who always writes and reads, can no more speak

without, than a bird reared in a cage, can soar with the pinion

of the mountain eagle.

CHAPTER III.

Invention.

§ 1. The orator is supposed to have his theme furn-

invention ished, by the circumstances which demand the

denned. Discourse. Invention—in the sense in which

we use the term at present,—refers, rather to the

subordinate topics, by means of which the orator pro

poses to himself, to reach the ulterior special object, of

the Discourse, than to the finding of the theme itself.

Invention has for its object, rather to supply the inter

mediate thoughts, whether in argument* or persuasion,

Which go to form the special parts of the Discourse, by

which, the theme is set into relation with its object.

The Process of Invention is ruled, therefore, l,by the

general laws of thought in the human mind, and con-
• See Part I, Ch. 2.
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ditioned,—2, by its special, or intermediate objects, viz:

Laws ruling in argument, or exhortation. Having al-

invention. ready discussed the laws ruling in both

these spheres of eloquence in the proper placet, it

only remains to define the several subordinate pro

cesses, which Invention has for its object to develope,

in its progress towards these ulterior ends-

§ 2. Without one or the other of these ends, guid*

Processes tributary to ing the construction of Discourse,

the ends of discourse. Oratory, proper, cannot exist. Tbe

processes tributary to these two ulterior ends, admit

of farther subdivision,—each into two.* In the first

two intellectual. P1*0e **%**? }™ sub-processes in the

sphere of the intellect ;—the one having

for its immediate object an effect, or change, upon,

the idea or simple conception of the subject, lying in

the mind addressed. This, as we have seen already,

is the object sought, in the special process termed

Instruction :f—the other has for its object, an effect

or change ofjudgment, or belief;—giving us the pro

cess of conviction proper ;—and embracing the pro

cess of argument.:): There are also two sub-processes

Two moral *n ^ue sPhere o^ persuasion :§—the one con-

' templating a transient impression on the

will, by the intervention of the emotional nature,

and constituting what has sometimes been termed ex

citation :—the other, a permanent effect, upon the char

acter or the will, by the intervention mainly of the

affections, or the passions. Invention, therefore,

must proceed, in the recognition of the special pro

cesses or laws, tributary to these several ends, by

which the great ulterior end of oratory, is sought to

be effected.

Each of these subordinate processes in Rhetoric,

has already found a sufficient definition, and expost

* See Parts I and II.

f Part I, Ch.II, §5,6, 7. §Part II, Ch. I, § 1.

tPartl.Ch. II, §7 and 8.
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tion, to determine the laws of thought, as modified

by each ; and subject to which, the general process

of Invention must proceed-

§ 3. As the organism, by which Invention seeks to

invention flows ont into the attain its ulterior end, in convic-

parts of discourse. tion or Persuasion, is the Dis

course, it is unavoidable that the mould into which

Invention will flow forth, in the form of Discourse,

must be determined by a practical study of the Parts

of a Discourse, in their essential nature, their uses,

and their forms.

CHAPTER IV.

Organic Rhetoric.

The Several Parts of a Discourse*

§ 1. There are some who deem this whole work of

Analysis of analysing the mechanism of eloquence use-

Discourse, less, if not injurious ; because there are

men who can produce the complicated result, without

knowing anything about the parts of a discourse, or

seeming to think that it has parts at all. Genius, is

the only law, they recognize.

It is not to be supposed, however, that any man's genius, would

enable him to produce, without analytical study, any thing so

complete as the experience of 10,000 men of equal genius, has

produced, by each one improving on the skill of his predecessor.

There are many men perfectly capable of learning the complex

and curious mechanism of eloquence, with all its hidden springs

of power, who yet have not the genius to penetrate its nature

at a glance, and much less to re-produce the like, by mere intui

tion, without minute and analytic study of the parts of a Dis

course. And it may be doubted whether there is anyman, how

ever gifted, who cannot learn much, from such analysis, coupled

with skillful practice on it.

§ 2. In describing the parts, into which a discourse
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Different may be divided, it is obvious that the distri-

asaiysis. bution must be arbitrary ; and that the num

ber of parts may be made greater or smaller, as the

judgment, or fancy, may dictate. Aristotle makes

four,—Quintilian five, and Cicero six. Among mo

dern authors, there is very much the same diversity.

This, however, is rather an apparent, than , a

real difference; because one author treats under a sin

gle head, what another finds it convenient to divide

into two.

A Discourse, then, may be divided for the purpose

Classirication of Parts, of Study, into six parts.

1 Introduction, I -'

9-': 2 Proposition, 'A ,T|

0,;- 3 Division,

** ' 4 Narration,

5 Argument and

6 Conclusion.

§ 3. It is to be presumed that no man speaks, with

out having something to say. That
The Proposition. something^ is the Proposition :—it is

made up, as we have seen, of the theme of the dis

course, stated in relation with the special object or

end of the Discourse.

§ 4- Again. It would be useless for a speaker

. . merely to announce a proposition. It would

Division. angwer none 0f tlie purposes of eloquence. It

would not be a speech, but a dictum. If he wishes

to make any use of his proposition, he must first ex

plain it :—show what its bearings are, and what uses

b.9 proposes to make of it. This is the division or dis

tribution.

§5. But farther, the whole force of what he has to

say, turns upon whether his proposition, thus

Argument. explainedi is true or not. This, therefore,

he is bound to make good. Hence argument or proof,

is also an indispensable part of every discourse. If
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there were no need of this, there would generally be

no need of the Discourse itself.

§ 6. Some times, it is true, the audience may be in

" . possession of all the evidence necessary to
ariga i«n. prove tbe pr0pOSition ; and then it is only

necessary for the speaker to arrange the proofs ; and

show their bearing upon the proposition. At other

times, his object is not to produce conviction about a

doubtful point, but to give information about that

which is before unknown. In either case it requires

a process entirely different from that of logical ar

gumentation. This process is termed narration.

§ 7. And finally, having established his point, the

speaker endeavors to bring his hearers into

complete sympathy with himself, and to

make what he has said, bear upon the great purposes,

for which he said it This is the main object of the

concltuiion, or peroration. In addition to this there,

is th« same need for a conclusion, that there is for an

Introduction,—viz : to avoid the effect of abruptness

on the mind of tho hearer : and to prevent, a breach

of sympathy.

I 8. Thus there is a foundation in nature, for all the parts of a

Discourse, enumerated. No speech can be complete,—at least

none which aims at any of the great ends Of eloquence,—

which does not embrace them all ;—either formally, or vir

tually.

It is not intended to assert that they are all distinct from each

other, or in separate parti of the Discourse :—and much less

that th«y most follow one another, in any fixed order. They

may not even be distinctly before the mind of the orator. Bnt

it is true, nevertheless, that in every complete speech, these ele

ments can all be found : and commonly the more clearly they lie

in the mind of the speaker, the more conclusive will be their

effect, upon the mind of the hearer.

The student of eloquence would do well to imitate the student

of painting, by selecting some of the finest specimens of the

ablest masters of the art, and making them studies. Analyse

them,—study their elements, in each of their several parts.—not

merely with a view to the style, but mainly to the meehanism^of
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Discourse. Disengage the proposition ; and then trace it, as it

is woven tike a thread of gold, with consummate art and effect

throughout the various divisions of the argument. See how he

ingratiates himself into the good will of his hearers, wins their

sympathy, disarms their prejudices, carries their convictions,

and sways their will, either by gradual approaches, or by storm ;

according to his relative force over theirs. Then see how, in

the calm, dignity of a conqueror, he takes possession of the very

citadel of the opposing mind ; and givts law to the captive pow

ers of his hearers, with a mastery which makes them forget, that

he is their victor, in their admiration and love of his qualities,

as the master and controller of their mental destinies.

CHAPTER V.

IirtBoaucnos.

.*© .'-. . I *.* '• '.] - ..--. -;i ',"''' . .. . •. : • ' , .. . • ,-j ../ j

1 1. That there is a rational ground in nature, for

Necessity m J"**"0*"**?1* more or less formal and pro-

long«d' is evinced in the universal usage of

mankind. Even the slight passing intercourse of

friends, exemplifies the usage. The weather, or some

equally obvious and trivial small talk, about some

common place topic, must furnish an introduction,

even to the most casual intercourse of friends. And

if nothing more formal should occur, some unmean

ing sentence, is interpolated—"by the way,"'—to

prevent the sharpness of the concussion, between

Htinds thrown together casually, like cars on a rail

road. The ultimate ground of this universal ha

bit, is laid in the fact,—before noticed,-—that the ef-

Generai grounds. ^e?t °* *ae intercourse of mind with

mind, involves a subjective element of

power. Besides the medium of words, there is a play

of influences, more subtle, etherial, and yet mightily

effective, for good or ill, between the. speaker and

the audience, which goes far to determine the influ

ence of discourse, both in conviction and persuasion
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In the casual meeting of mind with mind, on the

field of oratory, it cannot be presumed, that the sym

pathy, which is the secret of this power, will spring

into instant activity. To establish it, before pro

ceeding to the main object of discourse,—whether it

be conviction or persuasion,—is the precise object and

function of the Introduction.

§ 2. When the circumstances can be relied upon to

introduction;—when establish this sympathy of feeling

not needed. and object,—when the emotions of

the speaker and the hearers, are struggling to meet

in one common gush of mutual outflow, not only may

a formal introduction be dispensed with, but to em

ploy one, in such a case, would be to throw cold wa

ter on metal, already heated for the plastie hammer.

This principle explains the apparent exceptions to a

habit, elsewhere universal:—as in the well known

cases of Cicero against Cataline ; and Burke before

the house of commons on the affairs of India.

§ 3. Such cases, however, are rare and accidental

exceptions, to a necessity otherwise imperative and

uniform. This necessity respects three things :—1 ,

Threefold ob' ct ^e Person an^ circumstances of the or-
0 Jec ' ator ;—2, those of the audience ;—and

3, the subject matter and occasion of the discourse-

§ 4. In the analysis of what is necessary for the

Threefold oharacter of orator, Aristotle, and all the Rhet-

»n orator. oricians after him, enumerate three

things :—viz : 1, good sense ; 2, good principles ; and

3, good will ; confidence, in these three constituents of

character, being necessary to any complete command,

of an audience, on the part of an orator.

§ 5. In the first place, confidence in the good sens*

of the orator, is the foundation of ready access, wheth

er to the mind or the heart of an audience :—in other

words, whether in conviction, or persuasion. The
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Value of good opinions of an orator, •who enjoyi the con*

sense. fidence of an audience, in this respect,

come with the weight of an authority: and even the

suspicion of a lack of this quality, works a forfeiture

of confidence and influence, proportioned to its de

gree-

In proportion as men respect themselves, they cannot but

withdraw their sympathy, from a fool, or from whatever ap

proaches to folly. Sympathy and conviction are, the twin off

spring of confidence, in the good sense and competency of an

orator, and a fictitious confidence, can give birth to no other,

than a bastard progeny.

To possess such confidence, it is necessary to deserve it : and

to deserve it, it is necessary to possess and exhibit, the requis

ite grounds for its existence. This is partly an intellectual

and partly a moral quality. If the speaker feels a contempt for

his audience, he cannot fail to reveal it : and inch contempt is

rare to breed reciprocal scorn; or if the feeling does not rise

high enough for scorn, at least ill will. And to provoke such

feelings, or others kindred to them, on either side, and especially

on both, is to interpose a high barrier in the way of conviction,

and an insuperable one, in the way of persuasion.

Confidence in the good sense of the orator is, there

fore, thefirst requisite to his power : and the intro

duction can scarcely fail to give an audience,—keen

ly on the alert, and sensitive to impression,—an opi

nion more or less favorable or the reverse, of the

character for good sense, of an orator.

§ 6. Confidence in the good principles of an orator,

Good rin i l ■ *8 tn® »«cond requisite to his power over
pnncip es. ftn au(jjencei ,fhis e]ement of character

appertains predominantly to the moral power of the

speaker ; as the former does to the intellectual.

It is always to be presumed, unless the contrary is known, that

Effect of ^ ru^DS judgment of an audience, will be on the side

distrust. o' S004* principles s and any distrust of an orator, in

this regard, will necessarily awaken suspicion, if not po

sitive prejudice, or even repugnance, towards his person and his

cause. On the other hand, an orator of unquestioned integrity,

speaks, on matters of fact almost with the deference due to a

witness, and in matters of opinion, he has often the weight of a

13*
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definitive authority. In proportion to our confidence in his

principles, it is taken for granted, that we may safely

fidence.00' resi£n ourselves to his lead. To attain to this posi

tion before the public, is a large part of the battle,

in any dubious case; and for swaying the popular mind, a character

for integrity is better than argument, because it Involves a power

over the sympathetic will of an audience, while argument reach

es only the convictions ; and is subject to the possible drawback,

of intellectual prejudices as well as hostile passions. Great as the

power of oratory is, it is yet no match for obstacles like these.

§ 7. The remaining condition, essential to the full-

Vaiue of est power of an orator, is the confidence of

good will, the audience in his good will. Mere abilit)',

or even ability joined with good principles, ia a two

edged sword : it is always a question of vital mo

ment to an audience, to be assured farther that it is

in the hands of a friend, and not of a foe. Power

wielded by an enemy, is purely formidable ; and the

greater the power the moreformidable it is.

Hence not only, the assurance of good principles. And

their just and equitable application, in argument or persua

sion, but confidence in their kind and. friendly use, are neces

sary to induce an audience to surrender themselves to the con

trol of an orator. The prosecutor and the advocate, of a man on

„. ,.„ . . trial for his life, may equally possess his con-

Tui'„S!S tofidence, for the ability, thoroughness, and

l*cK ot good ww. just.c^ w.th wh.uh tfaey pIead respectiyely,

for his conviction or acquittal ; but who does not feel the differ

ence in the plea, inevitably due to the single consideration, of

autagonisra on the one part, and good will on the other, of the

respective orators.

The same principles, precisely, apply, where the au

dience is, directly or indirectly, the party interested

in the speech. Not only would the same degree of

ability and integrity in the two cases, however be

yond queition they might be, receive a different^ color

in passing through minds differently affected, in the

respect in question, but the very same individual,

would see the evidence and catch the spirit of oppo

sition, or good will, with very different eyes and an

imus, a3 prosecutor or defendant.
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The difference might, of course, be greatly culpable, but it

N . . might also be very great, without being culpable :

culpable^'3 *. e- i4 mi£nt De great, by virtue of the force of cir

cumstances, above aud beyond the force of the will,

even though sustained by sound principles, to bear up against.

In these three essential respects, confidence on the

'Confidence secured in part of the audience, is determined

the introduction, partly by whole manner, spirit, and

bearing of the speaker ; and that judgment will be

determined, farther, in every human probability,—and

probably unchangably,—if not finally,—by the intro

duction of the discourse, and its effect upon the audi

ence, will be well nigh settled, in their conjectural con

victions, before they have even heard it.

§ 8. Such is the possible influence of the Introduc-

Bearmg on the tion, as affecting the person and circuin-

audience. stances of tho orator ;—that arising from

the persons and circumstances of the audience, is

scarcely les3 controlling ; and indeed involves so

many of the same elements of power, as scarcely to

need a separate treatment.

The ease suggests the physical analogy, of the law of action

aud reaetion. Hvery thing that affects the mind of the orator,

reads upon the mind of the audience : but the mind of the audi

ence, however likely to react on the mind of the orator is yet of

T , vast importance beyond that, in determining
Po«venreeasorn3 Je°' the effect of a discourse for reasons purely

subjective to itself. There are often per

sonal prejudices and misapprehensions to be removed ; and sym

pathy to be established, partly for assignable cause, and partly

without, which the introduction furnishes time and opportunity

to grapple with,—and which yet make no part of the proper body

of the discourse. In so doing, they prepare the way for the estab

lishment of a mutual understanding and confidence, which, in

their turn, may be largely tributary to the proper ends of the dis

course.

§ 9. The third important service rended in the In-

importance to the troduetion, arises from the subject mat-

subject matter, ter and circumstances of the discourse ;

either or all of which may furnish occasion, for what
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is the proper and highest end of the Introduction,—

viz : the drawing of the audience into the full sym

pathy and confidence of the orator ;—thus placing

them in the most favorable circumstances, for con

viction or persuasion.

It is scarcely supposable that there should not be points in the

subject matter or the circumstances of a discourse, which will

not furnish topics of common interest, to bring the mind of the

spaaker and his hearers into the sympathy and mutual confidence,

necessary to the attainment of its ends. The character of tht

theme, or of the topics generally, or the peculiar nature of the cir

cumstances of the discourse,— each severally, or all jointly,

are capable of supplying special Introductions ; in so far as

the speaker may seek to excite an interest in common with

himself ;—and which may conduct the two parties to the dis

course, to a common and mutually interesting ground, out of

which the avenues of discourse may lead naturally to the end

sought to be attained.

§ 10. The authors enumerate several forms ofIntro-

Severai forms of duction, available for the purposes spe-

Introduction. cified ;—e. g.

1. The Explanatory Introduction. This is pro-

Expianatory per, and demanded, where there i* an im-

introduction.^e^jmgn^ jn the way of the prompt and

cordial sympathy of the speaker and the audience ;

growing out of some misapprehension of the parties in

their relation to each other; or of either of them, in re

lation to the subject or circumstances, of the discus

sion. All the minds looking to the same object,

from the same point of view,—and under common

circumstances and feelings,—may be expected to har

monize, in their views and judgments. To effect this

S3 far as possible, is the object of this form of

Introduction. If there is any peculiarity in the ob

ject, or point of view, liable to bar the sympathy of

the sp«aker with his hearers, the explanatory intro

duction supplies an opportunity to place themselvee

on common grounds to start from. This is the first

object of an Introduction with reference to the sub
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ject matter of a discourse, viz : to awaken attention

to an uninteresting subject.

§ 11. A secondform of Introduction;—meeting the

Paradoxical same indications, is that sometimes called

Introduction, the PARADOXICAL INTRODUCTION.

One of the most ingenious specimens of that form, is the In

troduction to Faley's Moral Philosophy, Book III,

Usefulness. Ch. 1. Its utility depends on the fact, that many

truths which excite little attention, because of their

apparent common place character, really contain paradoxes,

which would startle the attention, if skilfully drawn out. There

is of course danger of exciting prejudice, or awakening a pre-

tumption against the truth, merely from the extravagance of its

pajadox. This, it is well known actually happened, in the case

of Dr. Palcy, who was familiarly surnamed from this very Intro

duction, Pigeon Paley, by the wits of the court of George the

III. The effect of ridicule in such a case is, of course, to defeat

the very object of an introduction, and to alienate; instead of con

ciliating confidence.

§ 12. Still another form of Introduction, appli-

Historicai cable to the same purpose, is the Histo-

Introduction. KICAL INTRODUCTION.

Iti rationale consists in stirring the hearers' curiosity, by giv

ing some curious information, bearing on the subject ; and serv

ing to show that there is something connected with it, worthy

of farther research and discussion. Thus, e. g. a well known

preacher introduces a sermon on Providence, by giving a short

sketch of the natural history of the Lion.* The information was

new and highly curious and interesting to the audience ; and was

perfectly effectual, in waking up their attention.

Another instance of the effect of this form of Introduction,

well known to the public, is the case of a living minister, who

introduced his sermon by a historical introduction on the habits

of the eagle, drawn from the text, Deut. 32 ; 11 : " As an ea

gle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young, sprcadeth

abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her wings : so

the Lord aloDe did lead him, and there was no strange God with

him."

"If there be anything really odd, in forms of introduction like

these, there is always some danger, that the ludicrous, aspect of

* The justification of an Introduction apparently so remote, was the

allusion in the text to the habits of the Lion :—" The young lions may

lack and suffer hunger, but they that wait upon the Lord ahull not wa ut

any good thing " ' -
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the s lbject, may be seiaed on, and made to beat against the se

rious import and intent of the Introduction ;—as in the case of

the paradoxical introduction : and as there, it may even serve the

purpose of ridicule, to parties hostile to the subject or the orator.

§ 18. A fourth form ef Introduction, springing

conciliatory out of the same necessities, and answering

introduction, the same ends, is the Conciliatoby

Introduction. Besides the ignorance, error, misap

prehension, or cross purposes, to which the explana

tory introduction is appropriate, the ConcMattry In

troduction contemplates the possibility of some flaw,

or jar between the parties to a discussion ; or be

tween either party and the subject matter of the dis

cussion, which it is its object to remove, or mitigate.

The object of such an introduction, accordingly, M

to conciliate good will, to an unwelcome subject, or

relieve prejudiee against an obnoxwus party, or pro

position.

Of course there is every degree in the repulsiveness of a sub

ject, or an advocate, from that which awakens simple

Its object. indiprencei t0 that which provokes the most strong

and settled aversion.

Where the orator encounters mere indifference, it may suf

fice, especially if he should possess the con-

Dcgrce of conciliation. fi(lence of his audiencei to promise that the

discussion will repay their attention. Such a promise may ee-

cure attention,—not indeed through a long dull discourse —but

long enough, to enable him to redeem the promise so given.

And nnless he is fully sure of his ability to redeem such a pro

mise, it is always unwise to make it. It is better to encounter

the indifference and weariness, ofan uninterested audience ; than

the grudge of a disappointed one.

If the proposition of the discourse, or the person

of the orator, should labor under positive prejudice,

th« attempt to conciliat; will require him to under

stand and appreciate, of the ground of that prejudice.

Method of dealing In dealing with prejudice the great

with prejudice, point for the orator is to understand,

not only how the audiencefeels ; but why they feel as
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Necessity of nn- they do. A full mutual understanding

derstanding it. 0f faQ grounds of men,s moral convic

tions, and the emotions that spring from them, is the

first and most important condition of their successful

treatment. We must be able to appreciate in order

to remove them.

We speak of real, not affected emotions. At some unguard-

. ed moment the cloTen foot of hypocrisy will peep

treating it? out ^rom nn^er tne covering of feigned emotion; and

instead of sympathizing with the deceitful owcer of

it, the audience will instinctively shudder away from it, as from

the father of lies. The affectation even of humility is odious. Hy-

... pocrisy is the homage which vice pays to virtue :

professions but i* alters naitner the character, nor our opinion

of the character, of the vice which pays it, except

to make as despise it the more.

For the same reason, claiming credit for humility or making a

Mock humilitv ParacIe o^ i*' wi*n a view to conciliation, is offen-
y" sive. True modesty waits to be discovered ; and

then blushes to find that it has been.

§ 14. Another method of conciliating the good will

Real mod st of an audience, is the confession of conscious

' inferiority, to an able opponent,—provi

ded it be sincere. The sympathies of an audience will

Ration le na*ura^y accompany the weaker party : and

" besides, the confession of personal weakness

by an orator, is virtually a claim of strength for his

cause.

Cicero furnishes a good example, of this species of moral

power with an audience, in his speech against Verres.

§15. Another moralground of conciliation, is confi-

Oonfidenceinan dence manifested in the candor, right

audience, feeling, and intelligence, of an audience.

A too labored effort to awaken their sympathies, in

the Introduction, betrays a secret distrust of an au

dience, which is justly offensive ; at the same time

that it puts them on their guard against his ap

proaches.

Flattery, however, though a very common resort of orators, is
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«•*•«*.' «f «„♦♦„— unworthy of an bo»eit man : and it is as dan-
Effect of flattery. gertng^jtis wihnhy , ^ph^y nWr

produced true eloquence; and is a dangerous wdapon to meddle

wftn. Iiifc« aa antruety blade, it often causes defeat to him who

uses H■.-ju,. ih'.'.i J.. .K.itifiiiLi Ji'iJJK-i.'fi )h,i!( La 'vji

If resorted to by an opponent, it is generally easy and efficient,

to expose its emptiness, and dishonesty. When ' betrayed or ex*

posed, it never fails to disgust and damage. -i; ' >' *•' •"' Ut

§16 . We have said thus much about conciliating

thegood will and sympathy of an audience, in the

Introduction, not because it is important, exclusively

there, but because the opinions of an audience are

commonly made up in regard to the speaker, if not

At* cause, before the introduction is finished : and be

cause it is really one of the very objects of. the In

troduction, to establish a sympathy with the audi

ence, with reference to the succeeding discourse. .

§ 17. From this view of the nature and uses of an

Buksforan Introduction, we may draw some charac-

iatroduction ters to guide us in framing it ; and

1» It thonld be natural. By this is meant that it

l Natural snou^ spring from something which is in

' harmony with the present mental state of

the speaker and the audience. Otherwise it is no

introduction at all : and, indeed, needs an introduc

tion itself. . It is like one stranger, introduced by an

other stranger, equally unknown.

The more natural an introduction is, i. e. the more it springs

from passing circumstances, and accords with present feelings,

the better. .-.-. j.. ," .'

If an audience is in an excited state—as e. g. in

impawioned criminal trials where the people feel

Introductions, strongly for or against the accused, or

his venerated and respected friends,—as e. g. in the

Irish Rebellion defended by Curran.^^is .easy for

the orator to throw himself into instant and power

ful sympathy, with the audible throbbing of the pop

ular heart. Sometimes an orator may throw himself

into the current of feeling, or take up. the' train of
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remark from a previous speaker. Introductions of

this sort, have a great advantage, in giving the

speech an impromtu air ; as if coming fresh and warm

from the heart, without the cooling process of the

closet.

In deliberative assemblies, like the House of Corn-

introductions in mons, or Kepresentatives, speeches

deliberative assemblies, are often thus introduced, while

they have really no connexion with the previous dis

cussion, and may have been all cut and dry for the

occasion, except the introduction.

2. The second rule for the Introduction is that it

Appropriate- should be appropriate.

The previous rule regards its relation to the audi

ence: thi3 one to the subject of the discourse itself.

The introduction which does not introduce the dis

course, is, for that purpose, no introduction at all.

The old rhetoricians were said to keep a stock of in-

Ready made troductions on hand ready made, like cof-

introductions. gns jn a warehouse. This might be al

lowable, on the supposition, that, like coffins their

use, and the feelings attending their use, were well

knowD, and uniform.

This practise may not be common, but the fault is by no

means rare, in written discourses : for the Introduction to be too

remote and general. A discourse on a particular vice, e. g. is

introduced by a dissertation on depravity : or a sermon on a text

by a eulogy on the Sacred Scriptures or a biography of the sa

cred writer. When the theme of the discourse, has some speci

fic relation to these general topics, the Introduction may be hap

py 1 but commonly they are separate disquisitions, and would be

equally appropriate to any other discourse.

An Introduction should be so appropriate that it would suit

bo other subject or discourse. To secure this, more perfectly,

Cicero advises the orator to compose the Introduction, after the

body of the discourse.

3. As one main end of the Introduction is to win

Modest sincere, the confidence and kind feelings of the

•nd frank, audience, the third rule is, that it shwld
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be modest, sincere and frank. Having spoken to this

point •while discussing the objects of the Introduc

tion, it only remains to add, that these impressions

of the speaker, must be due to what the audience see

and hear ;—and not the gp«aker,s own opinion of

himself, thrust upon them. An inflated, pretending

introduction, spoils all. So does mock humility.

4. The fourth rule regards the style :— which

style simple, clear and should be simple, clear and forci-

forcible. JJg#

An ornamental style, is out ofplace—because it sup*

poses a heated imagination, which should not exist,

on the part of the speaker, and cannot exist on the

Ornament out part of the hearers, at so early a stage of

of place, the discourse. It has, therefore, the ef

fect of abruptness, and seems unnatural.

It is not uncommon, especially in College efforts, for the

speaker to burst forth in his first sentence, with a brilliant or

impassioned figure, like the premature explosion of a rocket on

the ground. It might have been a very beautiful affair, if it had

waited to ascend in the air before it burst.

The ornamemts of style appropriate to an Intro-

Appropriate ornaments of duction are purity, clearness and

the introduction. force. And these are specially

important in the Introduction ; because the audience

are yet so cool, as to be critical. A blunder here, is

a great disadvantage. It is like an ungainly ptrson

or manner on first acquaintance. It may beget in

superable prejndice, then, when it would not have

been noticed at all, at a later stage ; when warmth

of heart, and intrinsic worth, render the outer man

of little account.

5. A fifth rule, is, not to anticipate in the Introduc-

ou , , , 1. . , Hon, what belongs to the body of the
Should not anticipate. ,. ' - ,** .„ „ ™„:„ t»nin

discourse. 1, because a main topic

is unsuited to an Introduction, and 2, because it is

impossible to divide a discussion without endanger

ing its vitality. The attention cannot be twice con
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centrated on the same subject, with all its orginal

freshness of interest.

6. The last rule is, that the Introduction should

Not tedious, not be tedious.

No precise limit can be prescribed. This depends

on circumstances; as the size and sort of the portico,

depend on those of the house- Sometimes—though

rarely—it may be omitted altogether. "Where the

subject and sentiment, have been already introduced

by a previous speaker, a formal introduction would

be useless, and consequently tedious.

It is sometimes desirable not only to be brief in

The promise the Introduction, but to promise brevity in

of brevity, discussing the subject. But when such a

promise is given, it should be sacredly kept. If a

speaker means to be long, it is better to let the au

dience know it frankly, beforehand. Very long

speeches are like very long roads,—fatiguing enough

at best,—but far less so, when you know what to ex

pect, and have made up your mind to it, than when

you have been told to the contrary, and are looking

for the end at every turn.

§18. The most common faults of Introductions,

Faults of intro- are, 1, tameness. This often results from

ductions. their being composed before the mind has

warmed up to the true importance of the subject.

Hence what a man writes first, is seldom
ameness. worjj1 keepjng# it is true that the Intro

duction is not the place to display much emotion : but

as Qninctilian beautifully says, it should contain the

gtrms of the emotion, which are to bloom into full

fragrance, in the succeeding discourse.

2. A second fault is their remote and commonplace

character. This is generally due to the
Common place. T, . 9 J . -,-,

same causes. It is a very great, as well

as a very common fault, and leads frequently to the
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third and worst fault of all, viz. tedious-
Tediousness. ^^ TMs is WQrse ^^ no Introduetion

at all. It not only fails to conciliate good -will ; but

excites positive prejudice. An audience very natu

rally conclude, if a man,s Introduction is tedious, that

his speech will be intolerable.

The shorter an Introduction is, the better ; provi

ded it has done its proper work. To keep
Brevity. bating roun(i the bush, when every thing is

ready to spring upon the game, is not only useless

and wearisome, but sometimes allows the game itself

to escape.

It is also bad policy, to divulge in the Introduction,

Evil of apprehended an extended plot for the discourse.

tediousness. The attention of the audience may

not yet be sufficiently awake and interested, to re

ceive it, without something like a shudder : whereas

a deeper interest may be awakened, in the audience,

as the orator advances,—and they may even be sorry,

when he stops.

.

CHAPTER VI.

The Proposition.

§ 1. This is an indispensable part of a discourse.

Definition and It contains the statement of what the or-

importance. ator proposes to do. It is commonly very

short ; but its importance is in the inverse propor

tion to its length. Both Cicero and Quinctilian in

clude the statement of the Proposition under the ar

gument : because it stands in immediate relation with

it. This is merely a question of convenience : and

we have, ourselves, treated a portion of the subject,

under the head of arrangement and in connexion with

the general subject of conviction.* But there are

*SeePartI,Cu. VI, See. 2.
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some important principles, which it may be conveni

ent to treat, under a separate head : and in the form

of rules.

§ 2. The orator should have a distinct and com-

Buies P^te conception, in advance, of what his pro-

' position really is.

Obvious as this is, it is far from being nseleas. No one who

is conversant with the popular eloquence of any of the leading

professions, can fail to observe that public speakers constantly

come before the public, without knowing precisely what they

mean to establish. They declaim upon general subjects; but

speak to no defined proposition. Hence the vague generalities,

loose reasoning, and inconclusive force, of so many speeches.

To seize upon the precise point of a subject, which

Supposes a high order will make for a given cause, and to

of power. present that, clearly, succinctly, and

pointedly, is one of the highest, as well as rarest, at

tributes, of a really great orator. Now this is pre

cisely the province of the part of discourse, which we

are considering,—" the statement of the Proposition."

To select the ground, and then to make the best disposition of

the forces at command, is a chief part of the battle. If this is

done at random, or without skill, no force of arms and no bril

liancy of achievement, can carry the day.

This, of course, is only another way of saying,

importance of a defin- that to conceive distinctly the pre-

ed proposition. cise point to be established, or re

futed, as the case may be, so as to make the whole

discourse bear upon that'point, is of the very first im

portance, in successful eloquence.

§ 3. Supposing the orator to be thus master of his

Modes of subject, including the form of his Proposi-

statement. tion, the second question regards the seve

ral modes of statement, and the grounds, advantages

and disadvantages of each. As these points involve

the primary questions of the class of arguments, and

the principles of arrangement, most tributary to con

viction, they have been already treated, under the

subject of conviction.*

* See Part I, Ch. IV and VI. U*
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§ 4, Whatever method may be adopted to bring

Objects to be the subject of the discourse forward, the

secured. great objects to be secured, are 1, that the

hearers shall be made to understand it clearly and

precisely, either first or last :—and 2, that this should

be done in the form least obnoxious to the vitws and

feelings of the audience.

The first of these objects, requires two conditions,

Two conditions. t0 secure Jt J 1, That i<; should be clearly

' and precisely conceived by the speaker ;

and 2, that it should be expressed in the plainest and

clearest terms which can be found.

§ 5. It follows, therefore, that the style appropri-

styie of the ate to this part of a discourse, should be

Proposition, characterized by perspicuity and precision.

An ambiguous or involved style, is inadmissible, un

less you wish to hide a falacy in its folds. Even or

nament is out of place, except that which constitutes

the beauty of a crystal,—its perfect transparency.

§ 6. The only remaining remark about the Propo-

Reauily remembered, f*ion, is, th&* >* should be in such

torm, as can he most readily remem

bered.

To secure this, it should be stated with 1, clearness, 2, brevi

ty, 3, point or force, and 4, it should be repeated—if it can be

judiciously done,—occasionally, in nearly the same words, until

the very formula, is transferred to the memory of the hearers.

To do all this requires careful thought.

\ 8. If quaintness, anthithesis, or epigrammatic point, is ever

DeYicea allowable. >1Iowable- !t j8,*? ■*•*>«« a proposition. The

appearance of labor is less objectionable than

in any other part. Indeed it is offensive for
Ca?neT^ablement a speaker to undertake to state his proposi-

tion in a loose unstudied way. Though the

orator is not supposed to have the emotional parts of his speech

cut and dry ; yet it is supposed, that he has carefully considered .

and settled the proposition which he is to discuss. The very

terms, as well the general form, may therefore wear the appear

ance of being studied, without giving offence.
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CHAPTER VII.

Division.

§ 1. The third part of a discourse in the classifica

tion adopted, is that called Division, or Distribution.

Definitio ^"s *s nothing more than a statement of the

' method which the speaker is to follow, in

discussing his subject.

Of course every one has some method, either expressed or ta

cit : and there is therefore always a foundation, for this part of a

discourse in nature.

§ 2. And not only must there be a method of some

importance of sort ; but the effectiveness of the discourse

tfie method. y^W depend largely upon the sort of meth

od adopted. It is therefore not only an essential, but a

very important part of a discourse.

An argument is conclusive or the reverse, very much in pro

portion as it is well, or ill arranged.

§3 . There may be a question about announcing

Question about formally the Division or method of a dis-

thepian. course: but still the orator must have a

plan in his own mind,—whether announced or not.

It is not a question about planning the divisions be

forehand ;—this should always be done ;—but simp

ly a question about stating beforehand what the plan

is.

§ 4. That the speaker must not only follow, some

order of proof the re- method or arrangement, but one pre-

verse of discovery, -viously settled in his own mind, is

clear from the fact, that the order of the topics in

Bpeaking, is often precisely the reverse of that in which

they occur to his own mind, in first arriving at hia

conclusion.

The process by which we reack a conclusion at first, is com-

«„.„„ ,-„j„.*.v. monly that of generalizing,—!, e. of passing
D»cov.ry uiductive. tnJfl!t^» truthg) t06 general one*. On
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„ ^ z .• the other hand the process by which
Proof generally deductive. we ouf conclusion8 to 0&tT men,

is very often the reverse of this—i. e. by stating such general

truths as our hearers admit, and then showing that they contain

the particular truth, which we wish to establish,

This is the process in all syllogistic, or logical reasoning. It

consists in showing that the truth admitted, contains the truth

to be proved :—or in the language of logic, the major premiss

always contains the conclusion.

§ 5. It follows therefore that the Division or plan

of treatment, should commonly be made, after the

subject has been studied out : and when the orator is in

full possession, not only of his conclusion, but of the

steps by which it is to be established.

\ 6. There is, and must ever be, an order,—a plan,—a divi-

™ •. . u j jv • • S!on '' hut it may be a bad one ; and, there-
Evil of a bad Division. ^ wouId bg £orge than nme ^ ^ ^

confuses the minds of intelligent hearers ; and gives them a bad

impression of the speakers judgment and ability, especially in

regard to the clearness, and logical character of his mind : and

producing either lack of confidence, or positive distrust.

§ 7. It has been already said that there may be, as

Question of announc- indeed there has always been, a ques-

ing the Division, tion about the expediency of an

nouncing in a formal manner, at an early period of

the discourse, what the speakers division is.

The Greek orators seldom did it. The Romans more fre

quently, but not uniformly ; and though Quinctihan advocates

the method he lays down no principles, that would determine the

propriety of the practice in any given case.

It is not necessary to argue the question farther, than to re

fer to what has been already said in connexion with the analo

gous question, about announcing the Proposition, in advance of

the argument. The principles are the same, iu both cases.*

Where the great desideratum is simple clearness in the arrange

ment of the arguments, with a view to facility in their apprehen

sion, and their recollection by the hearers, and especially where

the orator is conscious of the power to make out all his points

fully, it is generally best to announce, distinctly, the plan of the

discourse.

This is the more important, hecause many hearers are not

* See Part I, Ch. TI, Sec. 2 and 3,
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■harp, in discerning the heads of argument ;—unless they are

distinctly pointed oat.

There is danger of some hearers, getting eutangled, if not en

tirely lost, in the mazes of the argument, and consequently ceas

ing to pay attention to it. In this case, it is a great relief to have

the distinct breaks and new starting points, furnished by the for

mal statement of the several heads of the speech.

§ 8. In view of this principle, it is obvious that the

importance. more comPlcx and puzzling a subject is,

the more a dear arrangement or division is

needed ; and the more beneficial it will be.

There are many subjects so difficult, and requiring so many

discriminations, that it is almost impossible to discuss them, to

the satisfaction even of the most intelligent minds, without the

divisions being distinctly stated

We must all have felt the unspeakable relief, arising from hav

ing a gifted orator take hold of a confused and difficult subject,

and give us the whole gist of it, in a few clear, compact, and simple

propositions;*—which again, make up a single general conclusion.

§ 9. The next great recommendation of this meth-

Assist. the memory. ?d' is> that * fds the memory. How

it does so, will easly be seen.

§ 10. But, on the other hand, when one has prejudi-

Beasons against formal ces to encounter,—when the points

division. 0f argument, or the heads of division

are more objectionable than the conclusion,—where

the proof of one point, does not tend to prepare the

way, for the reception of a succeeding one, or where-

ever you can count upon carrying the convictions and

feelings of the audience at last, by concealing the line

of argument till the conclusion becomes inevitable, it

is obviously best not to announce in advance the di

vision you propose to adopt.

{ 11. Again : if a man is not master of his subject, and can-

Diaadvantaees not fi" UP his divisions satisfactorily, it is best

8 ' not to make them. To make an arrangement or

plan, and not be able to carry it out, is only to advertise more

effectually your own deficiencies.

§ 12. The following summary embraces all the ma-

* So far from breaking the unity of a Discourse, it is the very meaas

of preserving it.
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terial principles, ruling in the construction of this

part of discourse.

1. Tbe parts of the division should be distinct:

The divisions should one should not include another, as

be distinct. a genuS, e. g. a species. This pro

duces confusion, instead of distinctness. A bad di

vision is worse than none.

2. The division should be natural, as to the order,

. in which the parts follow one another. The

order of nature, is tbe order of dependence.

Put that first on which the following parts depend.

3. The division adopted, should exhaust the sub-

haustive Jec*" Invention. in order to be effective,

must embrace the whole subject, in all the

aspects of the Proposition, which enter into the ob

ject of the Discourse. They should occur, moreover,

in the order most efficient for the attainment of the

end proposed ;—without,—at the same time,—allow

ing the divisions to conflict, or duplicate each other.

4. Avoid multiplying heads too much. This in-

Sim le creases the confusion of a subject, wearies the

patience, and oppresses the memory. In other

words it defeats every important end of having di

visions at all.

The divisions and subdivisions of some of the old

divines, all told, amount to more than a hundred, in

a single discourse.

5. The divisions should be clearly defined and well

well expressed, ^pressed. The terms should be, 1,

perspicuous, 2, neat, and 3, brier.

6. Same orators state their points with a fullness,

Not too full that amounts to a particular discussion

of them. This is a fault.
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CHAPTER Via -

Narration.

„ ' ,81. Narration, is the fourth part of a dis-
Narration. • „ r-

course.

All argument rests upon postulates of some

sort There must alwayB be something known,—

either self-evident, or put in evidence,—and conceded

on both sides, or we could not argue at all. In moral

reasoning these postulates are, either first truths ; —

so called because they are ultimate and selfevident,—

or admitted truths,—i.e. such as are sufficiently in

evidence to be fairly assumed as proved. Injudicial

reasonings they are mostly facts in evidence.

The statement of these preliminaries to argument,

whatever they ma be, constitutes narration. Sometimes

. it is very short :—and formal narration
or imp ie . ma^ eve& ^e omitted entirely, by a sort

of tacit consent of parties; but it is either present,

or implied in every complete discourse.

§ 2. It is always important as the kind of founda-

. tion is important in the building. Some-
mpor an . ^meg it is ^Q maja ^&J.^ . fo^,^ the /*aef»

really determine the whole question. Indeed a skil

ful narration is often a conclusive argument in itself.

§3. As the facts which form the basis of narration,

are, of course, supposed to bo femiliar, to: the speak

er, and therefore require no invention On his part,

c««™ it might seem to be a perfectly simple ancj

easy thing to conduct. This is a great mis

take. In nothing do men differ more, than in telling

Beaiiy difficult te same story- This is owing to two

different causes, tn the first place the

very same facts scaroely appear in the same light, to

any two men. . '-'. '.'•~<
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When Sir Walter Raleigh was engaged upon his History of

the World, while a prisoner in the Tower at London, there oc

curred one day, a fracas, in the yard below his window. Raleigh

undertook to settle it, by adjudciating between the parties; and on

calling upon the by-standers for their testimony about the facts,

he found no two of them to agrees It is said the historian went

back to his cell saying that it was absurd to think of making

History authentic, when he could not make oat the truth of what

had happened beneath his own eyes; and in the presence of twenty

spectators.

Raleigh's observation was correct ; but his inference was

„ . wrong. The incident, however, is good for our pur-
dSverstty°r Pose to show that in narrating facts, there is room

for great diversity, in the details, without departing

from the substantial truths in evidence.

§ 4. But in the secohd place, besides this differ-

n ,XT cnce in regard to the facts themselves,
Power of Narration ., , ° . . ,.-. . ., ,

there is surprising diflerence in the

power of stating the facts, so as to awaken attention,

and to tell upon a given end in conviction or persua

sion. In both these respects there is great room for

the display of genius and skill, in narration,— espe

cially at the bar.

The evidence is often confused, contradictory, and sometimes

unintelligible. To arrange, reconcile and account ior everything

requires a mind of high order,—a mind capable of analysing the

the tangled mass of facts, generalising, so far as to seize upon

the true principles involved in the whole, and then explain

by those principles all the apparent contradictions, and unintelli

gible facts which are clearly in evidence.

§ 5. To do all this, requires also a powerful, and

High penetration almost instinctive penetration, into the

required. secret springs of human nature,—a

deep knowledge of the dark and crooked windings of

the human heart.

Indeed one is seldom more impressed with the compass and

power, and penetration of the human mind, than when listening

to the summing up of evidence,— or in other words the narration

of an able lawyer, or judge, in a very perplexed case. The pro

duct, when contrasted with the materials, in the shape of evi

dence, seems almost like a new creation. The dark, confused

mass, reminding one of very chaos, takes on, beneath his plastip

baud, the forms of light, aud order,—if not beauty.
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{ 6. In another respects, also, it resembles an act of creative

Hieh Diastr Power- He seems to shape it almost at will. He

power. evokes at pleasure from " the vasty deep," the very

beings and eveuts, he seems to need, for the sake of

his argument.

§ 7. Besides serving as a basis for the following

Narration serves two discussion, the narration is used for

other purposes. two distinct purposes.

First that of argument to prove a thing, by show-

ing^ its consistency or inconsistency, withother things,

which are either admitted, or in evidence.

Thus e. g. Cicero's argument, in his defence of Milo,* goes to

show that while he killed Clodius, he did it, not with malice, but

l. Conviction. !n self-defence. And the whole argument consists

' in an artful narration, of the facts, and circom-

Btances, under which the deed was done.

Another case where the narration serves the pur-

Methods of argument. Poses (?{ argument, is where the at

tempt is made to show that men

accused of high crimes — murder for instance, —

were insane, and therefore not responsible, when

the act charged was committed. This conviction

is produced by a skilful narration of the conduct of

the accused.

Sometimes the same object is sought to be accom-

Another method. Plished by a vivid narration of the cir

cumstances which provoked the deed

charged. This however is more frequently done with.

a view to the other object of the narration.

§ 8. The second object to which narration is sub-

1. Excitation servient, *s tnat of exciting the passions,—

" either the sympathy or odium of the hear

ers,—by depicting in strong and vivid colors, circum-

etances adapted to produce their emotion. This ob-

How different. ^ect *3 tota% distinct from the former,

because it proves nothing. It is address

ed not to the understanding, but the passions. It .

aims not to convince,—this is done already,—but to

txcitt.

13 * See besides the oration, Blair,s Rhetoric, p. 161, 2.
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It has been already said,—in discussing tbe nature of elo-

quence,--tbat the will is under the exclusive con-

Proves nothing. trol of the pa8SU,ns. whoever would sway the

will must first move the passions. And farther, that the pas

sions are excited, by the mere view of their objects, either as

present to the senses, or the imagination.

This will explain the high use and power, of nar-

Rationaie of ration, which we are now considering. Its

excitation, object is to bring befor the imagination with

all the vividness and power of reality, scenes adapt

ed to excite the passions, and thus sway the minds of

men. . .
Some of the finest specimens of narration in our language may

be found in the reports of the trial of

Narration for excitation. Warren Hastings, especially in the speech

es of Burke and Sherridan. The speech of Antony, in Julius

Caesar, before cited* is also a fiue study in excitation

In that high and effective eloquence of Antony, there is bo

argument, no proof of a single fact, no

Narration becomes power di8proof 0f any statement of Brutus.

The whole effect is due to a skilful narration of facts, beforo

well known by all his hearers. The graphic narration of the or

ator has made them instinct with power to move the passions—

—" to stir the blood"—of the people.

§ 9. This high quality of the narration, depend*

The process of upon the power of selecting the chief and

narration. m0st sensuous features of a scene, and

sketching on the canvass of the faacy, a vivid pic

ture, like the rapid, dashing touches of a master

painter. It requires far more genius

Bequires genius. £han iQ paint respectably a detailed and

finished picture. But still it is an art, just like fore

shortening or perspective, and can, hkd

Butisanart.them be atndied and acquired. It sop-

poses a penetrating insight especially into the cauxd

relation of the facts.

§ 10. All the writers on rhetoric from (Juinctihan

• down, agree, in prescribing the three

*"•""•« o'»tyi«- following qualities, as essential to th«

character of good narration, viz :

* See Part II, Ch. IV.
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1. Glearuess.. This is all important, because it is

cieam ver^ design o* fne narration, to make
es"' the case clear, either for argument,—or

impassioned impression. If it does not do this, it
fails of its grand use. --*- .-•.». > .«

In order to be lucid, the speaker must be master of his whole

Conditions of clearness. SfJect- "e ««8t study the particulars

of person, time, and place.

The orator may rest assured, that he cannot make

his narration clearer to his hearers, than it is to his

own mind. Hence the necessity of making out eve-

impUes a clear apprehen- ry point distinctly in refation to

■ion of fact*. itg causes and .effects. In that

respect there is a great difference among men. A

careless, slovenly, or unskilful inveitigator, -will ne

ver make a clear, neat or graphic, narrator. * '••

The advocate should make it a point, moreover, to study and

comprehend every circumstance which bears upon Ms case.

. Hence he should understand every branch of
kdge. oW" knowledge. The life of a client may hang upon

the knowledge of his advocate about the applica

tion of the various chemical tests of arsenic. Thousands of mo

ney may depend upon his knowlege about the sea worthiness of

a ship. He should possess all sorts of kn&wldge. Or failing in

this, he should make it a point to study accurately the bearings

of every thing, that has any possible connexion with his cause.

He may call up witnesses, who Ho understand all these points ;

_ . . , . but he cannot avail himself of their know-
to u£8te°toiSe leSe. UnlMS he has knowledge of his own : and

be cannot use their testimony to advantage,

unless he fully comprehends it. This he should satisfy himself

about, before he goes to trial.

§ 11. The second quality of good narration is brt-

i Brevity. ***$' ^othing i" more tedious than a long

' story, especially where a large part of it

has no connexion with the point in hand. On the

Kale of Brevit 0De h&nd, ** should not be so brief, as to
r i y. ^ 0bacurei Qn ^g other hand, narrate

nothing that has not a bearing upon the question be

fore vou. Mark out distinctly the straightest path,
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to the point you wish to gain ; and then describe no

thing that does not lie on your way.

If your narration is unavoidably long, it may serve a good pur-

How to obviate tediousness. P08e t0 ,brCuk !t in,^M? 0rstT-9-

tven a drama would be tedious, jf it

wora not divided into acts and scenes.

§ 12. The third property of good narration is

3. Veresimiiitude. veresimilitude or credibility.

Truth is often stranger than fiction. Everybody

repeats this maxim : but there are few, who are not

staggered by the strangeness of truth, where the max

im is fulfilled.

Incredulity, kills any cause. Of what avail is it to

state a case triumphantly, if nobody believes it ? If

your story is improbable, you must first prepare your

hearers for it.

A skilful narrator, will so develope his plot, that the strang-

F -enta foreseen est Par* o^ tlie narration will be expected by his

' hearers. This art is well understood by the wri

ters of fiction : for although the narration be fictitious, it must

be probable to awaken a human interest.

§ 13. The method by which this is generally best

By unfolding done, is by unfolding skilfully, the true

their causes. causai relations, of the facts implicated.

If this be done skilfully, the audience can anticipate

the events, as they arise, simply by a statement of

the new circumstances of the parties.

§ 14. There are cases however where the strange-

strangeness of ness depends upon coincidences, rather

narration, than conduct,—as e. g. in circumstantial

evidence.

This may be as strong as positive testimony, or

even stronger ; and yet there have been cases, of men

convicted on circumstantial evidence,—comprising the

most remarkable coincidences,—who were yet after

wards proved to be innocent.

If you should ever be called to defend a man, who

„,.. ,,, is endangered by this kind of evidence,
The best defence. , p, , J , , ., . .

your best defence may be, to cite simi-
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lar cases, equally strong, where the evidenee was yet

subsequently proved to be erroneous.

CHAPTER VIII.

Argument.

§ 1. The fifth part of discourse is the argument ;

Definition and—and, of course, in one or the other of

relations. its forms, it is not only essential, but

the main part of the discourse. It is for this,—if

the ulterior end of the discourse involves conviction

at all—that the other parts exist ; and to ithis they

are all tributary. The nature and conduct of argu

ment, is the proper subject of that part of Rhetoric,

termed conviction ;* and has been so fully treated,

that it will require but little farther notice, in this

connexion. We have also seen, that besides conviction,

in the strict and proper sense, the argument of a dis

course, may have for its object merely to instruct.

The conduct of discourse having this subordinate ob

ject in view, coincides, or at least is closely allied, vrith

narration. And when the argument is set into rela

tion with the great ulterior end of eloquence, by the

intervention of impassioned discourse, the analysis,

and treatment of the laws involved in that process

may be referred to, as a sufficient discussion of that

subjeGt.t

§ 2. In the conduct of argument as a part of dis-

. , course, there are three things worthy
3 Things essent.al. q{. ^.^ attention- 1# A distinct

apprehension and clear statement of the precise point

to be established. This is the proposition,—already

sufficiently discussed. 2. A clear, well defined use

of terms, in the statement of the arguments. Most of

'•See Part I. ' ' '.

t Bee Part II, Ch. II, III and IT.

14*
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NeoeMity of exact the honest differences of opinion among

use of terms. meil| arise from the use of terms in ar

gument, in different senses.

This is true, not only of the popular lauguage,—largely used,

of necessity in popular eloquence ;—but, as any one familiar

with the disputes of mankind will see, the language of the learn

ed. Even the language of men of science, is far from being free

from this fault. Especially is this true, in the case of the moral

sciences ; like metapnysics and theology. The arena of debate

ii at once largely narrowed, by exact definitions, rigidly adhered

to.

§3. Definitions should be, 1, accurate;—convey-

Character of a good ing the precise meaning intended;

deanition. and excluding every possibility of

double meaning :— and 2, they should make the

the idea clearer than the popular term.

The standing illustration of the violation of this rule, as re

gards the last requirement, is Dr. Johnson,s definition of the

term " net-work :" viz. "any thing reticulated, or decussated at

equal distances, with interstices between the interiections."

If any one thinks it easy to define sharply, and

Difficulty, well, let him try.

3- The third point, after the proposition has been

conduct of determined, and the terms defined, is the

argument, conduct of the argument.

§ 4. This point resolves itself into three : viz. 1,

T , .' . ' The invention of arguments,—2,
Involves iuree points. ., . - =. , , ,'

their arrangement,—and 3, the style

proper. for argument. In the invention of arguments

invention of we are put,—as we have seen already,—

arguments. qn ap analysis of the subject matter, in ac

cordance with the laws of thought. The three most

' . ' ' fruitful lines of inquiry are,—1, What
Three questions. ., _ . ^ J. ' , * . *"*

the facts are, in a given domain of

thought :—2, why they are: so, or in other words

what are \h.Q first andfinal causes of things being as,

they are : and 3, what are the results, or effects which

flow from them. Whatever is involved in the mat

ter of an argument, or tributary to the proof of a eon
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elusion, will pass before the mind, and furnish its

contribution to the invention of arguments, as well as

their impassioned handling, by simply raising, in suc

cession, these three exhaustive queries, touching the

subject matter of the discourse.

§ 5. As the ultimate basis of all argument is either

Basis of Argument ^ Self eV1dent truthS 0r ^ matter3

of fact, there are, thence, two sources

of fallacy, viz. 1, assuming as self evident, or facts in

evidence, what is really not so :— i. e. in other words,

assuming false premises :— and 2, reasoning illogical-

ly on the premises so assumed. At this point, the

subject of argument, runs into that of refutation, al

ready sufficiently discussed.*

§8. In determining upon arguments, resting on

Self evident truth as self evident truths, our only appeal is

ground of argument. to the prevailing consciousness of

men. It is a question to be taken without debate :

and if any one should deny that to be self evident,

which really is so, it is impossible to argue the case

farther. That which is really self evident, cannot be

made plainer by argument.

§ 7. But when the argument rests on matters of

Grounded on mat- fact, the case is otherwise. These de

ters of faet. pen(j on testimony. And this opens

the whole question of the nature, validity and author

ity of testimony,

la determining this, the ultimate question, of course, is,—do

. the senses ever deceive us ? If we can not rely

trustworthy!8 uPon the testimony of the senses, all certainty ia

out of the question. This question belongs, how

ever, to mental philosophy, and not to rhetoric to discuss. We

assume, that the testimony of the senses fairly given, in their

proper sphere is trustworthy. No man can help relying on hit

senses in fact, whatever his philosophy may be.

§ 8. It is important, however, to make two discri-

Discriminations minations, at this point, viz. 1, between

to testimony, the testimony of the senses, and the infer-

* See Part I, Ch. VII.
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ences, men draw from that testimony. The one may

be infallibly true; and the other wholly erroneous-

The second discrimination is between the facts,

irearsay testimony. i&}l\n% w.ithin the personal cognizance,

of the witness and those not so : the

former, only, being testimony, in the proper sense of

the word : the other nothing but rumor, and subject

to all its proverbial uncertainty.

§ 9. The stylo proper to argumentative composi-

rroper style in tion is not materially different from the

argument. stvie 0f ordinary good writing,—the qual

ities ranging in relative importance, in the same order;

—viz : 1, clearness, 2, strength, and 3, beauty. Argu

ment is powerless, as argument, whatever other pur

poses it may serve, so far as it is unintelligible or ob-

clearness. Scure- An orator may make an audience

stare and possibly admire, by profound ob

scurity, but he cannot convince them. By strength as

strength, what? tributarv to argument, is not meant

strong language, and still less fierce, dog

matic asseveration, and least of all abusive or opprobri

ous language and harsh or offensive epithets- This

sort of language may sometimes be victorious ; but

victories of this sort are always of questionable val

ue. Little better can be said of them, than that they

entitle the victors to take rank with those animals,

which conquer their superiors, by means of the unsa

vory odors, which nature has empowered them to

emit. The power of argument lies in the emotional

character transfused through it. If any one donbts

this, let him study the specimens which Demosthenes,

or any other world-renowned orator, has transmitted

to immortality.

Elegance or beauty of style is the least necessary, of

the three fundamental qualities of style. Style may

jRithetic power be rough, inelegant, uncultured, and yet,

w argument. may carry &Q audience, by reason of its
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ckarnest, and force. At the same time, to do full jus

tice to argument, it should bo clothed in a style, not

merely free from offences against good taste, but in

volving as far as possible the conciliating, if not per

suasive, force of the aesthetic emotions. Error.-r—

some times pernicious,—often receives power to do

hurt, by reason of its aesthetic, form ; and much more,

of course, should truth put on its own proper robes

of hght and beauty, to achieve its end, whether in

conviction or persuasion.

CHAPTER X.

Conclusion or Peroration.

§ 1. For the same reason that the Introduction is

value of a con- important, as supplying the key note

cluaion. which determines the pitch and charac

ter of the melody, in the Discourse succeeding, so the

cadence, supplied in the Conclusion or Peroration, is

important to the effect, which lingers on the ear, and

memory of the mind, when the discourse is finished.

§ 2. And, as in other parts of the dis;ourse, so here,

invention is modified by the special object of the or

ator, in the subordinate end of the discourse,—accor

ding as that end is either Conviction, or Persuasion.

As the Introduction has its properties and laws sug

gested, and determined, by the Proposition, to which

it is introductory, so the conclusion, should also re

ceive its form and all its features,—with the laws which

„ ,l . „ determine both_hom. the proposition also:
How determined. ... .. .., , u j :<. *k_

which,—it will be remembered—is the

theme of the discourse, stated in relation with its ob

ject.

The process of invention as applied to the conclu-

lion, will be determined by the theme or subject mat
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ter, guided by the judgment of the orator, as to what

still remains to be effected, in the way of its applica

tion, to consumate the special object of the orator, in

his discourse. Sometimes it will take the form of ex

planation, some times of confirmation, sometimes of

conciliation, and sometimes of farther excitation.

§ 3. There is a peculiar propriety, as well a? power,

in a peroration, in which, after the analysis, the nar

ration, the .rgument, and the detailed treatment

of the subject matter the whole intelligent, accumula

ted interest of the discourse, is gathered up, and con

centrated, in a conclusion ;—and the heated, metal of

the passions of an audience, skillfully excited by the

oratorical appliances of high eloquence, is drawn out,

and made to flow into the mould prepared for it, by the

art of eloquence,—receiving its completest finish, in the

peroration of the discourse.

§ 4. Sometimes the most efficient form for the con-

Recapituiation as elusion, is a condensed recapitulation,

a Conclusion. 0f the several processes employed in the

discourse. But whatever be its special form, its ob

ject is to drive home to its proper chamber, the charge

on which the orator relies, for the capture of the op

posing fortress, which it was the whole purpose of the

discourse to effect.

BOOK II. Style.

CHAPTER I.

The Nature and Standard of Good Style.

Art has been defined to be the expression of thought,

in sensuous forms. As the science of
e na are o s y e. rhetorjc Jjas for Jta object, to guide
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the faculty, and unfold the laws, which rule in the

construction of Discourse,* with a view to the attain

ment of its two-fold end,—viz : Conviction and Per

suasion,—it is obvious, that the expression of thought

by means of articulate language, conforms to the de

finition ;—and is, therefore, a form of art.

§ 2. We have also seen in the preceding Book, of

„..„„ „ ,„ „. this Third Part, that the construc-
Reiations to Discourse. .. „ ^.. ' , . , . .

tion ot Discourse—which is the or

gan employed in Rhetoric for the attainment of its

ends,—supposes, 1, a subject, 2, an end :—the state

ment of the two, the former in relation to the lat

ter,—constituting the proposition of the Discoursed

—and 3, a mode of treatment, including the emotion

al or impassioned element,—or active principles in

volved,—as well as the intellectual processes, of in

struction, argument, excitation and persuasion.

To supply the intermediate thoughts, tributary to these ends

Relation to Invention. of eloclQence: we h,a?e als? seeQ *• ,be H*

proper province of Invention;—which seeks

the attainment of its end in eloquence, by the construction of

the several parts implied in a complete Discourse ;—and we have

already treated these topics sufficiently, in the previous Book,

on organic Rhetoric.%

§ 3. It still remains for us to study the laws of ex-

laws of articu- pression by means of articulate language,

late expression, regarded simply as the means of embody

ing, or rendering objective, thought ;—including its

appropriate emotion—with a view to its effect in

composition.

§ 4. In determining the laws of thought and ex

pression which underlie, and give their power to, the

first two parts of Rhetoric, we have found ourselves

pent upon the study of the processes, by which the ends

A study, not of of rhetoric are to be attainc d, in conform-

processes. j^y t0 the jawa 0f human nature ruling in

* See also Day's Rhetoric, Introduction, p. 1.

t See Part I. Ch. II.

t See Part III, Ch. IV.
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the domain both of thought and impassioned ex

pression. In passing to the consideration of the fin

ished product, in the art of eloquence, we are put

B„t propertied011 the study,y ;>rqperti»,—not pro

cesses :—or at the most, processes, with

a view to their properties.

$ 5. It is the peculiarity of the fine arts as distinguished from

. the useful arts, that they have, properly, no

IniwSul&rt™ exterior< or utilitarian end, out aide of them

selves ; and as rhetoric,—as we have seen,—has

• defined and most important end, viz. : conviction, and persan-

lion,—terminating in an effect, respectively, upon the understand

ing and the will,—it would seem to follow that Rhetoric, or its

finished product, eloquence, should take rank as art, mid-way be-

_ , . . _. . tween the fine and useful arts ; partaking
tioth..Art's PartIyof thB nature'of each; and yet apper

taining wholly to neither.

§ 6. The fact that rhetoric has an ulterior end,

The ends rule the cannot fail to Bupply us with princi-

forms in Rhetoric. pieSi going to determine the forms it

shall assume ; and hence going to modify the work

ing of Invention, in the construction of Discourse ;

and to supply, also the principles of criticism : each

The ends are, 1, criticism, having for its object, to deter-

2, execution. mine— one for the purpose of

judging the other of executing,—in the highest at

tainable degree, the properties of style, best fitted,

to secure the end sought to be attained in discourse.

§ 7. We have seen already* what organic forms,

are most likely to secure these ends, in discourse,—

regarded as the finished product of the art of Rheto

ric ;—it now ouly remains for us to study the laws

Style in Rhetoric, the articulate of expression , as tributary to

utterance of thought. the end of Rhetoric, so far at

they are involved in the simple utterance of thought, asidt

from its construction, into discourse. This,—as we

have seen before,—constitutes the subject of style.

§ 8. It is obvious that there are two methods of

* Part III, Book I, Ch. IV.
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,, . , !>;-. studying and acquiring the neces-
Two methods of study. t i j e i\ i S

sary knowledge of the laws of ex

pression and the properties of style : viz.

1. By the method of analytical study ; constituting

the basis of intelligent and competent crit-

icism ;—and

2. By well directed and critical Practice, under

the guidance, if possible, of competent, and
2 Execution. .,P , t ~ ..*■ ' r '

critical instruction.

There are therefore two distinguishable arts, fall

ing in the domain of style'.; and for which a philo

sophic ground should be furnished, by a study of the

subject ;—viz. 1, the art of Criticism ;—and 2, the

art of Execution.

§ 9. The art of Criticism,—if intelligent and ade-

Art of Criticism quate,—treats of 1, the merits,—and 2,

analytic. ^e faults, of style, in composition ;—

pointing out the philosophy of both,—i. e. the grounds

and nature of both, as they lie in the laws of human

nature, especially in reference to the effect sought to

be produced, upon the audience or reader.

Coupled with this, in order to render it praetically

. * . ^ .- available, must be a training in the art
Art of Execution - ,. ... ° - . .

of execution :—with a view ol giving,

not only a just and discriminating knowledge of the

properties of style objectively regarded but also an

ability as well as a, facility in wielding style, as the

instrument of expressing thought,—and expressing it

with the power implied in eloquence.

§ 10. Style being a living product of mind, giving

dynamic expression to thought,—with a view of pro

ducing an effect on other minds __it must be suscep

tible to two distinguishable sets of properties :—viz.

1, essential properties ; or properties springing out of

„ „ the necessary laws of thought and
fcssential properties. ., ,. .it c •_• £

feeling,—with a view of giving the

fullest, and most effective expression to them, as they

16
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lie in the human bosom :—and 2, personal or individ-

„ . .. ual properties, which take their char-
Personal properties, . r „r ,, , ,.

acter from the personal peculiarities

of the producing mind.

It is well known, that personal idiosyncracies of

mind, or character, lend their form and color to the

thought, which passes through them. By these a skill

ed critic will recognize the style of a familiar author,

just as he will recognize his person, by the color or

cut of his coat.

These personal properties of style are, of course, open equally

,,„,„„ , . to criticism, so far as they do, or do not
1'ersonal properties sub- ,„ „ . i * 4u . . j

ject to criticism. employ, or violate, the essential proper-

ties ;—viz. those which are employed, in

giving the fullest and most effective expression, to the thought.

J 11. So far as Rhetoric—or style—has for its object to at-

r„ A„r-A 4 tain external or ulterior ends, it follows that
Ground of judgment. it must be judged_whether in the way of

criticism or execution,—in the light of its adaptation to attaln,

its proper ends. We must, therefore, settle in our minds, pre

cisely, 1, what those ends are ; and 2, what properties of style

are most likely to forward them; and then pass our critical judg*

ments, and guide our own practice, accordingly.

§ 12. It may safely be inferred, from the very na

ture of thought, in its relations with the end sought,

Three essential that there are three essential properties,

properties, -which should characterise its expression,

with a view to the attainment of its normal ends ;—

viz :

1. Clearness,

2. Force,

3. Beauty.

These qualities, and in this relative order of impor

tance, should characterize all style, above and beyond

all the personal or individual properties, which may

lend their distinctive character or coloring to the

style of any given individual.

13. In the practice, of which we have spoken, as essential to

Criticism necessary aQy comPlete training in eloquence, with a
criticism necessary Tjew tQ th(J attainment of a good practical
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mastery of style, it is very necessary, that it should take place,

under the judicious criticism of a master;—who rightly appre

hends not only the true vital nature of style itself, in its relations

to the mind and thoughts of the composer, but also the nature

and sources of the power, it is competent to wield over the mind

addressed.

The prejudice against the popular conception of the training

process, in this regard, springs from the fact,
QarE0atostoEdacJa«™ that U sometimes falls short of a just or true

• . ' apprehension, on one or both these points, in

our treatises for education.

§ 14. Style—from the latin stylus, the instrument

_.«, . employed in the expression of thought
Style not mannerism. . r J , . , t , ,,

in words—is not simply the manner,

as sometimes denned,—in which a man expresses his

thoughts in language. It includes language regarded

as the living instrument of expression, as well as the

mere manner of using it.

§ 15. Style in Rhetoric, therefore, is the verbal,

n»K •.• <.o* , but living form, adopted by the indi-
Defimtion of Style. . n ... ° ', ., .£ J ,

viduahty of the writer,—or speaker,

—in the expression or utterance of his thoughts. It

includes the matter as well as manner of his think

ing. A definition less profound,—like Blair,s, e. g.—

is superficial :—a definition of the shell, without the

Evils of superficial kernel of the thing. The danger of

definition. accepting it as adequate, is, that it may

put the student—especially in the training portion of

his course— on aiming at the superficial characteris

tics of the manner of expression,—instead of leading

him down to value and study, and cultivate the liv

ing power of language as the vehicle of thought ; and

as being, in reality, far more important than the man

ner of its expression.

The result of such a training is apt to be a certain

jk^ hollow emptiness, of expression, irjstead of the

true, solid metal of thought,—merely run into

the aesthetic moulds of style :—a superficial product,

efflorescing into artificial forms, destitute of true pow
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er :—and requiring to be laboriously abandoned, the

moment he conies in contact with the actual, earnest,

realities of life. If a lawyer should defend his client,

or a minister deliver the solemn messages of life and

death,—of time and eternity,—in the style so culti

vated ; it would be simply ridiculous, if it were not

too pitiable, or revolting, to be laughable.

J 16. Surely the formation of such a style is not the true and

legitimate effect of a rhetorical education. If this were so, it

would indeed be true,—as some contend,—that education is not

only useltss, but injurious to eloquence. Such education ia a

,,.... ... deception and a cheat. It takes in a bail,
buch education a cheat. _.„ .*. i„. i . ~. -. .. _....• . J

who, if let alone, might, possibly have

grown to be a man, and turns him into an artificial, worthless

product, whose training is from the teeth out.

The professed educators have drawn this rebuke upon them-

„. , . selves, by their empiricism. It belongs, however,

' not to true education but to the charlatanism,

which has too often usurped the name, and place of education.

§ 17. The kind of culture which is really needed, and

even indispensable, to the highest improve-

' ment of style, is 1, Intellectual Culture,—

1 1 n from the centre,—comprehensive and sym-

'metrical: — that which goes to make a

complete man : and

2. Moral culture and power :—the kind of culture.

, „ , which gives increased sensibilities, and the pow-

' er to discriminate between truth and falsehood,

and right and wrong.

There is no instance in the history of literature, of a man

wielding a true, powerful, end lasting influence, without right

Bvron mora^ culture- Byron was a pre-eminently gifted man,

' and by his social and genial qualities, wielded a formida

ble influence In Iiis day ; bat even Byron, is no longer a true

power in society. He won distinguished eclat, but lost a true

immortahty ; by a vicious moral culture.

§ 18. The great enduring power and excellence of

r„ .: , . stylo depend upon its perfect truth of
Truth of expression. J • i n x r .. j

expression, both as to matter and man

ner. Nothing wields a true and lasting power over

mind, that is not true..
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If, in thus coupling the matter and the form, as

Value of the Btudy together constituting the true essen-

of style. ffai nature of style, a question should

arise, as to the benefit or even possibility, of studying

the properties of style,—apart from its substance,—

it is sufficient to reply, that style belongs to the high

est class of forms, and is therefore as worthy to be stu

died as the artistic forms of Raphael or Michael

Jlngelo. It cultivates the taste. It uncovers the

n «;"i^ „< sources of the power which art wields
Practical benefits. , , . , r ., ,, . , ,

over the mind : and thus points us to

the direction which practice and criticism should take

in the study of eloquence.

2 19. These " essential properties" of style, are all conditioned,

n ,.i. j ^ **. . i. *nd determined, by the general laws

'SSff&fi&* of th< t***rd tlu lfe, a?d heI1C,,
are universal ; because these laws are

universal.

This classification of the properties of style, therefore, resta

upon the postulate, that in the normal constitution of the human

mind, there is a faculty, or—more strictly speaking—an intui-

* j. , tive sense, which has to do with the acceptance

^SStt!* 0/^ugA*,-admitting or repelling it and ad-

mittiug it with or without emotion, and conse

quent effect,—in proportion as it conforms to, or offends, in its

mode of presentation, the intuitive laws of the human mind,

sometimes termed the faculty of taste, and sometimes,—more

generically—the esthetic sknse.

It assumes, moreover, that there is a tendency to uniform.it'y,

aj a a t* * koth *n the Constitution, and the laws of the
standard ot taste. human taste .-from wkicn W8 infer a substan

tial uniformity both ofjudgment, and emotional effect, on which

We count with implicit confidence, as the ultimate, and approxi

mately uniform, standard, by which all questions of style and

criticism are to be tried and adjudicated on.

IS*
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CHAPTER II.

Cleabness.

§ 1. In order to the attainment of either of the

Clearness whyim- true normal ends of Rhetoric, it is, of

portant. course, necessary, that thought,—which

is the instrument, employed for this purpose,—should

be conveyed to the mind addressed, in language more

or less fitted for the purpose. It is the properties of

the language so employed, and the character of the

method,—considered with reference to the complete

ness of its adaptation to the end in question,.—we re

peat, that constitutes the subject matter of that part

of Rhetoric termed Style.

As the primary object of style—like the char-

cieamess the first acter of the drawing, and the selection

property. 0f tne colors by an artist,—is to convey

the thought effectively, it is obvious that tkefirst pro

perty of a good 6tyle, is if* clearness ;—for the

Effect of thenght depends reason, that the legitimate ef-

on clearness. feet of thought expressed, will be

in proportion to the completeness of its expression.

Or, in other words, thought will fall short of its full

effect, in proportion as its expression is defective, in

the elements of completeness or power. Whatever

other qualities, therefore, style may possess or lack,

it must lack both completeness and power,—i. e. the

very ends for which it exists,—if it lacks clearness.

J 2. Style,—like every other form of art—presupposes, 1, a

j> i *•„„ *„ t— .!„,. subject, and 2, a mode of treatment :—both
RelaUon to Invention. whfoh |t is ^ province o/ Invention to

supply; and both of which—as we have seen*—are guided and

modified by the special ends of the discourse,—viz. 1, Convic

tion, and 2, Persuasion.

Eloquence implies, therefore, both knowledge ami skill not

* Part III, Book L Ch. HL, and. Book U, Ck. L
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only in reference to the great outlines of constructive Rhetoric,

—or Discourse,—bat also the laws of construction with a view

to the effective, articulate, or verbal expression of thought;—

like painting, sculpture or music. On every ac-

othwarts. count' therefore,—in the legitimate uses of Rheto

ric,—whether with reference to execution, or to cri

ticism, clearness is a fundamental property of style.

J 3. Clearness, like all the essential properties of style, is not

. , however, always equally important or essen-

^Slyne?™^^^- Bhetor&-W most.arts-has false

ends, as well as true. And though, in their

attainment, clearness of style,—or that which simulates it—is

,_ « . , generally necessary to secure and hold
Important to good nonsense. ^ ^.^ egpe'ially of inteUlgent

minds, even,—and we might even add pre-eminently,—in the

case of nonsense. tr-

However easy andi common it may be, to utter nonsense un

intentionally, yet to get up good nonsense knowingly, for any of

the spurious ends of false Rhetoric, is neither easy nor common.

And to accomplish such a feat, clearness, though not, perhaps,

the first property of style, is yet,—ordinarily &t least,—an impor

tant property, if one would command any degree of respect.

§ 4. But farther, a part of the power of style,—as

Emotional power of art in general—is subjective ; i. e.

of style. (}ue t0 the state of the mind addressed.

Articulate sounds thus become—as we shall see in

elocution—symbols of emotion, and thus of power,

—as well as of intellections. Hence there may be pow

er residing in style, that is not characterized by its

clearness.

Profound nonsense,—and sometimes nonsense that is not very

_ . _ profound,—may thus, come to command a

?hTpowerfur' Passing attention, and even wield a tempo-

vary power over men, by reason of the char

acter of the style. We have heard of a natural orator, who was

accustomed to take his little brothers out, while yet a child, and

lay wagers that he could make them cry by uttering the word

" Nebuchadnezzar."* But art of this kind—if it can be called

* It is the power originating in a subjective state like this, that ex

plains the well-known phenomena, produced by the mystic readings,

the late Edward Irving and his prophets, "whom we heard interrupting

his majestic readings of the thirty-ninth of Exodus, by crying out, " O

ye people, ye people, ye people of the Lord ! Ye have not the ouches,,

ye have not the ouches ! Ye most have them, ye must have them."—

See Princeton Review, April, 1859.
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art—is of course no part of the legitimate art of Rhetoric. This

therefore, which is probably, the farthest real reach of this oi-

m«* a^*Li~.i _*„i. .normal form of style, and which may owe
NotrIietonoalBtyle- its effect to,_4r at least is not wholly in-

compatible with—a lack of clearness, or even sense, does not, of

course, belong to the proper treatment of style, as we use the

term.

§ 5. Still farther :—Clearness,—like all other pro-

pi„«™Mo i «„ perties of style—is %ot absolute, but
Clearness relative. r , .. ? . ._ , ... . ,-

relative, even in its legitimate applica

tions. It is relative, 1, to the mind addressed,—and

2, to the subject treated.

In other words we mean, that clearness, though first

both in the order of nature, and importance in style,

is not always equally, and to the same extent necessa

ry to its excellence. Occasionally—especially where

the power of style, is the great desideratum—some de-

clearness sometimes;sub- gree of clearness may be subordi-

ordinate to force" nated, with good effect, to a high

er degree of some other, of the essential properties.

In this,—as in other questions that arise, in reference to the

excellence of style,—there is implied the guidance of common

sense to determine the most effective forms of style: and, of

course, the more clear sighted and penetrating the insight, the

truer and more effective the style will be. Genius without in

struction, may supply a truer law, than instruction without ge

nius : but the highest effects, may reasonably be looked for, by

combining the two.

It requires, therefore, the judgment, and tact, and culture,

« ..• , _._, which are developed best'under judicious train-
TowsettleS3'U'*ng,— bath critical and practical-to settle

questions which, in their nature, are necessari

ly indefinite, and for which, therefore, no definite rules can be

laid down.

Genius blended with good taste, and executing un

der the laws of the taste, is generally,—and often of

necessity must be,—a law to itself. So far from geni

us and culture being incompatible, it is on this very

ground, that the analytic study of the laws and proper

ties, of the best specimens, of the highest forms of

the art,—supplied by the most gifted models, extant
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in the sphere of eloquence,— rests its completest jus

tification.

§ 6. The degree of clearness implied, to constitute

Degree of clearness excellence of style in any given case,

in good style, jg one 0f these indefinite questions to

be determined—so far as it is susceptible of explicit

determination—-by the readiness and ease and com

pleteness with which the thought,—relied upon for

the effect—is apprehended by the mind addressed.

There should be that degree of clearness, that would

ensure the full effective transfer of the thought, with-

_ . . , out requiring study or reflexion. The
Test of clearness ,, , , • , t .n • ^

thought,—including the appropriate emo

tion,—shonld enter the mind addressed, as the light

of the sun enters the eye of day ; without effort or

pain, and with the fullest capacity of vision :—as Ci

cero expresses it, so that he " not only can under

stand it, if he tries, but so that he cannot but under-

• stand it, whether he tries- or not."

The degree of clearness nccCESary to ensure this result, de"

„ , . pends,—as we have seen—partly on the

Sut^'th^lject. ™t°™ ™d ™*™ «f "* »***«*«-

ed ; and partly on the nature and intrin

sic difficult of the subject.

§ 7. In the expression of thought, clearness depends

on

Conditions of 1. THE PROPER CHOICE OP WORDS;

clearness. 2. THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION OP SEN

TENCES.

The properties of words which should guide us in

the choice of language, with a view to clearness, are

1, Purity;—2, Propriety ;—3, Precision.

§ 8. By Purity, as a property of a style, is meant,

Purity defined the predominant use of 'pure English

words and idioms :—i. e. such words as

have been fairly adopted, assimilated, and authorized,

as determined, by good English usage.
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Faults opposea .§ 9. Thefaults which stand opposed to

to purity, purity ol language, are 1, Babbaeisms ;

and 2, Solecisms.

Barbaras, what ? § 9 Bamarisms may arise from three

sources :—

Wrong etvmoioKv ^' "^ ^e use of wor^s noi sanction-

' ed by the etymology, of the language.

As examples of this class of faults, may be mentioned, such

words as "reluctate,"—"repetitious,"—"jeopardise,"—"obli

gate,"—" memorise ;" &c, &c.

wrong inflections. *• -Erroneous inflections tf words,

which are themselves pure English

words :—

Such, e. g. as "pled" for " pleaded,"—" lit'' for " Lighted-,"—

"have began" for " have begun,"—" had'nt ought," for " ought

not ;*'—and still lower, because provincial, "het," for "heated,"

—and " lit" for " lighted."

Unauthorized derivations. 3. Unauthorized derivations :

Such as " deputize" for " depute,"—" firstly" for " first :"—

and innumerable words in common, but not legitimate use ;—

such as " betrayal,"—" happyfy,"—" illy," &c.

Wrong combinations. , 4' Unauthorized combinations,of

elements,—themselves pure English

roots ; as, e. g-,

"Sundown" for "sunset,"—" fellow countryman,"—" self

same," &c.

§ 10. Solecisms,—the second class of violations of

solecisms, what? P«ity—aro offences against the syntax

ot a language ; as Barbarisms are offen

ses against its lexicography and etymology. This fault

may arise in connexion with any of the words, or parts

of speech, which compose the language ;—nouns ;—

both substantive, and adjective,—-pronouns,—verbs,—

adverbs and particles. These faults are so familiar

and well known, that specification would be endless,

and therefore, useless.

1 11. The minuter exposition of the nature and various forms

of these two leading classes of faults,—which stand opposed to

purity of style,—would lead as too far into the exposition of the

nature of language, and the contents of words, as well as too
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faHnto the logical structure—or grammar—of language,—to

be in place, in a practical treatise on the laws of expression,

which it is the object of the art of Rhetoric to unfold*

§ 12. The ultimate standard to which all these

standard of purity, properties of style—whethor faults,

usage. or excellencies—are to be referred

for judgment, is the authorized usage of a given lan

guage, as settled by the concurrent authority of the

Bottled by cuitiva- intelligent cultivated taste of the nation

ted taste. using ft . and eSpeciaUy after ^ &de.

quate discussion of the nature and history of the lan

guage as a whole, and the etymological history of the

words composing it, shall have furnished grounds,

for an authoritative judgment, in the premises.

The characters of the good usage, are, 1, that it should be na

tional:— i. e. ttniversal, as opposed to provincial and technical ;

—2, reputable, as opposed to common or vulgar ;—3, recent, as

opposed to obsolete.

§ 13. The offences against purity,—whether in the

Forms of faults nature of barbarisms or solecisms—mav

against Purity. take either of ^venl forms . — yiz'.

1, Archaisms ;—2, Provincialisms ;—3, Vulgarisms;

—4, Technicalities ; and 5, Unauthorized or new coin

ed words.

§ 14. Archaisms, are words or expressions,—wheth-

Archaisms e*; in the legicography, etymology or syntax,

of a language—once legitimate, i. e. accep

ted by the settled usage of the language,—but super

seded, by a different and later usage.

The prevalent use of archaisms gives style an antique and

Effect of arch- venerable air. tributary, in some sort, to the force

aism. due to tne authority of age, but not allowable

txcept to a limited extent, and for a specific pur-

How far allowable. Po.s,e '—ani ■■»«*' allowable to a degree that

will obscure the thought on which the passage

* A minuter exposition of the subject in its essential principles and

applications is presumed to have been mastered in the earlier portions

of the course, in the use of Day's " Art of Bhetoric," and Trench, " On

the btudy of Words," in connexion with a treatment, in the form of

oral Lectures on the origin, nature and History of Language ; and of

the English Language in particular. " ^ '
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may depend for its effect. When the thought is either obscured,

' or marred, or rendered less potent, it be-

Feebleness not allowable comes a yaul^ atjd jf already extant,

should be redressed or substituted, by a new translation into some

form of greater living power. Of course there

for obscurity. fore any recent composition, is not allowed to

avail itself of any archaic forms, thai would seriously compro

mise the clearness of the style.

§ 15. rvoviucialisms—as the word sufficiently ex-

Pnwtocfclfems plains—are those forms of expression,__

denned, whether words, idioms, or grammatic

form3— employed in a restricted sphere of a given

Ian guage, but are not sanctioned by the test of accep

ted and general usage of the best authorities in any

language. ,
Every considerable locality in the United States has its own

provincial standard, both of style and pronunciation.* And,

even more than here, each small local subdivision in England,

even to the counties, and sometimes to the towns, has its marked

provincialisms, in both respects.

§ 16. Vulgarisms, imply not simply local usages,

but usages,—generally local—pushed
VulKari9ra3definea into forms not fully accordant with

the true, grammatical analogies of the language ; -

i.e. as represented by refined or cultivated people.

Forms of speech—whether in the use of words, idioms, or

grammar so broadly at fault, are of course ruled

Not allowable. entirc]y ont of the legitimate characters of style,

eveB in colloquial language. And yet approximations to this

property of style, are sometimes met with, for the sake of the

force ,—especially in proverbial expressions or allusions,—in the

popular eloquence of professional men before popular assemblies,

and even, though still but rarely, in the pulpit.

§ 17. Technical words—-or technicalities—are such

as usage not only allows,—but consults
Technical words. ^^ cfeflnleM, anAforCe in using, in the

expression of the special ideas, relating to the sub

ject or art,—" techne,"—to which they appertain,

and where they are at home.
* It is even said that the provincial tendencies among ns have so far

received the sanction of some one or two of oar lexicographers, as to

entitle our national tongue to the epithet of the American language.
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The restriction on their employment, is the clear and obvious

one, which forbids their use, except when speak -

Restnction on j to tj,e members of the art or profession, where

their use. ,& . . i. iL £. i• * •
they are at home ; or where the presumption fair

ly lies, in favor of their complete and full comprehension, by the

Examnl party addressed. As specimens of the faulty use of

' technical language take the following :*

" Tack to the larboard, stand off to sea,

" Veer starboard sea and land."—Dryde;i 's jEneid .

However clear this couplet might be to a sailor, it certainly con

veys no idea to an ordinary reader of poetry.

Or this : " * God begins his cure by caustics, by incisions and instru-

,. ,. . . mentsofvxation,totryifthediseaiethatwillnotyield
ADUse 01 lecnni- fa thg aiIectives of cordiaIs and perfumes, frictions and

c woros. j,aths, may be forced out by deleterics, scarifications,

and more salutary, but less pleasing physic."—Jeremy Taylor's 8er

mons.

Such language might be entirely clear and very forcible ad

dressed to a congregation of surgeons,—but, certainly, nowhere

else. A style largely imbued with the use of technical terms,

and modes of expression, is, in effect, the worst form of the fault

defined by the word barbarism. It is a violation alike, both of

clearness and Force.

§ 18. With a view to the more effectual exclusion

False restrictions of DarbarismS, •* uaS not ^een unU8ual,

for authors to advise the prevalent, and

even exclusive use,—at least as far as practicable,—of

the Anglo-Saxon element of our complex tongue, if

not rigidly to forbid the sonorous element, which has

come in, through the classic, and especially the latin

Power of the tongue, through the medium, chiefly,

Anglo-Saxon. 0f the norman. It certainly is true, that

the Anglo-Saxon has supplied our noble English,

with the great mass, of what have been well called

the " bosom words,"—full of domestic, social, emo

tional, or impassioned power ;—the words in which

men think and feel, love and hate, praise and blame.

—in which men—as Macauley has it—"make love

drive bargains and quarrel," are of Saxon origin.

It is also true, that the latin element of the English

The Latin and Norman language, mOVCS On a more ma-

elements, jestic key of souud ; and supplies

* Day's Art of Rhetoric, p. 245.
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the lofty, ambitious, stilted, buskined vocables, of Eng

lish. But it 13 notwithstanding true, that the re

quirements ol good style, not only allow, but enjoin

Neither element the free use of whatever words have

wholly forbidden, vindicated for themselves a place,

around the hearthstone of our English home ; and

now demand of us to admit them to their place and

allow them to minister to our service, in enriching

the word-stores, of our noble composite,—the Eng

lish LANGUAGE.

§ 19. So far, therefore, as our necessities in giving

The principle of choice between effective expression to OUT

Saxon and Norman words. thoughts, allow US a choice,

it may contribute to the clearness,—and still more

to theforce,—of style, to regard the peculiar nature

of the words employed, having reference, for this

purpose, to their origin, and character in the respects

now in question. But to restrict oneself rigidly, by

this class of of considerations, and still more to for

bid the usejof words fairly belonging to che language,

by the established usage of that language, purely, or

even mainly, because of their etymological origin or

Evih of excessive history ; is to press a rule founded in

purism. theoretic truth, to an extreme, that

makes it practically vicious ; and voluntarily to fore

go what is really the chief advantage and glory, of the

English language—its surpassing wealth of words.

Pro riet § 20, ^e second property of words, tri-
™pne y. hUtary to ^Q clearness 0f the style, is PRO

PRIETY.

Propriety consist in the use of the fittest words,

—not merely those which are pure English,—

but, the words which are best fitted to express

the thought.

The violations of propriety, in the use of words

Faults opposed, commonly fall into the following classes :

l Low words. y;z . j. i0Wi undignified expressions.
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E. g., " I exposed myself so much among the people, that I had like

to have gotten one or two broken heads."

2. The use of high flown or poetic words, in ordina-

2 High flown or ry prose. This form of impropriety in

poetic words. words impairs the manly force as well

as,—and even more than,—the clearness of the style.

Sentimental persons, with some approach to the

poetic temperament, are most likely to exemplify

this tendency. The use of such words, as " morn,"

" eve," " lone," for " lonely,"—may exemplify suffi

ciently the form of dialect alluded to.

3. The untimely or undue use of technical words ;

or words employed in a sense not quite familiar*

§ 21. In the selection of words with a view to their

Propriety in emo- propriety, a clear and constant refer-

tionai expres*ion. ence must be had, to the subjective or

emotional state of the party using them ;—and even

more especially still, to that the party addressed.

Intentionally or unintentionally, the proprieties of

style may be determined by the color,—l. a. emotional

tone—of the words selected. The follow-
amp es. .^ extracts will exemplify this power of

words in style :t—viz :

" The saffron morn with early blushes spread,

" Now rose refulgent from Tithonus' bed,

" With new-born day to gladden mortal sight,

" And gild the course of heaven with sacred light."

The same thought—intellectually speaking—is ex

pressed in Hudibras with vastly different effect :

" The sun had, long since, in the lap

" Of thetis. taken out his nap ;

" And, like a lobster boiled, the moin

" From black to red began to turn."

Or, take this example,— more nearly iu the sphere of eloquence,

—where the object is to disparage.

" But we shall be told, that the continent of North America contains

three millions, not of men merely but of whigs ; whigs fierce for lib

erty, and disdainful of dominion ; and that they multiply with the fe

cundity of their own rattle snakes ; so that every quarter of a century,

doubles their number."—Dr. Johnson's " Taxation no Tyranny."

Propriety is specially important in reference to the

emotional life of words.

* See abov« § IT. f See Day,s Elements of Rhetoric, p. 238,
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A highly questionable instance of the propriety of

Questionable emo- a word, occurs in the translation of the

tionai power. word Beast, in the Revelation, to de

scribe a class of spiritual worshippers in Heaven.

§ 22. The third and last of the properties of words,

tributary to the clearness of the style, is Precision :

Pr cision defined WQ'cn *s *ne use of sucn WOrds, as to

' express the thought intended, with ac

curacy, as well as force,—and to discriminate, with

sharp distinctions, from all the differing shades, of

the same general thought.

The want of Precision is an offence against the

lexicography of a language, as determined by the

best usage. In reference to this quality of words the

treatment of style, runs into the " study of words ;"*

and synonyms—already sufficiently discussed.

§ 23. The wealth of a language,—lying largely in

A . . . the domain of synonyms, — comesOrigin of synonyms. , . a . * * ' wu»vo

' chiefly from two sources :—

1. The development of intellectual and scientific

culture, in the progress of a people :—

2,—still more largely—from the mixture of two

or more languages.t—and the lines of development

due to them, respectively, in whatever constitutes the

mental progress of each.

J 24. The hrst effect of such admixture, is, of course, to fur-

.... ,T nish duplicate words—oue from each
Admixtnre of Languages. languag^ g0 fer ag ^ ^

civilizations have covered the same field of culture. Under the

stimulus of such admixture, the duplicate words are subjected

* See further on this subject Trench, on " The Study of Words."

f The reason that synonyms are due more largely to this source in

r nn „„o„o i* ,..u point of fact, than to the progress of individuals or

^S5?5?*fc5nSk* nations, in the line of self culture, is that language
sary io mougni. .s not on]y the ccAicfe- or the instrument for ex

pressing thought, but thepaou&jm, or developing principle of thought,

in whatever direction the genius of an individual, or nation, may take.

A competent language—developing by self generation, like all living

beings,—requires the stimulus or food supplied chiefly by the mate

rials of other languages, to develope either a science or a literature.

Language can only keep pace with thought,—never except tentatively,

and foi the moment,—outrun it.
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to a sifting process, and the better word of the two is retained,

for the fundamental idea ; and the other, either 1, discarded,—

which is seldom done,—or 2, submitted to a desynonomysing

process,—as Trench calls it—by which each vindicates some

distinction of the generic meaning ;—thus constituting, " syno

nyms," in the proper deflnitioh of the word ;—Viz : words gene-

rically the same, and individually different.

§ 25. It is only by studying subjects in the light

Interaction of of tbeir generic sameness, and specific dif-

languages, ferences or varieties, that either science

Or literature, or human knowledge "or progress in

any direction, can occur. In this prolific harvest

process, the development both of mind and language,

—the one stimulating, and being stimulated by the

other,—is very rapid I— the resultant of the two

forces being human progress.

It is certain, therefore, that precision in the use of

Precision both words, is both cause and effect of that in-

cause and effect tellectual culture, which is immediately

related to the clearness and power both of thought and

-style; which is the great instrument, employed by el

oquence in the progressive civilization and establish

ed institutions of the race.

It is the loose use of words,—which is the precise

opposite ofprecision—as we have already found in the

study of argument * which is the prolific parent of

Looseness of language a controversy especially in the

ground of controversy, sphere of moral truth : and a large

part of the disputes,—even in the highest region of

that truth, — metaphysics and theology—are resolved

at once by the precise use of words.

For instance, the words " sorrow," and " regret," are syno-

g . nVms , an(^ koth so closely related, as to be inter-

argume^nt!11 changed with the word " Repentance,"—implying

also a form of sorrow. The word sorrow, seems to

be derived from an Anglo-Saxon root,—probably nearly rela

ted withtue word " sore,"—which connects itself with theideaof

pain, or distress, due to a malady, which again carries with it, the

implication of something whicti befalls the patient, without any

* See Part III. Book I, Ch. VIII, and Part I, Ch. IV.

17*
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paver to prevent it, and therefore without any personal responsi

bility. Transferring this same generic idea to the word ''repen

tance," which implies not only sorrow, but remorse in view of

consciousness of voluntary wrong doing, a flippant attempt has

been made to disprove the serious theological dogma ot origi

nal tin, because it would be absurd, if not impossible, for any

man to repent of a thing, for which he had no personal responsi

bility.

The fallacy—not to say folly—of the refutation, will appear

„„ , ., in its transparency, if we remember that the

ol synonyms! "^ suffering which falls upon us without res-

ponsibilty or fault of ours, is mitigated and

rendered tolerable, in proportion as no responsibility of our own

is coupled with it ; and the suffering which comes in consequence

of personal responsibility and guilt, ewes its poignancy, to that

very consideration, which relieves the other. To attempt to re

fute the doctrine of original sin, because one cannot repent of

it, i. e. suffer in the same way. that he does for his own guilt, is

like denying that a colored child, can regret her dark skin, be

cause it came to her, by natural descent from a colored father.

To constitute hereditary guilt a penalty, it is not necessary that

it should admit of remorse any more than it disproves the

divine or penal character of the yellow fever, that the victim of

it, cannot, in the proper sense ot" the word, repent of it. How

ever we may be stumb ed. in our philosophy, men constant

ly accept,—and cannot but accept—the conscious truth, that

there may be penalties, and even judgments, in the course of

Providence; of which, remorse—in the proper sense of the word

—forms no necessary part. If the uniform result is actual

transgression, then remorse, in addition to regret will enter at

that point, along with the consciousness of responsibility, in the

unmitigated sense of guilt.

Since writing the foregoing passage, we have chanced to light

^ . . ., upon an illustration of the principle now
Controversy,^ use 8&ted, in a discussion between adistin-

guisbed physicist, and an able metaphy

sician, on the question whether there could be such a thing as a

sound, which no ear ever heard. The debate—managed with

equal ability, earnestness, and confidence of truth, and conclu

siveness on either side, left both disputants—as usual in such

cases—unconvinced ; or rather each, if possible, more clear in

the conviction of the truth of his own proposition. It was all

the time apparent to the spectators of the intellectual tourna

ment, and at last became apparent to themselves, that the whole

dispute turned on the definition of "sound;"—the one conceiv
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tag sound to be vibrations of the sounding body, and the other,

the inteiaction between those vibrations and the ear. Granting

the definitions,—as usual in the case of really clear sighted, able

Ground of the debate. men\ w.ho differ.-io^ were right .—and as

usual also, in such cases, the definitions were

determined in the case of each, by their professional and mental

habits:—the conception of the one, fixing upon the physical pro

perties and laws of sound,&nd the other, conceiving it more tran-

scendentally, as hearing. The means for settling such disputes,

is not argument, but definition.

§26. Precision may be violated in either of four

ways : viz ;

Equivocal words. *• Bv *he use, of ambiguous or equiv

ocal words or phrases : e. g.

" I casnot find but one of my books." Strictly interpreted agreea

bly to the English idiom, the double negative in this passage, is equiv

alent to an affirmative. But the confused sense, in that case, renders

it obscure, simply because it is doubtful which meaning is intended.

2. Words may lack precision,—and therefore both clearness

Inadequate words. \D,d force^_from their inaaequacy to express

the full meaning intended.

This habit so commonly runs into the fault last defined—

the loose employment of synonyms,—that we may dismiss the

subject without farther illustration.

3. The same fault may arise from the use of exaggerated or

Exaggerated words "travagant terms :-words which express the

idea, and something more. There is the more

danger of this, because there is a natural tendency to substitute

Tendencvofcom exaggerations for strength,—especially on the

mon minds. Part o^ common, and still more of feeble minds.

With some men it never rains, but it pours ,-—

it is never warm but it is roasting;—it is never cold, but is

" like Greenland" or " the North Pole." These, of course, ara

very cheap and nearly vulgar : but the habit of dealing in strong

language, and putting it in the superlative degree, is a viola

tion of precision, which a cultivated taste,—if no higher reason

—should render much more rare than it is.

4. The last of the common forms of violating the precision of

hnguage, proper to an educated man, is the loose selection of

synonyms,—and especially in the way of epithets—to give ex

pression to his thoughts in composition, fortitude, e. g. is spo-

Ken of, when what is really meant, is courage:—equivocal is in

terchanged with ambiguous, or pride with vanity.

The habit of looking into the precise import of

Benefit of desrnono- words,—of " desynonomising" syno-
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raising synonyms. nyms—until that habit is become ha

bitual, is one of the valuable results of classic train

ing, as tributary to the formation of a good English

style.

Here again,—as we have seen before—the stand-

_. . . . . , . ard of judgment, to which the ul-
Standard of judgment. . . . ° , . ,

timate appeal is always open, is

the cultivated taste of a people, in the form of what

has already been defined, as constituting good

USAGE.*

The power of saying precisely what we mean—

Value of Precision neitner more nor ^ess—anc* saving '*

' in consistency with, and consequently

in the use of, the whole power of the sensuous image

involved in the synonyms at command, often makes

the difference, between a loose and feeble style, or

a strong and effective one ;—or in other words be

tween a great orator—who is always also a great

man, and a common or feeble one.

Section II.

Relation of Clearness, to the Construction of Sentences*

§1. As the employment of articulate language, is

j the characteristic function of human speech,

and the expression of thought by means of

articulate speech, is the distinctive function of that

part of the art of Rhetoric, termed style,—it is obvi-

„ ,, ,„, , ous, that excellence of style implies
Excellence of Style. ., , . - -. , / • r

the expression of thought, in accor

dance with the native law?, 1, of thought itself;—

and 2, of language ;—which we have farther defined

to be " the expression of thought ; by the organizing

■inr..0i„. ,«. w. of words,—i. e. articulate sounds—
JwpresBion of theught. . .... i -

intuitively expressive of( or associa-

* Set §13 of this Chapter.
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ted with, individual ideas,_together with the appropri

ate emotion,—and these separate thoughts, again con

nected together, agreeably with the laws of gra.ntnar,

Organized in —which is the logic of language — into

sentences, sentences.

§ 2. It is obvious, therefore, that clearness of ex-

Cleamess implies, i, pression, however fully the style may

right words. conform to the fundamental laws of

expression, as regards the properties of the words se

lected to express the separate thoughts, supposes

farther that these words, shall be
2 proper construction. go organized, 1, into sentences, and

2, into the several parts of the Discourse, that the

thought, in the entireness of its living form, shall.find

effective expression, to the mind addressed. The

laws ruling in the structure of Discourse,—in its se

veral parts, as supplied in invention,—have been al-

structure of ready treated :—and it only remains to stu-

sentences. fly tne laws of expression, as implicated in

the structure, 1, of sentences and then of continuous

Laws of style PassaSes of thought :—or, in other words,

as constituting the properties and laws

•f style.

§ 3. We may give condensed expression to these

principles and laws, in the form of canons of expres

sion ; by which Invention must be guided, in construc

tion.

Grammar § 4. In the first place, stylo implies an ob-

imjiied. servance of the laws ofgrammar, in construc

tion.

As the study of grammar is pre-iupposed , and does not come within

the study of rhetoric, we do not dwell farther on this point. We, there

fore, proceed to say :

Evils of exces- § 5. In the second place, clearness may

siv« length. be impaired by that excessive length of

sentences; without any other fault in the construction.

The mind is like the lungs,—more fatigued by one

very long breath, than by many ordinary ones.
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And still farther, it is far harder to construct a

long sentence well, than a short one. It is common

ly in the deep folds of long sentences, that obscurity

Or ignorance or even fallacy lurks. Short sentences

Advantages of furnish fewer hiding places, and if a

short sentences, brief and simple statement is either ob

scure or unmeaning, it is easily seen. But both ob

scurity" and nonsense often lurk, undiscovered,—even

by the writer—in long and mazy sentences.*

Evils of pa- § 6. Avoid as far as possible the habit of

renthesis. Uging parentheses, in the structure of sen

tences.

If the parenthesis is really essential to the com

pleteness of the thought, it had better, commonly, have

a distinct place in the sentence, where its relations will

be clearlyseen; instead ofbeing boxed up in a parenthe

sis, and pitched at random into the middle of a sen

tence. An author who abounds in parentheses, can ne

ver be a model of style, and very rarely a clear writer.

A parenthesis is generally to a sentence, what a patch

is to a garment:—it may be necessary to stop a rent,

but, however necessary, or however brilliant in col

oring, it still argues a defect ;—it is still a patch.

§7. Most commonly, hewever, parenthetical ideas,

,, . . . have really no proper connexion
Commonly irrelevant. .. , *. . , r S ,, .,

with the subject, and could not bo

introduced at all, except in this way. When this is

the case, in ninety-nine cases, in a hundred, they had

better be omitted. Sometimes the dread of poverty,

—more frequently a flash of thought, which seems too

Apology for 8ood tolose< is the apologetic ground, of

their admission. It may require some

courage as well as severity of taste to sacrifice a fine

thought. ,But however fine, or witty or brilliant the

* The short, lucid, and stinging sentences of Sydney Smith, con

trasted with the wiredrawn periods of Sir James McIjjtosh, may be

taken as examples of the effect due to bo simple a principle, as the ha

bitual length of the sentences.
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thought may seem, it is better to apply the knife

without pity. Cut out every thing.—however strik

ing,—which does not contribute, either to the clear

ness or force of the style. It is a good practical rule

—especially for the young composer—to go over his

composition after it is completed, and strike out ev

ery word, and clause, and image, that does not add

to the clearness or force of the thought.

§8. This principle, introduces the fourth canon,

strike out all that viz : Remove every thing from the sen-

is irrelevant, tence, that is not material to the thought

sought to be expressed.

" Quicquid nun adjuvat obstat. (Quinctilian.)

In an essay before us occurs this clause, " There is scarcely a person

who ever swelled the annals of human existence, &c." Besides the

pleonasm, the plain idea is wrapped up, and almost lost in the mass

of drapery in which it is enfolded. The thought is almost lost in the

image of ' ' swelling the annals of human existence."

It is, of course, no justification of the thing, to say

Relation of orna- that this is ornamental. It may be

mentto style. s0 . bu(; it is out of place. It is not or

nament but thought, that gives its value to style :

and mere ornament should therefore never be allow

ed to usurp t/ie place, and still less to mar the clear

ness of the thought. It should be a settled princi

ple in style, that ornament is never to bo used, merely

as ornament : but always, and only, to embody or il

lustrate, or give force to thought. The moment it

comes to be employed primarily as ornament, and still

more to adorn obscure, trite, or common place

thought, it becomes,—in the language of Solomon, on

a very different occasion—" like a jewel of gold in a

swine,s snout." It is out of place there, however

beautiful it may be in itself.

§ 9. The next canon relating to the construction

Saturai order of of sentences, with a view to clearness, is

the clauses, to arrange the members—whether words

er clauses—in the most natural order-

The order of nature, is the order of relation and
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liable to be dependence. This is a very important ca-

overiooked. non . both because it is vital to the clear

ness of the style, and because it is liable to be neg

lected, through carelessness, even by very able men.

\ 10. The result, is what is termed au involvedjstyle. It ren-

. . ders the thought obscure to another, even when it is

"style. cIear enough to the writer. This effect—an involv

ed style—is sometimes produced by the misplacing of

single words : e. g. an adverb.—or pronoun or qualifying, or

representative, or substituted words.

Kxamnles " Those provinces, unhappily, once united, are now re»t

1 into factions."

" By doing the same thing, it often becomes habitual."

" We do those things, frequently, which we repent of afterwards."

" Lysias promised his father, never to forsake his friends."

" Men look with an evil eye upon the good that is in others, and

think that their reputation obscures them, and that their commendable

qualities stand in their light ; and therefore they do what they ran, to

cast a cloud over them, that the bright shining of their virtues may not

obscure them."

{ 11. Adverbs and pronouns should be placed as near as pos-

. sible to the words to which they relate. This is

invo^e'dSyle0. the only method we bave- in English, to exPress

relation. There is always, therefore, of necessi

ty, some degree of vagueness or obscurity, where it is doubtful,

to which word tbey relate. The only advantage in favor of

pronouns, is that they have person, and sometimes inflected cases,

—which may serve to indicate the reference. Sometimes there

are different nouns or pronouns of the same case or person ; and

then the only guide to determine the relation, is the position;—

always, of necessity, uncertain.

§ 12. These are very common errors,—especially

Wrong construction as they often pass unnoticed by the

unobserved. author, because heknows, of course,

what he means, and does not see or think that the

words may express, some other idea, to one not al

ready possessed of the meaning.

Scarcely a page,—especially in the training stage of compo

sition of an ord nary student,—will fail to furnish specimens.

Uosenesi in The same fault often creeps into mem-

clauses. kers and clauses of a sentence.

B. g., " the next day he came up with the enemy, and being wearied

by a forced march of many hours, the rout was easy and compute."

.This sentence, merely in consequence of the mi*
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Cause of placing of the clause " and being wearied

obscurity. by a force(j march,» isnot onjy obgcur^ but

wholly unintelligible ; and yet the fault probably en-

unobserved. ^e1^ escaPed the notice of the author.

The simple multiplication of relative pro-

nounds,—as in a preceding example,—is, itself, a

fault, against both clearness and strength, of style.

Sometimes the unconscious blunder is extremely awk

ward, and even ludicrous.

Mtti'ma 3h«S ^0rkiuin itS fu" ,e^ent' beinS iow afflicted with an

.ouhgelac;nr^ruidertaPke7'r0fllfe ^^ "^ * had "°

The liability to an involved style is much greater in the use

Danger in long 0f lo,ng sentences, than sh(>rt ones. But, on the

sentences. 0ne nan('- a complete master of the art, may use

long sentences, and yet express himself with both

Obviated cIearnfs and force, by the help of a skilful construc-

by skill. tl0n of his sentences ;—i. e. by placing each clause, so

rt^„„k* ,aa,t0 show the P^cise relations, iu which each

thought stands to every other. Burke's political writings,—

Burke. ?; £-,hls hlstory of the French Revolution,—exemplify

♦«». i. i LS Tct In a remarkable degree. But inexperienced wri

ters had better avoid the danger, by keeping dear of its cause.

8 14. Un the other hand, it is quite possible to

involved style with have an involved style, even when the

snort sentences, sentences are short, by arranging them

» an involved order, in the paragraph. This how-

Due to confusion ever is due to a confusion or incomplete

of thought, elaboration of the thought; and no

rules touching style, beyond what we have given —

except, perhaps, the generic canon, to elaborate the

thought carefully and fully, before commencing to

write,—will cure the evil. 6

§ 15. The closing principle, ruling in construction,

Danger of ellipses. is; that clearness is always endangered,

and sometimes sacrificed, by elliptical

modes of expression.

It is not always necessary to state the steps by

Ground of ellipses. *nicn we have reached our conclu-

sions. We may not have taken the

18
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most direct methods, in owe inquiries, and it is nei

ther necessary, nor even proper, to carry our hearers,

by the round about track, which we ourselves may

have taken. But, on the other hand, there is always

n ... . danger of leaving chasms in the
Danger of their use. . , ° . . , . , , , -, .

thought, which the audience, may

not be able, either to bridge over, or to leap across.

This danger is all the greater, if we are very famil

iar with the train of thought. It seems so clear to

us, that we forget that it is not equally so to others,

and was not always so, even to us.

.J 16. The great mass of people, are so little accustomed to

continuous, thinking, or even following, ajchaiu of

uneducated. reasom»g. that if one should leave out, a single link

'of the chain, they are lost,—and perhaps unable to

regain the clew. The more difficult, and complicated, and tech-

Increased danger. "ica1' the ?ubJect; the Sreater ^danger, «>«

the reasoning may become, not only obscure,

but wholly unintelligible. Babbage's Ninth Brid^ewater Trea-

Examnl tise, or La Place's Mechaniqne Celeste,.may betaken

as extreme examples, of the danger of elliptical con

ductions, even in the case of moral reasonings.

CHAPTER III. •

Force, as a Property op Style.

§1. By Force, is meant that property of style

* . ^ « a which gives a full, vivid, and effective ex
Force defined. . ° , ., ., , . . 'T ^ . i,,

pression of the thought. In analysing.thi

elements which make up the force of style, we mus;

consider, 1, the terms selected to express the sepa

rate thoughts, and 2, their combination in the con

ttruction of the passage.

Section I.

The Selection of Terms tributary to Force.
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§ 1. All that has been said under the head otclear-

Impiiea clearness nm, *?, of ?0urs,3, applicable here ; be

cause if a thought is presented obscure

ly, it cannot—except for subjective reasons before

noticed*—be forcible. But on the other hand it may

be clear, without being forcible.

§ 2. The first canon, or law, tributary to the force

Poms should be of style, as regards the choice of words,

specific. js tbat the terms selected should be, as

far as possible specific,—not general or abstract.

The ground ot this rule seems to be, that terms

Ground of the Rule. w.hich are—as far as possible, -

picturesque, and which speak to the

sensuous nature of man, through imagery, addressed

to the imagination, are far more effective and emo

tional, than abstract or intellectual conceptions. The

Its importance. m.eaning and importance of this principle

will be best seen by an example. Let us

take for the purpose, that exquisite passage in a dis

course of Him who "spake, as never man spake :"—

" Behold the lilies, how they grow : they toil not, neither do thev

Example sPin' and yet * say unto you tnat Solomon in all his glory
v ' was not arrayed like one of these, &c—Luke, 12 : 27 and 28.

The following is Dr. Campbell's paraphrase :—" Consider the flowers ,%

now they gradually increase in their size, they do no sort of work, and -

yet I declare that no king whatever, in his most splendid regalia, is dres-

'ed up in such fine clothes, &c."

Here are the same truths, but how tame and flat !

Tameness. An(* yet tne essential principle of the change,

' is merely the substitution of general and

vague, for specific, and picturesque terms. The one

suggests a vague intellectual notion, the other paints

Reasons of the a vivid, sensuous picture, on the screen

difference. 0f the fancy. The Qne ig emoHona[_

living : and the other is dead, and powerless. If one

would talk to a child, he must discard generalities.

and deal in fancied,—perhaps—but real personalities.

In this respect men are but grown up children. The

principles of power, in the two cases are the same.

* See Part III, Book II, Ch. II, Sec. I, § 14 and note.
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' Every one mast have noticed the difference between men, in

telling the same story. One will convulse an audience with

laughter, or—if the story be tragical,—hold them in horrible

suspense. Another in attempting the same thing, will flounder

like a fish in the mire. There may be other grounds of differ

ence, but it will commonly be found, that one describes in

Ground of interest, vague, unappreciative terms,-the other paints

the scene before your eyes. The interest of

the scene,—and especially the sense of the ludicrous,—is due

to special touches, which general terms are unequal to express.

Often the use of a single term,—and not necessarily of a re

fined or elevated sort—like the sketches of a man of genius with

a piece of charcoal, will make a whole picture start up on the

canvass of the Imagination, full of life and power, as e. g.

No groans shall mingle with the songs,

Which warble from immortal tongues.

Here a single graphic term, gives us the conception of a whole

grove, full of the peaceful melody of feathered songsters Camp

bell—to whom we owe the canon—gives instances of this vivid,

graphic power of style, due to every part of speech. Thus by

the use of a noun Milton paints Satan in Eden :
• " There on the tree of life,

" Sat, like a Cormorant." ., j

Again,—by a participle and noun conjoined ;—

" Him there they found,

" Squat like a toad, close to the ear of Eve."

Again, Thompson gets the same graphic effect, by the skilful

use of a verb and adjective:

" The kiss matched hasty from a sidelong maid,

" On purpose guardless."—Seasons.

Again by an adverb :

" Some say he bid his angels turn askance.

" The poles of earth twice ten degrees and more

" From the sun,s axle."

§ 3. The second principle, or law of force, is sug

gested by this last example- A still more emphatic

form of it, is found in the couplet, of the sacred po

et :

" The guilt of twice ten thousand sins,

" One offering takes away."

The principle which the poet here avails himself of,

is that if naming a number quite as large and empha

tic as the imagination can well handle, and then get

ting afarther large augmentation of effect, by doubling

that number. Every one must feel that the form "twice
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ten," or " twice ten thousand," is greatly more force

ful, than " twenty," or " twenty thousand."

§ 4. The third law of emphatic expression, grows

Etymological his- out of the etymological history or source

tory of words. 0f the different elements of our lan

guage.

As we have already settled the principles involved

in this effect, in discussing clearness of style, it is not

necessary to enlarge farther :* although the applica

tions are more numerous and important toforce than

clearness of style.

§ 5. But besides the increase of force due to the

Power of Saxon words increase of clearness, and that again

as vocable.. to the fact chat the Saxon is the

real root of our mother tongue, and furnishes the ef

fective, impassioned, bosom-words of the English lan

guage, there is a reason for the preference of words

of Saxon origin, from the character of the words

themselves, considered merely as vocables-

When Robert Hall was dictating his celebrated sermon on

Cast of Hall InfIDEUT*i for tne press, to his friend Dr. Gregory,

' when he came to the powerful apostrophe, " Eter

nal God, on what are thine enemies intent ! What are those

enterprises of guilt and horror that, for the safety of their per

formers, require to be enveloped in a darkness which the eye of

heaven may not penetrate!" He suddenly and abrubtly turned,

and asked, " Did I say penetrate, Sir, when I preached it ? and

do you think I might alter the word ? For no man who knows

the force of the English language, would put a word of three syl

lables there, but from absolute necessity." "Doubtless you may

do as you like," said his friend. " Then be so good as to write

fierce for penetrate. Pierce is the word, Sir, and the only word

to be used there, 'f

* Bee Part III, Book II, Ch. II, Sec. I, § 18.

f This incident in the literary life of Rev. Robert Hall—of Bristol,

•ng.,—shows strikingly to what a degree of nicety the taste of a man,

jnay be cultivated, by long study of good models,—and especially of

the classics. The works of Hall,—so far as they were really prepa

red for the press by himself—are a most improving study, for the

young scholar, not only for their profound, and yet always clear, and

powerful thinking, but also as one of the best models extant, of modern

English style. And it may be added that no man without the finest

classic culture, could ever have attained the power of Hall.

18*
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The English language, more than any modern lan-

Vocai character of guage known to us, is characterised

Saxon words, by the predominance of short, terse,

pointed words, on which the whole stress of the voice

admits of be ng thrown, with emphatic power, instead

of long, stra gling words, sprouting into growth, in

one,s very hands,—as in the inflected languages of Eu

rope. The difference reminds one of that between the

quick, short, sharp report of a rifle, and the rattling

sound of a shot gun,—and in this case, the sound is

suggestive of the effect. The force of the words, is

like the contents respectively discharged from the

two. The penetrative power of each is inversely, as

its mass.

" And then, even the long words of Saxon origin, are made up

of component elements, still retaining the sig-

cxpre^ * nificance of their roots-sometimes homely but

always/orcio/e._and that again is largely due, to

the sensuous image embodied in them. For example,—the latin

derivative, "paternal" is more sonorous, but the Saxon "fath-

erly," is the word for power. And awkward as the compound,

. —"home sickness,"—is. it is yet far more for-

derivaHons. cible< than the musical Greek derivative "Nos

talgia."

It is, beyond a question, a good omen that there, is, at last, a

_ . , . decided reaction against the enamored prev-

SaxonEngnsh. alence of the grandiloquent latin derivatives

of the language,—introduced by Dr. John

son, and his court ;*—and due largely—as that reaction is—to

the ruling influence of a few coteries of literary gentlemen ;—

among whom the conductors and writers of the Edinburgh Re

view, deserve a large share of the honor, and the credit.

§6. The fourth principle tributary to force, in the

„. i .. , . „ use of words, relates to the pro-
Figures tributary to Force. „ „' . * ,

per use of figurative lunguage.

* It is a curious fact, that even the cotemporaries of Dr. Johnson felt,

as we do, the turgjdness of his style : and yet many of them flel under

its power. " If, said Goldsmith to him, " you should write a fablt

about little fishes, Doctor,you would make the little fishes talk like great

whales." Though Johnson never did write fables about little fishes,—

his thoughts being as consistently grandiloquent as his diction, yet hs

called about him a shoal of admirers, who realized as far as they were

able, Goldsmith's witticism.
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As this topic, in its applications, involves—as we

have seen—the clearness of style, and as we shall find

in the next chapter, has still more emphatic applica

tions to the third of the essential properties,—viz :

Beauty—we shall only say, in this connexion, that

Imagery always subordinate tbe first Canon, in the use of

to clearness. figurative language,is, negative

ly,—that the imagery employed to represent the

thought, should never be allowed to take the place

of a principal ; or be employed for its own sake,—

i. e. for the sake of its beauty—and so to overload,

and damage the clearness or force of the style.

E. g., * " But what can one do ? How dispense with those darker

Example disquisitions, and moonlight voyages, when we have to deal

* ' with a sort of moon-blind wits, who, though very acute a«d

»ble in their kind, may be said to renounce day-light, and extinguish,

in a manner, the bright, visible, outward world, by allowing us nothing

but what we can prove, by strict formal demonstration."— Lord Shafta-

buJJ-.

This sentence proves that even in the case of experienced

Banger of too much at- TiterS' there is dan^r that *?***"

tention to form. oi a Passage may effloresce into vacant

- t form. Of course, however, it is still

more common, for young writers and speakers,—especially those

of an ardent temperament, and lively fancy, to become so ena

mored of a fine JJgure, as to forget the necessity of sense.

§ 7. There is one figure,—or device, employed in

Euphemism. style— termed Euphemism,—so peculiar,

and valuable in its place, as to deserve

some exposition of its laws, in this connexion. A

Euphemism is afigure—so called—or device by which

a harsh or painful idea, is expressed in language,

Ground and value. PurPosely chosen to avoid fullness or

force, so as to insinuate rather than

express the thought,—or, at the worst, to express the

idea, in some phase or relation, that is as little pain

ful,—or as positively pleasant,—as possible.

To express the idea of "death," e.g. under the image or figure of

When appropriate. sleeP' " to clothe a barsh or repulsive thing,

under an image as little repulsive, and to sur

round it with as many agreeable associations, as the nature of

* See farther, Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric, p. 210.
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the subject will admit. Of course Euphemism, — in this

sense,— is proper ; and, if we may so say, forcible, in its

_. .. way ; when the direct and full expression of the

' thought, would be harsh, or in danger of arousing

prejudice, against the acceptance of the truth.

The effect of the device, is practically well known,

despite the maxim,—"a rose by any other name

would smell as sweet."

E. g., the standing of a man in the community would be seri-

ously compromised, if he were published as having

iteSower "/«*'«* in business ;" but it is hardly more than a

piquant relish for a merchant's toast and tea, to learn

from the morning paper, that a brother merchant had " stopped

payment."—Or again, the announcement that the boiler of a

steam-boat, had exploded, would strike horror through a whole

community, and might damage travel; but the fact, that ten men

were scalded to death, and ten others blown up into the air, or

down into the water, will not move either boat-owners, or trav

elers to take the necessary precautions for safety, because the

boat only " collapsed a flue."

It may not alter the morality of the thing, to call

"vice," " frpiUy" or a " drunken debauch" merely "a

spree" or disgraceful ignorance of what a man ought

to know at examination, a "fizzle" but it does alter

the rhetoric of the case,—i. e. the force of the style,

where that is the property,—as it generally is—to

which its power is due.

The school of poetry founded, respectively, by Bcbm), and

Cowper, and the Lake Poets, has taught us, that
may beo po™ even the somewhat rugged, but strong, manly,

Saxon words of our noble native tongue,—when

presided over by good taste,—are good enough to entertain even

the angels of poesy. •

 

Section II.

Construction as tributary to Force.

§ 1. The principle which comes first, both in tha

Construction simple view of its importance, and the fire-

and concise. quency of its violation, is, that force
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demands simplicity, conciseness, and directness in the

construction of the sentences- It is true, universally,

that " brevity is the soul of wit." A sword may be

hung with trappings, for show ; but/or use, the very

scabbard must be thrown away. It is the keen, naked,

Laeonic style blade, not its ornaments, that are in the

forcible, question. A laconic style, whatever faults

it may have, is commonly forcible.

There are two common forms, of mod-forcible style. The one

u v i. -v,i i *s the use of epithets, adjectives and adverbs—
MocK-lorcible sty.e. and rfl ,B ^ superiative degree .-the other

is the free use of interjections, exclamations, apostrophes, and

other signs ofdead passion, instead of the employment of true, pro-

„ . .. found, living passion. The result is not only ineffi-
Fngidness. CJ-ent, but frigid; and even ridiculous, beyond most

forms of bad rhetoric.

§ 2. But, in the second place, while style may es-

Diffuie and cape this fault,—and there may be no ex-

wordy style, aggtralions —there may yet be diffuseness

and wordiness. Such a style may possibly be clear

enough,—though it is not likely to be so,—but it

can never be forcible, except comparatively. It is like

a concave lens, which transmits the light, but scatters

it.

To obtain power,—whether of heat or light—one must con

dense. The smaller the focus, the greater the

F0"eth i?vf,J8ely power. The force of a sentence,—other things

as e u being equal—is commonly inversely as its bulk.

The same weight of matter, is susceptible of a much greater de

gree of force,—and especially of penetrative power, in the form

of a rifle ball, than a load of" shot.

§ 3. We have said, however, that persons addicted

Long sentences to long and wordy sentences, may be

how forcible, comparatively forcible. But there is only

way, by which this can be done. The thoughts of

such men must be like the shot of a seventy-two pound

er,—made of solid metal.

Chalmers is a remarkable example of a wordy, repetitious, yet

_ _. most forcible, writer. This is due, chiefly, to two

w-t,1""mers causes,—!, the intense earnestness of his style;—
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and 2, the massiveness of. his thoughts. They will bear a load

of word's, and repetitions that would crush the thoughts of com

mon men.

Threefold form of The overloading of sentences may

this fault. occur in three ways ;—viz :

1. By Tautology,

2. By Pleonasm,

3. By Verbosity. .

§ 4. By tautology is meant the repetition of the

TautoW same sentiment two or more times, in sub-

' stantially, the same form. The effect of the

its effect rcPetition' however,—it should be said,—

depends upon the character of the thought

Exceptions rePeated- Strongly impassioned discourse,

not only tolerates, but demands a repetition,

of the causes which produced it. When the very ob

ject of the repetition, is to fix attention upon its

causes, with a view of justifying or heightening the

emotion, it cannot be condemned as tautology;—

which is the unnecessary repetition, of a thought.

It is this which makes the complete vindication of the seem

ing tautology of Dr. Chalmers' style.

§ 5. So Shakspeare makes Hamlet,—Act. I, Sec

Repetition not HI,—give vent to his indignation, at the

tautology, hasty marriage of his mother, with his

father,s brother ; thus :

" That it should come to this !

" But two month's dead ! Nay not so much as two :

" Must I remember ? Why she would hang on him

" As if increase of appetite had grown

" By what it fed on : and yet within a month,

" Let me not think oa't ;—frailty thy name is woman,—

" A little mouth ; or ere those shoes were old,

" With which she followed my poor father's bodp,

" Like Niobe all tears ; why she, even she—

" 0 heaven a beast, that wants discourse of reason,

" Would have mourned longer—married with my uncle,

 

My father's brother ; but no more like my father,

" Than I to Hercules : within a month ;

" Ere yet the salt of most unrighteous tear*

" Had left the flushing in her galled eyes,

" She married : 0 most wicked speed, to post,

" With such dexterity to incestuous sheets !

" It is not, nor it cannot come to good ;

" But break my heart ; for I must hold my tongue,"
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The bitter, burning, galling recurrence, to the one idea, in er-

•ry variety of phrase and image by a bursting heart, is not only

not tautology, but is obviously demanded, by the pitch of pas-

tion, of the crazed subject of such grief.

§ 6- Pleonasm is the use of a term, or terms, the

Pleonasm. meai"ng o/ which is fully implied, in what is

already said, though not strictly a repetition;

of it is the use of terms which add nothing to the

sense :—like the " damp mists," or "blue heavens,"

or "silvery moon," of Ossian.

And not only so, but every word that could be dis

pensed with, without impairing the fullness of the

thought—even by recasting the sentence—is a pleon

asm. No one knows how much lighter and more ef

fectively, a sentence will move, after all this useless

lumber has been taken out of it. It might be a good

rale, to strike out every word, or clause or image,

that does not forward the object of the sentence.

As we saw before, that it was not the repetition of a thought,

hut its useless repetition, that constituted tautology, so here, it

is not the previously implied expression of an idea, but such ex

pression in a form that odds no significance or force to the

Words for emphasis exPression- that makes a pleonasm. There

not pleonasm. are qualifying words which add,—if not a

new idea, at least a new emphasis to the old

idea ; and are, therefore, justifiable, if not demanded, and indis

pensable, to express the shade or fullness of the thought.

§ 7. Words of this class,' are known as epithets :—

Epithets what? '}z : words which define the sense, or

degree, in which a given property may

be predicated of a subject to which it is related,

•ither characteristically, or in very different degrees.

Cold moon-beams, though moon-beams are always

cold, in their nature,—as reflected light,—is yet an

epithet, so characteristic of moonlight, as to describe

a real and invariable property. Qualifying words

How different from like this,—which might easily be mul-

pieonasm. tiplied to a large extent,—are epi

thets, not pleonasms; and as such contribute to the
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discrimination or clearness, or emphasis, of thought,

and consequently to the force of style.

§ 8. Verbosity, implies the crowding in of words and

Verbosity, na- clauses, which yet add nothing, either

ture of. to the clearness or force of style. They

may not be, tautological, or pleonastic ;—i. e. thej

How different from tan- may not be either a repetition, noi

toiogy and pleonasm. yet wholly destitute of meaning 1

but their meaning may be either trifling, or irrelevant.

Of course the effect of such words, must be, to lum-

bcr the sentence, and distract the attention ; or,

in other words, to mar both the clearness and

force of style.*

§ 9. The second general principle bearing on the

construction of sentences with a view to force,

is that the clauses should follow one another

in the order of their importance. This order is what

the Rhetoricians call Climax.

The law of Climax, is laid in the constitution of

the human mind. It is impossible to carry the mind

iteason of the law addressed to the highest point of force,

of climax. ^y a sudden transition ; or in any

other way than by degrees,t In Cicero,s oration

against Verres, this principle is well seen.

* The following illustration, taken from the traditional report of one

ExftmnlPofVprhnsHv or my predecessor's nnwritten lectures, will de-
Lxample or Verbosity. flne the nature and fault of which we speak,

better than any formal definition.

" A gentleman in the South, accompanied by his servant.—both o»

horse-back,—finding his saddle uncomfortable, drewup.andaddressing

the latter,—" Jack,'-—said he—" do you take the saddle off this hers

horse, and lay it down on the ground,—then take the saddle off your

horse and put it On this horse, and then take up the saddle from the

ground there, and put it on your horse." When the real nature of the

process at last broke through this cloud of words, upon the wondering

mind of Jack, his laconic reply, was, " La, massa, why did,ntyou say

change the saddles .'" It was partly this same fault,—of course on a

rcry different scale—that laid Dr. Johnson—as reported by Boswelli—

open to the amusing sarcasms of Macauley.

It is, by no means, an uncommon fault of style, in men whose classical

training is still so self conscious, as to crowd their style with what the

common people call " big words."

f The applications of Climax, in appeals to the passions in eloquence

have been already studied. See Part II, Ch. Ill, §12. *

*frf1.
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It is an outrage, to bind a Roman citizen,—to scourge him ia an dtro-

citrus crime,—lo put him to death, is paricide, but to crucify hinj, what

■hall we call it ? . .

a.*i rv § 10- The /orce of this principle is best,
Aoti-uimax se.nin the effec< of the inverte order,—

termed anticlimax.

The anti-climax, is so excessively enfeebling, as to

be a most potent instrument in beliltleing a thing so to

make it ludicrous.

" And thou, Dalhousie, the great God of war,

" Lieutenant Colonel to the Earl of Mar. —Pope.

Polished ridicule is indeed the true application ofthe

anti-climax in Rhetoric.

Again : Pope, uses it for a satirical lash laid on

the back of a well known personage, in the line sig

nalizing his liberality :—

" Die and endow a College,—or a cat."

§ 11^ The third principle, in construction, bearing

Dramatic on the Force of style, is due to its dramatic

quality, character.

By this is meant the introduction of persons and

D . things as acting, and speaking for themselves;

instead of representing them in the third per

son, and then telling what they said and did. This

quality of style—especially in narration—will be

found to add greatly to its force, and vivacity-

It is this character of style,—largely,—which lends its fasci-

»*• • xv »• nation to Fiction : while the want of it, does so

and History"11 much to render Hist0I7 dl7 and dulK Vte^al

history is often stranger than fiction ; but its life

and interest are liable to be etaporated to dryness, by the mod.>

of narration.

§ 12. A fourth canon of construction, tributary to

ru.i«j- . . the force of sentences, requires that
Periodic structure. ,. ^ , , , i -j , • *\

the closing member should bring the

thought to a perfect period, and forbids the drawing

iuBtance of antiperi- out,—like the additional joints of a

odic structure. spy-glass,—ofsuperadded clauses, af

ter the main idea of the sentence. An instance of

19
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the enfeebling effect of this form of coaatraetien, is

supplied in the following sentence :
Neither is any mode of life, more honorable in the Bight of God than

another; otherwise he would be a respecter of persons, which he assures

us he is not. , .

§13. The fifth principle of construction—bearing

on the force of the sentence—is that
Pores of anf.th.ses. which seeks to suggest the antagO'

nism of contrasted thoughts, by the antitheticform of

the structure,
E.g., •' In their prosperity, my friends shall never hear of s'e, in

their adversity, always:'

§ 14. The sixth form of construction, available tor

giving force to the form of the

RedaPlicated8tructure- sentence, is that, by which a/u#,

extended statement of the thought is first made, with

a view to clearness; and then given, in condensed redu

plication, with a vieio to force. Take this exampla

from Burke :
" When the old feudal and chivalrous spirit of fealty, which by free

ing kings from/car, freed both kings aud subjects from

Example of. the precautUm of tyranny, shall be extinct, in the minds

of men, plots and assassination, will be anticipated by preventive mur

der, and preventive confiscation, and that long roll of grim and bloody

maxims, which form the political code of all power, not standing on

its own honor, and the honor of those that obey it. Kings will be ty

rants from policy, when subjects are rebels from principle."

The condensed antitheses of the final clause, like the

crack of the whip, is what gives the

Danger of excess^ ^ ^ y^ The danger te be

guarded against, in all these cases, is the appearance

of labor and conscious effort, giving an air of offensive

mannerism, to the style. This constant straining af

ter effect—next after the pompous formalism and

frigidnes8 of high sounding words—is the great fault

of the otherwise powerful style, of Dr. Johnson. ,

interrogary § 15. A seventh form of construction tri-

construction butary to the force of sentences, is the w

Though interrogation ia the natural expression of doubt, seefer.

° ing relief by asking a. question, jet wb^e

NatnralaiHlfeurative th°re ^ realiy n0 2oubt in the...caw?, and

iatenogation. ^^ ^ Qbject of the speakeri i8 not,
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therefore, to resalve a doubt; but to secure an emphatic affirma

tion, of a truth which is beyond all doubt, it is not unnatural, to

raise a question for the sake of eliciting the unanimous affirm

ation and so securing a pronounced judgment, instead of a quies

cent assent, to the truth in question :—e. g.,

I ask, gentlemen, is such a thing possible ? Is it even conceivable ?

Can any man, in his senses, accept a conclusion so unnatural, so ab

surd, and so revolting ?

Whoever attempts it, will find it impossible to make any other

,, form of affirmation, so emphatic, and impassioned as this

' interrogatory form. - •".:'..•:-'

§ 16. An eighth principle,—somewhat related to

Use and Power the last,—and like it tributary to the

of irony. force of a sentiment, lies in the use of

Irony. It is not simply a doubt,—prompting a ques

tion—but the seeming decisive and even strenuous

affirmation of & sentiment; while it is intended to con

vey the very opposite conviction.

A device like this, is only applicable of course, where there is

no danger of the ironical form being understood seriously.

Irony is employed not only to controvert error, but to draw

. _ .. ridicule upon it, by setting it into relations

conditio™ where its err0r bec"raes so Palpable as to be

ridiculous. The most effective and valauble

application of irony consists in its power to pour ridicule upon a

r.„ a- * sentiment intended to be refuted. Take this example
its effect. , , „ r

quoted by Day : ;
" But," Mr. Speaker, •' we have a right to tax America." Oh won

derful transcendent right ! The assertion of which has cost us thirteen

provinces, six islands, one hundred thosand lives, and seventy millions of

money. Oh invaluable right ! for the sake of which, we have sacrificed

our rank among nations, our importance abroad, and our happiness at

tome."

§ 17. The ninth principle, lending force to the con-

. struction, of a sentence, is the inversion of the

'natural order of the sentence for the sake of

greater emphasis.

According to the idiom of the English language, the normal

n *i« -i» „r t „• logical order of the construction, for simple
liationale of Inversion. '. , ... . .„' ,„_ ;•

unimpassioned narration, is, to place the

subjectfirst, the copula, next, and the predicate last. In propor

tion as the sentiment becomes impassioned, there is a tendency to

,. . . alter the form of the construction, with a. view of
bmpnaits. givjng m0re emphatic force, to the emotion struggling
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for utterance. When the passion gets complete control of the

Whv emohatic 'o^iL o^ ^e sentenCe, •' thrusts out first, the word,

' p ' which is burdeued with the greatest weight of

forceful thought. The excited, popular assembly which drown

ed the defence of Paul in the Amphitheatre at Ephesus, takes—

despite of our English idiom, in the translation,—the impassion

ed form.

" Great is Diana of the Bphesians."

Not " Diana of the Ephesians is great."

§ 18. Still another method, in wliich impassioned

Force of exaggeration, f?**&«**» ***& expression,

lies in the use ot language, purpose

ly exaggerated beyond the literal truth of description :

or in other words in the use of the figure—so called

—of Hyperbole, e. g.,

I saw their chief, tall as a rock of ice ; his spear the fir ; his thield

the ruing morn.

So far from producing the effect of falsehood, such

...... , ,. exaggerated forms of descrip-
Justification of exaggeration. .. eo , , „ , , r,

tion are not only allowed but

demanded, by the over wrought excitement, which

prompts their use. Instead of making the impression

of literal falsehood, the Hyperbole,—in its legitimate

applications—is true in effect : because the required

abatement is instinctively allowed lor ;—while the

absence of the Hyperbole would discredit the genuine

ness of the passion which failed to employ it-

§ 19. The last principle we shall stop to mention

. as controlling the construction with a view
posopesis. ^ angmente3i—because, impassioned—ex

pression, is where the reigning excitement of the

speaker, overbears his control of the logical construc-

, tion, and leaves the sentence, either disturbed
Force of. . ' . . , . . -

in structure, or incomplete in form .—as e. g.,

in the sentence before quoted from Cicero.

It is an outrage, to bind a Roman citizen,—to scourge him is an atro

cious crime,—to put him to death, is paricide, but to crucify him, what

shall we call it ?

The force of this form of construction depends on the fact,

Rationale l no ePi^De' *&** *8 within the range of rhetorical

propriety, could equal in force, what the hearing in-
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dignation of the Imagination of the excited assembly, would be

•are to supply.

§ 20. But, after all, the great condition necessary

Necessity of Force to a forcible style is forcible thoughts :
of thought. • i. e. thoughts instinct with clear and

strong emotion. Feebleness of conception, and confu

sion of thought, are the prolific parents of the feeble,

rickety constitution, of powerless style. All the rules

for attaining a forcible style, might be summed up

in this one :—to express/orate thoughts, in the most

natural way.

And generally, the condition of thinking either clearly or for-

Conditions of <£** 'S/o $*£■£"■£' andW The creations of

this force, thought—like those of matter at the beginning—

do not rise in full and complete form at once. It

commonly requires the patient, plastic hand, of after thought,

to mould them into the fittest forms ;—and especially so far as

those forms owe their life and power to the last of the essential

properties of style—viz: their Beauty.

CHAPTER III.

Beauty as a Property op Style.

§ 1. Beauty—or elegance,—is placed last, in the or-

Order of beauty. der of.th.e essential properties of style, be

cause it is least in importance. And yet

some writers, especially in the forming stages of

their style—reversing this normal order— spend their

time in coquetting with beauty, to the neglect offorce

and clearness.

It often happens, moreover, that the beauty which captivates

them, is,.after all, of a tawdry sort,—the result of finery and

paint,—instead of the simplicity and beauty of nature.

§ 2. One of the first principles in regard tobeauty,

Self-consciousness —the world over—is, that a studied

destroys beauty, display of it, or even the apparent con

sciousness of its existnence, displeases. It must steal

19*
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npon us unawares, to make its full impression.

This is true even oi real beauty. But when that

which is of questionable character, undertakes to pa

rade itself, we repel repel it with disgust.

2 3. It should be a settled principle, therefore, that beauty is

So does d'snla not to ")e stua^ie^ and mucn less displayed, for its

own sake. It is always an attribute, and must

never be thmst into the place of a Principal. Beauty of style

should exist with a view to the sense, and not the sense merely

to support and show off the beauty of the style or imagery.

§ 4. At the same time, it is very far from being

The value of Beau- true, that beauty of style is of no value,

ty in style. or even of little value, in rhetoric.

This would contradict the settled experience of men ;

and it is not difficult to see why it should be so.

§ 5. As discourse is addressed to the mind, not

m , .. . . . only by the channel of the intellect, bat
Relation to taste. , J f , , .,.,... • .'

also through the sensibilities,—l. e. the

(esthetic nature; it should seek, 1, not to offend against

the laws of the taste :—and 2, to avail itself of the

fascination, and power, of good taste, in order to

mediate truth to the acceptance of the mind addressed.

This is the true characteristic function of poetry and

the explanation of its power in literature. But the

same element ofpower exists in forms,appropriate also

Necessity of its to prose. And it js little less than trea-

empioyment. aon j0 the cause of truth, to allow error

or vice to triumph, by means of the unnatural alli

ance which it will be sure to form, in order to avail

itself of the captivating power, which beauty wields

over the human heart.

Even in the process of conviction, logic supplies only the skel-

n •«.j™ eton of effective argument. Truth may be
Power m conviction. ^^ w b(j ^^mere^ _a88Uch

awakens no emotion, and has. therefore, no proper power. It

.is not till rhetoric sends the warm, red,
Power in persuasion. ,. Kfe.blood of fcauty," to mantle on the

cold cheek of logic, and clothe its ungainly, muscular forms, in

the drapery of taste, that we begin to admire,—and then it is,

that we feel the fining, and life-giving pulses of m/xjcbxc*,
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m a power, over the individual soul, or as a power in society at

large.

§ 6. In studying the sources of Beauty, as a pro-

.*. . perty of style, we shall find it to re-
Sources of Beaut,. ^j. jn ^ ^^ and 2, in the

form of thought.

Section I.

The Material Elements of Beauty.

§. 1. The first constituent element of beauty— avail-

„ .. .. , . „ . able in style—resides in its mat-
Truth essential to Beauty. . « i , . ., . „ . • •

ter, of which the main essential

quality is its truth.

Fancy may elicit wonder, in view of the fantastic

power of Fancy forms,an(i unexpected plausibilities ofer

ror, or even vice:— but,_ as wc have seen

before,*—noform or degree ofpower, ever has wielded,

or ever can wield, any true and permanent control

over the human spirit, that is not true to the intui

tive sensibilities, and wants of that spirit. It is the

Immortality of Truth "W0RD,"which is, also the " TRUTH,"

' which " only hath immortality.',

§ 2. Mens thoughts like their persons, have two

t_„ d , o . distinct, but closely related ele-
Two Sources of Beauty. ', ,, . * e u^«..*_ .. i

men ts of this source of beauty : 1,

natural, or that due to its own proper form;—and 2,

» • , *„ , moral, due to its association, in human
Natural and Moral. ., ;, .!• . ,..•

thought, with moral qualities.

' A flower is beautiful for its own form and colour, before we

• «, , , „ , , _ come to look upon it as the emblem of
Natural Beauty of Form. moral qualities^_j (,, before we see itt

moral beauty. But we mast not forget that beauty may be dua

„ . „ to the association with moral qualities, as truly as
Horai Beauty. ^ n(Uural [otm3 :_from the beauty of holiness—

which is" the perfection of beauty,"—down to the natural qnaj-

•BeeCh. I, of.this Book.
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ites of the lamb or the dove; into which the consciousness of hu

man character, has breathed a spirit of beauty assimilated to iU

own.

The highest form of beauty,—due to the mate-

The highest Form rial element of the thought, and fupply-

of Beauty, ing.consequently, the highest emotional

power to style,—is that which blends the two, in sub

stantial union, and then vivifies them both, with the

pervading element of truth;—truth to the intellect,

and truth to the human spirit.

Section II.

Beauty as residing in the Form.

§ 1. The second constituent element of beauty,—

Beauty due to Form. available in style—is that residing in

the Form ofthought. Of this general

class, there are several subdivisions.

§2. In the first place, there is that form of beauty

Adaptation a source which resides in the adaptation of

of beauty. means to ends :—as we speak famil

iarly of a beautiful piece of machinery ;—or the beau

ty of a crystal,—meaning its perfect transparency.

The beauty due to excellence in the essential pro-

Hxceiience of style a perties ofstyle—clearness and force

source of beauty, —though in reality appertaining to

the class residing in theforms, of thought, arc yet so

ruling, as to seem to belong to the matter of the

what a beautiful thought itself. We speak of a " beau-

thought means, aftf thought," when it is really th«

form of the thought, that strikes us,—or the image

under which it is expressed :—e. g. " minutes are the

gold dust of time." It is not the thought, that the

smallest portions of time are valuable, but the beau

tiful form or image under which that thought is ex

pressed, that gives us the sense of beauty.
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§ 3. This introduces the second principle, tributary

« jk « u * *o tne beauty, residing in the form of

thought, viz. its (esthetic character.

We have already seen that the /orce or power in

„ .. , , . style, is due to its emotional charac-
Emotional character. , J 1 -, „ - .. , j

ter ;* and no form of emotion stands

in so near a relation to the conciliatory, captivat

ing power of style,—in producing the effect sought in

eloquence,—as the aesthetic emotions.

§ 4. The aesthetic characters of style, may be far-

^ .. , ther subdivided, into, 1, those ptculi-
l no assthetio forms ../. . ' • , *T •

arty, it not exclusively, appropriate in

poetry :—and 2, those equally available in prose.

There are several points of difference, between po-

mfference between etry and prose : some of which are es-

poetrj and prose, sential and characteristic, and others

secondary and less distinctive. Coleridge " desyn-

onymises" the words poesy and poetry,
oesy an oe ry. empi0yjng. tne former to designate the

essential nature and spirit ofpoetry ; and the latter that

which possesses only theform of poetry. The same

oetic difference lies in the words poetry and
oe ry an poe ic. p0e(.jCj or "poetry" and " a poem:"—the

. . one describing that which breathes the
Poetry and a form. .. , . .. % ,.» _ .

essential spirit and life of poetry ;—

and the other, that which wears the form :—more or

or less perfect, in its characteristic life,—but always

having a defined and unvarying form.

In the latter of these senses, "'poetry" has aesthetic

Resemblance and characters, peculiar and distinctive;

difference. an(i in the other, it employs aesthetic

principles and powers, whieh it has, in common with

prose.

§ 5. The distinctive character of poetry,—in th«

., .. .. , sense of a poem—lies in its combin-
Oestmction of poetry. . .. J" ... ,. . ..

mg thought with the aesthetic power
• See Ca. II and Ch, HI, .
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of music; in such forms, and in so far as language_i. e.

articulate sound, expressing thought—can avail itself

of the asthetic properties of music,—i- e. inarticulate

sound, — with a view of meditating more ef-

„ ., , ^ . fectively that truth, to the acceptance
Essential character. „ . , .•, • j , c ±i

of the human mind, by reason ot the

asthetic form, in which it is thus clothed.

§ 6. There are two forms—peculiar to poetry—

Two .Esthetic Forms under which language can thus link

iuPoetrj. itself with the aesthetic power of

music, in order to the fuller attainment of its end,—

as tributary to the beauty of style—by means of verse :

viz : 1, rhyme, and 2, blank verse.

§ 7. As poetry properly belongs to rhetoric—as

„ . . ™. . • we have defined its scope—only
Poetry not Rhetoric. . . , , „ . , . r n . , J

incidentally, as involving some ot the

forms of aesthetic power available in rhetoric, we

pass to the consideration of those forms of aesthetic

esthetic Forms in prose, power, appertaining properly to

prose style, either exclusively, or

in ce.nmon with poetry.

§ 8. The point of the closest likeness,—in assthetic

character,_ofpoetry and prose, is in their common pos-

i» „. „* r»u ... session of that Quality of style, called
Power of Rhythm. , ,, . . ,- J. . J ,'

rhythm ;—which consists in the musi

cal arrangement, and the succession in due proportion,

n^nsnr. t m, «. of accented or unaccented syllables.
Definitions of Rhythm. m, , -, , . , J,

Ihe melody of poetry depends upon

the length of the syllables, or, in other words, on the

ir„i„j •_ n . a*, well proportioned succession of
Melody in Poetry and Prose. ." „" . ,, , ,,

poeho feet — so called ;— the

melody of prose, on the well proportioned succession

of the accented and unaccented syllables. - .

So far from this being a difference withont a dis-

t,,- .... tinction, or even an unimportant
Difference of the two. ,.~ ' .. . , - ~

ditterence, the tendency of a prose

Btyle to assume the measured character of poetic
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numbers, is a re«/, and,—if carried to excess,—cofi-

Poetic Melody a Fault in Prose. ■***(»&» a very great fault in

style. It is apt to lead one

to sacrifice, or at least, subordinate, the sense to the

sound. Words are selected, not because they express

the sense most simply and forcibly, but because they

contain, just so many syllables, and of just such a

quantity.*

§ 9. Another testhetic form, available in poetry,

. .... .. and prose alike, is the method of alliteration :
Alliteration. r. . -., ,

_implying sameness of the initial consonants*

of successive words,—as rhime implies the sameness of

the closing vowels. Take, as an instance of allit-

An instance eration, the following line from a poem,

' which owes its life, in the unwritten history

of the College—now nearly a half a century old,_

purely to tradition ;—

" And slander slavers with his slippeiy tongue."

Though alliteration is more characteristically at

home in poetry, it is also equally capable, of lending

its peculiar power,—if kept within legitimate limits

—to prose.f

* " We know," says one of the purest critics in America, " a popular

sermon writer, with whom the melody of a sentence, is the criterion of

its perfection. His style lies, therefore, between blank verse, and Mr,

Pherson's Ossian. A friend of ours once scanned for us twelve suc

cessive lines of regular decasyllables, from one of his published discour-

ces. Such mellowness is akin to decay."—Princeton Review. Even

Cicero, notwithstanding his constiutional fondness for full and sounding

sentences, banishes such a style to " Caria and Phrygia and Mysia,' -

" quod minime politse et minime elegantes sunt," and assures us further

that the Athenians, •' vero, funditus repudiaverunt." And so miiKi

every one who does not wish to sacrifice the power of thought, to tli*

mere jingle of words.

f Perhaps we may get a truer apprehension of the nature and pecu-

Alliteration in Latin. lia.r <f'<"' ot the deyice' j£ wc }a}e a specimen, in

a dead language where the whole effect is due to

the alliteration, and none at all, to the matter of the thought. For

this purpose we extract from a small Volume of Macaronic Poetry, in

Latin, the following lines, with their caption :—

PUONA POHCOBUM

Pee P. Pokcicm, Poetam.

Plaudite, porcelli, Porcorum pigra propago.

Progreditur, pi ; res Porci pinguedine pleni

Pugnantes pergunt, pecudum pars prodigiosan
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J 10. It should be remembered, however, its very •

effectiveness is a temptation to its abuse ; and like

the analogous and tributary arts, of both of rhime

and rhythm, the only condition of its effective employ

ment, as an allowable auxiliary, in aesthetic effect, is

that it shall be rigidly confined to a subsidiary and se

condary place : and never allowed, for a moment, to

overbear a pure regard to the simple, clear, and for

cible expression of thought. Like every other ele-

Dangerons of using ment of power, it is able to do harm,

in excesss. when it is found out of its true place.

The keener the edge, the more dangerous to play

with.

1 11. The third form of aesthetic power,—tributary to style—

_ . ...'a.' '-> , „ -is the imitative or suggestive pro-
Sdggest.ve Propery of Sound. pgrty of ^^

As a large part of language wears every appearance of having

originated in the instinctive propensity to frame a word, more or

,„ . , . . .. .. less in imitation,—either actual or fanci-
Words due to Im.tat.on. fu]_of the idea, which it is designed to

- „. J „ ,_. . express, one of the sources of expres-
•uggesUve Power of Words. 8iv"e p0weri will naturally lie in such

imitation.*

There are three properties in which words—i. e.,

articulate sounds—which may imitate, or suggest the

,. t, . ,,.. . character of things :—viz: 1, sounds
Appjicable to What. . . „ ° , . ,

in nature ,1, properties analagous

to, and capable of suggestion, by means of sounds ;—

suchj e. g. as the qualities ofmotion,—3, mental states,

capable of such suggestion.

§ 12. In the Jirst place, there are words evidently

-. -_■- , resulting from an Mm/a/ion of that which
Imitatite words. ., °

they express :

Such e. g., as the natural cries of animals—" hiss" "gabble",

" gobble," " squeak," " squeal,"—and also other sounds iu na

ture,—such as " clap," '' splash," &c. So also we speak of tb«

Perturbat pede petrosas plerumque platcas,

Pars portentose populorum prata profanat,

Pars pungit populando potens, pars plnrima plagis

Prsetendit punire pares, proBternere parvos, &c.

* See Day's Elements of Rhetoric, Style, Part I, Cb. VIL
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"booming" of artillery, the "roar" of cannon, and the " clash" of

arms.

§ 13. Quickness or slowness of motion may be imi-

__ ,... , .. tated, or, the idea suggested, or heigh-
Quahties of motion. , . ' , . °° ' 8

tened by this same means : e g. ra

pid, joyous motion :

" When the merry bells ring round,

" And the jocund rebecks sound,

" To many a youth and many a maid,

" Dancing in the checkered shade."

Slowness and sadness, or labor and difficulty :

" And ten low words off creep in one dull line."

Or, " A needless Alexandrine ends the song,

" That, likea wounded snake, drags its slow length along."

The effect is obviously due, in such cases, to the analogy be-

tween the ease and rapidity of the utterance,—and

the effect tDat aSain isdue to the character of the syllables,—in

such passages, and the cheerfulness, and joyousness,

which naturally inspire that quality of motion.

It w&uld be simply impossible, to dance to tune of Old Hun

dred. So, on the other hand, the idea of difficulty, or laborious-

ness, is capable of expression,'—or at least suggestion^

difficulty —bv analogous devices ; especially by such combina

tions ofletters and syllables, as to be difficult of ut

terance ; suggesting, inferentially, difficulty of execution : e. g.,

" Up the high hill, he heaves a huge round stone ;

" The huge round stone resulting with a bound,

" Thunders impetuous dowu, and smokes along the ground."

Or, " And strains, from hard bound brains, six lines a year."

The possible expressive power, due to this imitative property

in style, which,—for want of a better place—we
of• imVtofion.er class with tl,e ffislhetic properties, available for

heightening the beauty of styk', is exemplified

with extraordinary effect in the transition from a thunder storm

to a calm, May morning,—metaphorically speaking—in that re

markable extract, from Pope's Essay on Criticism :

" What! like Sir Kichard rumbling, rough and tierce,

" With arms, and George and Brunswick crowd the verse,

" llend with tremendous sounds your ears asunder,

" With gun, drum, trumpet, blunderbuss and thunder ?

" Then, all your muse's softer arts display,

" Let Carolina smooth the tuneful lay,

*' Lull with Amelia's liquid name the nine,

" And sweetly flow through all the royal line."

While there are here, doubtless, some real principles of expres

sion, capable of lending beauty and force to style, the subject

would yet seem to fall, largely, within the dnmain offancy; and

20
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to be largely in the nature ofa play upon words; rather tban a seri

ous or valuable source of true power, iu the culture of style. ,

Section III.

Principles ruling in the use of Imagery.

§ 1> The last form of asthetic power, available to

n , T increase the Beauty, as well as force
Power of Imagery. e . . , *' ,,"_ ._

of style,—and common equally to

prose and poetry—is the employment of imagery, in

lieu of the intellectual or abstract forms of thought,

embodied in a word. Though mentioned last, this is

by far the most important and effective source of the

contributions, made both to the beauty and the force

of style.

§ 2. There are two laws of human nature, which go

•jround ofpower to explain the well known power of

in imagery, truth expressed in the form of an image

oyer that expressed in abstract language : viz : 1, the

.sensuous form and emotional power, of the image :-—

and 2, its cesthetic or beautiful character,—appealing,

as it does, to the sensuous element in human nature ;

—which is also largely the emotional element. It is

Kmotionai and a familiar principle in human nature, and

active power. one which has its most important appli

cations, in the emotional and active sphere of life—

that men are more affected by truths and motives

coming through the senses, than through purely in

tellectual, or—still more—abstract channels.

Now it is the special function of the Imagination,—or image

n.,„. .T,„Tm„™;no*;„„ creating faculty, to reproduce sensuous
Dae to the Imag.nat.on.^ .8^ to %msfofm inteiUctual or

abstract truth, into imagery, or sensuous conceptions, taking their

character from some image, resembling, in some respect, the

„, .. ,, ... truth to be embodied, either in actual or
FoneboQ of Imagination. fancied )lkenesa. lt is the peculiar fune-

tion of the Imagination, and the fancy, to substitute, on the
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ground of some resemblance, an image for an abstract concep

tion of truth.

§ 3. It is this character of mind which explains to

us the emotional power of sensuous imagery, over that

of the intellectual or abstract form of the correspond-

Sensuous ana emotional ing thought. It is because man is

power of Rhetoric. not a pure spirit, nor yet a pure in

tellect; but so far as his emotiorial and active life are

concerned, under the ruling influence of his senses,—

or the reproduction of their sensuous forms, in the

Imagination,—that the power of rhetoric, as well as-

poetry, rests so largely in the use of imagery.

Take, for instance, the powerful, if not revolting

image employed in the following passage :*

" For it had been better for them, not to have known the way of

Pvomnionf^^o- righteousness, than after they have known it, tn
inTmimSr turn from the holy commandment delivered unto

m mere imagery. them Bat it ig napnene(j m^ tnem according to

the true proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again, and the son

that was washed, to her wallowing in the mire." Or the language of

Rahab to the Spies, " Our hearts did melt,—neither did there remain

any more courage, in any man, because of you."f

§ 4. Besides this merely sensuous power of an image

Power of its sesthetic —even a revolting one—over any

character. purely intellectualform of statement :

there is a capacity of farther assthetic power, where

the image, besides its sensuous, possesses also an (es

thetic character ; and thus, avails itself also, of the pc

Power to mediate culiar captivating sense of beauty, to

truth to the mind, mediate the truth embodied, to our

emotional, and even to our intellectual acceptance.

Take,—in illustration of this power,—the majestically beautiful in-

itance of the truth, embodied in the lyric stanza :

" Then sorrow, touched by thee, grows bright,

" With more than raptures ray,

" As darknesa shows us worlda of light,

" We never saw by day."

How magnificently fine, is the image projected ou

„„..„„, . .. _. . the screen of the imagination; be-
Rationalc of the effect. . , , , . , 9 . . „

sides the tendency, coming out ot

the mere beauty of the image, to prepossess us with

* 2 Peter, 2 : 22. f Joshua 2:11.
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the conviction of its intuitive truth :—i. e. in other

words—the exquisite beauty of the image, predispo

ses us to accept it as true, as well as beautiful:—pos

sibly from the quick logic of the law of feeling, in

ferring that what is so beautiful, in the domain of an

all-perfect God, must be true also.

§ 5. But whether this is the true analysis ofour ten

dency to accept truth, on aesthetic grounds, or not; it

is certain,_and that is the important truth for us now—

The power of form that the aesthetic character of the form.

to perpetuate. 0f thought gives a high power of pro

bability, in the mediating of that truth to our accep

tance.

The exquisite beauty of much of Byron,, e. g., is what renders

_ his morbid, irreligious, and almost—in. ' itself—revolting
Byron forms 0f passion, sof01 midable and depraving ;—and the

_ perfect melody of Pope's versification, has perpetuated,—
Pe' and almost embalmed—the forms of his atheistic panthe

ism, even in the literature of christian nations ; who would have

repelled with horror, the naked statement of the underlying er

ror.

And yet—as we have said before—even the highest form of

aesthetic excellence in style, after all, comes
tLt?cKarbfffi3"shortofachiev!nSafr"el'mmorta/i'y for er"

ror :—and the lesson for us to learn is the

value to style,—on the behalf of truth,—of those properties

which show their power,—like Satan transformed into an angel

of light—in deceiving, " if it were possible, the very elect"

of truth. '

§ 6. The account we have now given of the origin

and power of the use of imagery in language, will

explain certain familiar phenomena, otherwise inex

plicable.

It is well known, e. g., that the freest and most effective use

/1 ... , is made of imagery, in the lower stages of ''n-

u^ffmagery.6 Actual culture. The language of the great

orators, and statesmen—as we may venture to

Iadian eloauence ca" tnem—o^ t*ie aboriginal tribes of North

q ' America, as developed in every period of col

lision, between the red and white races on this continent, gots

Power Of Imaeerv t0 8D0W a Power on tne si^e o' tne forniei'i

s ~' strikingly in contrast with the alt-subduing
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forces, of the civilization of the latter : and investing them With

a power, not only formidable, bat in some sense irresislable ;

except by means of undermining processes, of which We have lit

tle cause to be proud, in the comparison.

I 7. On the other band it has always been noticed that in

n proportion as the exact, abstract, intellectual,

exac^caHurtT cuIturc, of a raee advances,—e. g. in pure science

' or literature,—in that same proportion does the

boldness of imagery decline, to the tamer and less impassioned

prevalence of a language, which speaks constantly less and less

to the Imagination, the fancy, and the feelings ; and which em

ploys more and more of the generic, and abstract, and unimpa*-

sioned language of exact, general, and scientific statement.

It is not the poverty of language,—as such men as

„, . . Blair contend—but the necessity
True origin of imagery. „ , . ,, , , , '

of speaking to the senses, and the

imagination, in order to impress the feelings or com

mand the mill, that explains the predominant use of

imagery in rude, uncultured languages.

§ 8. The principles now stated, touching the origin,

„, .. .. . „ nature and power of imagery,—as
Classification of its uses. .., ." .. , . " j ,

tributary to the beauty and force

of style,—may be summed up in the following classi

fication of the uses, and effects, resulting—practical

ly—from the proper employment of such imagery,

viz :

I. To give vivacity and beauty to style. This—as

, ,r . . . ... we have seen—depends chiefly on
1 To give beauty to style , " „ . '

two properties of images, -_

viz : 1, that by which they set before us a living im

age, instead of a dead or abstract quality.

Thus Grotius,*—in his commentary on John, says :

" The attachment of John was to Jesus,—that of Peter, to the Messi

ah. Accordingly their master gave the one the charge of his Church,

—the other that of his family.

And 2, on the beauty of the image so employed. E.g., Shakspeare

represents Capulet, while gazing on the corpse of Juliet, as so

liloquizing,—

" Death lies on her like an untimely frost,

" Upon the sweetest flower of all the field."

§ 9. The second effective application of an image,

* Bee also Campbell,s Philosophy of Ehctoric, p. 298.

20*
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is to illustrate an idea, by presenting it un-

2 To illnstrate. der &familiari or ckarer fwm%

The book of Proverbs is a constant illustration of the beauty

and force of this principle, e. g.,

" Where there is no wood the Are goeth out ; so where there is no

tale-bearer the strife ceaseth."

There is, of course, a peculiar force in such imagery, when it

is borrowed from the profession or occu-

Technical illustration. paUon ofthe Bpeaker: __andi if possible,

still, more when taken from that of the hearer*

§ 10. A third legitimate use of such imagery, is to

give emotional power,—over the passions

3 To emphasize. «or fte wiU __to the thought so present

ed.
This may be due to three different reasons. 1. the use of a term

so specific as to emphasize that special part of a com-

Rationale of plex tbing, on whicn ^ey0*ce of a term depends: as;.

empnasis. eg^ synecdoche employs,—for its greater force,—the

.. . term blade instead of sword, as we have seen before.f

1st method. ^ instead of the wMe objectj some one quality of that!

object, is singled out for its appellative, in order to

2d method of concentrate attention, and so emphasize it. E. g. the

empnasis. phrage „ God .g love„ ig far mor(J empnatic- and'

emotional, that the same general idea ; that love is one of the at

tributes of God.

This is the principle which underlies the figure—

rather the whole class of figures—termed synecdoche.

3. The third method, by which the same result is achieved, is

, that by which an- image is introduced, in the place

3d method of of ^^thing efa,. like it -r because it possesses th«

empnasis. q(]a|Uy jnten(jed to be emphasized, in a much high

er—or if possible a proverbial degree.

* We are tempted to give farther illustrations of this important

point :—e. g., Shakspeare with his usual skill, represents the gardener,

—in his Richard II,—as illustrating the higher wisdom of a different

course of state policy, by his own familiar experience and practice :

O what a pity is it,

That he had not so trimmed and dressed his land

As we the garden : We at time of year t . ls,jt

Do wound the bark, the skin of our fruit trees,

Lest being over proud with sap and blood,

With too much riches, it confound itself :

Had he done so with great and growing men,

They might have lived to bear, and he to taste

Their fruits of duty. ." .'* 'J&&..•-'

fSee Part ni, Book II, Chap. I, Sec. L
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Thus if one man is characterized aa a/ox, another as a tiger,

a third as a lamb, and a fourth as a lion, these respective char

acters are far more emphatic,—as well as picturesque,—than if

the first were spoken of, as cunning,—the second fierce and

treacherous,—the third harmless,—and the fourth strong.

§11. Still a fourth method by which the use of imagerj

4th method of gives emotional emphasis to thought, is

emphasis. ia the use of the figure known as Per

sonification :—a figure " by which inanimate objects,-

or even abstract qualities, are represented as living

beings :—e. g.,*

" But look the morn in russet mantle clad,

Walk's o'er the dew of yon high eastward hill." Shakspeart.

" With such delay

" Well pleased, they slack their course, and many a league,

" Cheered with the grateful smell, old Ocean smiles." Milton.

The effect of this figure is dne to a two-fold cause :—1, there

Rationale *? projected before the Imagination, an image, some

times simply beautiful,—at other times grand and

even sublime,—in lieu of an abstract thought ;—and 2, consist-

ing as personification does of a human personal image, it tends to

stir the emotional feeling of the human heart, and thus en

list a sort of personal sympathy, with the fortunes of the hu

man image thus evoked.

§ 12. Thefifth use of an image, in style, is to sub

serve the purpose of conviction.

While this is a real and most important end, grow-

Method rationale ™% 0Ut of}he "S° of aD imaf,e- eSP?"

cially one founded on resemblance, it

is ordinarily incidental and casual, rather than pri

mary or avowed.

Hence—as we have before seen—it is liable to become a pro-

Dsnger of error !i^c source of inferential error: because many

' images are founded on a resemblance true enough

for bcanty or even remote illustration, which will give a falla

cious result, when pressed into the ends of argument ; e. g.r

" The highest intellects, like the tops of mountains, aro the first to
catch and reflect the dawn.'T

The image, here, is beautiful and striking, but the relation on

which it is founded is so farfanciful as to raise a question, af

least, whether it wonld be safe to infer from the analogy, that

discoveries are always necessarily first made or welcomed by

great men.

2 13, The ready perception of analogies,—a function of tba
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„ .. , , , . imagination—is one chief endowment in
Perception of Analogies the mental con3titation, of a great induc

tive philosopher ; but unless it is conjoin

ed with a very patient and careful habit of discriminating be-

Oanirerof Fallacy twecn trwe and fanciful resemblance, it is a

8 "J- very dangerous gift.

The facility with which the truth of such analogies may be

Exact 8cie verified, in the case of the physical sciences, by
nces' repeated experiments or observation, gives them

the honourable appellation of the exact sciences : while the diffi

culty of nice discriminations, and accurate, and repeated obser-

u . _ . vations,—and the consequent difficulty of verifica-

whyuncerTain tion._Kives scoP6 for endless debate, in the theolo-

' gical and moral sciences.*

The ground of difference, in the two cases, does not lie in the

fact that the one is guided by real analogies, and the other by

imagination, or conjecture.

When Newton inferred—truly—the identity of the

Hypothesis and force which held the moon in its orbit,

imagination. with that which caused the apple to fall

to the ground, it was as really conjecture, or hypothe

sis,—due to the imagination,—as when the ancient

astronomers conjectured—erroneously—the orbit of

Difference and Hanger the Stars to be circhs / because

of Hypothesis. the circle was a perfect figure,—

or when the Pantheist conjectured the force of will,

to be identical, in the case of God and men alike.

In each and every case,—alike,—the conjecture was a func-

o i j u t tion of the imagination ;—hence, sometimes,

Analogies.0 called ^philosophic imagination;-and the dif

ference lies, in the facilities for ascertaining the

difference between real and fanciful analogies ; and the care

with which the conclusiveness of the inference, is tried, in the

exact sciences, before the conjecture, or " hypothesis," is receiv

ed as an item of " exact science."

§ 14. Those analogies which are not close enough,

D. „, . , . , . to sustain an argument, while yet
Rhetorical Analogies. .. «... a, . .,„ . , *

they are sufficient to illustrate or

beautify a thought, are called rhetorical analogies ;

while, in order to give validity or force, to argument

* See Part III, Book II, chap. H.
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. or proof, they must be, what are sorne-
og ca na-ogies j.jmeg caued logical, or real analogies.

Sometimes analogies, supplying the imagery of speech, auswer

_, , . , . all the four purposes now specified,—beautu.
Complete Aualog.es. illu,,tr^tlonffJce and argument. This, of

course is theperfectiowoi the use of imagery: and the more of those

purposes an image serves, the more it approximates perfection.

On the other hand, an ;image which subserves neither of these

purposes, except that of beauty, it would, in most instances, be bet

ter to dispense with; because mere beauty,
Mere Beauty Seldom bowever beautiful, is seldom—perhaps never

Allowable, , . . ', ' , . - , ,. Z i
legitimately—-the chief end or style.

§ 15. From this exposition of the principles ruling

in the use of imagery, we may now draw, the follow

ing practical canons of style in composition :—viz.

1. Never use a figure at all, unless it expresses the

l. Use imagery only "idea belter—for some reason,—than

for greater Force, the simple, plain language, which

mere propriety of diction would suggest.

The temptation is very strong,—especially in the training pe

riod of composition—to foist in some image, merely for its beauty-.

J 16. Fot example :—a writer is speakingof an illustrious man,

, T and to clothe him with becoming dignitv,
Incongruous Imagery. present8 him to the imagination, under the

image of " a star.'" 1 his might be brilliant, and even forcible ;

if—like other stars—it were set in the firmament. Instead, of

this, however, we next find him, figuring " on the page of his

tory :" where, it need not be said, no star,—except an aster

isk—was ever seen : and not only so, but we immediately find

our star " stemming the torrent of human ignorance and crime ,"

am achievement,—however proper for a rock,—is utterly incom

patible with the deportment, even of a figurative star.

"We have purposely employed a strong case—though a real

one—taken from a very immature stage, in the culture of style ;

just as we would use a magnifying glass, to show more clearly, the

fault of style, likely to be generated by the profuse and careless

use of imagery ; without constant reference to the consistency of

the image

2. The second canon applicable to the case, is, that

The image should be when an image is introduced it should

Self-consiatent. be consistentwith. the main idea sought

to be expressed, and especially that whatever is said
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of it, in a secondary sense, should be self-consistent.

Take this case :—

" In the morning of life, the sensibilities and virtues of the heart,

open most genially, like the flowers, under the sunshine of the social

affections."

Here the image is appropriate, striking and beauti-

• ,. ,T ful. But,—paraphrased by an un-
Kaulty use of Iraagei y. ' . .,,- , , , ,r ., S, *

skillful hand,—it becomes,—

"The morning of life is the period, when the most numerous and abi

ding impressions , are made on the mind."

The very same thought, here becomes utterly tame, and inex-

- pressive. The image of morning,—as descriptive

Imagery! of youth — hM n0 oovious relation, and gives

neither light nor force, to the idea of making im.

pressions on the mind. Instead of the brilliant image of " morn-

. tng," the plain word ''youth,nis much better, in

Better^*86 sacl] a case- The fault forbidden by this canon, is

technically known as "mixed metaphor"

§ 17. It is important to bear in mind, that a large

Language Pounded part of our language is founded, ori-

in imageiy. ginally, on imagery : and while that

feature of such words has been, in a great degree lost

sight of, it is not safe to presume that men of culti-

Incongruous Imagery. Va.te(! taS,te, wiU not /«* *? •"P""

pnettes ot language, resulting trom

the congruous mixture of imagery.

E.g., the words foil, and baffle, are synonyms, in the express-

si . .. f -i ,i i"n of tue general idea of embarrassment, and
^ 'and ""baffle."i ^Hire in prosecution of a purpose; and yet they

cannot be interchanged, without a violation of

good taste. A foil is an instrument to prevent the penetration

Difference o^ a raP>er'—as in fencing;—and to baffle is to throw.

a dog off the track of the game he is pursuing ;—and

to which the idea of prosecuting intellectual research, is striking

ly analogous. It would, therefore, manifestly be a violation of

propriety, and a mixture of metaphor, to speak of foiling One,s

restarth, or baffling his penetration. And yet no rhetorical

Liability to Blunder. blunde,r is 80 common, as this mixture of

metaphor; or the incongruous use—for one

reason or another_of the image, which underlies se large a propor

tion of our words. And yet, liable as the fault is to occur, in

the careltss use of words, by common writers, it always offends a

Always Offensive hi&hly «#'«*«' *"*«, and may (*istarb *he

' clearness or force, _or beauty of a thought ;
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even when the ground of the offence is not distinctly perceived.

§ 18. The third rule for the use of imagery forbids

the employment of analogies so remote or fanciful,

as not to be readily seen, when stated. An image

which requires to be explained, had better never be

used. It is like a beautiful gauze veil, hung over a

beautiful painting. It both distracts the attention

and hinders the view. What we wish te see, is not

the veil but the painting.

§ 19. Thefourth principle, applicable to the proper

The Analogy must use of imagery, is, that the relation or

be Discernible, analogy, on which the image is found

ed, while it must be, not only discernible, but clear and

forcible when stated, yet must not be too obvious or

common place. Such an analogy supplies neither

light, nor interest, to the thought. It awakens little

pleasure, and does still less real good.

Hence, a figure cannot be founded on a resemblance so close

But not too Obvious. and PobrioU3 ™ "¥£ o[ one manJ? another '

or of a man to his picture; The only ex-

ception to this rule, is where one individual is so remarkable for

some property, above all other men, as to render him a proverb

for the quality in question.

Thus, e. g., we speak not only properly, but with great force,

of " out Heroding Herod."

§ 20. The last rule,—analogous to the last but

The Analog? not one,—forbids the use of an analogy,

far fetched. a3 the basis of an image that is far

Nor Founded fetched, and, still more,—one that is

in miitake. founded in mistake. The style of Spen

cer, Sydney, Jeremy Taylor,—and still more the ear

lier authors, of our English Literature, are, not sel

dom, at fault, in this respect : and even Shakspeare*

—from the very exuberance of his imagery,—as we

have seen before, is not free from fault, in this respect,

though by far the most stimulating name in all our

Literature.t

* See p.

f The natural complement of the subject of ityle,—and rendered al

most imperative by the ustgj of author*,—would be a chapter on th«
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ELOCUTION. .

CHAPTER I. Introduction.

§ 1. The claim of elocution to a place in rheto-

Elocution a ques- Ric, has been disputed, mainly on two

tionabie art. grounds :—1, because the proper ob

ject of Rhetoric is to supply the discourse ;—which,

again, is the instrument employed in the attainment

of the two-fold end of eloquence,—conviction and per-

•uasion :—and 2, because the result, in successful el

oquence, due to the elocution, is so complicated as

(1,) to defy any attempt to reduce it,—by analysis-,

—to the laws, on which it depends,—and (2,) the

very attempt, is held to produce a mannerism in de

livery, which is always damaging and sometimes fa

tal, to the effect of the discourse.

The elements of a successful elocution, are held to be, so es-

' . . sentially, natural gifts, as to supply their
Grounds of quest.on. 0WQ ^ of guidan%e and conlfol . a0 that

the method—if method it may be called—may be substantially

summed up, in one single precept :—viz. to ignore all rules, and

speak naturally.

§ 2. In reply to these questions touching the pro-

mese questions priety of giving elocution a place, as an

answered, integral part of Rhetoric, it may be suf

ficient to reply, 1, that a discourse is not complete

Effect depends either in form, or in effect, until it is de-

on elocution. Hyered. Many a good discourse, is ren-

JUtture, the classification, and the dittinctixnu of figure) of speech, bnt

as our aim is purely practical ; and as the complete and elaborate class

ifications and expositions of Day, on this subject, are supposed to have

been previously mastered, we close the subject of style at this pointjor

tb» present.
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dered poor in the form of its delivery : and both the

ulterior ends of Rhetoric, are therefore marred,

or even defeated, in conseqence ; when set into rela

tion with that which is the inclusive end of rhetoric,

—viz : eloquence :—and 2, complex as the product

..... , i is, in successful elocution, it may
Admits of analysis. ,, , j , ^ i , ., •. '

well be doubted, whether it is more so

than that of other arts,—say music, e. g.

Let any one recall the effect produced by a full and powerful

a .... ,. .. band of music: and then remember
Same difficulty fa, other arts, ^^ ^ harmony ^ melody Qf

that complicated performance can be analysed, reduced to law,

and even written down; so as to admit of exact reproduction, and

he will find that the objection resting on the ground of its complex

ity, will lie against the study of the other arts, equally with that

of elocution.

3. And in reply to the second ground of question, it may be

0„„ i .. .. , sufficient to reply ;— 1, That while the
Second objection answered. elements of a ^C(IegsfllI elocution, are

primarily natural gifts, they are yet, like other human gifts

improveable; by analytic study, and wisely conducted practical

training: —just as in music. It is precisely this, which

o .... .' — ".' . vindicates beyond all question, the an-
Some objection to Rhetonc. ft] . and ^.^ H^ of the art

of Rhetoric itself. And 2, the objection grounded, farther, on

„ . . , ,. the tendency to produce a mannerism
Mannerism always a fault. fa delimy lfes, w£h nearly,_if not quite

—equal force against a mannerism in the composition of dis

course. Everywhere and always, this property of style consti

tutes afault : but it is no more a fault in the character of the

elocution ; than it is a fault, in the properties of the style.

4. The mannerism so strenuously objected to, — even by

„„ . _ Whately, e. e —is a fault belonging to
Mannerism Overcome. fte trJning*period 0f an orat0r ; and is

due mainly to the self consciousness which accompanies training

practice ;—but which should cease to be so, when that practice

has rendered its own characters, habit-

Becomes Habitual and so ugl ._ag it ja always supposed to have

done, before the elocutionist, has become

an orator,—or rhetoric developed into eloquence. . . ,

There seems to be no apparent reason, why the natural gifts

„_'. <- of the pupil should be left to supply

Gifts not a Sufficient Law. their own jaw, unaided by amlytit

21 '•
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«nd criticism, that does not hold equally good, for leaving th«

natural gifts in argument or persuasion, to supply their own

guiding law; without the analysis and
AnBUBXinKdtkeiLawm c"ticism bv which the rhetorician seeks

pp y 'to train himself to be an orator.*

§ 3. Nor is this conclusion purely theoretic. The

,_ ..„,.„ power of eloquence, has been
Value of Elocution Practically. r, • .,*. T t ,

always held to be largely

due to the elocutionary art of the orator.

It is not of to much moment,—says Quinctilian.—what our compoei

n„n„jiii„r, turns *re, as how they are delivered : since it is the manner
yuincnnan. of their delivery, by which the audience is moved.

Whitfikld's sermons, in print, were not remarkable, above the

™ ... ,. productions of a thousand other men and yet, with
wmtneid. \ynitfieI(J.g eiocution, they were able to electrify the

thousands who thronged to hear his eloquence, on both sides of

the Atlantic.

Such was the power of Sheridan's eloquence on an important

, ,. occasion in the House of Commons, notwithstanding
n* the social disadvantage under which he lay,—being the

son of a play actor, and himself, once, the lessee and manager of

* theatre,—that Pitt, then Prime Minister of England, besought

the House to adjourn, on the avowed ground, thai an impartial

vote was out of the question, while they were under the influ

ence of such a speech. We call the total product in such cases

eloquence ; but as we have the discourse itself remaining, we

are compelled_eloquent and able as confessedly, it is,_to regard

its peculiar power, as lying mainly,—or at least largely,—in the

elocution.

Elocution is to discourse, what performance is to

M sic muii°' ^ne music must, of course, be
na ogy o usic. ^^ , ^ however skilful in compos

ition, it is powerless, if unskilfully performed. So in

eloquence;—however good the speech, it is powerless,

if badly delivered.

§ 4. But can the successful effect, be subjected to

Are there Laws ? analysis, and the laws ruling in i*s

i.e., Science, production be detected, and classified ;

and the control of them be acquired, by analytic study,

. , and by skillful practice, so as to repro-
And an Art. , ,; r , * ., r _t

duce the same, more or lesa perfectly, at

▼ill?
• See further, Part III, Book I, Chap. T.
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To this important question,—as we have already seen,—di-

, .„ :n ... rectly opposite answers have been given. And
inerent Opinions. wg haye already assigI,ed reagonSi also, which

seem to us,—directly or analogically,—to justify an affirmative

vetponsc. Indeed it seems incredible, that one should have to

argue against such a man as Whately, and in the light of his

own rhetoric, a conclusion, so nearly in the form of a truism, as

that if a man would read or speak well, he must first learn how.

\ 5. Before proceeding to any analysis, of the principles or

laws of elocution, it may be worth
Elocution not mere Mannerism. _,., __i__ *i, ™ A- „ . i

while to premise three things :—1.

That by the power of elocution, ive. do not mean the mere out-

ward mannerism of the orator : but the feeling, the soul, the fire,

which animates, and informs that manner. Without this, the

. , rules of elocution are as valueless, as a ma-
Merc Rules Yv orthlese. ^ without a power But &m we are t0

remember, that while a machine without a power is valueless, it

is equally true, that the power requires the machine to give it

direction and effect. So while mere empty

ISut ElocuUon^eeded e/ocu^0", ja worse than worthless, without

its proper content, of thought and feeling;

yet thought and feehng require true elocutionary expression, to

constitute eloquence.

2. Elocution,—like every other art,—is founded on an analy

sis, and imitation, of what is found, in cx-

Founded on Analysis . t . eff t discourse, or

and Imitation. i ,. ' ., °. , . .. ., , ,

reading. ISot only is it possible to

discover, by well directed analysis, what it is that makes one

man's elocution so much better than another's ; but it is possible

to describe this difference .; so that it may be recognized and re

duced to .practice, like musical notation, and so acquired ;—like

skill in any other art.

3. The practical training designed to effect this end, should

" .,, , . , begin in e.arlu life, while the faculties are
Skill early acquired. pipantandth» functiong imitative. Good

, . , ... elocutionary habits, are like good manner?
Supposes high gifts. jn society High perfecti0I], SUppoSes high

gifts, in the way of original endowments of nature,—especially

, . . in the line of refined, and sensitive, and true emo-
a mou tion ;—and then long and uninterrupted contact

with good models,—and finally intelligent, and patient practice

,, under faithful, friendly, effective, and ju-
AU men improvable. ^^ criticism, Thes(/are the conditions of

rkcutionary, as they are of every other form of, education. No

culture, of course, will equalize all men :—but it is in the na
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ture of all human endowments, that judicious culture will im

prove all.

§ 6. In the analysis, which supplies us with the el-

„ . craents of elocutionary training, and
Rush on the voice. .... „ , ., J , ,° ,

criticism, we find the work done to

our hands, by Dr. Rush* with a completeness,- so

nearly exhaustive that it leaves us little else, than to

make a clear and condensed epitome, of the Phil

osophical principles elucidated by him, in their ap

plications to vocal expression, in Rhetoric-

To reduce these principles to moderate compass, and

to practical form, and render them, as far as possi

ble, intelligible and available for the student of Rhet

oric, is all that we propose in what remains.!

' § 7. Any complete analysis will show that the el-

. ements of successful elocution, are, 1, Physi-

' cal, 2, Intellectual, 3, JEsthetic, and i, Moral.

We have already seen, throughout, the necessary

,, .... , connexion, of clear, vigorous, and
Conditions ofsuccess. , . ' 5? .... .

comprehensive grasp of intellect,—

correct and delicate taste—and of sound and control-

ing moral qualities, with successful eloquence.%

All that we propose at present, is an analysis and

classification of the physical elements of elocution.

§ 8. These may be subdivided, after Rush,—into

* See The Philosophy of the Human Voice ; embracing its Physiolo

gical history, together with a system of Principles, by which Criticism

may be rendered intelligible, and Instruction definite and comprehensive.

To which is added a brief analysis of song, and recitative. By Jamet

Rush, M. D. Philadelphia.

f The Professional Elocutionists, have already done this work, in their

way ;—some of them with, and some without, express acknowledgment

of their indebtedness to great work of Dr. Rush :—which has , to this

day, neither an equal, nor a second, in this, nor in any other modem

country ;—so far, at least, as we are aware. For our purposes, howev

er, we prefer both for fulness, and philosophic form, to revert to the

original work.

t The ruling and profound apprehension of the Greek Rhetoricians,

expressed itself in the well known maxim, "An orator can only speak,

as he lives:' and the same radical maxim, underlies the fine conception

and treatment of Rhetoric, . y Theremin,—already referred to—enti

tled " Eloquence a Virtue," or " Outlines of a Systematic Rhetoric."
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1, voice :—and 2, action :—embracing ou<
Sub-classes. ^ ^ ]&Ucr ternl] ^) tne expression of

the posture of the body,—(2,) the pJay and manage

ment of the countenance and the eye,—(3,) gesture, in

the common acceptation of the word.

]t ought to bo undi rstood, that the ancient Rhetoricians,

among the Greeks and Romans, included under the term action,

everything pertaining to the management of their voice, as well

as expression and gesture.

The answer of the great Greek orator to the question, what it

the first requisite to the orator ? Action : and what the second?

Action : and what the third ? Action :—is liable to a mischier-

Ous misapprehension, unle's this be borne in mind.

CHAPTER II.

Voice.

§1. The first and mo3t important study in elocu

tion, is the subject of voice. This we pro-
important. pose to u-eat undei. the following i,eads,_viz:

Analysis of 1. THE PkOI'EKTIES OP VOICE, COHSid-

the subject. erec| merely as sound.

2- Articulation.

3. Inflection.

4. Accent.

5. Emphasis.

6. Pause.

| 2. For a fuller account of the mechanism of the human voice,

we must be content to refer to the work of Dr. Rush—befors

w alluded to,—as we have neither time, nor space, to

Mechanism enter on a„y 8u|,ject, that is not of indispensable nc-

Vulce' cessity, to our purely practical end.* For the same

reason._even at the risk of some obscurity,_we must equally omit

the curious structure of the organ of hearing ; and proceed ta

_ say, that the properties of voice, considered simply aa

Depend on soun^ depend—like other sounds—on the vibrations

e organs. ^ ^ sounding body, and these again upon the struc-

• There are more than thirty organs whose anatomy and physiology

would require description, in any complete discission of the subject.

21*
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tuve of that body. In the case of the human voice the sound

„ originates, in the vibrations of the semi-muscular cords,

"voice. or " voccd ligaments?—so called—stretched across th*

top of the larynx ;—and which are thrown into- vibra

tion, by air expelled from the lungs ;—like the cords stretched

between the sash of a window—; and constituting what is well

known as an JEolian harp.

§ 3. The character of the sound, due to this vocal

An.iy.is or properties, apparatus, may be studied under

Five heads, or classes ot proper

ties:—viz: 1, Quality:—2, Force:—3, Time:—'

i, Abruptness:—and 5, Pitch.

\ 4. Under these five properties, may be ranged the whole of

Espressive Power of Speech. t{ie e(xPress>ive. Power? .of sPeech j-

r sometimes acting mainly alone; but

more frequently, in the form of mutual combination. There is not

an excellency nor a defect, in elocution, which does not admit of

intelligible exposition, in view of one or more of these qualities

of voice, in some of their applications in eloquence. We pro

pose to consider them in their order ;—and first,—

Section I.

Of Quality.

§ 1. It can scarcely have escaped the notice of the

.Difference of least reflecting, that the voice of every in-

Qaaiity. dividual,—just as truly as his face,—has

same property, distinctive of his individuality. Suffi-

, .. .. , .. cient familiarity will enable one
Individual properties. , . .. * . - .,

to recognize the voice ot another,

as certainly, as his face. One voice is full and round,

i>cfinit' another thin and flat, one rough, another

' smooth, one harsh, another musical. These

epithets describe what is meant by the term quality,

as applied to voice.

I 2. The same thing may be illustrated, by the sound of differ-

Qualit " ent instru|nents of music; say a violin flute, or

instruments. Pian0- The difference is not a thing of force, time

' or pitch. These may all agree. The instrti-
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ments may be all in accord; and yet there is a clear difference

between them notwithstanding. This, again, is what is meant

by quality of sound ; and is due, as we have said, to the structure

of the sounding body.

§ 3. In the case of the human organs the different

Qualities ia the Voice. 0?aWie* of voice, are due to varying

circumstances in the organs ;—some

of them natural and unavoidable, and others acciden

tal and curable. Excessive secretions, or dryness and

causes of change. F#»f' of the throat, whether acci-

. dental or constitutional, will affect

the quality of voice ;—producing, the one a rattling

or husky,—the other a hoarse or whispering sound.

J 4. The nasal quality of voice, popularly termed " speaking

Naial Quality. thr0Qgn ""* nose,"—is caused by the vibrating

air,—constituting voice,—-failing to pass through

toe-muni cavities, in consequence ofsome obstruction._teiwporarv

or permanent,—in the back portion of the throat. The result

Injurious Effects. J"" 1>e' to mar' ^ not maIfe impossible any clear

" impressive, and emphatic utterance, of serious,

and especially of solemn truth. The thin or slender quality of

Shrill Quality. yoice,_especially in the form of a shrill or squeak -

' ing voice,—so unfriendly to the elocution,—es

pecially of grave and weighty sentiments, is owing to the want

Cause. of saffioient volume of the air. vocalized, by the vibrating

vocal ligaments

§ 5. Feebleness of voice commonly results from de-

F«ebicness. fective muscular force, in propelling the

' requisite volume of air, through the vocal

CiUse- apparatus.

§ 6. The defects in the quality of voice are too nu-

Defect. common. ™erous to describe in detail ; and yet

they are often very damaging; and'

sometimes almost fatal, to any great degree of power,

Damaging. in elocution. On the other hand positive

excellencies of the quality ofvoice are among

the very desirable, natural gifts of an orator. At

Quality Improvable. ,the8ame time {t is encouraging to

know that there is no property in

efficient elocution, more readily, or highly improveablt

than this.
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It is this, which makes the chief difference between

a good voice and a poor one :—and

although the ground of difference in

Duality is laid in nature, yet culture and practice will

o wonders with the poorest. Every body knows

how Demosthenes, in said to have laboured

' under the threefold defect, of stammering,

bad articulation and feebleness, of voice ;—and how

he is said to have been hissed down, en his first pub

lic appearance, before an Athenian audience, and

how and by what means he yet conquered. Cicero,s

„. voice, it is also said, was thin and unmusical:

and yet by culture, under the most skilful el

ocutionists, not only at Rome, but in foreign lands

—whither he travelled, mainly for this very purpose

—his voice became a proverb, both for its music and

its compass.

§ 7- Among the most efficient weMods of vocal cul-

„ .. . , „ ture, may be mentioned, judicious,
Methods of culture. ' / , , , ., ," . .

repeated and even habitual, practice;

—in reading and declamation, and, as in an analogouc

line of culture, in vocal music.

But as defects of voice, like most personal defects,

Need criticism —unless they are extreme and almost

monstrous,—become so familiar, to ns,

that we cease to be aware of their very existence, it

is especially desirable, to have the advice and criti

cism of a master, or at least the counsels of a judi

cious friend, to point out those qualities which need

correction, and to aid us in our attempts to improve

our quality, of voice,
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Section II.

Of Force.

§ 1. The second of the Properties of Voice, is

Forc*- Force.

§ 2. Force, describes the property ofsound, as loud,

.. and strong, or soft and feeble. It is not to
Definition. ^ confounded with the pitch, which rendera

Distinguished from a note high or low as to its key, as it

quality and pitch, stands upon the scale ;—nor yet with

its quality, for this will be the same, whether the

sound be loud or low,—as it proceeds from the same

voice in both cases.

1 3. If the key of a piano be first touched lightly and then

, with more violence, it will supply an example

Examples of Force. of ^ property designated by the term force.

The pitch, the quality, the time, of the note, are all the same,—

by the conditions,—it only varies in loudness or force.

\ 4. Force depends upon the breadth of the vibrations, of the

sounding body ;—pitch upon the length of the

Difference of force mve 0j- sound, It- a Cnrd- iilie the string of a

ana pitcn. base-viol, be stretched to a certain degree of

„ . . ._,. . tension, and then vibrated_as, e. g. by draw-

Hechanism of Pitch. ing a b(,W 0ver ;t,_it giTes a certain qual

ity of sound, on a certain pitch. If it be shortened, by putting

the finger on it, or if its tension be increased,

Cause of changes u gives a fagfor note, because the number of

• P"C • vibrations in a given time,—say a second—is

increased, by a diuminution of the length. If the cord be vibra

ted more violently, so as to increase the space

Cause of force. through which it vibrates,—without altering its

tension at all—the number and length of the vibrations will re

main the same, and consequently the pitch, of the sound will be

the same ; but as their breadth is increased, the souud will be

louder :—i. e. the force will be augmented.

§5. Now if the vocal ligaments be substituted in

the place of the string of the base viol, and the im

pulse of the air,_blown from the lungs, and causing the
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Mechanism of Pore* vocal ligaments to vibrate,—in place

of Voice. of the bow, performing the same of

fice, we have an intelligible account, of the me

chanism of force of voice.

§ 6. This, of course, is a very important property

... . . of voice in elocution. The em-
Importancc in emphasis. . . , . , .,

phasis and expression—1. e. both

the degree and kind oi emotion— depend upon it.

Impvroable § 7* There is D0 P™Perty of voice m0™

improvable than this

It depends mainly upon the force, with which the lungs ara

Conditions ^P*0I0* o' driving the air past the vocal ligaments ;

" —i. e. supposing the organs of speech to be suffi

ciently developed ; and in a sound and healthy state. Now as

ltationale ^is Power depends almost entirely upon the vigor of

the muscles employed in respiration we are able to avail

ourselves, in cultivating force of voice, of the well known property

of muscles, to increase in volume and power, by merely exercis

ing them.

<S 8. There appears to be no assignable limit, to this increase

. , .„. ,. . , of power. It is stated that Garrick
Iniprovemeut illimitable. Sj , «• _T . u j

could make his ordinary voice beard

without effort, by ten thousand persons:—and that Whitfield has

spoken to twenty thousand.

.„t_ .„ „ _ ... . i 9. In the exercise of the voice,
Rules for culture of the voice. .°. . . ... - '

with a view to increasing its force,

the following rules, should be observed.

Dailv *' should be continued daily ; and generally at least

twice a day ; in order to secure the greatest possible ef

fect.

„„, -.„. 2. It shonld not be continued so long as topro-
in ol excessive* i /• . •

aucejattgue.

Clear tones *** ^e V0lee SDOUId be exercised only in clear,

' ringing tones. Roughness or hoarseness indicate wear

Dan e an'I ttar o^ t'ie '"gans, an(5 endanger the production of
s r" iritation of the lungs or throat, as well as bad quality of

voice.

Ex t" n *• ^e Sreater tne effort, required to produce the de-

' sired effect, the more lapid the increase of strength, in

„ th the vocal organs. With that view Demosthenes,
cmos enes flg .g we)1 remembereji declaimed on the sea shore,

and pronounced long and difficult passages, while walking ra-
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Ancient elocutionists. P.idly W h"L * was. also a comm,on V™.

tine with the ancient teachers of elocution.

to compel tbeir pupils to recite, while lyi ng on the back,—and

sometimes even with a heavy weight on the chest.

Application of Force. I 9\ The aP.P^ationS Of force of

voice in elocution, are very important.

1. In the expression of the various emotions.

Secrecy In the P^yful,_perhaps fanciful,_la nguag«

'" of Dr. Rush,

" Secrecy muffles the voice against discovery.

Certainty in the full desire to be heard, distinctly as-

Certainty sumesa11 the impressiveness of strength. An-

' ger,xa like manner, usesforce of voice, because

Anger. *t3 charges and denials, are made with a wide

appeal, and in the conscious sincerity ofpassion.

All the the sentiments which are unbecoming dit-

DiBgrace of indeiicy.£re!ce^ or undel^ate smother the voice

to its softer degrees, in the instinctive

desire to conceal even the voluntary utterance of

them.

Jot, Joy *3 ^"^ .>n Ca^ *or companionship, through

the overflowing charity of satisfaction-

Bodily pain, fear and terror, are also strong in their

Pain and Pear. exPr.ession. with the double view of sum-

' moning relief, and repelling the offending

cause."

§ 10. The most commonfaults in the emphatic use of

Panita in Force. /orFe °f .ro,ce, are, *' tne excessive and

' indiscriminate use ofit, without reference

to the character of the subject, or the emotion proper

BwesssiTe Force aDC* natural in the circumstances.

. This is the chief element of the style of

elocution, called ranting:—which is the mere indis*

criminate use of force.

§ 11. The second error is the opposite of that, viz :_

inadequate Force. lnarf«?"«rfe force : which often sacrifi

ces the real interest of discourse :
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while it cither awakens the painful sympathy of the

hearers, or lulls them to sleep,—while tht cause of the

•peaker is allowed to take care of itself.

§ 12. But besides the general expression a rising

_ ,. . ,„ fromthe general drift of the voice,
Peculiar emphasis of Force. . . n .. , , .

as to Jorce, the pecuhar character

of the force employed, has an important connexion

with the peculiar character of the expression, in em

phasis.

§ 13. Elocutionists have divided the properties of

t'.~- u . <=. voice,_i.e.the force_into three kinds.Three Forms of Stress. ' .. .. , . ■"««■»,

—according as it rests upon the

initial, the middle or the final sound, of the syllable,

•r word, on which it falls. These three kinds of

stress have been described as,

1. The radical stress,—in which the force of the

voice, is thrown broadly and forcibly on the opening

found, and dwindles, gradually away.

2. The vanishing or final stress ;—where the sound

Vanishing stress begias gently, gradually increasing in

force, and breaks off abruptly, while in

full voice.

3. The median stress :—in which the force of the

Median stress voice ^al^s on tne middle of the sound ;—

which therefore both begins and ends grad

ually:—like the swell in music.

§ 14. Each of the forms of stress has its appro-

Application in emphasis. Priaf. expression, in emphatic

speaking. We shall have occa

sion to advert to this subject again, when we come

to speak of emphasis.

Section III.

Of Time.

§ 1. The third property of voice in elocution is
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Timedeflned Time. By th>S iS meaDt the varJing dtt"

ration of the voice upon the syllables ;—

giving rise to what is called quantity, and producing

the rapid, or slow enunciation—as the case may be,

—of the words, or phrases, or sentences.

§ 2. This too is an important element of expression,

, . in speech, bearing both upon the
Importance in emphasis. * , , . ° * ,, r ..

general character, 01 the sentiment

and the emphasis, of particular emotion. Sentiments

_ .. , of solemnity, dignity, deliberation,
Emotional expression. .. j Vj. ° • c j xi

gravity, doubt, grief,—and others

of this general character,—require slow time, to do

them justice : while those of a light, gay, excited or

eaper kind assume a quicker movement. The ani

mation in the expression of discourse on the one hand,

and its impressiveness, on the other, depend upon the

employment of the proper time in their expression,

\?'~
Slow time :

Hail, holy light ! Offspring of Heaven first born !

Or ofthe eternal, civeternal beam, , . ,

May I express thee unblatned ? since God is light ;

And never but in an unapproached light

Dwelt from eternity ; dwelt then in thee,

Bright effluence of bright essence, increate.

Quick time :

When over the hills like a ghdsome bride,

Morning walks forth, in her beauty's pride,

And leading a band of laughing hours,

Brushes the dew from the nodding flowers :

Oh [ cheerily then my voice is heard,

-..' i Mingling with that of the soaring bird,

Who flingeth abroad his matins loud,

As he freshens his wing in the cold , gray clond.

In any effective elocution of such passages, the contrast in the

use of time, is sufficiently apparent, without farther exposition

of its grounds.

§ 8. A drawling elocution, which effectually kills

the life of oratory, proceeds from the use of slow time,

where the sentiment requires quicker :—and too ra-

?id enunciation, where the sentiment demands pro-

onged time, is equally fatal to the power of elo

quence.

22 .
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§ 4. It deserves, however, to bo remarked, that

The quality of voice persons of weak voice, must speak

affects the time, fasterthan those of a strong and hea

vy one.

Robert Hall,—whose elocution was so powerful, that Chal-

. f h 11 mers declares, that one could scarcely get his breath,
> se o a 'nn(]er8ome 0f the impassioned passages. Ball tells us

that when he began his ministry, be unconsciously fell into the

imitation of his great predecessor ; until his pride was touched

by hearing the remark, how much he resembled him. This re

mark induced him to change his whole manner entirely ; and in

narrating the incident be adds, that it was absurd, for one whose

voice was so light and feeble to attempt to imitate the elocution

of a speaker, of strong deep tones :—" because the momentum of

delivery, as measured by its effect upon an audience, must be as

the mass, multiplied into the velocity."

§ 4. In the production of emphasis, time is also of

. „ .. vital consequence. It serves as a
Time in Emphasis. /.•.•? ..■ . r

foundation to support the stress ot

voice, which we have seen to be essential to empha

sis. There is a prolongation of the time, of the ac

cented syllable, of the emphatic word.

I 5. To develope this function of the voice fullv, would require

a more minute discuss on of the quantity of syllabic sounds, and

the character of their Alphabetic elements, than we have time

for, at present.

§ 6. It will be sufficient for our purposes to say,

™_„rl_m .„ „ . , that syllables admit of division
Two Classes of Syllables. . . / , i mi

into two classes : — 1. Those,

whose quantity cannot be prolonged, without deform

ing the pronunciation.

E. g., the first syllable of the word " record,"—used as a noun,

I Short —though an accented syllable, is incapable of increas-

' ing its time, under an emphasis, without producing a

drawling sound,

2. Another class of syllables allow their time to

be prolonged indefinitely, as the force of the empha

sis may demand.

Convert, e. g., the same word " record," into a verb,—record,

j Lrtng. —and you may dwell upon the accented syllable, to an

' indefinite time, according, as.the animation or emotion of
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the discourse may demand,—i. e., according to the strength of

the emphasis,—and that withont marring the pronunciation.

There is also a class of syllables intermediate bc-

,. . tween these two ; which admit of longer
3. Intermed.ate. ^ than ^^ and not g0 jQng ag

the last. But it is not important in practice, to cum

ber the memory with them.

§ 7. The fullest force of emphasis, can be brought

strongest Emphasis out, only upon those syllables, which

uses long time. admit of long time : as any one will

see in pronouncing such sentences as the following :

" Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean, roll."—Byron .

Section IV.

Of Abruptness.

§1 The fourth property of voice,—available in elo

cution.—is abruptness. This term des-
jrup ness. ^j^gg ^Q eXpiosive character, with which

the voice admits of being thrown upon syllables or

D . words. It is of great importance in express

ion : but is so closely connected with other

functions, that we can despatch it, with little else

than the definition.

8 2. Abruptness along with force, enters into the mechanism

. r, r* il • of the strew of voice,—of which we have already
I, For Emphasis. , , . . „ . . *

* spoken :—and it is of great importance in ar-

„ „ . , ,. iiculation ; and still more in emphasis, not
1. For Articulation , , , . r

and Emphasis. yet reached in our analysis.

Section V.

Of Pitch.

pitch § ** The ffffl and last o* the ProPerties of

" Toice, is pitch. .This is the most important of
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Moat important. all' from the variety, complication, and

value, of its applications, in elocution.

Pitch indicates the relative position of sounds

Deanition uI?on a sca*e,—marking its character, as

' high or low, grave or acute.

As some degree of acquaintance with the musical scale, is al-

- a_»i„»!„„ .„;*i, vr. „:- most universal, we need not enter into any
Analogies with Music. , , . . „ , , . . J

elementary exposition of the subject.

• § 2. It has been already stated, when treating of

force that the pitch of sound,—its character as high

or low,—depends upon the number of vibrations, in a

given time, while its force—its character as loud or

soft—depends upon the extent or breadth of these vi

brations.

§ 3. The number of vibrations—in a cord, e. g.,—is

Mechanism of Pitch determined, 1, by its tension ; 2, by

of voice. zts length. In the case of the human

voice, this effect is produced by muscular action, in

creasing the tension of the vocal ligaments of the lar

ynx.

\ 4. The exactness with which experience enables, the practi-

. . ... ced vocalist, to strike any note within the com-

useiofPUch Pass of three octaves,—consisting of twenty-two

tones, or furty-four semitones ;—wtiile the extreme

variation in the length of the vocal ligaments, can never exceed

the eighth part of an inch, is one of the most remarkable examplea

of precision in the application of muscular power, which the

study of the human frame exhibits.

§ 5. The modulations of human speech, admit of

« , a a * t>* i. precise exposition,—both as regards
Melody due to Pitch. J, . „ r ',,,.,,? .

their efficiency, and their faults, in

elocution,—-just as truly, as the principles of musical

expression.

No one, without very close attention and study, can

have any conception of the important part played by

pitch, in the melody and expression of speech.

§ 6. In sounding the successive notes of the ascend-

t,. . . ,„.* ,, ing or descending scale, upon a
Discrete change of Pitch. a = . 6 . ,' S.„„ „

flute, or piano, each note has a
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distinct and separate sound of its own on the same level

of pitch ;—while the intervals between them, are also

fixed, so that there is uo running or sliding of one

note into another. This is called a discrete change

ofpitch.

If now, a bow be drawn across the string of a vio

lin, while, at the same time, a finger is passed along

Concrete Change of Pitch. the String.it will give a whining

sound, running upward through

Several continuous notes, without any distinct interval,

' g,. at all. This is called a concrete change ofpitch :

—and the movement is called a slide.

§ 7. A knowledge of these functions of the human

_... . ,. „ . voice, is essential, in order to
Philosophy of Expressun. , ' , ^, ', , ,

. understand the philosophy of ex

pression. The precise difference between song and

Difference between speech, is that in the former,—song,—

Speech and Song, the voice conforms essentially to the

character of instruments, and adopts the discrete

movement :—while in speech, it always takes the

eoncrete slide, or movement.

§ 8. The sanctimonious tone, of a certain class of

6o„„(. „„. . ™ . speakers, is due to the fact, that.in-
wmctiiaonious Tones. r , ,' , , ,T7 j. *

stead ot the natural slide of the

voice which should occnr, upon every syllable, there

is an approach to the continuous tone which charac

terizes, song or chanting.

The employment of this tone, is popularly,—and, commonly

JThat it Indicates. very correctly,—regarded, as a mark of hypoc

risy, because it substitutes an artificial, i. e,,

feigned, fur a natural tone.

Sometimes,—it is true,—intense self consciousness, or diffidence

■™„«„.. : „ i i. . in a speaker, will produce the same form^motion, l. e., hypocrisy. - . ,r„ ' ..[ . .
J* ' of interference with nature, as hypocrisy

•Viil. Sometimes, also, the spirit of reverence,—as in public

jBrayer,—will approximate the solemn emotional character of

chanting. But,—except in prayer,—where the free use of the slides

|ives an undevout, conversational air, to the intonations,—the

wring is always unnatural, and unnatural for that reason. Ify

22*
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therefore, commonly indicates, feigned, emotion ;—i. e., hypoc

risy.

§ 9. Such is the perfection of the mechanism of the

.,, „ . , . „ . human organs, that the voice nat-
S ides Natural in Speech. ,, °, '.., „

urally, ana with perfect ease,

changes its pitch upon almost every sound it utters,

reaching through a greater or less interval, from a

semitone, to an octave ; according to the strength of

the emotion.

§ 10. If, e.g., any one, not precisely aprehending the

Change of Pitch in meaning of this statement, should put

asking a Question. tJ,e question,—how ?—With the simple

intention of drawing out a re-statement of the prin

ciples, he will find the tone of the interrogative mon

osyllable, will instinctively slide up to the extent of

a single note :—or, in other words, the interrogation

will take the rising inflection.

§ 11. If, instead of asking a question Jor informa-

, k „ Hon, he exclaims in surprise,—
Change due to Surprise. n ^i j • ,, r ..-,,

B . how? the word will assume still

more of the rising inflection, in proportion to the

strength of the emotion ;—until it reaches the inter-

Change of Pitch limited ▼»! of an octave, in the change of

to one Octave. th.e pitch. The ordinary voice of

common speakers, will not include the slides of

wider intervals.

The male and female voices do not differ, in the use of theM

„ , principles—applicable to both reading

Diffa3nedTe,nat.:ro?ce!ale }<* *V*\ S -except that the ordinary

female voice, is pitched by nature, on a

key, precisely one octave higher, than that of the ordinary male

tenor voice ; and the bass voice, moves on an average, still an

octave lower.

§ 12. The interval embraced in these changes of

m. ...j pitch,—slides so called,—varies from
Range of the Slides. r .. , , , ,

a semitone, or a whole tone, in simple

unimpassioned reading or recitative, to an octave in

Reading or imitation. ^™st impassioned tones of speech^

in eloquence.
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The average range of the slides or tones will be

Governed by the Emotion, determined, by the strength ofths

imotion. It ought to be said,

moreover, that it requires a good degree of" vocal cul-

w a f n u ...» ture, to acquire a command of the slide
Need of Culture. - ', "* , .

oi the octave :—exclusively appropri

ate to the expression of the most excited state of the

To Beach Strong Emotions. P*»ion8, real Or feigned, -Such,

e g., as sneer, contempt, railery,

or triumph.

§ 13. When the passion of the speaker passes this

,,_..,.. *l limit, it is always liable to break, into
tffecta of falsetto. . , . , * , , , ' ,

what is known as the falsetto, or head

voice :—which, again, has a peculiar, although hardly

a proper elocutionary,—effect. .Examples of this ef-

Kere excitement. feCt- are See"' in the parrels, of not

overnicc disputants _as where passion be

comes so towering, as to get vent in a shrill, or scream

ing quality of voice*

' Real, earnest, formidable anger, on the contrary is

' , deep toned ahd often guttural ;—or, some-
Real anger. . r , „ o ' , ,

times, assumes thetorm of the hissing of in

articulate breath,—or the union of both these forms,—

i.e. of hissing, conjoined with the deep guttural rolling

of the " r ;" as in the raving oath of a Frenchman.

§ 14. The slide of the fifth for the expression of

slides a li d more earnest interrogation, and emphasis,

—whether of sentiment or emotion,—

and whether in oratory or conversation —and the

slide of the third, for those of less impassioned read

ing, or oratory, are in constant use ; and should

therefore be well understood and mastered.

These distinctions may seem vague, aud perhaps theoretic, anil

«ven fanciful at first ; the habit of observing them, however,

and still more that of practising upon them, will soon render

them not only intelligible, but clear, and obvious.

* The quarrels of huckster women in a market, will often take on the

form and supply the illustration, of the principle in question. Such ex

pressions of passion, for reasons mentioned in the text, are seldom dan

ftrout.
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§ 15. The Blide of the semi-tone also produc 8 a

3lide of the semi- marked and peculiar effect. It gives

Une peculiar, that plaintive, or sometimes whining

•ound, which is exemplied in the cry of a spoiled

child—not in earnest,—in its grief. The expression

Of the semi-tone, does not rise to the dignity of seri

ous g'ief. In elocution, its ap-

Applications in elocution. ^{^m i§ to the expression of

the tender, or subdued emotions ;— love, pity, complaint,

supphcation, condolence, and the like. Children cry

in semi-tones, when their grief is insincere, and when in

earnest they use the interval of a whole tone; as also

do adults, when they cry at all.

The whining cant of the hypocrite, formalist, or

fanatic,—affecting emotions which they do not

Abuses. feel—ali are likeiy to use the semi-tone.

§ 16. The absence of the semi-tone, in cases which

demand its use, gives a matter offact

Bffect of its absence. ^ to ^ e|ocutioni which fe always

unnatural; and even sometimes offensive. This ia

sometimes exemplied, in the intonations of public

prayer. Love, humility, penitence, supplication, are

among the applications most proper for the semi tone,

to give expression to. If the interval of a whole tone

be substituted, the effect is to give a conversational

air, which suggests the idea of equality,—not of rev

erence, and is therefore undevotional and offensive-

§ 17. The interval of the second,—i. e. a change

, of pitch equal to a whole tone,—ji»

I»terva,oftheteeond byfarthe most common, and im

portant, in all ordinary speech. " The ear," says

Dr. Rush, " has its green, as well as the eye ; and th«

interval of the second, like the ver-

The green of the ear. dure Qf ^ ^^ .fl widdy spread)

to relieve sensation, from the fatiguing stimulus, of

more vivid impressions."

And yet tameness, will result from its continue*
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or excessive use, especially where the vary-

' ing sentiment requires, for its full expres

sion, either of the wider intervals. These, therefore,

are the lights and shades of discourse ;
ow pre en e . &^ ^q indispensable, to give life, and

reality, and power of impression to the vocal picture.

§ 18. The difference between the tones of reading

Difference between read and oratory, on the one hand, and

ing and oratory. that between elocution—whether

in reading or speaking,_and conversation, on the other,

is explicable, wholly in the light of these principles.

„ ., .. The natural tones of conversation.
Conversational tones. ... ,, ,. ,„, ,

with the emotional/reeaewr* and ver

satility—natural especially in the case of ladies,—

Difference between read- will produce a much greater free-

ing and conversation, dom and variety of tones or inflec

tions, all using the concrete slide of the voice, than the

more equable and uniform emotions of a mere reader

would produce ; and so put a clear and easily recog

nized difference, between the tones of a reader, and

those of free conversation on the one hand, and be

tween the varied and versatile tones of lree conver

sation, and the grave, emphatic or impassioned tones,

of high oratory on the other.

§ 19. It is clear in the light of these principles,

Reading sermons therefore, that there is a ground in na-

and speeches, ture for a reader—whether in the pul

pit, or before a popular assembly—delivering his dis-

Deiivery, extempore course in a manner characteristically

and memoriter. different, and therefore producing

a characteristically different effect upon his audience,

from that of its delivery, either extempore or me-

Reading less emphatic moriter, with the impressive empha-

and impressive. 81Si anri impassioned power of an

orator,—in the proper sense of the word. There may

be,—as we have seen*—advantages peculiar to each

method, but the attempt to unite them, so as to com-

* See Part III, Book I, Ch. 11.
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bine the peculiar benefits of each, is contra-indicated

in nature; and will generally result in the one meth

od getting the mastery, if not wholly supplanting *.he

other, i. e. the pure orator will come to speak ex

tempore ; and the reader will become the slave of

his manuscript.

§ 20. The agreeable effect, which we call melody

Melody of .peech. of sPeech, depends upon there being a

sufficient variety and pltasant succes

sion, of the various tones which compose speech, to

fall agreeably on the tasteful or cultivated ear.

The elements of this melody of speech, are analysed

. by Ruth, and elaborately represented
Its seven elements. , J , . ', , .. -a-

by him : but as the exposition suppo

ses the use of diagrams, in exemplification of the

several "phrases of melody"—of which he finds seven,

in ordinary elocution,—and as this mode of exemplifi

cation has proved, in our hands, practically confusing,

especially to those not famihar with the technicalities

of music, we pass over these details :—and simply re

fer our readers to them, in the work of Dr. Rush it

self, as a question of intelligent, and scientific, but not

of practical, importance.

§21. Monotony,—which is one of the most com-

„ , , _ . „ ... mon faults of elocution,—is prO-
Monotony, from Bad Habit. , , , ., , . , ' f

duced, by keeping too much on

the same line of radical pitch :"—or, in other words,

not sufficiently varying the pitch, of the successive

syllables- This is often the result of mere habit.

Sometimes it arises from the speaker getting on so

high a key, that he cannot give a melodious variety

byraising the tone,without danger of his voice breaking

„ , L . „ into the falsetto, always unplea-
Unpleasant and Damaging. I I- j •

sant, and sometimes damaging.

§ 22. This form of monotony, is entirely distinct

~ .r . .. from other faults of elocution,—
Monotony of Intonation. .. ,, , . „, '

' often called by the same name.
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For example, the sing-song tone, ascribed to the

old Puritans, and occasionally exemplified,— especi

ally by Quaker preachers, produces a monotonous tf.

feet ;—because the sounds are prolonged upon the

level of the radical pitch,—as in song. In other

words they resemble chanting :—which is a form of

long.

§ 23. Another fault, producing a monotonous im-

, .. , J„ x pression, is the constant recur-
Another form of Monotony. r A , , , £

rence ol the same changes oj

pitch; or,—to use the language of music,—of the

same "phrases of melody."

Some speakers commence every sentence, upon the

same pitch, run through the same routine of changes,

and close with precisely the same form of cadence.

Although there may be, the requisite variety of pitch,

in any one sentence, yet the incessant recurrence, of

cause of weariness. the same order of changes, in every

successive sentence, soon becomes ex

cessively wearisome to read- And besides it could

Only justification of only :be justified by the supposition

this Monotony, that everyaenteace expressedprecisely

the same drift of sentiment, and emotion ; because the

, „ .. pitch of the voice should naturally
Sameness of Emotion. r „ . ., ,... a j

conform to these conditions :—And,

of course, such a uniformity of sentiment, throughout

a whole discourse, is a violently improbable supposi

tion.

§ 24. There are some cases, where the general

Monotony Necessary. PreValenCe °f " the ?hrase of the

monotone," is not only allowable, but

essential, to the full expression of the sentiment. This

„...„,. .„ ' is true in all subjects of calm
Kind ofSentiment Expressed. ,. -, , *".. *•„„..*?e dignity, and elevation of senti

ment, as in the extract—already quoted,—

Hail holy light ! * ,

Much of Milton can be read with full effect only

* See Part IV. Ch. II, Sec. Ill, § i.
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Milton to be read by keeping the monotone as the char*

in Monotones, acteristic feature of the melody. In

such ca^es, the effect of monotony, must be broken, by

„ . _ . an occasional slide and variation
Mouonotouy how Broken. <•...• . . , ,.

of pitch, in strongly emphatic

words ; returning again to the prevalent monotone ;

when the calm and elevated dignity of the sentiment

requires it.

§ 25. Thus far we have spoken chiefly, of the ex-

The pitch of a whole pression ofpitch, as applied to single

discourse. words, or short sentences. The im

portance of the general drift, of the pitch, through a

long paragraph, or a whole discourse, must not be

k k™a oj„n^ ^ „- m -, overlooked. There is no fixed
N o fixed standard of pitch. , . „ . , .

standard of pi tch in elocution,

as there is in music : but a well trained voice learns

to assume in the commencement, and through the un-

.,,, .. , impassioned parts of the discourse,
Average or middle pitch. ,r. . . 5 c . , „ , ., '

what is indefinitely called the

middle pitch.

This is the pitch of our habitual and easiest utter-

„ ... . ., ance, when we are speaking un-
Habitual or easy utterance. , ' . . r « a

der circumstances 01 common

animation, without excitement. The pitch will rise

instinctively in more animated, eager, or earnest strains,

under brisk, gay, joyous emotions : and sink in grave,

subduing, solemn themes, or under grief, melancholy or

tfeypatr.

CHAPTER III.

Articulation.

§ 1. Articulation,—from articulus, a little joint—

Definition exPresses tne combination or jointing togeth-

* er into syllables, of the elementary sounds, .

which compose speech.
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Articulation, is the distinctive function of human

speech as contradistinguished from
Distinctive character, .f . e * „"•„„ „„ ^.v„.

the various forms 01 voice, or other

sounds, by which animals express both their feelings,

and their wants. It is also the distinctive charac

ter, of oral language, as contradistinguished, both

„. J , from human language, in its written
Wntten language. ^^^ ^ ^ general ^^ q{

the word language, as descriptive of the medium

employed in the expression of thought,

Language in art. .n ^ whether addresSed to the ear,

—as in music,—or to the eye, as in painting, sculp

ture, architecture, &c.

§ 2. A syllable, consists of a sound, whether simple

=, ,. «., a <= ; or complex, which is pronounced with
Syllable defined. -7-7 c 7.1. • „ ; 7,1.

a single, impulse of the voice; or in oth

er words, which takes a single concrete movement of

voice. It \¥ this lant function which strictly charac

terises the syllable. No matter how many letters, or

alphabetic elements it may be composed of, if they

are all embraced in one concrete movement or slide of

the voice, it is a single syllable,—as " strength ;"—

and, on the other hand, however few the letters,

there are just as many syllables, as there are distinct

slides of the voice,—as " Iowa ;"—composed of three

syllables ; though only four letters-

If the syllable is made up of only a simple sound,

n • as " a," or any other vowel, its
Due to consonant sounds. , J ......

utterance does not suppose artic

ulation, in the proper, strict sense of the word. Itia

the joining on, of the consonant sounds, which gives

rise to the function in question.

§3. Articulation is of prime importance in elocu

tion:—1. Because the distinctions in words,
mpo ance. ^^ consequently the whole important cir-

. . . . , , cumstance whether the
Fn order to be understood. , . , „. .,, -,„

speaker is intelhgible, or not, de

pends upon his articulation. 23

' to
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A view of the fault,—magnified so as to be distinct.—may be

Paulte of articulation, seen, in the case of foreigners, attempting

to speak our language. They may use

the right words ; but their articulation render* them more or

less difficult of comprehension.

The muttering or mumbling or mouthing elocution,

Bad articulation fatal of some speakers, exemplifies the

to eloquence. game thing. Where this fault ex

ists, efficient eloquence, is out of the question.

On the other hand, there is a beauty and elegance

about distinct articulation, which Austin,—in his

Cheironomia,—compares to a coin, droppedfresh and

bright from the mint.

2. Grood articulation is the basis of all the quali-

„ , , . _,, . ., ties of expression, in elocution.
Value of good articulation. ^ ... Pr .. ... ,

Quality, force, time, pitch, meh-

dy, emphasis—all are the mere finish,—so to speak of

the articulate founds of the word.

3. Distinct articulation is of the utmost importance

Good articulation essential tO theoratOr, if he Would Speak

to ease in speaking. W#A eaK t0 himself, or ifhe would

speaka^ all, to large audiences. If one will take pains to

_, , ., enunciate, and artuulate all the ele-
To large audiences. , j i, t

ementary sounds, he may speak, on a

moderate key, and with moderate./orce, in a hall of al

most any dimensions- If his articulation is carelesB

he must exert double the force, and expend tunce the

., , _„ , „ strength, and exhaust himself
Wear and tear of bad articulation . . n. ., . . ,

in half the time :—and, very

probably, after he has done all, be is still heard with

pain, if heard at all.

If bad elocution and especially bad articulation is not the

*, v* «•-* *v .. -. i .• cause, of the bronchitis,—late-
Morbid effects of bad articulation. ly go'p^rt am0ng pubHc

speakers, and especially among ministers,—it could scarcely fail

to be, at least a tributary to that painful effect.

§4. Notwithstanding the importance of this func-

n_^ * ,. , ., tion in elocution, a good aiticuk-
Good Articulation rare. A. . r * V : _ _ ._....„_,../

tion is far from being a vmvenaf,

or even a general accomplishment.
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As it consists of a distinct, limped and full enunci

ation of all the alphabetic sounds
How bad Articulation occurs. Qf ^^ ^^ ^^ m

that eacTt Zetter will strike the ear, it is obvious that

faults of articulation may occur, in several diffreent

ways.

§ 5. It is obvious, in the first place, that some of

the combinations of elementary
Some words hard to pronounce. ^^ occurring in certain

syllables, are intrinsically difficult of pronunciation.

This difficulty, the Greeks obviated, as every student

knows, by making systematic
How obviated by the Greeks. ^^ Qf ^^^^ of Jet.

ters, when such unpronounceable combinations of let

ters, would otherwise have occurred.

In English, however, we have very few such arts of

luxurv. The change of tho
Such changes few in English. ^^ (i & " ^ „ an" bgfffre a

vowel, stands almost a solitary ex-
Examples of the change. ^^ ^^ wg except the form.

ation of the imperfect and participle of some of the

irregular verbs-

§ 6. The general rule, however,—in our language

—is. that we must take the letters as they come—with

out regard to euphony—and hence one of the diffi

culties which foreigners,—especially Frenchmen and

Italians,—complain of, in speaking English. Some of

the coincidences of sound, are certainly difficult

enough. It is well for those who have trouble on

this score, to drill their organs, into flexibility and

precision by practicing upon the more difficult combi

nations of sound, which actually occur in the lan

guage. E. g.

That morning, thou, that slumber'dst not before,

Nor sleptst great Ocean, laidst thy waves at rest.

And hush'dst thy mighty minstrelsy.

Or, The finest streams, through tangledforests stray.

Or, He sawed six, sleek, slim saplings.
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It would be easy, to multiply examples, indefinitely.

The reasons of these difficulties in articulation,

admit of precise philosophical explanation on physio

logical principles,—but it would require us to go into

an analysis of the alphabetical elements of sound,

which would not now fall in, with our purely practical

ends.

§ 7. The change in the case of the article,—it may

Reasons for changing be said in passing,—arises from the

•'a" into "are." fact, that the radical stress, witk

which every syllable commences, supposes, a momen

tary cessation of the voice, just before its utterance :—

and in rapid elocution, it is very difficult to make

.. these momentary stops of the sound,
Organic difficulty. withont ^ occurrence 0f one 0f those

consonants, which produce, in their pronunciation, an

occlusion, or stoppage of the voice. Thus if you say

" a eel," you have to make a labored pause,

Exemplified. wycj1 ja imp08si0ie %n rapid utterance. If

you throw in the letter " n," it produces a partial oc

clusion of the voice, which enables it to open again

upon the "radical stress." of the following syllable.

§ 9. The second cause of difficulty, is the repeated

recurrence of sounds, differing so
Another organic difficulty. ^^^^organs^f speeCh

instinctively tend to reproduce precisely the same

sound ; instead of making the necessary variation.

This is the cause of the difficulty, in the sentence, " he sawed

six sleek, slim, saplings." Such combinations of unmanageable

sounds, should be avoided in the original composition of discourse.

§ 10. The most prominent causes of bad articula-

, . , . tion, are, 1, Physical weakness.
CftUse80fbaaart,culatlon-Tne extreme form of this may

be seen in the case of the inarticulate mut-
1. Weakness. terjngg 0£ very sick and dying persons.

2. 1 'efective organs of speech. Thickness ol the

. „ . . lips, or t meue, deforms the pronunci-
2. Defects organs. ^ of tge sounds> made by these
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organS respectively. Defect in the palate, affects the

articulation of the nasal sounds. Bad

hearing, also, leads to bad articulation ;

because the ear is our only guide in this function.

3. Neghgence is the prolific cause of faults in ar

ia j. ticulation. Many persons can articulate

with perfect distinctness but through in

dolence, and neglect, allow themselves often to mum

ble, wretchedly. This habit is dangerous, because it

soon becomes habitual : and when noticed in children,

or youth, should be corrected at once.

4. Undue haste, or the hurry produced by nervous

agitation, mars the articulation of many

speakers. This, like all bad habits, grows

unnoticed, and leads to the fusing together, an&throw-

va- . ,.u- < u ins out in the lump, a mouthful of
Effects of this fault. " - , , " ' . j *• •

confused consonants ;—instead of is

suing them singly, in pure tones, like new coins from

„ .*.. , ,.. the mint. This fault is the more un-
Causes of this fault. . . , ., ,,

manageable, because it escapes the

consciousness of the spealcer, and is often really due to

nervous diffidence or distrust of himself, on the part

of the speaker.

5. The last source of bad articulation, is bad habits.

- *, i ,. u-. This—already more thau once referred to
a. Bad habits. , J . . , , ,.

—may be considered as the consummation

of all the faults enumerated. But there are others

still, which belong to this class.

§ 11. Mouthing _which is a commonfault, especially

in some localities,—is produced by the un

due enlargement of the cavity of the mouth,

its ca an(^ a fau^y use of tue ^P3' preventing the

' sounds from flowing out with freedom.

§ 12. Provincialisms in pronunciation, are often

_ . . ,. . , „ merely habitual faults of ar-
rrovincialism of pronunciation. ..,.;. -, a a

ticulation; and confined t©

certain localities. Thus, in some places, it is the ha

23*
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bit to omit the aspirate, h, when it occurs in connex

ion with the letter, w :—as " wen" for " when,"

" wite" for " white." An analogous, and quite com

mon form of faulty articulation, in the form of a Pro

vincialism, is the omission of the letter " h" in the

word "shrink," making "sriuk." In other cases the

sound of "g" is habitually omitted in all words end

ing with "ing,"—as "livin" for " living," "knowin"

for " knowiug," &c.

These provincialisms of pronunciation, are more

common in England, than among ourselves. Others,

again, instead of omitting, add, to the legitimate

„ . . ,. . ... . sounds of certain classes of
Provincialisms by addition. . m, .'1, a » ;„

words. Thus the letter ' r, is

very apt to be added to words ending with the short

open sound of the letter "a"—" idear " for " idea,"

" Americar" for " America."

§ 13. All these, like all bad habits, require the aid

of a friend to detect and correct them.
n . . We should prize hints on the subject, and

seek vigilantly to improve them, because, like isola-

lated vulgarisms in polished society, they always of

fend highly cultivated persons ; by showing an asso

ciation,—more or less remote,—with the vulgus com

mune, in the kingdom of letters ;—and that, some

times, notwithstanding that their presc.t respectabili

ty, is sanctioned,—as some of them are,—by so high

usage, as that of the British Parliament, or the U- S.

Congress.

CHAPTER IV. -

T
Inflection.

§ 1. The next topic, in the classification, is Inflec

tion. We have retained a separate place for thi?
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subject, out of deference to nearly universal usage.

There are three kind* of inflection, described in all

_ ' ,T . .. the books :—viz.
Three forms of Inflection. , mi . . . _ , . , , /

1. The rising inflection marked /.

2. Thefalling inflexion marked \.

8. The circumflex inflection, marked :—A Or V •

It is obvious, however, that these are nothing else,

_ .. „. , than the concrete slides, or move-
Or three slides of voice. - . . , , ,

ments of voice,—described under

the head of pitch : the first, being the rising slide,—

the :econd the falling,—and the third the joining of

the two, in the form of what is called the wave.

§2. The value of these slides, or inflections, or

movements of voice, has been partially explained;

and their application in emphasis_which is their chief

use,—will be shown more fully, when we treat of that

function of speech.

Of their principal remaining applications, we shall

now give some account.

T. .. §3. The first, and most important of
Interrogation.,, ° . .,-> ', . „ . f .

these, is the use o! inflection m interro.

gation.

There is no topic in elocution, so confused and per-

Principies confused plexed, as this. Some of the books

and impractical. \ny (}owu more than fifty rules, for the

government of the inflexions of the voice ; and as

though this were not confusion enough, some of them

admit a three-fold application, of this endless, and—

for practical purposes,— absurd, multiplication of

rules.

Even Rush, whose analysis of the functions of voice is—a*

we have said—so masterly and complete, presents us, in hie

chapter on Interrogation, only a collection of observations, but

partially classified, and not generalized at all.

§ 4. The twofirst principles, ruling the inflection in

interrogation,—as laid down by the elocutionists,—

depend upon a division of questions into 1, direct
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Direct and indirect interrogations,—viz :—those which re-

Questions, quire a simple affirmative or negative,

answer—yes or no,—and 2, indirect interrogations,—

viz : those which cannot be answered, by yes or no ;

but require the answer to be in the form of an inde

pendent sentence.

Do you understand ? yes, is an example of the first.

Why do you not understand? is an ex-
Exemp ample of the second—because you cannot

reply yes or no ; but must answer by a seperate

sentence.

Hence, the 1st Rule is,—direet questions
First Rule. ^^ ^ ^.^ inflecfion .__£, g■, Must I

leave thee, Paradise ?

„ „ , 2d Rule. Indirect questions take th»
Second Rule. „ ,,. . a ,. *

falling inflection. .

E. g., Who,s there?

§ 5. These,—which are the most general rules in

unimpassioned discourse, are sometimes
u jec oc anges. mo^e^ or even reversed, by the intro

duction of new elements. «

For instance, the 3rd Rule is, that where the in-

Third R terrogation expresses the emotion of doubt

ue- ov surprise, it takes the rising inflection ;—

even though the question may be indirect in form.

Who did you say was there?

4th Rule ;—If the question is very long, or if it

„ ., _ , closes a Paragraph, although it may have
fourth Rale. ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ inflec.

tion at the close.

" Is it not your duty, in view of all these circum

stances, to acquit the prisoner ? "

5th Rule.—Where theform of interrogation is used

Fifth Rule fiRwatwdy, for the purpose of affirming a

' truth, with more earnestness and certainty, it

generally takes the falling inflection- _whether th«

question be direct or indirect. I ask gentlemen, i»
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such a thin^ possible?—is it even conceivable?

§ 5. It is common to add to these rules two others,

Two additional Rules. on the following ground :-Where

a question is made up of two mem

ber.*, connected by the conjunction or, this particle

may be used either disjunctively, or conjunctively.

Or disjunctive indirect, J^' 1,H oT isUSed disjunctively,

the first member ot the question

takes the rising; the second member the falling, inflec

tion. E.g., is it morning or afternoon ? Was he a poet

or an orator ?

2. But if or is taken conjunctively, then both mem-

„ bers take the rising inflection.
Or, conjunctive indirect n, , . ° „

Was he a poet or an orator?

§ 6. It will be perceived, however, that these are

only specifications, under the firs* two general

Rules :—because the conjunctive particle, makes the

question direct,—the disjunctive indirect.

§ 6. It Will be seen, farther, that even this brief

Arbiwar condensed abstract, of the multiplied

. rules 0f the o[d e|ocutiori ists, is merely

Ho Principle emPirical, and arbitrary ; and brings no

' real ruling principle into view.

Admitting these two rules to be universally appli

cable, what is there in the nature of the case—it may

be asked,—to make this difference between direct and

indirect questions? Why should one take the rising

. and the other the falling inflection ?

. ^n^ tkeDj tnev are not 0f universal ap-

Elication ; showing, that after all, the right principle

as not yet been seized.

§7. When we come to look carefully at those ex-

The sentiment, not ceptions, they suggest, at once, what

the form rules, that principle is. If we look back at

the third, and fifth, rules,—enumerated above— we

shall find, that the character of the emotion or senti

ment expressed in the interrogation, completely over
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rule* the circumstance of the question being direct,

or indirect.

§ 8. In like manner, tbe 4th rule proves that the

inflection ruled by same thing occurs where the question

the cadence, forms the true close of a sentence- la

other words interrogative sentences, I ike all other com

plete sentences close with a cadence. Now it seems to be

Two principles ruling a very simple induction from these

m inflection. fact3, that the inflection is deter

mined, not by its form as a oucsiion, of this, or of that

sort at all ; but either first, by the character of the

emotion or sentiment expressed in the interrogation,

—or else secondly, by the law of construction, which

closes every sentence by a cadence ;—in which the

voice terminates upon the key note of the passage-

§ 9. If an interrogation takes the rising inflection,

The emotion 5 verna it is not because it is an interroga

te inflection. tiorij either direct or indirect,—be

cause then the law would be uniform, but because it

expresses an emotion, which naturally assumes in its

expression, the rising inflection- In other words in

terrogations follow precisely the same laws, with

other modes of speech, as to their expression. The

inquiry then, is, not to which of the two classes—

both of them arbitrary—the question belongs ;—but

what sentiment, does it express ?

§ 10. This puts us upon inquiring into the natural

Emotions which take language of the passions. And then

the rising slide, we shall find, that in all discourse

whatever, whether interrogatory or otherwise, in ex

pressing doubt, uncertainty or surprise, we naturally

assume the rising slide. Now as these emotions are

m ., . . ,.. very apt to prompt questions for
Why the rising slide. ., / K. c r .. r ?• •* u

their relief or satisfaction, it hap

pens very naturally that most questions take this

upward slide ;—not, we repeat, because they have

the interrogatory form,—not because they are ques
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tions—but because they are the language of uncertain-

tyjdoubt, surprise, or some emotion, of which that slide

Emotions which takea is the natural expression. Iffarther

the failing inflection. pr00f 0f tnis point were needed, wc

have it in the fact,that when the interrogation express

es certainty, sadness, or any of those emotions which

naturally take the downward inflection, or concrete

ah strong emotions slide,—as most of the stronger

take the falling inflection emotions actually do,—then the

question closes with that inflection, despite its being

a direct question in form.

For example, let a person put the question with

r, .. . , the emotion of doubt, or surprise,
If the sentient changes. —M jg he dead?,,—^nd £^

throughout the rising slide. Then let him repeat it,

under a conviction of its truth, and a feeling of

sadness, and he at once reverses the inflection,—

" Is he dead ?"

Can anything show more conclusively that it is

«.« ,SJ _m I....... not the form of the question but'the
The slides will cnange. J , , • . j * . .,

sentiment, that determines the in

flections. The form remains identically the same,

and yet the inflections are exactly reversed. So true

is it,_that the sentiment will control the inflection,_

Bmotion settles the inflection just as fully, where there is

without a question. n0 qUestion at all. Let one

utter, e. g., the following sentence, with the bitterest

sneer he can assume,—" Give Brutus a statue with

his ancestors,"—and he will have the extremest form

of interrogatory inflection; in the slide of the octave,

where there is no question at all.

Then let him repeat it, in the tone of authoritative

command, " Give Brutus a statue with his ancestors,"

and the slides are instinctively reversed again.

This, then, is one of the circumstances, on which

the inflection depends ;*—viz : the character of the

emotion, intended to be expressed. . .
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§ 11. There is another, equally influential and in*

„, , , , portant. It is the law of the cadence.
The law of cadence. f> ., , • , ., • . . . .

By that is meant the instinctive ten

dency of the voice, at the close of every complete

sentence, to sink down, and rest, upon the key note of

., * .v , the sentence. It is iust as essential in
Ground of the law. , ,. ... ¥ .

elocution, as it is in music, to com

plete the melody.

§ 12. From that law it follows as a corollary, that

Affirmative sentences where a question forms the true

close with a cadence. ci0se of a sentence, or,—in other

words,—where it expresses a complete idea, it must

terminate—like other complete sentences,—with the

falling inflection,—i- e., with the usual form of ca

dence. Thus, e. g.

" Who's here so base, that he would be a bondman ? " ,.'

We have a complete affirmative sentence, put in

the form of a question, and it therefore conforms to

the common law of cadence,—especially wherever

it expresses a strong affirmation.

But if, on the other hand, the sentence is incom

plete, without the answer, then the question termin-

incompiete sentences ates with the rising inflection—

take rising inflection. wnich is the natural sign of expec-

„, tation, and the cadence is found in the answer,

' which closes, therefore, with the falling inflec

tion.

Thus suppose,—by way of confirmation—theques-

m_.*_.. n , tion to be put by a bewildered child,
illustrative Example. ,, ixr, , r / , , „ h rr

" Where s my father ? " Here we

have an indirect question, and also the falling inflec

tion, according to rule. But now if we suppose a

bystander to answer the question, but so as not to

be distinctly heard : the child immediately rejoins,

"Where?"

The question is again indirect, i. e. cannot be an-

answered by yes or no : and get it equally assumes
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the rising inflection. Here the rule breaks down.

_ . . Now apply the principle just stated.
Principle violated. The ZgS,, may be considered, in

the first instance, as forming a com-
a complete sentence. ^ sentence. It may be repeated

fifty times, without any answer at all. It does not ne

cessarily imply the expectation of an
NorepIyexpeoted- answer. It is urged and repeated,

under the bewilderment and uncertainty of the cir

cumstances, not knowing whether any body can an

swer it, or not. It is therefore a complete sen

tence, expressive of earnest grief, and takes the

falling inflection to make the usual cadence ; like

any other complete sentence.

But when an answer has been given, and not being

heard the question is repeated,—" Where ?" it is

clear that the question is not complete. The full,

eager expectation of an answer suspends
An!werexpected the voice by the rising inflection, till

the reply completes both the sense and the sentence,

with the usual cadence.

§ 13. Our principle then supplies both a rule and

. , , a reason for it. The rule is, that
A rule and a reason. ^^ & questioa formg & 00mpIete

sentence by itself, it takes the falling inflection, if in

complete, without the answer, it takes the rising in

flection. The reason is, that in the former case,

T. the voice seeks to rest in the cadence ex-
on" pressive of a full close: in the latter it

T. , expresses—by the rising inflection—its ex-
ce' pectation of something farther to be ad

ded, before it sinks down to the cadence, which is

its natural resting place.

§ 14. The circumflex inflection—or in other words

... .. the wave— which is formed by th«
Circumflex inflection. . » . , , rJ„. .i . ;,:„;„_

union of the two slides,—tbe rising

and falling,—is of compartively rare use, in elocution,

 

24 %
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—especially in the delivery of elevated or argu'

mentative composition. Its chief application is in

.. .. the expression of sentiments of drollery,
Its applications. . r Ti ,.."

irony, sarcasm, or sneer, its peculiar

curling effect, adds character to the point and force of

these emotions. E. g.,

" They tell us to be moderate, but they revel in pro

fusion."

The circumflex, or wave, like the single slides can

strength ofemot" embrace all the intervals of the semi-

' tone, the second, the third, the fifth,

the octave;—according as the strength of the emotion,

* • ■* * .. —and the skill of the orator,—may de-
Limits of Its nse. , ,lr , , , .', .. •.

mand. We have already said, that «ne

of the characteristics which distinguish the intona

tions of conversation, from those of reading, and for-

,. . .. mal discourse, is the free use of the
Uses m conversation. ... ... ., . , ' , ,lr ,

slides of the wider intervals. W e have

now to add, that the freedom of conversation is very

apt to prolong these slides, into the waves of the sama

intervals. With some persons, especially ladies,—as

more emotional than men—this becomes habitual,

and produces an extreme, which even sometimes de

forms their elocution.

CHAPTER IV.

Accent.

§ 1. Accent,—the next topic in order—is common-

* a « a ly defined to be a peculiar stress or force
Accent denned. •'« . *. ,, . , « j

of voice, upon certain syllables of a word,

to distinguish them from the other syllables; with

exclusive reference to the pronunciation.

This definition, is too narrow because the requisite

distinction of syllables,—which is the true function of
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accent—.may be effected in other ways, besides, mere

stress of voice. , ...

§ 2 There are three of the properties of voice, wincn

Three properties of are available to produce accent. 1st.

voice in Accent, ff^ radical stress, which is a combina

tion of force of voice, with abruptness, on

Radical stress. the tpefcng smmd 0f the accented syllable.

This is the method resorted to in the case of all syl

lables, which are immutably short ; as in

Short syllables. thewordacce^,

•2. The median stress, i. e., the force of the voice,

Median stress in without abruptness, and in the form of a

longer syllables, sw-ell; and which is applicable only to syl

lables of longer time ;—as in the word contrast. ^

3d. The mere increase of the time of a syllaole,

without any stress of voice at all, is a

Increasedtune- very common mode of accentuation.

Perhaps, indeed, as the accent in English, most

,, , commonly, falls on syllables of

The most common method. ^ quantity, this method of

accent, is more frequent, than any other.

§ 3. It is only necessary however, to remember that

accent consists in giving prominence

True functions of accent1_toa syllahlejor the mere purpose

of pronunciation, without adding any kind or degree

of expression to the' stress. It is precisely the fact —

that accent is totally destitute of all expressiveness,

either of sentiment or emotion _which

.Differs from Smpha*. distinguishes it from emphasis;

which we now proceed to define and discuss.

CHAPTER VI.

Emphasis.

.§ 1 . Emphasis,—from the Greek efupaiw,—to cause
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_ ,,,'.- , to appear—consists in giving signifi-
Emphasis defined. rt\ . . , . ° ,°

cance to certain words in a sentence,

with a view of giving the fullest expression to the

thought, and emotion of the speaker.

Like accent, the characteristic, or distinctive utter

ance, falls mainly upon a syllable of the emphatic

word ; and commonly, upon the accented syllable.

The difference, then, between accent and emphasis,

. . is not,—as frequently stated, that the
Misapprehension . ,, „ . * . , ,. .,

one is the prominence given to syllables

in a word, the other to words in a sentence ; but that

the one is expressive of sentiment or emotion, the

other is not.

§ 2. We have said, that the emphasis commonly

Emphasis takes pre- falls upon the accented syllable. But

eedenceof accent. jn case the sentiment to be empha

sized, resides in the unaccented syllable of a compound

word,—as sometimes happens,—then the accent gives

way to the emphasis. E. g. He must increase, but I

must decrease.

§ 3- We have already,—in discussing the elemen-

Different elements tary properties of "oice,—pointed out

of Emphasis, their applications so often, that we

can despatch them very rapidly. Our present practi

cal object, is rather to give a classification of the ele

ments, in their uses as forms of emphasis, than to ex

haust the subject.

§ 4. One of the most common errors, in regard

to emphasis, lies in supposing that it
y orce. congjS|.s exclusively in an increase of the

force of the voice. This is one oi the elements of

. emphasis, as we have seen ; and in
mp asis o meaning. un(mpass{one(j discourse,—where the

object is merely to give the meaning,—it is very gen

erally employed in a moderate degree, to designate

the important words.

But in the emphasis of expretsion, or emotion, where
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Emphasis of Emotion. the g»* is to g^g theffl**tf

sentiment, so tar from being the

o»£y method, it is often wholly unallowable.

§ 5. The first, and most obvious element of emphasis,

Three forms of stress is Force. The three kinds of aires*

available. 0f voice—the radical—the median,

—and the vanishing,—have each, its peculiar applica

tion in emphasis.

1st. the radical stress, is used in the expression of

Radical stress, its all the violent passions,—especially of

applications. the harsher kind,—and is of course,

the only form practicable in short syllables, e, g. ,—

Back, to thy punishment, false fugitive.

2d. The median stress,—which requires long quan-

,. „ titv in the syllables on which it
Median stress applications. „ ,•; . J . . ,

falls,—is appropriate to calm,

and lofty sentiments, or emotions, as e. g. Hail, holy

Light—offspring of Heaven, first-born.

3d. The vanishing stress, emphasizes the petulant,

„ . , . ,. " contemptuovs emotions. Ham-
y amshing stress applications. . , 7*7, D „ , ..

let, at the grave of Ophelia,

exclains at Laertes, " Dost thou come here to whine?"

with the upward inflection on the last word. It is

also the natural language of surprise, in energetic in

terrogation,—especially that implying doubt.

Hamlet. Saw who ?

Horatio. My Lord, the King, your Father.

Hamlet. The King, my Father ?—again with the

.upward inflection of the voice, even to an extreme

degree-

§ 6. The second element of emphasis, is Time ;

_v . . ,.-- which enables us to give signifi-
^I'oond element—Time. " ,, , , , _° ,

cunce to a syllable by merely

dwelling upon it,—or in other words, by increasing

its quantity.

The peculiar significance of this kind of emphasis,

24*
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varied Expression. **P«$a»" upon the character of lie

sound thus prolonged. We have al

ready stated the peculiar relations of the time, and

slides, to the several forms of passion or emotion.

which they severally express.*

The third element Pitch. § 7 • The third constituent, of em

phasis, is Pitch.

We have already stated that it is only the wider

Applications. intervals of pitch,—the third, fifth, or oc

tave,—that serve the purpose of emphasis,

and that the stronger, the emphasis the wider the in-

tervalit employs* In the emphasis of emotion,—as dis

tinguished from the emphasis of sentiment— the

change of the pitch, is the most common constituent.

Combined with time and stress. Somet3«es it is Combined with

some one of the various forms

of stress: and, of course, the use of the wider inter

vals, requires the syllables to be of tang quantity also.

Kignificance lies in the But the significance of the emphasis

inflection. 0ften resides exclusiveiy \n the in

flection. Thus Shakspeare makes the old Jew, Shy-

lock, sneeringly exult over Antonio,—

Monies is your suit,

*******

Hath a"dog- money ? Is it possible

A cur can lend three thousand ducats ?

To emphasize such a passage by mere force of voice, would

destroy the expression altogether.

The sort of inflection—or change of pitch, proper

sort of inflection proper f?r emphatic words, depends upon

the nature of the passion or emo

tion, sought to be expressed, and the proper adapta-

tatiOn of the laws of expression, at the command of

the orator. For the exposition of this subject,

we refer to the previous chapters on voice,t and in

flection.

* See page 246, 7, 8 ; also page 239.

f See Ch. Ill, Sec V, and Chapter IV.

'.*.'.
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§ 8. The fourth element of emphasis, is the quality

. of voice, employed on the em-
Qualityofvoiceinemphas.s. emphatic w£rd.

There are three kinds of voice
Three qualitiea available. available for the purp0se.

1. The guttural quality, is expressive of great en-

erqy of feeling,—especially of dislike

^^^^ or settled determination. The deep, la

boring, guttural enunciation, seems to suggest a

smothered, pent up, but heaving emotion, just ready

to burst out without restraint or control.

2. The aspirated quality of voice, is, also, some

times the instrument of emphasis, in

Aspirated quality. the clags ^ v.j0ient passions —and of

ten in conjunction with the guttural tone.

Its expressive power seems to arise from the vio

lent expulsion of a larger and more ra-

Guttural quality. ^ yo]nmG of air from tue lungS, than

can be vocalized. It expresses a violence of passion

transcending the power of the vocal organs,

Rationale. ^ contro] &nd TOca&g.

grd, the tremulous quality of voice, expresses a

high degree of excitement, which dis-

Tremulous quality. ^ one,g ^ ^ommand over hi?

muscles. This is the emphasis offear, joy, grief, and

kindred emotions, in their highest forms.

§9.These constituents of emphasis.though distinguish

able, not only admit of being

Afferent elementB conjoined. conjoined, but, in pointof fact,

very often are conjoined, in giving the full emphasis

to passages, expressive of the most excited passion.

Shakspeare,s Othello, e. g. is full of illustrations.

§ 10. We have now sufficiently explained the me-

chanism of emphasis, but there is still a question of

, . great complexity, and difficulty, to

Place of the emphas.e ^ digp08ed of_viz. the question,^

what words the emphasis is to fall.
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If we reply on the important words of the sentence,

„-.... , . . the reply states little else
What the important words are. ^ /uJseless truism :_fop

the question returns, what are the important words

of the sentence ?

§ 11. It must be obvious to all, 1, that to give the

D. , . , . . ,. . , true and precise meaning, and
Kight emphasis indispensable. ., » ,, r . , °»

the full expression and force,

of a passage, a right disposition of the emphatis is in

dispensable.

Suppose e. g., one should repeat the words without

emphasis_" Arm warriors, arm for fight," it is evident

that it would be simply ridiculous. No one would

believe he meant what he said : and of course, there

fore, no one would obey the order. The emotion of

the passage is a substantive part of its import : and

therefore the emphasis, is apart of the sense.

2. That blunders, in this respect, are exceedingly

„ common : :— even among educated
Errors very common.

men-

3. To embody the principles which govern all the

the cases, in a system of rules, is no easy matter.

One may find more than fifty rules in the books : and

nm ,* * ^ . . it ne&d not be 6aid, that to attempt
Difficult to obviate. . . * xi ,, ^ j

to read, or speak, correctly, by attend

ing to such a number of rules, would be like an un-

practiced person attempting to display the graces of

attitude, upon a slack rope.

§ 12- There are, however, a few principles of so

There are rnc- i w*^a application, if we can seize
pnncip es. Bp0H them, that they will throw great

light upon the question.

§ IS, We shall find, by analyzing speech carefully,

ti.™,. e r n i.", that emphasis really subserves
Three forms of Emphasis ., ,. f. J

three distinct purposes.

1. The first use of emphasis, is to make apparent the

logical Emphasis trm sense, or lhe £T«w»a#£ca/ structure,

' of the sentences. This is, sometimes,
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a very important office, especially where important

accessory ideas, are thrown in between the leading

terms of the thought, e. g.

Go preach to the Cowahd, thou death telling seer !

Ob, if gory Culloden so dreadful appear,

Draw, dotard, around thy old wavering sight,

This Mantle, to cover the phantoms of fright.

The main ideas in the thought, which are express

ed by the chief governing words of the sentence,

are brought into close and obvious relation by the

emphasis. This application of the emphasis, is anal

ogous to the device of italicising words, in written dis

course.

The second use of emphasis, is to give prominence

to those words in a sentence which
Emphasis of Sentiment. expregg ^ smtiment, on which

we wish to fix the attention.

This may be called the emphasis of sentiment. We

have said before, that this emphasis is commonly

made either by an increase in the stress,
How Expressed. Qf ^.^ Qr in th(J ^^ Qf ^ gyllable;

or by both, together with a change of the pitch.

_ , _ The third form of emphasis, is
Emphasis of Emotion. , t . , , . *•

* . the emphasis of emotion.

§ 14. In regard to the emphasis of sentiment, we

remark,—

1. That it is founded upon the relation of compari-

Comparison, antithesis, son, antithesis or contrast, in the

or contrast. emphatic ideas. Hence the em

phasis must fall upon those words, which express the

ideas thus related.

The following examples illustrate these several

relations, which- it is the object of empha-
mpa on. g.g^ ^g ^ sjgnaijze#

Comparison :—

Yet half I hear the parting spirit sigh,

It is a dread and awful thing, to die.

Antithesis :—



Leaves have their time tofall,

And flowers to wither at the north wind,s breath,

And stars to set ;—bnt ail—

Thou hast all seasons for thine own, O Death !

Contrast :—

Still as the breeze, bnt dreadful as the storm.

Or:—

It is said fools talk much to themselves; but wise men will

talk still more.

2. One member of the comparison or antithesis, is

often not expressed;—but the member which is ex

pressed, is emphatic, notwithstanding, e. g., "To

err is human ;—implying that it may not be super

human.

3. The ideas compared or contrasted, may SOme-

Bmphatic Clauses. t™es/Un thr0H^h a dT^ °F f™*™'

ber oi a sentence ; ana then the em

phasis must, in that case, re?t upon the whole clause.

This often gives rise to difficulty and mistakes, in

Hence difficulty in fixing adjusting the emphasis. Boswell

the emphasis. tens us, that Garrick and John

son, once disputed about the emphasis in the Ninth

Commandment,—" Thou shalt.not bear false witness

against thy neighbor." The one said it was upon

shalt, the other upon not. Both were clearly wrong.

The emphasis belongs to the whole clause, " bear

false witness against thy neighbor ;" because this is

the idea, which stands in contrast with every other

prohibition. It is this, and nothing else, which the

commandment forbids ; and therefore this is the em

phatic idea, because it is the contrasted idea,

sense depends .on " Man never is, but always to be

the emphasis, blest." Shift the emphasis to always

and the sense is not only obscured, but reversed.

§ 15. In order to give full effect to the emphasis,

._ ... the unimportant words, such
Bmall words not Emphasized. ,. , r ... . . .,

as articles, auxiliaries and con

necting particles, should not be emphasized. Some
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tiiiies, however, the idea hinges on these small words;

and then, of course, they become emphatic.
xcep ion. j,^ ^ jje made not only a speech, but thk

speech, of the evening.

I did not say Friday or Saturday, but Friday and'

Saturday.

. , .... „ . § 16. When a sentence is
A series of Antithectic terms. °, » . «

made up of a succession of

Emphasis of the down- terms, set in antithesis to each other,

ward slide. they all take the emphasis of the

downward slide. E. g.

"Neither life, nor death, nor angels, nor princi

palities, nor powers, nor height, hot depth, nor any

other creatnre, shall be able to separate us from the

love of God."

§ 17. When the members of a sentence are com

posed of two terms thus related to each other, the

first takes the emphasis of the rising,—the second

that of the falling slide. B. g.

Add to your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge,

and to knowledge temperance, and to temperance

patience, &c.

§ 18. When the ideas compared' or contrasted, have

„ ...... . . . two terms each, the double empha-
Complicated emphasis. . , ,. , , m, r ,

sis becomes complicated. 1 he rule

may, however, be expressed thus : In the first meiri-

ber, the first term, takes the emphasis of the falling

slide, the second *hat of the rising slide ; while in

the second member, the first term, takes the rising

the second the falling slide.

This will be clearer by an example :

Young men are accustomed to think themselves

wise enough, as drunken men think themselves sober.

The reason of this rule may be discovered by re

ference to what we have already said about th«

principles of cadence.

§ 19. When an emphatic word is immediately re
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Words not repeated peated, it is not to be emphasized in

twice emphatic, the second case. E. g.,

Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor,s house ; thou

shalt not covet thy neighbor,s wife, nor his man-ser

vant nor his maid-servant, &c, &c. This rule is very

apt to be violated.

When the very object of the repetition is to give

. . . .. . , the word increased significance,
Kxception to this rule. ,, ., , . . .. ° .. .,T

then the emphasis falls upon it, with

even increased force the second time.

0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem ! thou thatkillest the pro

phets, and stonest them, that are sent unto thee, (fec.

§ 20. All these precepts in detail, may be summed

in one practical canon :—to make a study of the sen

timent to be delivered, and strive not only to appre

hend the precise sentiment of the oration, but to en-

Necessity of study to ter fully into it, and strive to give

appreciate sentiment, it forth simply and effectively, as

if it were original with the speaker, and uttered for

the first time.

Such great dramatic actor?, as Garrick, or Mrs.

Siddons never appeared on the boards, without long,

profound and tentative practice, in apprehending and

giving forth the precise sentiment of the original

dramatist.

§ 21. The third object, or use of emphasis, is to ex-

,. . . , ., press emotion. In this case there
b.mpuasi3 of emotion. F « . v

is no necessary expression ot the

Not founded on comparison relation of comparison er Con

or contrast. trast in the emphatic word.

This emphasis falls upon interjections, exclaraa-

„ „ . . . tions, abrupt, excited interroga-
Palls on impassioned words. .. , , r„' .. „ F_

e tions, and all words expressive

of the various emotions, and passions. E. g.,

But see ! the angry victor hath recalled,

His ministers of vengeance and pursuit;

Back to the gates of Heaven.
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Wo ., wo ! to the riders that trample them down.

§ 22. The various forms of emphasis, and their va

rious applications in the expression of the several

classes of emotions, and passions, have been already

sufficiently discussed, in the form of general princi

ples. It would be useless, and fruitless, to attempt

to form those principles, into Rules, applicable to all

the cases that may rise.

CHAPTER VII. '

Pause.

§1. The only remaining topic under the first gen

eral head of clocution,_viz :_Voice,—is that of Pause.

This lunction of speech serves three distinct pur-

j, j <• o poses. 1, to mark the grammatical di-
Ends of Pause. r . . . „ . " . . ...

vision, of sentences, answering, in this re-

spect, precisely to the system of punctu

ation in writing. 2, to produce the

„«..,_, . , rhythm of speech; i. e., the division of the

melody into phrases or short sections, con

taining a certain succession of accented and unaccen

ted, or of long and short syllables.

§ 2. The quick and attentive ear will notice this

prose Rythmin a suppressed, and irregular form, in

prose : and it is ot course known to all,

that its regularity both in its measures, and the or

der of their succession, constitutes the characteristic

„ i- „ it of verse. The most marked of these pro-
Poetic Rythm. -,. , ,, . *:.,

sodial pauses, are those occurring in the

Exam le m*ddle an(^ at ^e c^ose of every line in
amp e- poetry :

Lo, the poor Indian I whose untutored mind, |

Sees God in clouds, | or hears him in the wind ; |

His soul proud science | never taught to stray |

Far as the solar walk | or milky way. |

25
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A closer analysis will disclose to the more search

ing and practised ear, a vastly

other Rhythmic Pauses g^^ number of minor prosodial,

or rythmical pauses, used by all good readers, or

spea eis^ ^ ^ ^^ ( ^ ^^ away yoar heartg, |

I am I do orator | as Brutns | is. . .

8 3. The third use of Pause, in Elocution, is for

emphasis. This may be termed the

Pauses for emphasis. emphatic pause. It is in fact merely

one form of emphasis, and might have been treated,

except out of deference to universal usage, under that

}lPfl,Q *

This is entirely distinct from those pauses which mark

^rictfrorngtammatic both the punctuation or syntax,

and prosodial pauBes. atMl the rhythm or prosody, oi sen

tences. The pause for emphasis, occurs, frequently

where neither the syntax nor the prosody call lor a

pause at all. E. g. . -
F Lightly j they'll talk | of t he spirit 1 .that's gone,

And o?er 1 his cold ashes | upbraid him. ,

84. It so far sets at defiance all the connexions ol

syntax, that it often comes in be-

separated related words. t^een words the most closely re

lated,—between the nominative and the verb, or the

adjective and the noun.
He, | raised a mortal to the skies,

She, I drew an angel down.

§ 5. A slight pause, superadded to the other eie-

• «. „«.M. ments of emphasis often increas-
Pauses increases the effect uieuus u'^F j„,.f„l Ho.

of emphasis. es the effect m a wonderluj ae-

gree. Sometimes it is made just before, sometimes

iust after, the emphatic -word. , f
6 6 Another form of the emphatic pause, is tttt

sometimes called the major or rhetorical

Rhetorical Pause se .—^here the speaker alter get

ting the feelings of Ms hearers greatly excited, makes

a sudden stop of considerable duration either before,
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or at, the close of a period. The effect of this in skil-

. . ,, ful hands is prodigious. No device
Power of such Pause. . , . r «■ .• Ti. i

in oratory is more ettective. It al

lows the excited imagination to run, in its concep

tions, far beyond any thing which the most masterly

elocution, Or even eloquence, could express in lan

guage.

It resembles the device in painting, which in order to give the

Imaginative effect hif?hest possible im pression of grief or despair,
imaginative ettect. partially suggesta tbe ideai and then averts

the- countenance, or draws a veil over it, that the imagination

may conceive, what no art could so fuHy depict.

§ 7. When joined with the unutterable expression

r, , • * -.*. <• of attitude and countenance, it is
Conjoined with action. ., ,., .» , i . . i *

the highest form of rhetorical art.

Whitfield was accustomed to produce the most over-

Power of Whitfield, whelming impressions, by his rhetori-

cat, emphatic pauses. I he awlul si

lence, amid excited thousands, whose very breathing

seemed to stop, produced effects the most electrifying

and never to be effaced ; even when the sentiment of

his discourse, had longfaded from the memory.

§ 8. But this very circumstance, the extreme char-

p, . . _,„„ acter of this device in oratory, makes it
Risk in using. , . „ ■" rT

difficult and dangerous to manage. Un

less the excitement of the imagination and the feelings,

justify its use, it is the flattest of all failures. Chil

dren had better not venture to play with edged tools.

CHAPTER VIII.

Vocal Culture.

§ 1. The chief objects of criticism, so far as it aims

e ticai stud a" Practical improvement, are mainly two.
ay- j i"o analyze nature, in order to dis-
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«... . , « ... . cover what are the true elements of
Objects of Criticism. -, . _.. -,

grace and power ; or in other words ,

what are the real sources, of the pleasure and effect of

good oratory.

And 2d, Having seized upon these principles, to

.. show, in clear and intelligible terms,
1 ractica.1 benefits. .- . , i • j # , * / •

how the presence aud right combination

of those prineiples produce the excellencies;—and their

absence, or wrong use, the dtfects, of elocution. And

_,.._. as in every other science, the truth of
Tests of efficiency. ,, . * . , .. .. ,

these principles admits ol two separate

Philoso hical tests : *" ^ne^r furnishing an adequate
i osop ca . an(j ^jj explanation both of the successes

,, ... . and the failures, of elocution ; or in other
Criticism. , . . ..... , ...

words, making intelligent critics.

§ 2- The second, and far severer test, is their en-

__ .. .. abling us to produce at will the very
Effective execution. ,., r . • ,, -, J

results themselves ; in other words,

their making agreeable and effective speakers.

This last, however,—it need not be said—can be

Long and early practice. the re8ul* o^ of%»* "ad judid-

ous practice, in addition to a thor

ough comprehension, of the right principles, and meth

ods, in the case. i

Instead of expecting to acquire an agreeable and

Conditions of success- effecti™ elocution, simply by hear

ing lectures, the culture should

form a part of the training,—and from an early

stage,—of our education; and failing in this, a man

must expect to labor,—as Demosthenes aud Cicero

did—for years, in correcting faults, and cultivating

excellencies of voice and expression.

§ 3. And then, we are not to suppose that elocu-

_,_ .. . ... tion is the whole of oratory. It
Elocution not everything. .,, , ,. ... J ,

will not dispense with sense ana

feeling. Manner supposes matter- Expression sup

poses both sentiment and feeling- Without these, the
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mere elocution, would be, like the fugle-man in mili

tia drill, who loads and aims, with precision and grace,

but fires only blank cartridges.

§ 4. But while all this is true of the art of elocu-

w„* „ * u * a , tion, the science is a very differ-
Not an art but a Science- , .. T„ ,, . . ,

ent matter. If the principles ex

plained are true, and if we have succeeded in this hur

ried outline, in making them intelligible, they

ought to explain the grounds of success or failure, in

Analysis explains both every case. There cannot be a

excellence and defect. fauK or a merit \n elocution, which

may not be referred with precision, to one or more

of these properties of voice ;—viz., quality, time,

force and pitch. The mere analysis of these, will dis

close the complete mechanism_not only,—of plain, un-

impassioned discourse ; but of every one of the count

less varieties, and different shades of expression.

Now it must be obvious that the mere power of

intelligible analysis a discerning the delicate and hidden

source of pleasure, springs of sentiment and emotion,

by which the soul puts itself in living sympathy

with others, must be a source of lively pleasure.

ai«o of Po • ^ut t0 ^e enabled to explain, in clear

and definite terms, these mysteries of

spirit revealing itself to spirit, is to challenge a su-

. . . . 0 . periority over the mere passive
Advantages of Science. r, J - . .. .. . ,, r,. .

slaves of imitation, in the divine

art of human speech; like that of the philosopher,

who is perfectly at home amid the laws and orbits of

the celestial bodies—over the unlettered peasant, who

gazes upon their beautiful and brilliant pathways, in

the heavens.

§ 5. And it must be remembered, farther, that the

^ •>..= , v. r, ,. mastery of the true elements of
Condition of right Culture. , J . , ,,

vocal expression, suggests the

best methods of culture in elocution ;—although as

v

25*
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we have said, their reduction to an art,

A work of time. .g ^ ^^ oj Umg and kbor But 8till

it is no small matter, to know precisely,

Practicable. what is to be done, aud how to do it

That it can be done, is too plain to be argued.

Whether it shall be done or not, is

Keats on each man. & ^ uestion which every one must decide

for himself.

CHAPTER IX.

Action.

§ 1. The only remaining topic in Elocution—in the

plan of treatment we are now pursuing—is that of

Action.

This will not detain us long. The ancients, at-

Vah.ed by the Ancient tached to it the utmost importance,

Elocutionist!. and gave the most minute directions,

in regard to its use in elocution.

Under action, is included all that

Definition and limits. pertaias t0 delivery, except the voice.

It is the sermo corporis, of Cicero.

The chief work on this subject, is

Aostin,.Cheironomia. JugtMs Cheironomia,_as Rush is the

great authority, on the subject of voice.

§ 2. The foundation of this branch of elocution,

is laid in the well known fact,

Ground of expression action. ^ ^ ajj gtrong serltimentS

and emotions, the mind acts upon the body, so as to

give instinctive expresion to them,

Physical B.gns of Emofaon. *y physieal ^^ This is done

chiefly through the agency of the muscular system ;

as exhibited In the attitude of the body, the move

ments of the limbs, and the expression of the eye and

Mechanism of physical countenance, due—partly to the
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Expression. action of the muscles of the face,

and partly to the heart,_whicb is one of the muscles_

acting upon the circulation of the blood, and thus al

tering the color and expression both of the face and

eye.

So close and invariable is this connexion between

No emotion without its the mind and the body, that where

physical signs. there is no physical sign of emo

tion, we instinctively conclude there is no emotion

felt. And, if in this case, language should be used

Profession of Emotion expressive of emotion, it not only

powerless, without, fails to awaken our sympathy, but

repels us with dislike, under the impression of hypoc

risy or heartlessness .

„ So clearly is this a law of nature,
Powerful language. ,, , J , , ., , .„,

that—as every one knows—a child will

„ . invariably regard these physical signs, of ex-

' pression as predominant over language. One

may rail never so hard, in words, but if no expression

of displeasure appear in the countenance, ho will rail

in vain. Indeed, it is said that the most ferocious

Even animals feel the wild animals, and equally ferocious

power of the eye. madmen, are awed and unnerved by

the steady, self-possessed expression of the human eye.

And how often, in the case of rational men,—so

Reasoning Fails. called,-when reasoning entreaty, ex

postulation, or warning, have been ex-

a tea i hausted in vain, how often has human des-

' tiny been determined by the shedding of

a tear.

§ 3. Action, then, including the whole of physical

Action a power in eloquence, fpression-except that per

taining to the voice,—is no

unimportant element of power, in elocution.

Action, may beuaed for all the purposes of the hu-

A»#tamate.pj!OTiei(m of man language. With deaf-mutes

human language. jt js their only language, and is
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capable of expressing the nicest shades, both of

thought and feeling.

§4. In common eloquence, however, it is subordi-

8tm subordinate, t10*, and auxiliarV to speech : and it is

in this character alone, we speak of it.

§5. The legitimate uses of action in elocution, are two:

trees of action, i,to 1, to display or convey, and to empha-

convey thought. ^ the sentiment or meaning ofwhat

we utter.

2, To express emotion. The one we can do, with

Effects amotion. more or less effect at our option, or ac

cording to our skill. The other we

Conviction of true passion de- must do, under the penalty

^ pends on physical signs. of conveying the impression,

either that have no emotion of any sort, or else that

what we have, is affected, or worthless.

§6. Action may be subdivide I into three kinds.

3 Kinds of action. l, that of Seneral attitude or posture.

2, the expression of the countenance

and eye, and 3, the action of the arm and hand :

Gesture. th*s latter being what is commonly meant by

,' gesture. This term, however, it ought to be

said, is, by some writers, taken in the same wide

sense, in which we use the word action.

§ 7. There is not time, nor is it necessary, to dis-

Signs and power in each. C"SS .tne,Se Several instruments of

physical expression, separately

and fully. Every one knows how simple earnest

ness, and still more how passion will energise and

Attitude, countenance and eye. COntro1 the "ttttude, the coun

tenance and eye, and the mo-

Gesture tions ?f the hand and arm. Whoever saw a

' man in deep earnest,—and still less in the

Passion takes a firm posture heat of passion,—Stand upon

on the floor. one ]eg, with the other wrap.

ped around it ? or lolling on a desk, or swaggering

Earnest purpose express- about, like one who had no pur
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ed by posture. p0se, or jn a word, in any other

than ajirm, dignified, upright posture, admitting of free

and earnest movement, without the hazard of losing

his balance.

The mere attitude, will reveal whether a speaker

.,..* . , . is apathetic, calm, earnest, or ezcit-
Attitude revealv passion. , r „ , , ,

ed, as fw as he can be seen.

§ 8. It may not however have been noticed that

Attituj e depends on po the attitude of the whole person

sitionofthefeet. depends very much upon the pos

ture of his feet.

Those speaker,s whose lower-half is shielded from

rt,. . . . , observation, sometimes indulge
Often compromised by a desk . , ,,. .,. „ , °

iu strange dispositions of their

limbs ; not thinking—perhaps not knowing—that the

expression of their visible part, is implicated.

But, it is not necessary to turn posture maker, and

teach the details of attitude. Our object is, merely,

to put the speaker ou his guard. A word to the wise,

is sufficient

§ 9. In regard to the expression ofthe human coun-

, . .. . tenance and e3'e, there is a Corn-
Expression not spiritual. . . ' , . . . .

mon impression, that it is some

thing ethereal and intangible,—approximating to an

attribute of spirit, rather than matter. It is needless

to say, that this is groundless. Thought and feeling,

are indeed the functions of spirit, but all their mani-

* _. . testations are made through material ajjen-
But material. ' . mi . r°, °

cies. 1 he expression oi the countenance

and eye delicate, quick, impalpable, and variable, as it

_ ... is, can be resolved with scientific
Expression mechanical , . . . -...,,

precision into its physical elements:

and its whole amazing mechanism, laid bare to the

scrutiny of analysis and the imitations of art. In

proof of this, see the able and striking work of Sir

Charles Bell, the grea; anatomist of England, on

"the Anatomy of Expression," or the still more
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perfect work of Fau, on " the Anatomy op Art."

§ 10- Gesture—i. e. action limited to the use of the

„ hand and arm,—is by far the most common

form of action employed in elocution. "Eve

ry one," says Sheridan, " knows that with the hands,

we can demand, or promise; call, dismiss ; threaten,

supplicate; ask, deny; show joy, sorrow, detestation,

T, . fear, confession, penitence, admi
ns compass in expression. " , . ' , *, ' .,

ration, respect; and many other

things, now in common use. But how much farther

their powers might be carried, through our neglect of

using them, we little know."

§ 11. It remains, only to point out a few of theap-

Pnncip.es applied. P^ftiona of the principles ruling in

gesture : and both utility and brevity

will be consulted by throwing our remarks, into the

form of strictures, or criticisms on faults.

§ 12. Gesture may be employed for two distinct

Gesture serves two purposes " " ',.,',, Jt ,

or suggest—in the way of pan

tomime—the idea conveyed In the words of the passage

uttered : and 2, to express the emotion, appropriate to

the language so uttered.

It may perhaps be doubted, as it is said in the

„ . . . *. , . . days of Cicero, to have
Pantomime and emotional emphasis , J ,. . ,, ...

been disputed, whether

thought, can be most impressively expressed by pan-

tomime or by words. But discourse certainly em

ploys the latter, and the other is especially and pe

culiarly the prerogative of the deaf and dumb. Our

office is to employ gesture to accompany, not super

sede articulate language. In this application of ges

ture, and in the classification of the most common

faults we mention.

1. The use of gestures which are not appropriate,

inexpressive gesture, because they do not express what

is intended.
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A common example of this, is the usual habit of

Extension of the hands to extending both hands to express

express number. duration, or number, e. g. " The

days of Methusaleh were, nine hundred, sixty and nine

years."

It was but a more extreme, and ludicrous instance

of the same fault, that led the juvenile elocutionist to

hold up to the audience, the skirt of his coat, while

repeating the couplet from Goldsmith :

"Soon as the evenii.g shades prevail,

''T'he moon takes up the wondrous tale."

3. A second, and also a very common fault, is the

use of gestures, out of place ; as at the very begin-

ning of a speech, or where the sen-
nneceseary ges ures. tjmen|. jg not sufficiently emphatic,

to need anything beyond the simple verbal statement ;

—as e. g., casting the eyes upward, when we happen

to speak of the sky, or putting the hand upon the

heart, when we speak of love, or conscience. There

is no more reason for this, than for pointing to the

feet, whenever we happen to speak of walking.

Where the gesture is expressive of reverence or so-

Emotional Gesture, j"""**, m,deeP emotion of an/ sort, it

becomes ot course, appropriate and ex

pressive, for that reason ; but even then, it should be

used in connexion with other indications, significant

of moral emotion, rather than a pain in the breast.

§ 13. The second, of the two uses of gesture,—al-

Gesture the language ready specified,—contains the prin-

of Emotion. ciple of action which rules in both

these cases ;—viz., that gesture is generally the lan

guage of emotion or passion, and very rarely that of

Words, the language mere intelligence. For this latter a

of intelligence, purpose speech alone, is generallyJ

abundantly sufficient. It is the neglect of this prin-

Bxeessive gesture. <*&, Which leaf to * ^T™^

with some speakers, of gesturing too

much.
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The principle which rules in the use of gestures of

,.,.,,. mere intelligence,—pantomime.—
Gesture for intelligence . ., , ., ° . r ,, j *

is, that they are not called lor, ex

cept where the speaker designs to draw attention to

what is thus signalized ;—and that, generally, with a

Tiew to emphasis, or oratorical impression ; as, e. g.,

where Paul exclaims, "Ye, yourselves know, that

these hands have ministered to my necessities, and

to them that are with me."

14. In regard to gestures intended to express emo-

Faults of gesturing tion, most of the common faults arise

for Emotion. from violating the fundamental rule

now stated. An orator should never force himself to

„, TJ , use the sign ol emotion, except
Should be spontaneous. . ,, ° .. . r.

where the emotion is genuine, ana

deep enough, to move him spontaneously, The

reasons for this, are too obvious to require to be

a heated speaker will stated. If the speaker is heated by

be forcible. passion, his action may not, indeed,

be graceful, and may need criticism ; but it will be,—

what is far better,—forcible.

§ 15. A fourth class of faults, arises from the want of

„ . . . . , ,. self-possession ; or — in the
Embarrasment breeds faults. r „ , , . r

case ol speakers in a course ol

training,—the perplexity of remembering what comes

next.

The common type of the first division of this class,

is awkwardness • that of the second confusion of

It ur manner.

Practice is the specific cure for both.

§ 16. A fifth class, comprises those faults which arise

_. , , from want of grace,—constitutional with
>Y ant of grace. ° '

some.

Awkward attitudes of body, angular, and recti-

.... linear movements of the arm,—and putting
emp i e . ^e iian(j3 jn forced and unnatural positions,

—as when the fingers stick out like the repelling
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leaves of an electrometer, or form a cup-like cavity

of the palm ; these, and innumerable others like them,

Criticism necessary, exemplify this class OffaultS. Criti-

cism, with practice, is the panacea

for all these evils; as well as for the sixth, and last fault

Uniformity a fault. we shall mention, viz., uniformity or

sameness of gesture.

This is very apt to be a fault of each separate in

stitution.'/ If one should judge, from the students, he

might well fancy, that each institution had a set of

moulds for gestures, into which every student had

been squeezed.

The sentiment must Study the sentiment, and enter into

be studied. jfa emotion, of what you wish to say ;

then be natural, earnest, simple, and as graceful as

possible. V
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